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1. Introduction 
 
 
 
This book is about the makeup of Specific Language Impairment (SLI) in Dutch. In 
SLI, target language matters. The fact that children are language-impaired does not 
spell out the symptoms that will testify to the disorder. The appearance of SLI is also 
dependent on the native language that the child is in the process of learning.  
Specific language impairment was first studied in depth in English-speaking children. 
Recently, studies in languages other than English have identified similarities and 
differences between SLI in English and SLI in other languages, and have helped us 
refine our explanations of the phenomenon. This study, of a language that is closely 
related to English, is intended as a contribution to both our knowledge of SLI in Dutch 
and to the comparative study of SLI across languages. 
 
There are two main research areas that are addressed by this study. One is the 
grammatical marking of tense and agreement on the verb. The other is the argument 
structure of lexical verbs. 
 
The book is structured in the following way. 
 
In Chapter 2 the history of SLI research is sketched. On the one hand several 
disciplines have imposed their conception of language disorder on the field, on the 
other hand there have been major shifts in terms of which model was the dominant one 
at any particular point in time. It will become clear that the linguistic approaches, by 
which an explanation for SLI is sought in the grammar itself, have gained popularity 
and have spawned a stream of literature recently. It is obvious that a linguistic study of 
SLI requires an ample introduction of this literature. Therefore, although Chapter 2 
will review various accounts of SLI, the focus will be on linguistic explanations. 
  
Chapter 3 outlines the research questions. The questions are, briefly: 
 

1. It has been a major finding of the literature on English that SLI children differ 
from their normal peers in their control of grammatical morphology. Against this 
background, what are the characteristics of tense and agreement marking in 
Dutch children with SLI? 
2. Do Dutch-speaking children with SLI differ from normals in their control of 
argument structure alternations and in their complementation of lexical verbs in 
general? 
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3. Do verb-morphological problems correlate with verb argument structure 
problems in the output of children with SLI? 
4. Do children with SLI differ from normals in the specificity with which they 
name actions, as expressed in specific versus nonspecific verb labels? 

 
These questions are interwoven. For instance, the characteristics that are found as 
valid markers of morphological difficulties (question 1) will be used to form 
subgroups (consisting of children with and without significant problems with verb 
morphology, respectively) that are entered in the comparison that allows for an answer 
to question 3.  
 
In addition to specifying the research questions in detail, Chapter 3 describes subject 
identification and selection procedures, and deals with the important issue of matching 
in relation to children with SLI. The chapter also contains a description of the tasks 
that were administered in this study in order to gather the data that pertain to the 
research questions.  
 
In Chapter 4 the first research question is answered. Following a comparison with 
typically developing children, it appears that Dutch children with SLI show difficulty 
with the correct and consistent marking of (past) tense as well as agreement features.   
 
In Chapter 5 the results of the previous chapter are compared to the predictions that 
follow from several linguistic explanations of morphological deficit. The theories that 
were first introduced in chapter 2 will be revisited in order to find out whether they are 
consistent with the patterns found in Dutch SLI. Can they account for the form that 
difficulties with grammatical morphology take in the Dutch data?    
 
In Chapter 6, the terminology concerning the second research topic, verb argument 
structure, is sketched. Also, the recent focus on argument structure in language 
acquisition studies is illustrated. Finally, a review will be given of the SLI studies that 
have addressed this area. 
 
In Chapter 7, an analysis will be presented of data from an existing corpus of data, 
gathered by Bol and Kuiken (1988). These data were coded for the complexity of verb 
complements. The pattern that evolves from this analysis underlines the relevance of 
research question 2. In this way, it is an overture to the experiments that follow. 
 
Chapter 8 contains the results from the argument structure experiment (research 
question 2). In it, a group comparison is carried out to explore the SLI children’s 
shortcomings in this area. Three aspects are probed: argument structure alternation, 
complementation of transitive verbs and resultative secondary predication. Because in 
recent literature verb argument structure has been seen as an area unrelated to 
grammatical morphology,  research question 3 was formulated. Using criteria that 
derive from the outcomes of Chapter 4, language-impaired children were also 
compared to each other. The purpose is  
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to establish whether, empirically, argument structure and grammatical morphology are 
independent in SLI.  
 
Finally, Chapter 9 focuses on an issue that has relevance for argument structure. In 
recent literature it has been claimed that language-impaired children have a small verb 
vocabulary in which frequent, ‘general all-purpose’ verbs are overrepresented. This 
would by definition curtail the children’s set of verb argument structures. In Chapter 9, 
research question 4 is posed. A task is presented in which verb labels are elicited from 
the children. For each verb item, the child has the opportunity to select a specific or a 
hypernymic label. 
 
There is no range of theories to which the results from Chapters 7 through 9 can be 
compared. The discussion will therefore be resumed in Chapter 10, in which the 
argument structure results meet the results that relate to functional categories (Chapter 
4).  
In this final chapter, conclusions will be drawn primarily on two issues:  

- What are the implications of the Dutch results for current theories on SLI? 
- What are the implications of the findings on verb argument structure for the 
nature of specific language impairment as we know it?  
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2. Specific Language Impairment 
 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
 
Over the years, various disciplines have proposed explanations for specific language 
impairment in children. Depending on the point of view that the researcher took, 
different aspects of the disorder have been considered. In this chapter a review will be 
given of the SLI literature. 
Because this study will focus on inflectional morphology and argument structure, the 
linguistic explanations for SLI, or for the symptoms of (grammatical) SLI, will be 
emphasised. It will become clear that there is  much debate on how the 
morphosyntactic symptoms of SLI are best explained. The literature provides less 
evidence for problems with verb argument structure. Also, fewer theoretical 
explanations anticipate difficulties in this area. The purpose of the present chapter is to 
explore what predictions and research questions are justified by the literature so far.  
 
 
2.2 Specific language impairment 
 
 
2.2.1 Definition 
 
Specific language impairment (SLI) to date has been defined by exclusion. SLI is a 
language impairment in children that is not caused by a perceptual handicap, by 
intellectual deficits, a peripheral motor disorder, a frank neurological dysfunction, or 
by emotional or behavioural problems (Stark & Tallal, 1981). The measure of 
language delay adopted in the Stark and Tallal (1981) criteria - scores on language 
tests should be one year delayed, based on the means of production and compre-
hension measures; in addition, for expressive language there should be a delay of at 
least twelve months and for receptive language at least six months - is not always 
respected by researchers: children with an exclusively expressive disorder are often 
included in the SLI population. The discrepancy between language and overall 
development (often defined as a discrepancy between the verbal and nonverbal tasks 
in an intelligence test), however, is a part of almost every definition of SLI1 and the 
exclusionary criteria are essentially acknowledged.  
One exception is worth mentioning. Bloom and Lahey (1978) in their influential book 
rejected exclusion. In their way of thinking, the language characteristics override the 
causal determinants. To quote one of their definitions: "the term language disorder will 

                                                 
1See Fey et al. (1994) for a discussion on the arbitrariness of the boundary between SLI and mental 
retardation in children who are in the borderline IQ range. 
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be used here as a broad term to describe certain behaviors, or the lack of certain 
behaviors" (Bloom & Lahey, 1978: 290). Their taxonomy (content-form-use) abstracts 
away from clinical categories. SLI is not a clinical category in their book anyway, 
unexplained as it is by etiology. But more importantly, clinical categories do not guide 
their behaviour-based approach in the first place. 
To return to the exclusion criteria, it should be stressed that a child is only called 
specifically language impaired insofar as no etiology can be established. Whether the 
language impairment is the primary disorder can never be ascertained, whereas a 
secondary language disorder can be verified, save for misdiagnosis. The SLI label 
always remains susceptible to counterevidence. It is to be expected that advanced 
technology will exclude more children from the SLI population by identifying causes 
that extend to language (De Jong, 1996).  
The definition of SLI results in a heterogeneous population because it excludes rather 
than includes children. It fails to specify what the common nature of the impairment is. 
Not every researcher takes this situation for granted. According to Tomblin (1996), 
more effort should be taken to test the validity of the SLI label. He criticises the fact 
that descriptions of SLI "do not require certain features of language to be impaired, 
rather, any deficits (...) are likely to lead to a diagnosis of language impairment" (Tom-
blin, 1996:192). 
  
2.2.2 Symptoms of SLI 
 
While definitions of SLI do not contain a specification of the nature of the language 
problem, some symptoms are more dominant than others. SLI is strongly associated 
with morphosyntactic difficulties, especially the comprehension and production of 
grammatical morphemes. These symptoms will be described in section 2.5. Also 
prominent are phonological restrictions. Quite often, language-impaired children 
suffer from verbal dyspraxia as well, but phonology may also be disordered at a more 
abstract, nonpraxic level (Beers, 1995). Lexical problems (in word storage and word 
access) constitute another symptom that has been described in the literature (for a 
review, see Johnston, 1988). Pragmatic problems may be apparent as a secondary 
effect of deficits in language form. Several authors claim a separate (semantic-) 
pragmatic disorder, though this claim remains controversial and pragmatic disability is 
now sometimes seen as part of the autistic spectrum. In this study I will start from the 
linguistic view which holds that there is a substantial subgroup of SLI children whose 
problems lie mainly within morphosyntax, but I will broaden that view by adding 
argument structure to the range of their potential weaknesses. 
 
 
2.3 Approaches to SLI 
 
 
SLI has been studied by several disciplines. These professions have all contributed 
their own points of view as well as their biases, and their own methodologies and 
orthodoxies. Several explanations of SLI have been proposed. Concepts and theories 
from theoretical and clinical linguistics will serve as the guideline for the present 
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study. The investigations to be reported here fit in with a tradition that seeks to apply 
linguistic tools to help explain the nature of SLI (cf. Hansson, 1997). Before marking 
out the linguistic approach, a bird's eye view is given of approaches that search for 
explanations outside the core linguistic system. 
 
2.3.1 Terminology 
 
Through the years, language disorders in children have successively been viewed in 
different ways. The way our conceptions of SLI have changed can be illustrated by 
looking at the titles of some general books on SLI. In 1972, Rutter and Martin edited a 
volume entitled The child with delayed speech. In his contribution to the book, T.T.S. 
Ingram distinguishes a group of 'specific developmental speech disorders' that roughly 
corresponds to SLI. Admittedly, the ambiguity of the term 'speech' was recognised at 
the time - several authors mentioned speech and/or language problems. However, the 
more common label included the word ‘speech’ rather than ‘language’. In 1978, Wyke 
edited a collection of articles, Developmental Dysphasia (previous researchers had 
coined the names 'aphasia in childhood' (Ewing) and 'developmental aphasia' 
(Eisenson)). Recent titles are Specific speech and language disorders in children 
(Fletcher & Hall, 1992) and Specific language impairments in children (Watkins & 
Rice, 1994). First of all, the ambiguous term speech as a cover term for articulation 
and language disorders has been replaced consistently by more specific labels: arti-
culation disorders are recognised not to be synonymous with language disorders. 
Secondly, delay was substituted by dysphasia or specific impairment. This change 
highlights the fact that the disorder does not show an even language profile in which 
all components are lagging behind equally. Finally, the term dysphasia has been 
rejected by many authors because it suggests a connection to (acquired) aphasia and 
thus to suspected brain pathology. This connotation has been avoided in recent 
literature, although the label developmental dysphasia remains popular with some 
authors (Blanken et al., 1993; Gopnik, 1990b; Clahsen, 1991; Njiokiktjien, 1987; 
Grimm & Weinert, 1987). Currently, the label specific language impairment is most 
often used. This term is neutral. It does not reflect any etiologic hunch; it merely 
points at the most obvious behavioural abnormality exhibited by the children it applies 
to. 
Successive research traditions have changed the way we look at language disorders. 
They will be presented here in a chronological order, but none of them can be referred 
to in the past tense: each tradition continues to contribute to the field of language 
pathology. 
 
2.3.2 The search for causes: the medical model 
 
When language impairment in children was first recognised, the medical model 
dominated diagnostic and therapeutic approaches to the disorder. This model 
demanded that language disorders be approached categorically. Each type of disorder 
was to be matched by a clinical category, defined by a singular cause. If such a point 
of view is taken, the linguistic characteristics of the disorder are irrelevant to the 
planning of treatment. Identification of a cause should suffice for selecting an 
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intervention strategy, or conversely for justifying non-intervention. If the cause could 
be found, linguistic symptoms should be curable accordingly. Bishop and Rosenbloom 
(1987) plotted etiologic and behavioural categories in a two-way classification of 
language disorders. In their matrix, linguistic characteristics were matched to medical 
causes. Obviously, the matrix included language disorders with a clear medical 
etiology. Mental retardation, hearing deficits, chromosomal abnormalities can all 
influence linguistic proficiency in children in a fairly predictable way. However, in 
Bishop and Rosenbloom's table the more specific language problems fall under the 
heading aetiology unclear. This is exactly where the medical model falls short. Where 
the cause is not clear, the way to intervention is closed. The medical model cannot deal 
with 'causeless' disorders.  
It is not always certain what constitutes a cause. One etiologic explanation of SLI that 
has always had its supporters is the occurrence of otitis media with effusion (OME). 
Stark and Tallal (1981) excluded children with recurrent episodes of OME from their 
SLI population, because they felt they could not be sure that the language disorder was 
independent of the otitis. Not many authors follow this guideline. Although OME is a 
clearly detrimental factor, controversy remains over whether there is a causal link 
between OME and SLI. Bishop, after reviewing the literature about the contribution of 
OME to language disorder, concludes that "middle ear disease is not an adequate 
general explanation for the cause of SLI" (Bishop, 1997b:46).  
Tomblin (1996) lists a number of epidemiological risk factors (or antecedents: 
Robinson, 1987) that are associated with the occurrence of SLI. These factors 
accompany many case descriptions of SLI and it is possible (though the evidence is 
not conclusive) that they are causally related to the disorder. The most obvious factors 
that Tomblin includes are: gender ("males are more liable for SLI than are females", 
Tomblin, 1996:198; ratios in the literature vary between 3:1 and 4:1) and familiality 
(SLI often concentrates in families). These epidemiological patterns are circumstantial 
evidence for the genetic transference of the disorder (see section 2.3.3). 
Frustrated by the lack of diagnostic evidence for causal factors in many individual 
children, some authors have resorted to linguistic description of symptoms as a tool for 
diagnostics and intervention. In the absence of identifiable causes, a direct clinical 
purpose is served by an analysis of the language that the child has at its disposal 
(Bloom & Lahey, 1978). In a more fundamental way, it has also been suggested that 
the language performance of children with SLI falls within normal distribution, albeit 
in the lower percentiles of the population. According to this rationale, investigating 
causes would by definition prove redundant (Leonard, 1991). I will return to this 
position in section 2.3.6. 
 
2.3.3 The search for causes: new developments 
 
Recently, the search for causes has been resumed, partly encouraged by new 
techniques like functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission 
tomography (PET). As a consequence, the original scepticism about the value of 
etiologic research efforts has diminished. The investigation of causal factors that could 
contribute to SLI is expected to benefit  from progress in technology. New instruments 
for brain cartography and for measuring brain activity may well prove to illuminate 
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children's functioning. Plante and her colleagues (Plante, 1991; Plante et al., 1991; 
Plante, 1996) have done pioneering research in morphometry and in the monitoring of 
brain activity. The results are equivocal. Plante found a high degree of symmetry for 
the right and left planum temporale where asymmetry is common. Such a lack of 
asymmetry, however, is also seen in some normally developing children and is not 
necessarily predictive of SLI. In general, so far, it is not clear that membership of the 
SLI population predicts with any confidence how the child's brain will look and how 
brain activity will be different from that seen in normals. Nevertheless, it is to be 
expected that, as research on suspected causes of SLI makes advances, the core 
population of children with SLI will become smaller as a broader range of secondary 
language disorders is identified. 
In addition, attention is drawn to the exploration of genetic antecedents for language 
impairment (of course this interest and the interest in brain atypicalities overlap). The 
observation that SLI often 'runs in the family' has been substantiated by studies of 
families with a high concentration of language disorders (Tomblin, 1989; Gopnik & 
Crago, 1991; Bishop, 1992b; Matthews, 1994). In particular the study of a London 
family half of whose members (spanning three generations) showed evidence of 
specific language impairment was a major incentive for investigations of the 
relationship between SLI and genetics (Gopnik & Crago, 1991;  Pembrey, 1992; 
Vargha-Khadem et al., 1995). A different type of research tradition that has similar 
implications concentrates on the language of twins. Bishop (1992b) found that when 
language-impaired twins belonged to a monozygotic pair, their twin brother or sister 
was bound to be language-impaired more often than if the twins were dizygotic. 
Tracing back all incidences of SLI to hereditary transmission is premature. There may 
even be a genetic subtype of SLI, with a distinctive symptomatology (Van der Lely, 
1993). In a recent collection of papers (Rice, 1996) the genetic study of SLI gets a 
boost. In order to assist geneticists' search for the genotype of SLI, linguists initiate 
attempts to determine a solid phenotype of the disorder. Although there are more 
aspects to the phenotype (for instance, epidemiological risk factors like gender of the 
child, familiality), linguists primarily equate a phenotype of the disorder with a clear 
diagnostic marker of SLI. 
 
Whether linguistic research will soon lead to the identification of a phenotype marker 
is questionable. Pennington (1986; cf. Shriberg et al., 1997) draws a fundamental 
distinction between a phenotype marker and a diagnostic marker. Pennington proposes 
five requirements that phenotype markers must fulfil (the criteria here are quoted from 
Shriberg et al., 1997:287): 

1. the marker must be expressed in all genotypes that code for the disorder. 
2. the marker ideally is bimodal, so that family members can be identified as 
affected or nonaffected. 
3. the marker must be present in all individuals who meet standard diagnostic 
criteria and in some but not all of their relatives who do not. 
4. the marker must have a 'logical and potentially causal' relation to the full-blown 
disorder. 
5. the phenotype marker should ideally involve only a single test or trait. 
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One diagnostic marker that has been proposed - and that will be discussed in more 
detail underneath - is related to the Optional Infinitive (OI) stage (Wexler, 1994). In 
this developmental stage children do not regard the marking of finiteness on the verb 
as obligatory. According to Rice and her colleagues (Rice et al., 1995; Rice & Wexler, 
1996a, 1996b) an extended version of this normal stage (the Extended Optional 
Infinitive stage: EOI) can be taken to be a clinical marker of SLI2: children with SLI 
are characterised by their continuing inconsistency in the marking of tense.  
Going by Pennington's criteria, it is easy to see that EOI - the diagnostic or clinical 
marker - cannot simply be equated with a phenotype marker for SLI. The nature of 
SLI itself predicts that the differences between affected and nonaffected individuals, 
for any given trait, will be proportional rather than absolute. Thus, it is not the case 
that children can simply be marked as affected or unaffected on the basis of their use 
of a grammatical marker (criterion 2) and a simple test that the child can pass or fail is 
not available (criterion 5). The measures are typically formulated as arbitrarily chosen 
percentages of use in obligatory contexts. This particular symptom is also not easy to 
relate to co-occurring symptoms - if one wants to account for accompanying 
symptoms at all (criterion 4). Finally, the marker does not characterise the entire 
population (criterion 1) although there is an overlap with the performance of 
nonaffected individuals (Lahey at al., 1988), so perhaps the OI marker can meet 
criterion 3. 
I will not go into the details of the EOI account until later (section 2.6.9). The point to 
be made here - and the EOI has served as an illustration because it has been claimed 
explicitly to be a clinical marker of SLI - is that SLI is a heterogeneous disorder that is 
not easily straitjacketed into a phenotype. There may be an underlying fallacy inherent 
in the search for SLI markers to begin with: that a multidetermined disorder is 
conceived of as unitary (Miller, 1996). Also, it must be reiterated that if EOI is a 
marker of SLI at all, it is a marker of the subtype of SLI in which grammatical 
symptoms predominate (2.4). 
 
Locke (1994) put forward an explanation for SLI that started from the assumption that 
the impairment has a genetic basis. His article does not present empirical evidence but 
rather attempts, in an essayistic way, to make sense of some contradictory findings 
encountered in the literature on SLI. A major contradiction is that many SLI children, 
while exhibiting the linguistic symptoms that mark their disorder, also fall short of 
controls when they are tested on certain tasks that are not linguistic and that sometimes 
are not even related to linguistic ability. Evidence of cognitive shortcomings beyond 
language has been presented by Johnston and her colleagues (see Johnston, 1992; 
1994).  

                                                 
2Support for the validity of unmarked verb forms as a hallmark of SLI comes from a recent study. In an 
attempt to find a variable that distinguishes between children with SLI and typically developing children, 
Bedore and Leonard (1998) performed a discriminant function analysis. Grammatical morphology - 
operationalised by a verb morpheme composite - proved to be the most sensitive measure. It predicted 
membership of the SLI group with a high degree of accuracy. The composite consisted of regular past 
tense affix -ed,  third person singular -s and copula and auxiliary be forms. Omission of these elements was 
identified with the SLI children. These findings are in line with the Fletcher & Peters (1984) study. 
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Locke acknowledges the considerable amount of data that suggests that children with 
SLI have deficits beyond the linguistic capacity. He draws up a model that relates the 
linguistic delay to the nonlinguistic symptoms. Assuming, as Locke does, that genetic 
determinants, together with early experience, result in atypical brain development, two 
patterns are possible: cortical maturation may simply be slower or neuro-anatomical 
differences from normally developing brains may come into being in impaired 
children (cf. Plante, 1991; Plante, 1996). In both cases, the outcome of atypical brain 
development may logically affect nonlinguistic capacities as well as language skills.    
  
2.3.4 Underlying processes explaining SLI 
 
The original medical model was followed by what Bloom and Lahey (1978) called a 
'specific abilities orientation'. 
For want of well-established etiologic causes alternative explanations were offered. 
Considering that language skills depend to some extent on other functions, the search 
for causes changed its perspective from medical causes to processes (perceptual, 
cognitive, motivational) that, if they are deficient, implicate language (of course, these 
deficits in turn may have medical causes, even though they are not identified). This 
tradition continues to spawn research until the present day. 
Bloom and Lahey (1978) listed auditory sequential memory, use of temporal cues and 
the processing of multisensory input as 'specific abilities related to language disorders'. 
They reviewed these factors critically and remained sceptical as to the importance and 
also the discreteness of these processes. 
Auditory processing, especially of short sequences that are presented rapidly, has been 
shown repeatedly to be limited in children with SLI. Tallal and her colleagues have 
demonstrated this vulnerability in a number of experiments. In the most classic of their 
investigations (Tallal & Piercy, 1973), they presented two sounds and asked children 
to identify which sound came first or last and, in another task, whether the sounds 
were similar or different. Children with SLI were sensitive to two variables: the length 
of the inter-stimulus interval and the length of the stimulus (this was true for nonverbal 
stimuli as well). Their poor performance was reflected in a higher number of errors 
and a longer reaction time. Recently, Wright et al. (1997) have drawn attention to the 
importance of another factor that influences performance in this task: the possibility of 
backward masking of the first stimulus by the second one. Processing the most recent 
stimulus would obscure children's memory of the preceding one (a phenomenon that 
had already been anticipated by Bishop, 1992a). Lately, there has been a lot of 
attention for an extension of the research on rapid auditory processing. In these new 
studies, the previous assumptions were tested in a therapeutic context (Merzenich et 
al., 1996; Tallal et al., 1996; Tallal, 1997). Speech was modified acoustically to 
lengthen the stimuli, to increase the inter-stimulus interval and to amplify the 
transitions. Children with SLI performed better under these conditions. By 
subsequently training the children with stimuli that were more and more like the rapid 
signals that are immanent in natural speech, the therapy effect was generalised. The 
first results were impressive. The training software (named FastForword) is now 
available for use in therapy. Critics argue that it is not yet quite clear which ingredients 
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of the program are the effective ones and consequently at which level the child is 
assisted by them (Bishop, 1997a; Rice, 1997). 
Gathercole and Baddeley (1990) blamed a limitation of short term phonological 
memory for many children's language problems. They located the deficit in the 
'phonological loop'. The term derives from Baddeley and Hitch's (1974) model of 
working memory. The main component of that model is the 'central executive', that is 
assisted by two 'slave systems' one of which is the phonological loop which 'maintains 
verbally coded information'. Gathercole and Baddeley's finding that the phonological 
short term memory in children with SLI is inadequate was refuted by Van der Lely and 
Howard (1993). A key point of criticism was that Gathercole and Baddeley's subjects 
were assessed by measuring knowledge of single words, which represents an area that 
is rather well-preserved in children with SLI (the dependent variables were taken from 
similar linguistic sources). In Van der Lely and Howard's own research, in which 
grammatical rather than semantic performance was the independent variable, no short 
term memory deficit was found among the language-impaired individuals3. 
Gathercole and Baddeley (1993) acknowledged the grammatical deficit and checked 
potential explanations for it. One is that each symptom has an independent cause, 
another that phonological working memory affects separate aspects of language 
proficiency independently. A third one is in line with the importance these authors 
attribute to lexical skills: they propose "that vocabulary knowledge is pivotal to any 
aspect of language use (...) Individual words represent the building blocks of language, 
and without understanding of these units the higher-level aspects of language 
processing cannot proceed" (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1993:65)4.  
Before we move on to the linguistic explanations of SLI, it is important to note that 
within accounts of SLI that employ medical categorisations or accounts that refer to 
abilities underlying linguistic faculties, the linguistic predictions that follow from the 
presumed cause are not always specified. Predictions are often of a general nature and, 
if so, the symptoms cannot be deduced from them. 
 

                                                 
3Van der Lely and Howard's criticism would also harm other explanations that depend crucially on lexical 
skills. Locke's work (Locke, 1994) is an example: Locke builds up his explanation from the assumption 
that the difficulties originate (linguistically, that is) in lexical knowledge, after which other components fail 
accordingly. For authors who consider the grammatical deficit contained in SLI to be the core of the 
impairment (Van der Lely is a declared supporter of this position) the main difficulty is located in the 
grammar itself. 
4It is possible to link this image to Leonard's (1989) attempt to define the learnability problem that 
children with SLI face. I will return to Leonard's explanation of SLI later. In his account these children 
are unable to readily acquire morphological paradigms. Because the surface characteristics of gram-
matical morphemes increase the processing load, cells in the targeted word structure template (Pinker, 
1984) are not filled. Instead, children stick to word-specific paradigms that they give up reluctantly. It 
can be argued that a certain number of lexical items have to be acquired for morphological analysis to 
happen (in normal acquisition, it has been argued that the verb lexicon needs to reach a ‘critical mass’ 
before inflectional morphology becomes productive; Marchman & Bates, 1994). In this way, delay in 
the acquisition of lexical material may be connected to morphological delay. However, this position 
would gain strength if difficulties in morphological marking were mirrored by a similar delay in 
lexical development. Judging from the evidence reported in the literature, it seems that lexical 
development is affected by SLI to a lesser extent than morphosyntactic development is.  
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2.3.5 Intermezzo: what kind of explanation is given? 
 
When we think about explanations for SLI, it is important that we distinguish between 
different levels of explanation (and of causation). The identification of an etiology 
informs us about the cause of the disorder. In other words, it explains the existence of 
the disorder. What it does not necessarily do is explain the form that the disorder takes. 
A linguistic explanation, on the other hand, intends to do precisely that. But then again 
a linguistic explanation, while it draws our attention to the way the symptoms pattern, 
does not explain why a language disorder develops in a child in the first place. Then 
there is the approach by which skills are explored that are prerequisites for language 
and that, when impaired, may affect language ability adversely. This approach is 
situated halfway the medical-linguistic scale. It does not explain the existence of the 
disorder, though it may bring us closer to an explanation, and it may come up with a 
dysfunctional process that differentially affects separate language skills. Njiokiktjien 
(1987) proposes a distinction between etiology per se and pathogenesis. The latter is 
not unlike what I have called a deficit in an underlying process above. 
The debate on the origins of SLI can be summarised in one central question: is SLI a 
general deficit that can be traced back to lower levels of dysfunctioning or is it a 
disorder that uniquely affects higher cognitive functions? Whenever authors disagree, 
it is usually about the level at which the impairment originates. A classic example of 
this debate is the discussion between Gathercole and Baddeley (1990) and Van der 
Lely and Howard (1993) that was mentioned before. The issue is also high on the 
agenda in Bishop's (1997b) book in which she shows quite clearly that the child’s 
language system is a mixture of bottom-up and top-down processes, so the level at 
which the processing is deficient is hard to establish with certainty. 
 
2.3.6 Linguistic problems, whatever the causes 
 
Bloom and Lahey (1978) supported a descriptive approach to language disorders. In 
the absence of convincing etiologic evidence5, they supported the analysis of language 
behaviour per se as the most useful way of dealing with diagnosis and therapy. In their 
view this road could be taken without consideration of the causes of language 
impairment (by implication, this would lead to a rejection of the exclusion criterion). 
One might call this an agnostic view. Their rationale was revived explicitly by 
Leonard's (1991) position that children with SLI belong to the lower ranges of 
language normality. Consequently, Leonard predicted that "research on discovering a 
cause for specific language impairment could very well come up empty" (Leonard, 
1991:67).  
The overt rejection of the medical model has been influential, but there are now signs 
of retreat and some authors consider the disregard of medical causes harmful. Tomblin 
(1996), after taking stock of an era in which speech therapists have rejected the 
medical model in favour of a behavioural model, concludes: "As a result, little work 

                                                 
5I might add that if a cause is found, this does not immediately render a linguistic approach obsolete. After 
all, another problem with the medical approach is that finding a cause does not always define the therapy. 
If a cause is irreversible, it is not open to remediation.    
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has been invested in testing and refining the diagnostic standards for many 
developmental communication disorders, including SLI" (Tomblin, 1996:192).    
 
 
 
2.3.7 Linguistic problems - linguistic causes 
 
Lately, writers are once more defending language as the target area for study in 
children with language disorders. However, a different rationale is formulated for a 
linguistically oriented approach. Children's linguistic shortcomings are now assumed 
to be internal to the language module. Language is deemed to be deficient in its own 
right. Richard Cromer was among the first to put forward this idea. In his 1978 
chapter, he spelled out a research agenda: "the study of developmental dysphasia (...) 
may provide clues to the nature of the language acquisition device by providing 
evidence of the types of linguistic structures these children find difficult or impossible 
to master regardless of the mode of input" (Cromer, 1978:112). In previous empirical 
work Cromer had identified a 'hierarchical structuring deficit' that would affect 
language-impaired children's syntax6 and cause the children to process sentences in a 
linear way. This finding suggested a problem located within the grammatical module - 
after all, hierarchy is a hallmark of human language. Subsequent work by Cromer, 
however, showed that the hierarchical structuring proved deficient even if the 
hierarchy was nonlinguistic in nature. 
The major shift towards linguistic explanations did not come about until the late 80's. 
In that period linguistically trained researchers of language impairment tested 
assumptions that were based on linguistic theory and used data from language-
impaired children in the spirit of Cromer's agenda. Linguistic constituents and 
algorithms like functional categories in general, INFL in particular, as well as 
parameter setting and case marking were analysed in samples elicited from children 
with SLI. In this research tradition a key linguistic difficulty would be pinpointed, 
rather than an extralinguistic underlying process. These investigations will be 
discussed in the next section.   
At the same time, theoretical linguistics developed a renewed interest in language 
pathology. This enthusiasm was largely due to optimism on the possibility of 
localising language modules, thanks to new technologies like PET-scanning and fMRI. 
Also, research came up with fresh evidence for a possible genetic basis for language 
impairment (Gopnik & Crago, 1991; Bishop, 1992b). Several authors claimed a high 
degree of independence for linguistic knowledge. In particular Gopnik's work was 
hailed by theoretical linguists as sound evidence for the psychological reality of 
linguistic modules (this enthusiasm is reflected by references to Gopnik's and Gopnik 
and Crago's research in several books and articles by theoretical linguists: Chomsky, 
1991; Jackendoff, 1994; Pinker, 1994, Newmeyer, 1997). Evidence for modularity not 
only derived from research on aphasia and specific language impairment. It was also 
found in studies on high-functioning individuals with mental retardation. In particular, 

                                                 
6This claim was made not only for specifically language impaired children, but for the oral output of deaf 
children as well.  
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Williams syndrome can be accompanied by a high level of language proficiency, in 
sharp contrast to other levels of cognitive functioning (Bellugi et al., 1993). 
Conversely, a substantial number of children with Down's syndrome show language 
deficits beyond the level that is predicted by their general cognitive functioning 
(Rondal, 1993; Chapman, 1995).  
If impairments can be that selective, an independent module for language, or a 
submodule for a specific language domain, can arguably be claimed. Language 
pathology is thus seen to produce the evidence for linguistic theories of modularity 
(Fodor, 1983): a linguistic component that can be affected separately can be granted an 
independent status.7  
 
Linguistic frameworks and theories on language acquisition have been invoked to 
explain the typical pattern of SLI children's deficits - the coherence of their symptoms 
- and have spawned numerous linguistic accounts of grammatical SLI. Before I discuss 
these theories, a survey of the most seriously affected areas in morphosyntax is 
presented in section 2.5. These are the symptoms that linguists felt they had to account 
for in their explanatory theories on SLI. 
 
  
2.4 Classification 
 
 
One issue that is closely related to the basic assumptions of the medical model is 
classification. From an etiologic point of view identification of causes results in 
distinct categories or syndromes. Rapin and Allen (1983; 1987) have proposed a set of 
clinical categories that they found to be useful for clinical practice and that represented 
subgroups in the population that they encountered in their clinic. A clinical category 
calls for a separate etiology. Unfortunately, no etiology is known for the many 
language-impaired children that, for want of something better, are called specifically 
language-impaired. Rapin and Allen attempt to solve this problem by hypothesising, 
for each subtype, a brain region where a lesion is expected, but they do so in the 
absence of empirical evidence for the lesion. This procedure highlights the problem 
that challenges medically oriented researchers in SLI: as no cause can be established, 
SLI remains an amorphous syndrome (if a syndrome at all: in later work, Rapin and 
Allen avoid this term). The subtypes proposed by Rapin and Allen (1983; 1987) 
include (I omit the extension 'syndrome'): verbal auditory agnosia, verbal dyspraxia, 
phonological programming deficit, phonological-syntactic deficit, lexical-syntactic 
deficit and semantic-pragmatic deficit. The subtypes that have been most widely 
                                                 
7Two kinds of modularity are relevant here (Frijn & de Haan, 1991): external modularity concerns the 
independence of grammar from other cognitive modules, internal modularity concerns the 
independence of components of grammar. A hidden assumption underlying external modularity is that 
only language is deficient. However, the existence of additional symptoms does not contradict this 
claim. The crucial test is, whether the module is independent of other modules. Research on deficits in 
other resources, such as reported by Johnston and her colleagues, should not be read as a falsification 
of the independence of the language disorder but as evidence that the disorder is not restricted to 
grammar.  It may still be proven that the symptoms derive from a common cause. 
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accepted are verbal dyspraxia, the phonological-syntactic type (often named a 
morphosyntactic disorder, sometimes accompanied by verbal dyspraxia) and the 
semantic-pragmatic type (Fletcher, 1991; Van der Lely, 1994). When Rapin (1996) 
revisited her original taxonomy she acknowledged the fact that the cause is more often 
than not unknown in children with SLI. Instead, she points at the indications that a 
genetic factor is involved. However, the same restriction holds: even if we know that 
genes are involved, how does that help us in matters of classification and diagnosis? 
For the moment, the genetic foundation of SLI is as much a black box as the presumed 
brain pathology invoked in the original classification by Rapin and Allen (1987).    
In general, when researchers have proposed taxonomies of SLI types, the categories 
have been behavioural rather than clinical (to the extent that Rapin and Allen’s 
categories have been adopted, they have been used without the original reference to a 
suspected cerebral dysfunction). The main purpose of classification is usually a 
descriptive one: to break down groups of children with SLI into subgroups according 
to their language behaviour and in a way that is transparent and produces recognisable 
(behavioural) categories.  
Miller (1987, 1991), for example, gathered a list of clinical subtypes from the 
judgements of speech therapists in his Madison school district. They mentioned the 
following behavioural categories as indicative of distinct types of language disorder: 
difficulties with sentence formulation, word finding, rate, discourse, reference or 
semantics (as well as simple delay). Miller suggested measures for each of these 
diagnostic characteristics that might lead to the identification of subgroups with well-
defined language problems. Fletcher (1991) referred to Miller’s typology and foresaw 
a future classification that would accommodate subtypes in a language production 
model that could serve as an explanatory basis for understanding output errors.   
In a longitudinal study by Haynes and Naidoo (1991) a very practical approach to 
classification was taken. The authors performed a longitudinal study of the language-
impaired children that attended a school for special education in England. The 
investigation included 156 children and spanned 13 years. Individual impairments 
were classified according to level of processing (comprehension, production and 
speech (articulation)) and degree of severity (an impairment on either level was 
characterised as minor, moderate or severe). Severity was determined by referring to 
test scores and choosing cut-off points. The outcome was a set of nine subtypes. 
Obviously, not all the ‘cells’ in this taxonomy contained a large number of children, 
but some represented subtypes that were common as well as recognisable. A good 
example is what Haynes and Naidoo label the ‘Classic’ subtype (this type included the 
largest number of individuals). In these children, expressive language is severely 
impaired and speech impairment is severe or moderate; comprehension is affected in a 
minor or moderate way.    
Recently, Conti-Ramsden et al. (1997) applied a battery of psychometric tests to 
evaluate the language difficulties of a group of 242 English children. They also 
interviewed their teachers about their opinion of the children’s impairments. When 
cluster analysis was performed on the test results, six ‘robust subgroups’ of language 
impairment emerged. The groups could all be matched with categories coined by 
Rapin and Allen (1987). The largest group resembled Rapin and Allen’s phonologic-
syntactic deficit syndrome, that is much like Haynes and Naidoo’s Classic type. The 
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added value of the Conti-Ramsden et al. (1997) study is that the authors were able to 
relate subtypes to patterns in test behaviour. In this way, they made it possible for 
other researchers to replicate the taxonomy and provide clinicians with a way of 
identifying a child with a subtype. One caveat that Conti-Ramsden et al. express is that 
the procedure in its present form makes the clinician dependent on standardised tests 
only and does not incorporate the characteristics of SLI children’s spontaneous 
language.   
 
One conclusion that can be drawn from the literature on classification is that there is a 
large subgroup of children with a grammatical impairment (also labelled phonological-
syntactic or ‘Classic’). Their impairment is more significant in language production 
than in language comprehension. The grammatical symptoms may be accompanied  by 
phonological or praxic symptoms. It is this group from which the subjects in this study 
will be recruited. In the literature on SLI this group is often taken as representative of 
the SLI population at large. This is a connotation that is not intended here. There are 
other subgroups and the results from this study should not be generalised beyond the 
grammatical subtype of SLI. 
 
 
2.5 Grammatical SLI: a linguistic profile 
 
 
Linguistic explanations of SLI have originated empirically in research on the 
symptoms of SLI. Recurring patterns in linguistic shortcomings have culminated in a 
narrow definition of  language impairment. More than anything, problems with free 
and bound grammatical morphemes are acknowledged to be the principal characte-
ristic of SLI. Clearly, by doing so, researchers have made the core of the language-
impaired population smaller. The explanations to be discussed underneath do not 
address children with exclusively pragmatic or phonological disorders. Admittedly, the 
segregation of grammatical research from other fields (phonology, semantics, 
pragmatics) makes it hard to estimate the overlap between subgroups of children with 
SLI.  
It is important to recognise the fact that the theories to be reviewed here address 
grammatical impairment, either explicitly (when the researcher marks out the subjects 
as belonging to this subtype) or implicitly. This is not to say that other types do not 
exist - they do. This partiality merely reflects the bias inherent in the literature. This is 
why the heading of this section refers to ‘grammatical SLI’. 
 
2.5.1 Inflectional morphology 
 
The late 80s and early 90s have seen a proliferation of theories on grammatical 
disorder. Previous literature on language impairment from the 70s and early 80s had 
been influential in highlighting crucial shortcomings in the language of children with 
SLI. Adopting a methodology introduced by Morehead and Ingram (1973), elements 
were identified that were more seriously affected than the general delay predicted. 
Whereas before 1973 comparisons between language impaired children and 
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chronological peers had been favoured, younger children now entered the picture. The 
reason was, that it was assumed that a fair equivalent of the impaired children's 
language was not to be found in the output of their chronological age matches, but in 
children who were in a comparable stage of language acquisition.  
The measure that allowed for a comparison with language age (LA) peers was Brown's 
(1973) Mean Length of Utterance. A host of publications argued that MLU (measured 
in morphemes), as well as developing (correlating) with age, was a representative 
index of morphosyntactic growth8. Children with equal MLU's, the reasoning went, 
could be said to be roughly in the same stage of language development. On the other 
hand, group differences that subsisted in a comparison with MLU matches would 
signal a more specific difficulty where the dependent variable was concerned. The first 
study in which this measure was used was reported by Morehead and Ingram (1973). 
Their research topic was the expression of base syntax in language-impaired children. 
Menyuk (1964) had claimed that SLI children had extraordinary syntactic difficulties; 
she found clear-cut differences between children with SLI and chronological age (CA) 
peers and inferred that language-impaired children were qualitatively different from 
normals. Their language, she argued, was deviant rather than delayed. Morehead and 
Ingram (1973) demonstrated that Menyuk's results were artefactual. Using Brown's 
measure as an innovative matching tool to select a younger control group, Morehead 
and Ingram made the difference with typically developing children virtually disappear. 
They found a simple delay pattern rather than a deviant pattern in the children with 
SLI. The one measure that showed differences even under the MLU matching 
condition was the range of construction types. Phrase structure rules and 
transformations, on the other hand, were similar in range (the terminology derived 
from Chomsky, 1965).  
Over the years, several individual grammatical morphemes were investigated in a way 
that followed the same rationale. A number of studies on inflectional morphology and 
free grammatical morphemes demonstrated that on the morphophonological level 
children with SLI did not behave like their younger peers when matched on MLU. In a 
survey of the literature on grammatical SLI, Fletcher and Ingham (1995:611) list a 
number of grammatical categories that prove problematic for SLI children with 
English as their native language: plural -s; 3rd person -s; past tense -ed; auxiliary be; 
determiner the/a; infinitive particle to; case-marked pronouns. 
The consensus that developed on a distinct set of grammatical symptoms of SLI - 
again, mainly based on research with English-speaking children - paved the way for a 
                                                 
8Objections have been raised against the validity of MLU as an index of morphosyntactic development. 
One disadvantage is its limited tenability: as soon as the value of MLU exceeds 4.0, the growth becomes 
less linear. From then on it depends more and more on external influences, like subject matter and 
interaction type, instead of grammatical morphology and verb argument structure. This implies that 
differences between children in morphosyntactic ability are not solidly reflected by their MLU values. 
Another issue that has been discussed with regard to MLU is what could be called counterbalance. If a 
child is matched to a typically developing child by MLU and is known to omit grammatical morphemes 
frequently while the normal child does not, what compensatory elements on the part of the language-
impaired child make for the similar MLU value? (Plante et al., 1993; Johnston & Kamhi, 1984; De Jong, 
1997b).  Lahey (1990), who also considered mental age and IQ as reference points, suggested that we 
better stick to chronological age instead, also in order to avoid confusion over group-internal and between-
groups variability (cf. Kamhi, 1998). 
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research tradition according to which SLI exceeds language delay and involves 
specific symptoms within the grammar. This selectiveness has promoted an abundance 
of theories that aim to explain the linguistic coherence of the symptoms that SLI pre-
sents, while ignoring, it must be said once more, extragrammatical symptoms.  
 
2.5.2 Word order 
 
The grammatical symptoms of SLI are most often associated with individual 
grammatical morphemes. These morphemes are either omitted in an obligatory context 
or substituted. To a lesser degree problems are found in word order. Problems with 
word order are closely related to the typological properties of children's native 
language. One symptom is apparent in Verb Second (V2) languages. In these 
languages the finite verb is the second element in the sentence. In V2 languages like 
German and Dutch the verb is in final position during the early stage of acquisition. In 
this stage, the verb retains the infinitival form. SLI children learning V2 languages 
tend to stick to that position for an extended period. There are also data that show 
children with SLI producing finite forms in final position, but this symptom seems to 
be restricted to German and Swedish children with SLI (Grimm & Weinert, 1990; 
Hansson & Nettelbladt, 1995).  
Grimm and Weinert's (1990) argument that word order problems per se exist in 
German SLI children is controversial. They failed to come up with quantitative data, 
so it is not clear how widespread the symptom is among German children with SLI. As 
for interpretation, it can be argued that the position of the verb is dependent on 
agreement features, in which case the problem would not lie in word order itself, but 
would be secondary to agreement difficulties (Clahsen, 1992; Clahsen & Hansen, 
1993). 
Swedish SLI children exhibit different symptoms (Hansson & Nettelbladt, 1995; 
Hansson, 1998). Because subject-verb agreement does not exist in Swedish, word 
order phenomena in this language are not ambiguous like they are in German. Hansson 
and Nettelbladt’s SLI subjects were more rigid in their word order patterns than 
normally developing children. Subject-verb inversion occurred less often. Even when 
a constituent was topicalised (an obligatory context for inversion in Swedish) the 
impaired children would often maintain the subject-verb word order. They also 
produced verbs in third position when the sentence contained a negation - an 
ungrammatical sequence in Swedish.     
 
2.5.3 Argument structure 
 
Recently, investigations of verb argument structure have demonstrated that this area is 
also vulnerable in language-impaired children. Argument structure is the syntactic 
constellation that results from a verb’s meaning. Verb meaning is represented as a 
thematic structure, which defines the participants (e.g. agent, theme, goal) that are 
involved in the action that the verb labels. These participants, or thematic roles, are 
mapped onto arguments that express the thematic roles in syntax. In syntactic terms, 
this is the subcategorisation frame of the verb. It requires that a verb is accompanied 
by, for instance, a direct object or a prepositional phrase. 
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King and Fletcher (1993; Fletcher, 1992) found that children with SLI would 
sometimes omit verb arguments and thus use a transitive verb in an intransitive frame 
(or a ditransitive verb in a monotransitive frame). Even when omission of an argument 
did not result in ungrammaticality (as with verbs like eat; cf. Rispoli, 1992) the 
children with SLI showed a marked propensity to select an intransitive frame. Also, it 
has been shown that children with SLI produced fewer alternating argument structures 
(as in she broke the bottle; the bottle broke) and preferred one of the alternants instead 
(Fletcher et al., submitted; though compare Loeb et al., 1998). 
Rice and her colleagues (Rice & Bode, 1993; Watkins et al., 1993) have highlighted 
the vulnerability of lexical verbs in a different way. They described a small set of 
verbs that are highly frequent and have a nonspecific meaning (verbs like put, go). The 
authors coined them ‘general all purpose’ (GAP) verbs and proposed that children 
with SLI relied on this subset when retrieving an action label. While this might seem a 
lexical strategy, Rice (1991) suggested that this preference might well mask a problem 
with verb argument structure. Not only would the impaired children have a restricted 
set of verbs, they would also have fewer argument structures available.  
 
 
2.6 Grammatical SLI: linguistic theories 
 
 
The theories that are summarised in Table 2.1 can be clustered, I propose, in four sets 
of linguistic explanations: 
 1. weak characteristics and language-specific cues impede the child's learning 

of grammar;  
 2. features or rules that are intrinsic to the language are not available to the 

child; 
 3. dependency relations, such as agreement, are not available to the child; 
 4. there is an extension of early stages of morphosyntactic development. 
I will discuss each of the explanations in turn, while sticking to the order above. First, 
however, some remarks must be made on generality. Theories are different in their 
scope. One limitation to the applicability of a theory concerns the extent to which it 
can explain grammatical SLI at large or serves more modest aims. It will become clear 
that for the data to be discussed here, many explanations only touch at one or a few 
symptoms presented by the children. If the task we set ourselves is to find out whether 
existing accounts are falsified by any particular set of data, the results are predictable. 
Let me formulate one shot across the bow: none of the theories can cover all of the 
symptoms found for SLI in a specific language and so each can be discarded. I will opt 
here for a more conservative approach and assume that each theory can deal with part 
of the symptoms of SLI. I will try to estimate the contribution each can make to our 
understanding of what is wrong with the grammatical knowledge or performance of 
children with SLI. 
Each of the explanations to be discussed below makes reference to linguistic theory. 
Most often this is Chomsky's government-binding paradigm (Chomsky, 1981). 
Various studies highlight a particular module of the Chomskyan model of grammar. I 
will approach these explanations eclectically. While theories may depend on a linguis-
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tic theory that has been abandoned or revised in the meantime or that is not shared by 
other researchers, I will treat each explanation in its own right.  
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Table 2.1  A survey of linguistic explanations of grammatical SLI 
  
Hypothesis (author(s)) Locus of linguistic pro-

blem 
Predicted symptoms 

Hierarchical Planning 
Deficit hypothesis 
(Cromer, 1978) 

Syntax. 
Processing deficit of 
hierarchical relationships. 

Sentences with hierarchical 
structure are interpreted in a 
linear way 

Surface hypothesis 
(Leonard, 1989) 

Morphophonology. 
Processing problem 
increased by non-saliency 
of grammatical 
morphemes   

Morphemes which are non-
syllabic, unstressed, short in 
duration are vulnerable to 
omission or reduction. 

Sparse Morphology 
hypothesis (Leonard et 
al., 1988) 

Morphology. 
Low degree of morpholo-
gical marking in the tar-
get language makes chil-
dren less aware of inflec-
tion 

Bound morphemes in 
languages with sparse 
inflectional morphology are 
prone to omission 

Missing Feature 
hypothesis (Gopnik, 
1990a) 

Morphology. 
Semantico-syntactic 
features that are to be 
marked morphologically 
are lacking in the child's 
grammar 

Problems with agreement, 
tense, gender and number 
marking (among other 
features) 

Implicit Rule Deficit 
hypothesis (Oetting & 
Rice, 1993; Gopnik & 
Crago, 1991; Ullman & 
Gopnik, 1994) 

Morphology. 
Symbolic rules for 
morphological marking 
are lacking in the child's 
grammar 

Problems with regular 
morphological marking; 
irregulars not affected 
because they are rote-
learned; omissions exceed 
substitutions  

Missing Agreement 
hypothesis (Clahsen, 
1989; 1992) 

Morphosyntax. 
Deficit in Control 
Agreement Principle 

Problems with subject-verb 
agreement, determiner-
(adjective)-noun agreement, 
auxiliaries, case marking; no 
problems with plural 
marking 

Differential Agreement 
Checking hypothesis 
(Rice, 1994) 

Morphosyntax. 
Deficit in Spec, Head 
agreement 

Problems with subject-verb 
and quantifier + noun 
agreement and with case 
marking; no problems with 
plural marker; determiner-
noun (Head, Head) 
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agreement not affected 
Table 2.1 continued 

Hypothesis (author(s)) Locus of linguistic problem 
 

Predicted symptoms 

Representational Deficit for 
Dependency Relations 
(Van der Lely, 1994) 

Morphosyntax. 
Deficit in government 
relations 

Problems with 
agreement, binding and 
theta role assignment; 
plural marking not 
affected 

Delayed acquisition of 
functional categories (Loeb 
& Leonard, 1991; Eyer & 
Leonard, 1995) 

Morphosyntax. 
Delayed development of 
functional heads  

Later appearance of 
reflexes of DET, INFL 
and COMP 

Extended Optional 
Infinitive stage (Rice et al., 
1995) 

Morphosyntax. 
Extended stage of optional 
use of infinitive while tense 
marking is not yet acquired 

Optional rather than 
consistent marking of 
finiteness; agreement 
unaffected; irrelevant 
for plural marking 

 
2.6.1 Functional categories in linguistic theory 
 
Linguistic theories on grammatical SLI emphasise the difficulties that arise in the 
production and (to a lesser extent) comprehension of functional (grammatical) 
categories. Functional categories have drawn a lot of attention in linguistic theory as 
well as in language acquisition research (e.g. Radford, 1988).  
Whereas in earlier stages of linguistic theory, the main nodes in tree diagrams 
represented lexical categories - verb phrases (VP), noun phrases (NP), adjective 
phrases (AP), and prepositional phrases (PP) - linguistics presently is less interested in 
lexical categories and stresses the importance of functional phrasal categories like 
INFL (inflection), and COMP (complementizer). Verbs only exist as elements that 
move along a set of functional projections that make sure that a verb is derived in the 
right position and in the right form. Lexical categories are subordinated to the 
functional ones that determine the syntactic phrasal structure.  
Recent developments have added new functional categories to the derivation. DET 
(determiner) has been attributed phrasal status. INFL has been divided into Agr-S 
(agreement to the subject) and T (tense) (Split INFL; Pollock, 1989). NEG (negation) 
has been included as well. In addition to Agr-S the structure of various languages has 
necessitated another functional head, Agr-O, to account for agreement to the object.    
Another innovation, casually mentioned above, is the concept of checking. Under the 
Minimalist framework (Chomsky, 1992) an inflected verb is retrieved from the 
lexicon. While moving to a higher position in the hierarchical representation of the 
sentence structure, the inflected verb is compared to the requirements posed by each 
functional head. If the form does not answer these requirements, the derivation 
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collapses. In an earlier stage of linguistic theory, this would be phrased differently. It 
would be said that certain functional categories were not available apparently, so the 
relevant sentence structure could not be built (or the verb could not be inflected: the 
verb was thought to collect the inflection while moving). This changing approach is 
highly relevant for issues we will discuss later, like the role of agreement in SLI 
(sections 2.6.5, 2.6.6). Lack of agreement can now be reanalysed as a failing checking 
relationship between two elements. 
  
2.6.2 Surface hypothesis   
 
The Surface hypothesis started out as an adaptation by Leonard (1989) of Pinker's 
(1984) learnability model. In Pinker's view the learning of morphology can be pictured 
as filling the cells that make up a morphological paradigm. The crucial step for 
children is to break free from word-specific paradigms and develop a template for, say, 
verbs in which the verbal stem is complemented by a grammatical morpheme in a rule-
governed way, regardless of the verb involved. One proposal by Pinker was that, with 
regard to the process of paradigm building, grammatical elements that are low in 
phonetic substance are introduced later. According to Leonard (1989) this step is 
hampered even more in language-impaired children by distortions of the input. 
Relevant to his explanation is the assumption of an auditory processing problem. 
Tallal and her colleagues have shown in a number of investigations (Tallal & Piercy, 
1973; 1978) that children with SLI fail to process short, rapidly produced acoustic 
sequences in a reliable way. Leonard (1989) claims that the surface form of morpho-
logical markers on English verbs makes them prone to distorted processing. He gives 
the following definition for the elements that are ‘weak’: "Low phonetic substance 
morphemes are nonsyllabic consonant segments and unstressed syllables, 
characterised by shorter duration than adjacent morphemes, and, often, lower 
fundamental frequency and amplitude" (Leonard, 1989:186). The prototypical 
example is the marker for present tense third person in English, the regular form of 
which is root plus -s. In reception it is nonsalient. In production it invites phonological 
processes that are characteristic of young children, like final consonant deletion or 
cluster reduction (as other morphemes may be susceptible to unstressed syllable 
deletion; Cf. Beers, 1995). Other grammatical morphemes share these features. Their 
weak surface characteristics make them willing candidates for neglect in input as well 
as for reduction in output9.  
The Surface hypothesis was supported by various investigations by Leonard and his 
colleagues in which English-speaking children with SLI were compared to children 
with different native languages, in particular Italian. On the one hand, there were sharp 
cross-linguistic differences. Comparisons with Italian showed that grammatical 
morphemes that cause trouble for English children were relatively unaffected in Italian 
SLI children. Since the surface characteristics of the Italian affixes make them more 
salient (they are stressed, syllabic and, importantly, they are prone to lengthening), 

                                                 
9Prosody is a factor that may contribute to SLI in its own right. For prosodic influences on the 
realisation of grammatical morphemes in SLI, see Gerken and McGregor (1998; cf. Wijnen, Krikhaar 
& Den Os, 1994). 
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these findings support an explanation that highlights the interference of phonetic 
characteristics with SLI children's production of grammatical morphemes. Also, the 
Italian children - as predicted by the hypothesis - did not perform very well on 
morphemes that lacked the salience that is so typical of their mother tongue, like 
clitics. This discrepancy within Italian was not restricted to children with SLI. In 
normal children a similar difference was found. 
Recently, Leonard (1998) has elaborated on the nature of SLI children's problem with 
surface characteristics. He stresses the fact that morphological problems are seriously 
increased by the entire processing burden that the relevant morphemes entail. The 
children's limited processing capacity makes them less versatile in dealing with the 
rapid auditory signals and it is this rapidity in the context of ongoing speech that is 
especially taxing. As Leonard put it, "If inflected words were typically heard in one-
word sentences separated by pauses, there would be no problem." (Leonard, 1998:251)  
Taken at face value, the Surface hypothesis seems to predict problems with any 
morpheme that has weak surface characteristics (or even with any weak non-
morphemic segment). However, in Leonard's view this will not be the case. Surface 
phonetics is only one of the factors appearing on the list of influential factors. The 
semantic transparency of the feature encoded by the grammatical morpheme is also 
part of the hierarchy that determines the ease with which it is acquired. The paradig-
matic requirements for inflection of verbs (marking happens not only for number, but 
also for person and tense) make verbs more vulnerable than nouns. This addition is 
crucial if one wants to explain the discrepancy that is witnessed between verbal and 
nominal inflection. In a number of investigations, SLI children have performed better 
on noun pluralisation than on verb morphology (Oetting & Rice, 1993; Rice & 
Oetting, 1993; Bartke, 1998).   
Many critics of the Surface hypothesis (e.g. Clahsen, 1992) have addressed the 
dissociation between noun and verb morphology. These arguments have not done 
justice to Leonard's original (1989) position, that was taken within Pinker's framework 
of paradigmatic learning. As children fill the paradigms, their learning is never 
determined by one factor only.  
 
Explanations like the Surface hypothesis have a strong psycholinguistic thrust. Within 
this explanation, the symptoms are not explained by assuming that part of the grammar 
is absent. The grammar is intact. Instead, Leonard appeals to the major processing 
demands on grammatical morphemes. In doing so, Leonard (1989) combines the 
taxing effects of the surface characteristics of grammatical morphemes with Pinker's 
model of paradigm building. Bishop (1992a; 1997b) prefers to count the surface 
account among the explanations that are nonmodular and that link the grammatical 
symptoms to a perceptual deficit. 
One implication of the Surface hypothesis is that cross-linguistic differences are 
anticipated in the symptoms of SLI. This is in contrast to theories that claim a deficit 
in the language acquisition device itself. Such a deficit should by definition affect an 
SLI child from every language background. Any difference between children from 
contrasting language backgrounds could result from typology only (that is, it would 
depend on the role that the affected module plays in the language concerned).    
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2.6.3  Sparse Morphology hypothesis 
 
In the same vein as the Surface Hypothesis, Leonard et al. (1987; 1988; Leonard, 
1998) observed the preservation of verb morphology in SLI children in connection 
with the general appearance of the ambient language. Bates and MacWhinney (1982) 
pointed out that children, when they face the task of matching basic functions to 
surface representations, face a number of competing options (Bates and MacWhinney 
propose a Competition Model). The representations that are available to them differ 
cross-linguistically and can take the form of: lexemes, word order patterns, 
morphological markings, and intonational contours. Children whose native language is 
rich in verb morphology - pro-drop languages come to mind - are bound to select 
morphology as the most informative cue and to follow an Operating Principle (the 
term is coined by Slobin, 1973) that instructs them to observe word endings closely 
and hypothesise that a marking is in order (Slobin's Operating Principle A read: "Pay 
attention to the end of words" (Slobin, 1973:191)). For English children the picture 
looks different. Word order is highly informative in English, affixing is not. English 
children acquire a language in which not every verb stem is modified by a grammati-
cal morpheme and therefore they may be slow in becoming aware of the occasional 
need for affixes in finite forms. In Leonard's view such cross-linguistic differences put 
children whose native language has a sparse morphology at a disadvantage. The 
Sparse Morphology explanation overlaps crucially with the assumption that surface 
characteristics are influential. Slobin (1973:202) formulated this universal: "A child 
will begin to mark a semantic notion earlier if its morphological realisation is more 
salient perceptually (ceteris paribus)". A sparse morphology overlaps with nonsalient 
surface marking. The two are in a tautological relationship: children learn a language 
in which affixes are highly salient, and so the language encourages them to watch the 
end of words. Leonard has put both hypotheses to the test by comparing his data of 
English-speaking children with SLI to those of peers whose native languages have a 
rich morphology. The results support both explanations in a complementary way. 
The Sparse Morphology hypothesis does not, it seems, produce intra-linguistic 
predictions. It is an explanation of why certain linguistic devices present children from 
one language background with more difficulties than children with a different native 
language It stresses once more the importance of in particular verb morphology for the 
child's ability to grasp and replicate the structure of the target language. Language-
specific predictions, however, must include a reference to the specific form of the 
inflection. In that respect, the Sparse Morphology hypothesis only traces gross cross-
linguistic differences while the Surface hypothesis specifies the nature of these 
projected differences. 
 
2.6.4 Missing Feature hypothesis / Implicit Rule Deficit hypothesis 
 
Gopnik (1990a; 1990b) introduced her Missing Feature or Feature Blindness 
hypothesis inspired by a case study of a language-impaired boy who showed no 
evidence of awareness of what she called syntactico-semantic features. In her report on 
this boy Gopnik stated - guided by the literature - that his problems were not unlike 
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those of SLI children in general. This implicit generalisation paved the way for 
including the missing feature account in the canon of SLI theories. Subsequently, the 
hypothesis has kept the SLI research field busy for some years.  
The basic idea of the Missing Feature hypothesis is that children with SLI lack the 
features that are expressed by grammatical morphemes. Number, person, gender, but 
also tense and aspect, Gopnik claimed, are not available to these children, so their 
production of the grammatical morphemes that encode them will occur in a hit or miss 
manner at best. Putting it in Pinker's (1984) terms, the dimensions that head the 
paradigmatic matrices are considered absent. The prediction, then, must be that 
children, in marking verbs, will not discriminate between inappropriate and obligatory 
contexts.  
Bishop (1994), Leonard (1992) and others refuted this prediction. One obvious 
counterexample is the dissociation between SLI children's handling of nominal and 
verbal morphology. Whereas the Surface hypothesis anticipated such a difference by 
pointing out the differential complexity of both, the Missing Feature hypothesis 
predicts that the features are missing that underlie either. Bishop (1994) found that, in 
her SLI data, morphological markers were not randomly distributed, as the hypothesis 
would have it. Features differed in difficulty and that difference was mirrored by the 
children's error pattern. 
 
In a remake of the Feature Blindness hypothesis, Gopnik and Crago (1991) proposed 
an absence of rules rather than features in SLI children’s grammars. Pinker and 
Prince's (1988) dual model of acquisition of morphology featured in this explanation. 
According to Pinker and Prince, inflection follows two separate paths. On the one 
hand, the irregular forms are stored in memory. On the other hand, the learning of 
regular morphology necessitates an abstract symbolic rule that affixes a morpheme to 
the verb stem. Gopnik and Crago suggest that only memory can serve the SLI 
children: the symbolic rule is not available to them. In fact, children will handle the 
learning of regular verbs in much the same way they approach irregular verbs: regular 
forms will also be rote-learned. This hypothesis was supported by the dissociation 
between regular and irregular verbs in past tense formation: according to several 
researchers, irregular verbs are affected less seriously by SLI than regular verbs.  
On the other hand, the dissociation between regular and irregular verbs invites one of 
the key criticisms of this theory. Bishop (1994) found that substitution of unmarked 
verb forms for inflected forms occurred with regular as well as irregular verbs. Past 
tense was impaired with both groups of verbs (Ullman & Gopnik, 1994; Gopnik, 
1994). Also fundamentally inconsistent with a rule deficit is the production of 
overgeneralisations, because they presuppose that a rule is at work - they cannot be 
rote-learned because they are not part of the input. Such evidence to the contrary was 
found by Leonard (1994; Leonard et al., 1992) and by Bishop (1994), who found the 
morphological errors that are typical of SLI as well as overgeneralisations in language 
samples of the same language-impaired children. Even the members of the London 
family that inspired Gopnik and Crago (1991) to hypothesise a rule deficit in the first 
place were shown to produce overregularisation errors (Vargha-Khadem et al., 1995). 
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There is a fundamental problem with the Missing Feature and Rule Deficit hypotheses, 
that was raised by the authors themselves. Gopnik (1990a) drew attention to the 
problem of dealing with grammatical utterances in an 'ungrammatical child’. While 
discussing the subject in her case study, she pointed out that even the correct 
morphological markers should be read as the outcome of a deficient system. In a 
similar vein, Crago and Gopnik (1994) criticised a tradition (exemplified by Miller, 
1987; cf. Klee & Paul, 1981) according to which a percentage of filled obligatory 
contexts (anywhere between 50 and 90%, depending on the researcher) is taken as the 
criterion for the acquisition of a grammatical element. Instead, they claimed that even 
a relatively high score cannot be considered a guarantee for an intact grammar, due to 
the arbitrariness of the criterion. This is a valid point to make, if we take into account 
the fact that SLI children's performance is less than consistent. However, Gopnik 
(1990a) took this position to the extreme by abandoning any criterion. Apart from the 
fact that one does not gather much insight into the representativeness of the data she 
presents, examples that do not fit the theory are not interpreted as counterevidence, but 
as the chance output of an otherwise incomplete grammar. It is hard to falsify a theory 
if one accepts this point of view and a theory that is not open to falsification is a poor 
theory. While Crago and Gopnik's (1994) criticism is not trivial - I will return to the 
issue in Chapter 4 - Gopnik's (1990) study makes the reader take for granted that one 
gets a fair impression of the language-impaired child she reports on.  
 
A point should be made about accounts, like the Missing Feature hypothesis, that 
claim that part of the grammar is absent. 'Missing' - what is the status of this notion? 
Traditionally, there are at least two ways of characterising deviant language.  
One is, to relate it to normal development: deviant utterances will not be found at any 
stage of development in a normal child. Still, the occurrence of such deviancies is a 
natural outcome of the chronological asynchrony that exists between interacting 
linguistic levels (while the development of each level may not be deviant if seen in 
isolation; Curtiss & Tallal, 1991). Elaboration of sentence structure may be ahead of 
consistent morphological marking. The unmarked verb forms that persist in SLI 
children will not be encountered in an otherwise complex sentence in the output of a 
normally developing child - this ‘mismatch’ in the SLI children’s output is one of the 
phenomena that produces 'deviant' sentences (Bishop & Rosenbloom, 1987). 
Another definition of deviance would be that the grammar of the child does not respect 
the constraints of Universal Grammar (UG) (Guilfoyle, 1993). As I interpret it, the 
Missing Feature hypothesis does predict a violation of UG constraints. Logically, then, 
it predicts that there will be no cross-linguistic differences, save for typology - after 
all, the scope of the violation is universal, not language-specific. The same is true for 
other explanations that presume that a grammatical component is missing. Moreover, 
this position implies that linguistic cues in the language input will not influence the 
child's grammar (Guilfoyle, 1993), so it is fundamentally incompatible with the 
Surface hypothesis. 
 
2.6.5 Missing Agreement hypothesis 
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The Missing Agreement (or Grammatical Agreement Deficit) explanation was 
proposed by Clahsen (1989). It was inspired by findings in German investigations of 
SLI. In German, as in Dutch, there is an association between verb position and 
finiteness. Both are Verb Second languages. In such languages the finite verb in the 
main clause moves to the second sentence position. The close relation between verb 
form and verb placement is, in Clahsen's view, a unidirectional one. Children with SLI 
have no problem placing the verb in the right position. Movement is simply not 
possible because the verb is not marked for the features for which it should match the 
grammatical subject. Word order in general is not disturbed. Within constituents word 
order tends to be correct (Clahsen, 1992). Clahsen and Hansen (1994) tested Clahsen's 
hypothesis by teaching children with SLI to mark verbs for subject features. They 
found that children, having been trained this way, had no problem selecting the right 
position for the finite verb. Their conclusion, however, seems premature. It is not 
possible, in their design, to completely disentangle verb position and verb form10. 
Clahsen (1989; 1992) explored the various reflexes of agreement problems and 
anticipated that there would be other symptoms because they depend on agreement 
relations as well. The Missing Agreement hypothesis follows the framework of 
Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar (Gazdar et al., 1985). Clahsen refers to the 
Control Agreement Principle proposed by Gazdar et al. Following the definition of 
this principle, he draws a connection between: subject-verb agreement, finite forms of 
auxiliaries, overt structural case marking and gender marking on determiners and 
adjectives. All of these elements should prove to be deficient in SLI simultaneously if 
the explanation is sound. 
According to the Missing Agreement account, paradigmatic learning is relatively well 
preserved in SLI. There is no reason why the child should not learn to some extent the 
particular forms that, for instance, past tense marking takes. Overregularisation is a 
phenomenon that is not affected by an agreement deficit. Whether a verb is regular or 
irregular has no bearing on subject features. 
Clahsen's Missing Agreement explanation does not envisage significant difficulties 
with tense. Tense, he proposes, is marked on the verb without being dependent on a 
functor within the linguistic context. Clahsen acknowledges that SLI children face 
problems here, but he thinks the problem with tense marking is more marginal than 
that of subject-verb agreement. 
  
One problem with the Missing Agreement account that surfaces here is that it correctly 
predicts that there are difficulties with subject-verb agreement, but fails to take care of 
other symptoms. Guilfoyle (1993) points out that the omission of auxiliaries, articles 
and complementizers is not explained by Clahsen. His theory predicts agreement 
errors, but not the omission of functional heads. It also does not pinpoint the form the 
agreement difficulties must take (in German, it seems, they will result mainly in 
utterance-final infinitives and the occasional stem substitution). It takes care of the 

                                                 
10In Swedish, subject-verb agreement does not exist. Therefore, the finding that Swedish children have 
difficulties with verb placement is one that cannot be explained under the Missing Agreement account 
(Hansson & Nettelbladt, 1995; Hansson, 1998).  
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agreement problem, but does not fully explain the surface symptoms it produces. This 
ambiguity will be discussed in Chapter 5, where the Missing Agreement hypothesis is 
applied to the Dutch data.  
  
2.6.6 Differential Agreement Checking hypothesis 
 
Discrepancies between what SLI entails in different languages follow from typological 
differences, but they are also filtered by differing views on the structure of the 
languages. For example, Rice (1994; see also Rice & Oetting, 1993) proposes an 
amended version of the Missing Agreement account. Rice (1994) claims that SLI 
affects the checking of Spec, Head agreement only and that checking of Head, Head 
agreement is unaffected. The reason she makes this distinction is that she wants to 
explain why the nominal system (and thus determiner-noun (DetN) agreement) in 
English is relatively unimpaired. The difficulties with DetN agreement for which 
Clahsen finds evidence in his German SLI data are due to a typological difference, 
according to Rice. German would be different from English in that DetN agreement 
would fall under Spec, Head agreement in German, not Head, Head agreement. This is 
an inventive explanation but it is not supported by current linguistic accounts of the 
structure of German and Dutch (Zwart, 1995; Leemans, 199611). In fact, it would 
imply that the claim of a separate Determiner Phrase is redundant: the determiner 
would be a specifier of a nominal head.  
 
2.6.7 Representational Deficit for Dependency Relations  
 
This explanation (Van der Lely, 1994) makes claims that are different from those 
resulting from the Missing Agreement hypothesis, although not where agreement is 
concerned. For agreement, it can be read as a descriptive variant of Clahsen's proposal. 
Van der Lely proposes that children with SLI have a deficit in representing dependent 
relations. Dependency goes beyond agreement. Van der Lely and her colleagues found 
several other areas where the children fell short: pronoun case marking (though 
Clahsen's explanation allows for that symptom to occur as well), tense marking, 
syntactic bootstrapping (matching thematic roles onto syntactic functions), and the 
application of binding principles (Van der Lely, 1993; Van der Lely, 1994; Van der 
Lely & Harris, 1990). Van der Lely predicts that children with SLI will meet with 
difficulties in the comprehension and production of all elements that mark syntactic 
dependency. 
 
2.6.8 Delayed acquisition of functional categories 
 
There is a general consensus concerning the prominence of difficulties with functional 
categories (INFL, DET and COMP - or I, D and C) among SLI children.   

                                                 
11Spec, Head agreement in Dutch noun phrases is assumed for: 
- Spec, Num agreement, as in Quantifier+Noun combinations: alle boeken ('all books') 
- Spec, Det agreement, as in Genitive case marking: papa's boek ('daddy's book') (Leemans, 1996). 
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In two recent publications, Eyer and Leonard (1995) and Leonard (1995) tested the 
assumption that the problems associated with SLI can all be traced back to a delay in 
the acquisition of functional categories. This assumption originates in the argument of 
Radford (1988) that early stages of acquisition express a gradual development of 
functional categories. In the first stage of syntactic development it is not necessary, in 
his opinion, to appeal to functional projections to describe the child's grammar. Early 
verb use can be satisfactorily explained by assuming that only a lexical category V is 
available to the child. In a later stage, the inflected verb makes it necessary to assume 
an INFL projection in the child's grammar. In an earlier effort Loeb and Leonard 
(1991) explored the reflexes of a delayed appearance of the functional category INFL 
in the grammar of children with SLI, which would also predict delay of correct case 
marking of the subject in preverbal position (because INFL takes care of that as well). 
They did find a correlation between the problems that children with SLI showed with 
inflection and their subject case marking (illustrated by utterances like him go). 
Problems with the D-system were described by Rice and Oetting (1993; see also 
Leemans, 1996) and the C-system was explored by Hadley & Rice (1996) who found 
problems there as well. Because the functional categories are interrelated (C, in 
English, is the landing site for auxiliaries originating in V; the D-system is required for 
case marking assigned by I) there is, according Eyer and Leonard (1995), reason to 
test the hypothesis that children with SLI lack all three systems. The authors reported 
on a case study of a boy with SLI, whose language was recorded between 3;9 and 5;2 
years of age. In his output they found a marked delay in the development of all 
functional categories. Their findings, however, could not be accounted for by claiming 
that the child had a grammar without functional categories. Leonard (1995) extended 
the hypothesis to a group of 20 SLI children and similarly found that the children 
revealed evidence of all functional categories but produced lower percentages of the 
relevant morphemes when compared to matched normals.    
An earlier explanation along the same lines was proposed in an unpublished paper by 
Guilfoyle (1993). In what she called a structure-building approach she related the 
symptoms of SLI to a slower maturation of functional categories (cf. Guilfoyle & 
Noonan, 1992). Morphological markers are at the current stage of linguistic theory 
syntactic entities with phrasal projections. Therefore, the problem in SLI can, 
according to Guilfoyle, not be characterised as a morphological problem with affixing, 
but resides in syntax. Slow development of functional heads would explain the initial 
lack of V2 movement in German (because the landing sites for the finite verb are not 
yet available). On the other hand, it would predict the absence of problems with theta-
role assignment, because functional categories are not assigned theta roles. This 
explanation would not, Guilfoyle stressed, signify that part of the Universal Grammar 
is missing in SLI. The children's grammar would still constitute a subset of the adult 
grammar.  
 
A study that concerned functional categories, but first of all appealed to typological 
differences between languages, was carried out by Loeb and Leonard (1988). They 
investigated the hypothesis that English-speaking language-impaired children, who 
learn a non-pro-drop language (in which morphology is not uniform), will persist in 
the Pro-Drop Parameter setting and thus will be late in inflecting the verb. Loeb and 
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Leonard tried to establish a synchronous delay of the various linguistic phenomena 
that are associated with the Pro-Drop Parameter. They failed to find a correlation 
between the anticipated symptoms and therefore rejected the hypothesis that a delayed 
resetting of the parameter was a valid way of explaining the early morphosyntax of 
their language-impaired children. 
 
2.6.9 Extended Optional Infinitive Stage 
 
An Optional Infinitive (OI) stage was first proposed by Wexler (1994) in an attempt to 
explain the use of infinitives in early child language alongside the appearance of finite 
forms. The optionality of either form means that in a child's grammar at that stage, 
both forms are considered grammatical. Finiteness is not yet obligatory. There are, 
however, restrictions on the use of infinitival and finite forms that become clear from 
the predictions the OI proposal involves. The English inflections -s and -ed on lexical 
verbs may be replaced by unmarked verb forms. However, -s, if it is used, will be 
restricted to the correct third person singular context. Similarly, -ed will only be used 
in a past tense context. The same goes for be and do: they may optionally be omitted, 
but their finite forms can only be inserted in a correct context (Rice et al., 1995). Rice 
et al.'s adaptation of this theory for impaired acquisition predicts that children with SLI 
will need more time to abandon the OI stage; they persevere in an (Extended) Optional 
Infinitive Stage in which they fail to recognise the obligatoriness of finite forms in 
matrix sentences.  
In summary, though children fail to mark verbs consistently for tense, they are aware 
of the finite-infinitive distinction. They know that a finite form must be marked for 
tense and agreement and they have control of subject-verb agreement (Rice & Wexler, 
1996b).  
The proviso that, under an OI account, children will not consistently mark finiteness, 
but will correctly mark agreement, is not explained by the authors in a satisfactory 
way. For Dutch child language the OI stage is about finiteness, not about agreement. 
In chapter 5 I will explore the Dutch context for an Extended OI stage. 
The Extended OI hypothesis was characterised by Rice and Wexler as an Extended 
Development Theory. In other words, a theory of delay. Nevertheless, by pinpointing 
the linguistic constellation of the OI stage (the elements which are involved in it) the 
general delay is raised to the status of a qualified delay. Because the claim is that a 
normal stage of acquisition lasts longer, this theory runs the risk of not focusing 
enough on what is different in language-impaired children.  
A significant observation was done by Leonard (1995) in his investigation into the 
appearance of functional categories. He tested the EOI hypothesis in his subjects. 
While the normal children showed higher percentages of finite forms in an obligatory 
context, they were still in a stage in which finiteness was optional, witness the 
percentage of use of the affix -s on verbs (59%, versus 34% in the SLI children; taken 
from Leonard et al., 1992). This means that finiteness did not serve to distinguish the 
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language-impaired and the typically developing children in a reliable way12. The 
subjects that Leonard included were only slightly younger than in Rice and Wexler's 
study (the ages of the children with SLI were between 3;8 and 5;7 in Leonard's case; 
between 4;4 and 5;8 in Rice and Wexler's (1996b) article). The significant overlap 
between children with SLI and controls makes the claim that tense could be a valid 
clinical marker (Rice & Wexler, 1996b) debatable. After all, the marker is not bimodal 
in the sense that Pennington (1986) required for it to count as a phenotype marker: the 
difference between affected and nonaffected (groups of) individuals is proportional.     
 
 
2.7 Linguistic explanations of specific language impairment - general 
remarks 
 
 
Table 2.1 listed the theories that have arisen so far. Having discussed the nature of 
each explanation, as well as their merits and weaknesses, a number of general caveats 
are called for that concern the restricted applicability of some of these explanations.  
First of all, theories differ with regard to the developmental stage they are relevant for. 
Some of them only apply to early stages, others remain relevant for older children with 
persistent SLI. The Surface Theory, as it deals with the processing load that burdens 
children who are building up an inflectional paradigm, appeals primarily to the stage 
in which children are in the process of filling such a paradigm. Surface characteristics 
will mainly impede their morphological growth before a general paradigm is formed. 
Theories that explain symptoms that belong to later stages do so under the (sometimes 
silent) assumption that a genuinely specific disorder can be diagnosed more reliably 
after toddlerhood (Bishop & Edmundson, 1987). This is particularly true for research 
efforts such as that by Clahsen (1989), who specifically recruited SLI children with 
severe grammatical problems.  
Moreover, theories are sometimes inspired by an observation in a particular language. 
Theories may not always apply to other languages. Take an explanation that attributes 
a central role to subject-verb agreement (Clahsen, 1989). This account will by 
definition have less to say about languages that do not have subject-verb agreement, 
like Swedish (Hansson & Nettelbladt, 1995). On the other hand, a language that lacks 
agreement marking may be relevant in cross-linguistic research: one might want to 
show that children's performance is dependent on whether or not their native language 
has subject-verb agreement.  
Cross-linguistic differences also inspire researchers to modify explanations. An 
example would be Rice's (1994) differential analysis of Subject-Verb agreement and 
Determiner-Noun agreement, in which she proposes separate analyses for German and 
English. Rice challenges Clahsen's account of SLI in terms of a dysfunctioning 
Control Agreement Principle by claiming that German has qualitatively different 
agreement relations from English. She restricts the applicability of Clahsen's account 

                                                 
12While true optionality suggests a chance (50%) realisation of an obligatory morpheme, measures of 
optionality are sometimes taken in a more off-hand way, but anywhere between 50 and 90% (Crago, 
1997). 
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to Spec, Head agreement, and thereby is able to make different predictions for German 
and English. This is where typology and language pathology meet. It is clear that in 
the present book the symptoms predicted by the assorted theories should be re-
interpreted, taking into account the language that is the topic of this research. In 
Chapter 5 the different explanations will be operationalised in order to derive 
language-specific predictions, given the structure and surface characteristics of Dutch.  
 
A major issue is whether the disorder is conceived of as a deficit in representation or 
as a processing deficit. Quite often, Leonard's (1989) Surface hypothesis is mentioned 
as a prototypical theory of processing  (Clahsen, 1992; Bishop, 1992a; Bishop, 
1997b). There is a clear relationship between a perceptual deficit and the processing of 
language, although Leonard takes care to keep the two apart. The Surface hypothesis 
is not a simple explanation in terms of diminished perception.  
There are other researchers who explore language processing in children with SLI. In 
several case studies children’s performance has been investigated on a number of 
linguistic levels. Trade-off of linguistic components has been established in individual 
cases (Chiat & Hirson, 1987; Crystal, 198713; Fletcher, 1987; Chiat & Hunt, 1991; 
Fletcher, 1992; for a review, see Masterson, 1997). Interaction between linguistic 
levels is best probed in case studies. What this type of research will contribute to 
explanations for SLI in general is not yet clear. A complicating factor is that models in 
which the interference is unidirectional (e.g. a disorder in phonology leads to a 
disorder in syntax: Chiat & Hirson, 1987) do not work very well with children. After 
all, in a developing language system  bottom-up and top-down influences are hard to 
disentangle. This objection echoes Bishop’s dispute with cognitive neuropsychology 
as a diagnostic tool for language impairment in children (Bishop, 1997b). 
The opposite position is that of a deficit in representation. Several of the theories 
reviewed in this chapter consider grammatical components or relationships to be 
‘missing’. This view amounts to claiming that the language acquisition device is not 
intact (Fletcher, 1999). This position has serious consequences for our thinking about 
the nature of the Universal Grammar. The weak point in modular theories so far is that 
they fail to confront the empirical fact that children with SLI not only make errors, 
they also produce correct forms, and the relative share of each is variable. Bishop's 
(1994) proposal of a vulnerable markers hypothesis is a welcome one. Bishop fully 
acknowledges the inconsistency of morphological marking by SLI children. Her 
research agenda is directed at finding the sources of this particular vulnerability. One 
influence, she suggests, is the phonological processing load of the sentence in which 
the marker occurs (or should occur). The more phonologically complex the utterance, 
the more prone to omission the marker. In her recent book, Bishop (1997b) confronts 
the modular view that holds that children cannot process morphosyntactic information:  

"I would argue that the deficits that are seen in SLI, although undoubtedly 
severe, are not fully compatible with any hypothesis arguing that these children 
are unable to use certain kinds of syntactic information. Performance on critical 
constructions is typically above chance level, even when it is not possible to 

                                                 
13Crystal’s article was not just about trade-offs in language impairment. He argued for the importance of 
interaction between linguistic levels in models of language and language acquisition. 
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identify any plausible nonsyntactic strategy that a child could use to perform 
correctly.  
(...) 
if errors by normally developing children are attributable to performance factors, 
then couldn't the errors of children with SLI be explained in a similar fashion?" 
(Bishop, 1997b:148). 

The last part of this quote fits in with research by Lahey et al. (1992), who found that 
there is a considerable overlap between normal and language-impaired populations, to 
the extent that it is hard to identify individuals as members of either population. 
Bishop's point is an important one. However, I think theories with competence claims 
can still be useful. They help trace the linguistic constraints on SLI symptoms. While 
it is true that performance on grammatical morphology in children with SLI is 
inconsistent, the error pattern is not haphazard. Linguistic studies have profiled 
regularities in the children's language output. Claims about absence of (sub)modules 
do not survive scrutiny. In this study I will estimate the contribution of each 
explanation, even if the explanation is a partial one, for the grammatical symptoms 
that are found in the data. 
 
 
2.8 Conclusion 
 
 
In reviewing the linguistic explanations, none has proven to be conclusive. The field 
continues to be in motion. An important finding is that the appearance of SLI depends 
on the target language of the impaired child. The cross-linguistic differences in the 
profile of grammatical SLI have implications for a study that addresses a language for 
which the morphosyntactic symptoms have not yet been fully described. They support 
the first important research question: what are the characteristics of specific language 
impairment in Dutch? After all, no study of SLI can disregard the language-specific 
symptoms of the disorder. Put differently, findings from any language contribute to 
our conception of SLI. Each theory is an attempt to reveal the nature of SLI (or of the 
grammatical symptoms that testify to the disorder) in ways that encompass its reflexes 
in all languages. This means that a derivative question is whether current theories can 
inform our understanding of the Dutch symptoms and whether these symptoms are 
consistent with current accounts of SLI. 
 
A second issue that has surfaced in this chapter concerns modularity and dissociation 
(Eisele & Aram, 1995). Behind all the theories on grammatical deficit there is a 
conviction that language impairment does not happen across the board. The 
impairment is selective in the language components it affects. This is often called 
dissociation. An example is the differential performance on the plural morpheme in 
nouns and the verb affixes, respectively. This pattern, in turn, supports the relative 
autonomy of either morphological process and thus promotes modularity claims.    
The dissociation between grammatical morphology and argument structure, however, 
is not beyond dispute. Many linguistic accounts predict that argument structure is 
intact in SLI. The locus of the linguistic problem as they describe it (see Table 2.1) 
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does not accommodate problems with argument structure. Clahsen (1989), Gopnik 
(1990a) and Guilfoyle (1993) predict, on theoretical grounds, that problems with verb 
argument structure will not occur. Guilfoyle's explanation (that is not included in the 
table), for example, situates the symptoms of SLI firmly within the realm of functional 
categories, so thematic information is by definition not affected. On the other hand, 
Van der Lely (1994) regards argument structure as affected by the impairment, 
because it involves a dependency relation and she indicates that dependency relations 
are deficient in SLI.  
Meanwhile, empirical evidence has gathered that undermines a dissociation as well. 
Children with SLI seem to have difficulties in recovering verbs’ argument structures 
and expressing them correctly. This evidence, added to the controversy in the 
literature, leads to a second and third research question: is argument structure intact in 
SLI and, if not, does it appear as a separate symptom area or does it correlate with the 
occurrence of morphological errors? The first half of the question leads to an 
inventory of evidence for difficulties with verb argument structure. The second half 
raises the issue of potential overlap of two symptom areas. Both questions are included 
to probe the claim of a disorder that uniquely affects functional categories.  
 
In this chapter I have sketched the SLI research tradition and the theories that are en 
vogue, or have been. Of all the theories that have been reviewed, some will prove 
irrelevant, others can be tested. One crucial a priori limitation is that the research to be 
reported here is cross-sectional, so any theory that makes claims that concern the 
longitudinal development of children with SLI cannot be adequately tested, although 
surface characteristics can be compared with the predictions of this theory.  
Finally, only the linguistic explanations outlined in section 2.6 will be applied to the 
results of the present study. The research questions do not fit the theories that have 
evolved from research into the so-called underlying processes. While the processes 
concerned - like auditory memory and auditory temporal processing - may influence 
task performance in any investigation of SLI, no dependent variables have been 
included here that probe them. 
 
In the next chapter, the formulation of the research questions will be refined and made 
operational and the connection between them will be made explicit.  
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3. Research method 
 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
 
In this chapter the design of the present study will be outlined. First of all, the rationale 
is explained. Together with the conclusions from the literature reviewed in Chapter 2, 
this leads to the research questions that will be answered in this study. The questions 
have been briefly mentioned in the introduction and will be accounted for here. 
Any comparison between children with SLI and typically developing children employs 
matching criteria; these criteria will be described. The methods that were adopted to 
answer each of the research questions are presented as well. 
 
 
3.2 Research questions  
 
 
From the review of the SLI literature, presented in Chapter 2, a general picture arises 
of a grammatical deficit that can be profiled along modular lines. A dissociation 
between functional categories and lexical categories is assumed by most researchers. 
The prediction that follows is that functional categories are affected by SLI, while 
lexical categories are not. For SLI children’s control of verbs, the implication is that 
the tense and agreement markers will be vulnerable, but the lexical information - the 
thematic structure and the argument structure that is projected from it - will be 
available. This is the general picture; I have referred to some dissenters.  
 
The argument structure experiments in this study are preceded by an investigation of 
past tense and agreement marking in a Dutch population. An important reason for 
including tense and agreement in this study as a dependent variable is that the 
grammatical symptoms of SLI differ from language to another. To quote Crago 
(1997): vulnerability of morphology is language-dependent. The markers of functional 
category problems in Dutch SLI cannot simply be inferred from the symptoms in other 
languages. By assembling a picture of these symptoms as they show in Dutch, we are 
well-prepared to review the explanatory value of current linguistic accounts for Dutch 
grammatical SLI (Chapters 4 and 5).  
 
In addressing argument structure, this study challenges the view of a modular deficit 
that exclusively affects functional projections. One study that has been influential is 
the case study reported by Gopnik (1990a). The Feature Blindness explanation that she 
proposed has created a lot of controversy. However, most of the criticism has been 
pointed at her explanation of morphosyntactic symptoms of SLI (e.g. Leonard, 1992; 
Bishop, 1994). The claim that SLI is a modular morphosyntactic deficit, on the other 
hand, has been embraced by many researchers. In this study I will test the hypothesis 
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that SLI is not confined to functional categories. Some recent studies (Fletcher, 1992; 
King & Fletcher, 1993; King, 1994) can be taken as justification for this research 
interest: there is by now empirical evidence that children with SLI face problems with 
the argument structures of lexical verbs. In this study, proof will be sought of such 
problems (Chapters 7 and 8).    
 
A second reason for including measures for tense and agreement concerns the 
assumption that language deficit in SLI is modular and only affects functional 
projections. If we accept that view, we would not expect difficulties in a different 
language area (i.e. argument structure) to co-occur. To test that prediction, a 
comparison will be made between SLI children who demonstrate a solid pattern of 
errors in tense and agreement marking and impaired children who make fewer errors. 
This comparison (section 8.7) is dependent on a valid measure of morphological 
shortcomings that defines the errors. This measure is supplied in Chapter 4. For each 
of the two groups of SLI subjects, the co-occurrence of difficulties in two linguistic 
areas - grammatical morphology and argument structure -  is probed.  
 
Finally, one other issue will be addressed. In studies by Rice and her colleagues (Rice, 
1991; Rice & Bode, 1993; Watkins, Rice & Moltz, 1993) a connection was made 
between argument structure and the nature of the verb lexicon in children with SLI. As 
these children would rely on a small verb lexicon that is dominated by a small number 
of general all purpose (GAP) verbs, they would fail to learn the argument structures of 
many lexical verbs. A prediction that can be inferred from the work of Rice and her 
colleagues is that, when faced with an action naming task, children with SLI will 
preferably use verbs that are low in semantic specificity. A complementary prediction 
is that, when a more specific verb is employed, the arguments will be expressed less 
consistently than with GAP verbs. Both predictions will be tested in  Chapter 9. 
 
To summarise, this study addresses the following research questions: 

1. What are the characteristics of tense and agreement marking in Dutch children 
with SLI (Chapter 4)? 
2. Do Dutch-speaking children with SLI differ from normals in their control of 
argument structure alternations and in their complementation of lexical verbs in 
general (Chapters 7 and 8)? 
3. Do verb-morphological problems correlate with verb argument structure 
problems in the output of children with SLI (section 8.7)? 
4. Do children with SLI differ from normals in the specificity with which they 
name actions, as expressed in specific versus nonspecific verb labels (Chapter 
9)? 
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3.3 Subjects 
 
 
3.3.1 Selection of the language-impaired children 
 
There are two ways in which the children with SLI that are involved in this study must 
be defined for selection. On the one hand, criteria must be set to make sure that they 
are children with a primary disorder - criteria that follow standard guidelines. I will 
start by consulting a diagnostic manual that is widely used to classify children with 
any type of disorder, DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994) and compare 
its categories to the definitions from within the SLI research field. On the other hand, 
there is the reality of the schools the children visit. I will briefly sketch the admission 
criteria used by the Dutch schools from which the subjects were recruited and specify 
which children were excluded. 
 
DSM-IV is a manual that outlines types of disorder for (first of all) psychiatric use. It 
contains a relevant label ‘developmental language disorder’ (DLD) that has two 
subtypes: ‘expressive’ and ‘receptive and expressive’14. Criteria for  DLD resemble 
the Stark and Tallal (1981) criteria that have been so influential in the SLI research 
tradition. Exclusion criteria apply. Also, a discrepancy between verbal and non-verbal 
intelligence is requisite. DSM-IV is not a resource that provides sophisticated ways of 
refining SLI (or DLD) diagnosis. The main use it can serve here is for differential 
diagnosis, to exclude all children whose profiles contain symptoms of secondary 
language disorders. Diagnostic labels that are part of DSM and that may overlap with 
DLD because language impairment is one of the symptoms (though in a different 
syndrome constellation) are subtypes of what is called the Autistic (or PDD: Pervasive 
Developmental Disorder) Spectrum: Autistic disorder and PDD-NOS (PDD not 
otherwise specified). Another disorder that is sometimes appealed to is AD(H)D 
(Attention Deficit (Hyperactivity) Disorder). Children that are identified with any of 
these labels should not be included in a study of specific language impairment.  
The education of language-impaired children in the Netherlands takes place, provided 
the language impairment is serious and exclusion criteria are satisfied, in special 
schools for language-impaired children. The designations these schools carry are more 
or less the same. Historically, the names would refer to children with speech as well as 
language impairment. Nowadays, a disorder that exclusively affects speech 
(articulation) tends to be relegated for intervention to a speech therapy practitioner. 
Some schools now prefer to carry a label like communication disorder in their names. 
There is a consensus on excluding children with a secondary language disorder. Not 
only does this guideline follow the well-known criteria for SLI, it also reflects the fact 
                                                 
14The DSM-IV definitions do not deviate significantly from the ICD-10 classification (WHO, 1992). I will 
therefore restrict myself to the DSM categories.  The only difference, as Bishop (1997b) points out, is that 
DSM adds the requirement that “the language difficulties interfere with academic or occupational 
achievement or with social communication” (Bishop, 1997b:25-26). For our population, this distinction is 
redundant: the children’s language problems have destined them for special education because their 
language problems interfered (or would interfere) with their functioning in a mainstream school context.  
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that, in the infrastructure of education, different groups of children find a place in 
different special schools or in different classrooms, like schools for the deaf and hard-
of-hearing (schools for hearing-impaired children are often under the same roof with 
schools for children with a primary language disorder or the children share a school in 
which they occupy different classrooms) and schools for children with a general 
learning disability (children with mental retardation). Of course, and here practice 
faces the same difficulty that the researcher does, the distinction between primary and 
secondary disorder is not always clear-cut. Each school admits some children who do 
not answer strict criteria, but who are best helped in this particular environment. On 
one of the three schools that participated in this study, there was a recognised 
subgroup of children with marked disorders in social interaction, not unlike children 
somewhere along the autistic spectrum. Although inclusion criteria for other clinical 
labels did not apply either with these children (hence the diagnostic category PDD-
NOS), they were excluded from the present study. Adding them to the research 
population would have introduced an additional variable.  Another group that was left 
out were the children with a different language background. A considerable percentage 
of the special school population (particularly in the west of Holland) consists of 
children for whom Dutch is a second language. The criterion for their admission to a 
language unit is that there is a complementary language deficit in their native 
language. Their bilingualism was an influence that would be hard to estimate and one 
that could interfere with the dependent variables themselves. 
 
The inclusion criterion was deliberately broad. The children that were recruited 
exhibited a marked grammatical disorder, as judged by the speech therapist(s) in the 
school they attended. Grammatically-impaired, in the Dutch context, is not a label that 
fully predicts the symptoms. In particular the realisation of verb argument structure is 
not a well-described part of the grammatical problem (there is no subtype that 
specifies it as a symptom). Argument structure is not an area that is routinely 
investigated. 
The rationale was as follows: if children would be entered under a broad label 
‘grammatically impaired’, the resulting group would contain children who either did 
or did not have difficulties with verb morphology (but probably would) as well as 
children who either did or did not have difficulties with argument structure. This way, 
the selection would be safeguarded against bias with respect to the research questions. 
In the investigation proper, independent criteria would be set based on morphological 
symptoms to form subgroups for the investigation.  
Children with phonological difficulties were not excluded. Shortcomings in phonology 
are correlated with syntax, a fact illustrated by the label phono-syntactic syndrome 
(Rapin & Allen, 1983; cf. Paul, 1998). This group of grammatically-impaired children 
is the most prevalent one among child language disorders (Byers Brown & Edwards, 
1989; Haynes & Naidoo, 1991; Conti-Ramsden et al., 1997). It would be artificial to 
select only children who show no phonological deficit whatsoever. The one proviso 
that was maintained was a requirement that the child be intelligible, so the data 
gathered from the child would not be impossible to interpret. 
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Children with SLI (n=35) were recruited from three schools for language-impaired 
children, located in Groningen (number of children: 22), Zwolle (n=9) and Amsterdam 
(n=4). The language-impaired children were on average 7;8 years old. Note that the 
SLI group was older than the groups commonly included in comparisons between SLI 
children and age or language peers. A typical research group would contain pre-
schoolers rather than schoolchildren. Argument structure and in particular alternation 
are not research topics that are best explored in pre-schoolers. We will see evidence of 
that in the data (some of the younger children did not grasp the meaning and 
complement structure of all items). 
 
3.3.2 Selection of the normally developing children 
 
The pool of controls consisted of 60 children, from which matching groups were 
formed for the experiments. The normal children were recruited from a wide range of 
schools throughout the north-east of Holland. Children were not included if they had a 
known history of language delay. About two thirds of the controls were examined and 
their data transcribed by MA students of the Rijksuniversiteit Groningen. In order to 
ensure a uniform elicitation, a protocol was used that specified the way the tasks were 
to be carried out and that detailed the prompts to be given. The contents of the 
protocol are described in the sections below that outline the tasks. Before the 
transcripts were entered in the study, they were checked for correct administering of 
the experimental task. The fact that the controls came from a wide region and from 
several schools was an advantage, as schools for language-impaired children serve a 
regional function - the children attending these schools predominantly live in the 
region covered by the control group (the exception being that there were no controls 
from the Amsterdam area). 
Children were not matched for sex. The SLI group consisted of 9 girls and 26 boys, in 
the control groups the number of boys was equal to the number of girls. In both groups 
it appears that the sex ratio is indicative of the population they represent (the ratio in 
the SLI group clearly equals ratios that are reported for the SLI population in the 
literature).  For this age range, matching for sex requires justification. The differences 
in language growth between girls and boys that are sometimes claimed have levelled 
out by the ages the subjects have. Girls early on are said to develop more quickly than 
boys, and if this remained the case the control group would create high demands for 
the impaired children’s performance. If gender-related language differences are 
insignificant in this age range, it is not clear what matching on this variable would do, 
apart from taking a lopsided slice from the normal population. More importantly, it is 
not clear what relation there would be between the dependent variable(s) and the 
gender variable. 
 
3.3.2.1 Measures for matching  
 
When a potential area of dysfunctioning is explored in language-impaired children, the 
first comparison to be made is with children their own age (chronological age - CA - 
matches). This will show us first of all whether there is a discrepancy between two 
groups that are not, for instance, different in intelligence (by definition, that is). If 
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there would be no difference with peers, there would be no symptom requiring 
explanation. If a difference is found, the road often taken is to follow up a CA-
matched comparison with one that matches the children by language level (or 
language age, LA). The rationale is that this will inform us on whether the identified 
problem is specific for SLI, in that it exceeds even the more modest resources of 
younger normally developing children. The LA matching tool that is unequalled in 
popularity is Mean Length of Utterance (MLU). In most of the present study MLU is 
not an adequate measure for matching. Also, one has to question whether matching 
beyond CA is called for anyway.  
The aim of matching in this study was in line with the spirit of matching in the SLI 
literature. It was to establish differences between the impaired group and the control 
groups that were not implicit in the language delay that characterised the impaired 
children in the first place. At the same time, it was not yet clear that the SLI subjects 
would differ from CA peers in all respects. After all, problems with argument structure 
could not be anticipated for sure - the literature is equivocal here - and grammatical 
morphology is language-dependent (a morphological error pattern has yet to be 
pinpointed for Dutch). Nevertheless, it will become clear that matching on 
chronological age only is not sufficient. 
 
I will mention the measures that are available and have relevance for this study.  
Chronological Age. Matching on chronological age makes it possible to find out 
whether a language aspect shows delay in impaired children.  
For grammatical morphology (Chapter 4) the prediction would be, based on the 
literature, that there is delay. If the literature is right - and Dutch is a language that is 
typologically rather similar to English, the language that strongly defines the pattern in 
the literature - this prediction will be confirmed by the Dutch data. In that case, it is 
useful to include younger children in our comparison as well, in order to find out if  
morphology is impaired in a disproportionate way.  
For argument structure (Chapter 8), support for a difference with CA peers is less 
unanimous. Therefore, CA matching would serve the purpose of establishing argument 
structure as an area that is implicated in the language delay.   
 
Language Age (Mean Length of Utterance). What makes MLU unattractive for our 
purposes is that the measure interferes crucially with the dependent measures in this 
study. Morphology is a constitutive factor in the value of the MLU-M (MLU measured 
in morphemes). Production of additional morphemes increases the value of MLU. A 
useful measure to match by should satisfy two criteria: it should be relevant with 
respect to the dependent variable (otherwise, why match at all?15) and its value should 
be independent from the value of the dependent variable. The last criterion is clearly 
not fulfilled by MLU. Consequently, MLU will not be used in Chapter 4. 
MLU is also determined by the number of verb arguments. In that sense, MLU is a 
circular matching measure when verb argument structure is the dependent variable. 
Therefore, it will not be used in Chapters 8 and 9. However, in one part of this study, 

                                                 
15”the variable on which the subjects are matched must be substantially related to the dependent variable, 
or the matching is a waste of time” (Kerlinger, 1986:289). 
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MLU will be applied as a matching tool. The analysis of spontaneous data in Chapter 
7 is based on an existing corpus (Bol & Kuiken, 1988), so matching criteria cannot be 
chosen ad libitum. The SLI children in the corpus are similar in language production 
to the normally developing children (one criterion in the original study was that the 
impaired children did not exceed the language production level of the oldest normals, 
who were four years of age). For the analysis in Chapter 7, MLU will be used to 
extract a subgroup of the original population.    
 
Vocabulary age. Argument structure is projected from the thematic structure of the 
action expressed by the verb. If argument structure is the research variable, there is one 
variable that could cloud a CA comparison: the child’s vocabulary. If the child has a 
small vocabulary, its knowledge of argument structure of lexical verbs draws on 
limited resources. For that reason, vocabulary, as measured by a standardised test, was 
taken as a matching tool. This does not assure that the matched groups are similar in 
all relevant respects besides the aspect that is under investigation. However, checking 
the language-impaired children’s vocabulary will guard them from being at a 
disadvantage by having a small lexicon and few verb labels stored to project the 
arguments from. Perhaps this makes for a ‘qualified CA matching’. With respect to the 
dependent variable (that will be explored in production, not reception), productive 
vocabulary is more relevant than receptive vocabulary. Therefore the productive 
subtest of a vocabulary task was used for matching in the experiments reported in 
Chapters 8 and 9.    
 
 
3.4 Method 
 
 
     “Honey, the linguist is here.” 
     David Carkeet, The full catastrophe 
 
3.4.1 Research question 1: Tense and agreement 
 
3.4.1.1 Matching 
 
In Chapter 4, verb morphology is under review. An important goal will be to establish 
an error pattern that can be employed as a marker of ‘morphological SLI’ in Dutch. 
With that aim in mind, children were matched on chronological age. In order to ensure 
that the markers also distinguished children with SLI from the children they are 
habitually compared with in SLI research, the comparison was extended to include an 
additional control group of children who are around two years younger (n=20). One 
might consider this a lip service to language matching, but it is requisite to the extent 
that, in Chapter 5, we enter a debate in which nearly all data have been collected 
within an LA-matched research design and a mere CA comparison could sideline us 
there. The younger children were taken from the lower age range of the pool of 
controls that were recorded for the experiments. As I mentioned in section 3.3.2.1, it is 
obvious that MLU-M matching would be highly circular with respect to verb 
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morphology16. Hence the arbitrary composition of the younger control group. Because 
these children were not matched by a language measure, they will be referred to as 
‘younger children’, rather than ‘LA matches’, although they will perform a similar role 
in the discussion.  
 
Table 3.1.  Age; means (standard deviations between brackets) in months of the 
subjects in the tense and agreement task 
 
 Children with SLI  

(n=35) 
Younger ND17 chil-
dren (n=20) 

ND Chronological 
Age matches 
(n=35) 

Chronological 
age 

93.4 (11.9) 59.6 (7.4) 91.4 (13.8) 

  
3.4.1.2 Task description 
 
Narrative episodes were elicited by showing a video film to each child individually. 
The five minute animation film (Pingu and Pinga at home) was shown to the children 
three times in a single session:  
1. The film was watched non-stop without verbal comments from the researcher. 
2. The film was watched again, now accompanied by a prepared narrative, read aloud 
by the researcher. In this script verbs were modelled in the present tense form. Because 
regular verbs are less frequent than irregular verbs and require additional elicitation, 
the majority of the verbs that were selected for the narrative were regular verbs.  
3. The film was shown a third time, this time divided in sixteen short episodes. After 
each of the episodes the tape was stopped and the child was asked to tell the researcher 
'what happened'. By phrasing the question in the past tense, the child was encouraged 
to adopt the past tense as well.   
Figure 3.1 shows the contents of each of the sixteen episodes. This text was read to the 
child during the second showing of the film. I include the version used in the English 
parallel project. The Dutch version contained 17 present tense forms of irregular verbs 
and 38 of regular verbs. The sessions were recorded on audio-cassette and transcribed 
orthographically. The child’s utterances were segmented in T-units18. The utterances 
that contained verbs were analysed for marking of tense and agreement. The analytical 
categories will be detailed in sections 4.2.2 and 4.3.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
16To a lesser extent, the same is true for MLU-W (MLU measured in words). One grammatical element 
that would reflect on this measure is auxiliary use. 
17ND = normally developing.  
18The T-unit has been defined as “one main clause plus any subordinate clause or nonclausal structure that 
is attached to or embedded in it” (Hunt, 1970:4). 
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1. Daddy is telling Pingu and the baby that mummy and daddy are going out for the evening. 
Mummy is putting her make-up on. She puts her hat on. Mummy and daddy stroke their heads 
and then they wave and off they go. 
2. They're crying; they're jumping on their beds. 
3. The baby turns on the music and Pingu puts some wood on the fire. 
4. Mummy and daddy are going to a concert to listen to music. Pingu tosses a pancake. He 
tosses it again and, oops!, the pancake covers his head. 
5. Mummy and daddy are listening to the music. Pingu is bouncing a ball. 
6. Pingu throws the ball and she heads it. They knock the picture down and they knock the 
shelf down. 
7. Daddy has fallen asleep but mummy is listening to the music. 
8. Then they dress up and Pingu pushes the baby in a box. 
9. He empties the cupboard. He covers his head with a blanket and then he covers them both. 
10. They look at a picture and mummy cries. The baby fills the bath. 
11. Pingu jumps in. They play and the bath tips over. 
12. Mummy and daddy clap. Pingu points at the clock. 
13. Baby wipes up the mess. She squeezes out the water and they tidy up. 
14. Baby turns off the music. Pingu tidies up and jumps on the clothes. 
15. Mummy and daddy come home. Pingu and the baby pretend they are asleep and then the 
clothes fall out of the cupboard. 
16. Mummy asks if they did it; they nod. They nod again. Mummy tidies up. Mummy and 
daddy cuddle them. 
Figure 3.1. Script for the Pingu-narrative, used as elicitor in the tense and agreement 
task 
 
3.4.2 Research question 2: Verb argument structure 
 
3.4.2.1 Spontaneous data 
 
As a first approximation of verb argument structure in Dutch children with SLI, an 
existing corpus of language samples was checked. The aim was to explore groupwise 
differences in argument realisation, using broad categories of verb complementation. 
The analytical categories will be defined in section 7.2.1. This set of data is also used 
to draw a comparison with some claims in the literature on the Type Token ratios that 
are typical of SLI children’s verb use (7.2.4). 
 
3.4.2.1.1 Matching  
 
The data in the spontaneous sample analysis are from a corpus assembled by Bol and 
Kuiken (1988). They adopted the English LARSP analysis for an analysis of 
morphosyntactic structure in Dutch children. One of the comparisons they made was 
between normally developing and language-impaired children. The language-impaired 
children were included if their language production level did not exceed that of a 
normal four-year-old. For the verb complementation analysis to be reported in Chapter 
7  a group of 16 children with SLI were matched individually to normal controls by 
MLU-M (see Table 3.2). 
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Table 3.2. Range of chronological age, in months, and MLU-M of the subjects in the 
verb complementation  analysis of spontaneous data (from the Bol and Kuiken, 1988, 
corpus) 
 

 Children with SLI                   
(n=16) 

ND children               (n=16) 

Chronological 
age 

56-98 22-41 

MLU-M 2.1- 4.8 2.1- 4.8 
 
3.4.2.1.2 Data description 
 
The data were gathered in a naturalistic setting, either at the child’s home (the 
normally developing children) or in a conversation with the child’s speech therapist 
(the impaired children) (Bol & Kuiken, 1988:19-20). Each individual transcript 
contained 100 analysable utterances (analysable in the sense of the LARSP analysis; 
Crystal, Fletcher & Garman, 1976). 
 
3.4.2.2 The experimental video task 
 
3.4.2.2.1 Matching 
 
A productive measure was selected as the matching tool for the argument structure 
experiments. A receptive measure would have been useful if it mirrored the productive 
tasks in the present study exactly. In the absence of a (receptive) measure of argument 
structure (or of verb specificity, for Chapter 9) a productive vocabulary test has more 
relevance for our purposes. The receptive vocabulary ages measured were quite close 
to the productive ones (Table 3.3).  
 
Table 3.3. Chronological and vocabulary age (means, standard deviation and range) 
in months, of the subjects in the verb argument structure task. Vocabulary ages were 
only available for the SLI children. 
 Children with SLI 

(n=35) 
ND children 
(n=35) 

Chronological age19 93.20 (13.34) 
Range: 74-110 

85.54 (15.37) 
Range: 54-114 

Receptive vocabulary 
age 

85.40 (17.42) 
Range: 51-121 

 

Productive vocabulary 
age 

85.31 (15.34) 
Range: 55-114 

 

                                                 
19Chronological age as represented in the table is not necessarily the age at which the vocabulary test was 
taken by the child. It is the age at which the child participated in the experimental tasks. Test results were 
only used if they had been collected less than six months before the task. If the data were not as recent, the 
test was administered again. Most available test data had been collected between one and three months 
before the experiment.    
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The standardised test that was used (the Woordenschat-produktietest - ‘Vocabulary 
production test’ - from the Taaltests voor Kinderen test battery; Van Bon, 1982) is 
divided in three parts, together covering normative groups for an age range of 4 to 10 
years. ‘Vocabulary age’20 (VA; henceforth used as shorthand for productive VA) was 
taken as the basis for matching (the criterion measures are printed in bold type in 
Table 3.3). Starting from the assumption that in the normal group, vocabulary scores 
would show a normal spread, the SLI child’s vocabulary age was matched to a normal 
child’s chronological age. This does not qualify as matching in a strict sense, but it is 
sufficient to ‘repair’ an adverse influence from lexical deficits on the part of the 
impaired children. Again, this does not justify an assumption of language age 
matching. The VA matching will be used in Chapters 8 and 9, in which the dependent 
measures - argument structure (alternation and verb complementation) and verb 
specificity  - are related to vocabulary knowledge but are not unilaterally determined 
by lexical skills. 
The mean vocabulary scores for the children with SLI conform to the picture that 
arises from the literature: the vocabulary skills of the SLI children are below those of 
the CA matches but do not lag behind as much as grammatical skills usually do. While 
they are implicated in the language problem, they benefit from the children’s personal 
experiences. At least, this is the ‘group portrait’: there is a wide range of individual 
performances. 
 
3.4.2.2.2 Considerations on the selection of experimental tasks and items 
  
Obviously, spontaneous data have their disadvantages. The elliptical nature of speech 
and its low degree of specificity could blur the contrasts that are under investigation 
here. Also, for some aspects of argument structure spontaneous samples will be an 
insufficient source. In particular, alternations are expected to show not often, if at all, 
in the children's language. The alternations that will be the object of the experiments 
are not even frequently witnessed in the output of adult normals (the same is true of 
errors with these verbs - Pinker, 1989b:21). If alternations are targeted, the best way to 
collect them is to structure the experimental circumstances in ways that elicit the 
desired items and that enhance their production rate. Cues for selecting argument 
structures are, after all, heavily influenced by the input (see Ingham, 1989). It is 
necessary to control for the input factors in elicitation. 
There are, however, other reasons for operationalising the research questions in an 
experimental way. On the one hand, children's utterances are the product not only of 
their language system, and, in the SLI children's case, of deficiencies within the 
language system. They are also influenced by adaptation strategies that compensate for 
the deficiencies. In a focused elicitation procedure the child is forced to constrain its 
options. This could invalidate adaptation strategies.  
 
In the experimental procedure, verbs and verb frames were elicited by showing each 
child a video film that pictured various actions. There are significant advantages to the 

                                                 
20Vocabulary age was found by relating the standard score to the age for which the score constituted the 
50th percentile level.  
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use of video materials. Some are mentioned by Dollaghan et al. (1990:584) for video 
narration: the elicitor is the same for all subjects (‘content stability’), the manner of 
presentation is an attractive one for children (‘high interest value’) and the processing 
demands are high. 
The items in the film - the verbs as well as the scenes - were prepared together with 
my collaborators from the University of Reading21. The scenes were videotaped in 
Reading. A cross-linguistic comparison of English and Dutch children was envisaged. 
While direct comparison has yet to be undertaken, the choice of items reflects the 
collaborative enterprise. Some items had relevance for only one of the two languages. 
I will restrict myself to the items that are relevant for Dutch.  
 
The items that were selected for the elicitation of alternating verb frames had to fulfil 
the following criteria: 
1. They must permit an experimental operationalisation (they must be depictable). 
2. Their implications for both languages must be known (meaning that either its 
relevance for one of the languages was known or, if the item was relevant for both 
languages, that the similarity or contrast was identified beforehand). Alternation types 
that are part of only one language are not included in the study. 
3. They must be compatible with the abilities and the lexicon of the younger normals. 
 
3.4.2.2.3 Task description 
 
In the following sections the manner of item presentation is sketched. Further 
discussion of issues relevant to the individual items and the children’s responses will 
take place in Chapters 8 and 9. In those chapters, the analytical categories will be 
specified as well (8.1.1, 9.2.1). All responses were transcribed orthographically. 
The entire protocol of the tasks described underneath took about 45 minutes. 
Depending on the attention span of the child, the task was sometimes administered in 
two sessions.  
Before the videotape was started, it was introduced by the researcher. The child was 
told it was going to see a film. The film would not show a story, but there would be 
short pieces of film that showed things happening. The child would be asked after 
each piece to tell the experimenter ‘what happened’.    
After witnessing the action on videotape, the child was asked to repeat the (infinitival) 
verb after the researcher (‘Please say [target verb]’, ‘Can you say [target verb]?’). 
Subsequently, the child was requested to tell ‘what happened in the picture’. If the 
child responded without using the prompted verb, the researcher would ask ‘can you 
say it with [target verb]?’ If the child responded with a bare verb only, it would be 
asked to ‘tell me a little bit more’. Since the subjects were all school children and were 
aware of what a sentence is, a paraphrase of this last prompt would sometimes be used: 
‘could you say that in a sentence’?  
 
 

                                                 
21Paul Fletcher (now at the University of Hong Kong), Richard Ingham, Gabrielle King, Christina 
Schelletter and Indra Sinka. 
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3.4.2.2.3.1 Alternation: The causative alternation 
 
The causative alternation involves the expression of the theme22 of the verb as either 
the subject or the object of the sentence: the car moves / he moves the car. The first 
alternant is called inchoative, the second causative.  
Because alternation was the desired response, each verb item was presented in two 
separate settings. In one segment, the action was shown in the presence of the agent 
(with the causative - transitive - verb frame as the target outcome); in the other, the 
inchoative frame was encouraged by showing the referent of the theme only (as if it 
performed the action by itself). For instance, the move alternation mentioned above 
was elicited by a segment in which a car was seen moving by itself (without a visible 
agent to cause the action) and one in which the car was visibly manipulated (moved) 
by an agent.  
Four non-alternating items were pictured in a presentation that promoted a verb frame 
that was conceptually available but ungrammatical. For example, a bouquet of flowers 
was shown while being thrown in a bin, but in the absence of a visible agent. These 
items were included to find out if children would be prone to overgeneralisation of an 
alternation. In this example, the child would be encouraged to violate the non-
alternation restriction and use the verb throw in an inchoative frame. 
 
3.4.2.2.3.2   Alternation: The locative alternation 
 
A representative example of a verb undergoing the locative alternation is ‘load’: she 
loads the boxes into the car / she loads the car with boxes. 
The presentation of the locative items was different from the presentation of the 
causative items in one aspect. It is clear from the example that the alternation involves 
a shift between theme as direct object and goal as direct object. Accordingly, to 
encourage use of both alternants, either theme or goal had to be focused on, visually as 
well as in verbal elicitation.  
Visually, this happened by showing a still of either theme or goal (boxes, car) that 
preceded the filmed action. The child was asked to name the referent that was singled 
out visually (‘what is that?’). To encourage theme-as-object, the theme was singled out 
and the child was asked to label it. To encourage goal-as-object, the goal referent was 
focused on in a similar way. After the highlighted item was named by the child, the 
action was shown and the child was asked to name the action. 
 
3.4.2.2.3.3 Alternation: The dative alternation 
 
The dative alternation (or dative shift) involves the expression of the goal as either 
direct object or prepositional phrase: he gives her a present / he gives a present to her.  

                                                 
22Throughout this book, reference is made to the thematic roles agent, theme and goal. Agent is “the 
conscious instigator of the action”, theme is the “entity which is in a state or a location or which is 
undergoing motion”, goal is “the end point of [a] motion”.  The patient “expresses the entity undergoing an 
action”. The definitions are quotes from Trask (1993). Patient and theme are often used as near-synonyms. 
In this study, every action included motion, hence the use of ‘theme’. 
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The procedure was identical to that for the locative alternation, including the 
differential use of visual focus and the introductory naming by the child of one 
participating referent. In this case (‘give’ was the only item), either the theme or the 
recipient (the goal) was depicted separately (and the child was asked to label it) before 
the action sequence was shown and the child was asked to tell the researcher what 
happened.  
 
3.4.2.2.3.4 Clausal complementation  
 
Verbs like try require a clausal complement instead of a phrasal one. Clausal items 
were included to probe a complex complementation pattern that was not otherwise 
elicited and occurrences of which could supplement our observations of non-clausal 
complements. 
The presentation of these items was similar to the previous items: the verb was 
prompted and the child was asked to name the action. Contrastive focusing, on the 
other hand, was not relevant: alternation is not involved here. 
 
3.4.2.2.3.5 Resultative secondary predication 
 
In this task, the aim was to monitor children’s ability to supply an argument that is not 
selected by the verb as part of its subcategorisation. The action of throwing something 
somewhere is not completely defined by the verb lemma. The location is not part of 
the subcategorisation. In addition, complementation may be complicated by the fact 
that the target direct object is not directly manipulated in the course of the action (as 
in: shaking the ball from the tree) and one has to link a ‘non-canonical theme’ to the 
direct object position.  
Both resultative actions and the selection of a non-canonical theme were elicited in 
this task. The item presentation was identical to the alternation tasks. The verb was 
prompted and the child was then asked to name the action. No thematic role was 
singled out in the presentation. 
 
3.4.3 Research question 3: Correlation of symptom areas 
 
3.4.3.1 Subjects 
 
As mentioned before, the correlation under review here is between grammatical 
morphology and argument structure. In order to assess the overlap between these 
symptom areas, a measure for grammatical morphology is proposed in Chapter 4. 
Children are included in the group of children with morphological difficulties if their 
production of at least three grammatical morphemes fails to meet a criterion of 75% 
use in obligatory context. The selection of children who failed these criteria is detailed 
in sections 4.2.4 and 4.3.4. In addition, a group was formed of children who did not 
exhibit a difficulty with morphological marking. In section 4.3.4 the selection of these 
children is explained. Excluding children who did not fail the 75% criterion, but still 
showed some signs of weak morphological performance, the comparison will involve 
15 children with marked morphological difficulties (to be referred to as M+) and 9 
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children who did not exhibit appreciable morphological errors (M-).  
 
3.4.3.2  Data description 
 
The data that were used for this analysis are morphological errors on the one hand and 
argument realisation categories on the other. The morphological errors are implicated 
in the subject selection procedure (they define the M+ and M- groups).  
The argument realisation categories that were included are the ones that showed 
groupwise differences between children with SLI and normally developing children. 
The comparison will focus on whether the patterns that are found for the SLI group 
throughout Chapter 8 are associated with either the M+ or the M- SLI subgroup or 
with both.   
 
3.4.4 Research question 4: Verb specificity 
 
3.4.4.1 Matching 
 
The matching for this task is identical to that of the previous tasks (see Table 3.3). 
However, the rationale is slightly different. In this task, the primary focus is not on 
argument structure but on naming. The VA represents a global measure of naming. 
The task itself is a refined way of monitoring children’s naming ability for a particular 
class of lexical items. The implication is that the effect of matching resembles that of 
MLU matching in SLI research on grammatical morphology. Assuming that matching 
for VA is a global index of lexical skills, the issue is whether specific lexical skills are 
as predicted by this global index or lag behind. 
 
3.4.4.2 Task description 
 
The task (see Chapter 9) is aimed at children’s knowledge of action verbs specified for 
manner (skipping rather than going). This means that naming of the action (knowledge 
of the verb label itself) is the dependent variable. Consequently, the verb was not 
prompted with the film clip; the child was simply requested to tell ‘what happened’ 
after watching each clip. 
The items depict specific ways of performing an action. Each item admits the 
substitution of a non-specific verb for a specific verb. The actions involve manners of 
cleaning, going, putting and cutting. 
 
3.4.5 Statistical testing 
 
In the samples that are compared in this study distribution cannot be expected to be 
normal. Non-normal distribution is expected, because an SLI sample tends to be 
heterogeneous. This heterogeneity cannot be restrained if the sample is small. 
Therefore, group comparisons in this study will usually be made using the Mann-
Whitney test. Thus “the hypothesis [can be tested] that the samples come from two 
population with similar characteristics without making any assumptions about their 
distribution” (Woods, Fletcher & Hughes, 1986:188). This statistical test should 
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protect us against the influence of the performance of individual children that have 
disproportionately high or low scores. The Mann-Whitney test achieves this goal by 
starting from the average ranks assigned to the cases in the two groups. “If one of the 
groups has more than its share of small or large ranks, there is reason to suspect that 
the two underlying distributions are different.” (Norusis, 1988:417). 



 

 

4. Tense and Agreement in Dutch: Data from an elicitation task 
 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
 
According to the literature, grammatical SLI is characterised by specific problems with 
functional categories (see sections 2.5.1 and 2.6): there is a low production rate for 
these morphemes in obligatory contexts, and substitution errors occur.  
Discriminant function analysis has been employed to determine characteristics that 
distinguish children with SLI from normal children and the outcomes point at shortco-
mings in the verb system and verb morphology as predictors of SLI. Adopting this type of 
analysis, Fletcher and Peters (1984) found that a higher frequency of unmarked verb 
forms characterised their SLI individuals. Gavin et al. (1993) established the same for 
‘verb phrase errors’ in their LARSP-based analysis. However, in their terminology, verb 
phrase errors consisted of omissions of auxiliaries and copulas. Omissions of inflectional 
morphemes were counted under ‘word errors’, which did not qualify as a discriminating 
category23. In a more recent attempt to find a variable that could distinguish between 
children with SLI and typically developing children, Bedore and Leonard (1998) 
performed a discriminant function analysis as well. Grammatical morphology - 
operationalised by a verb morpheme composite - proved to be the most sensitive measure. 
It predicted membership of the SLI group with a high degree of accuracy. The composite 
consisted of regular past tense affix -ed,  present tense third person singular -s and finite 
forms of copula and auxiliary be. Omission of these elements was identified with the SLI 
children. 
The practice of MLU-matched group comparisons between children with SLI and 
younger language age peers has demonstrated time and again that inflectional 
morphology, in particular on verbs, falls short of the level predicted by the general 
language delay seen in language-impaired children (selected sources include Clahsen, 
1989; Conti-Ramsden & Jones, 1997; Johnston & Kamhi, 1984; Johnston & Schery, 
1976; Leonard, 1989; Leonard et al., 1992; Steckol & Leonard, 1979). As sentence 
structure becomes more elaborate, inflectional morphemes remain out of synch with 
syntactic development. 
 
In this chapter, I will discuss functional categories in the output of Dutch children with 
SLI. For Dutch, not much is known about the particular grammatical errors that are 
characteristic of the disorder. In order not to depend too much on the preconceptions 
of SLI that are advanced by a literature that is mainly oriented towards the study of 
English-speaking populations, a description of the grammatical symptoms of Dutch 
SLI is crucially important. Functional categories will be the dependent variable in this 
chapter, the independent variable being the general morphosyntactic problems that 
                                                 
 23Gavin, Klee and Membrino were restricted in their choice of variables because their selection contained 
only LARSP composite measures. 
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served as the reference criterion for inclusion of these children. In Chapter 5, the 
findings will be compared with the predictions that follow from the linguistic theories 
outlined in section 2.6. 
The error patterns that relate to functional projections will serve as the independent 
variable for a comparison within the language-impaired group in section 8.7.  Usage of 
grammatical morphemes will be employed as the measure by which children are 
identified as members of a subgroup of SLI subjects. Children with obvious 
morphological difficulties will be distinguished from children with mild 
morphological difficulties. This dichotomy makes it possible to answer the question 
whether morphological difficulties correlate empirically with problems in the area of 
verb argument structure (an area to be investigated in Chapter 8) or whether argument 
structure appears as a separate locus of difficulties. The selection of the children who 
participate in the comparison will be described in sections 4.2.4 and 4.3.4. 
 
4.1.1 Criteria for use of grammatical morphemes 
 
The subgroup formation that will serve the comparison in section 8.7 requires the 
selection of a criterion. This should reflect children's sensitivity to the obligatoriness of 
grammatical morphemes. The criterion for acquisition is a matter of some dispute. 
Brown (1973; see Johnston & Schery, 1976, for an application to SLI) established 
90% use in obligatory contexts as a criterion for acquisition - 'full knowledge' (Lahey, 
1988) - of a grammatical category. Obviously, this is an arbitrary value. Crago and 
Gopnik (1994; Gopnik, 1994) have argued at length that a criterion for the use of a 
rule cannot in itself demonstrate the presence ('full knowledge') of a rule. According to 
them, traditional cut-off criteria like 75% or 90% are not valid. They quote Klee & 
Paul (1981) who suggested that even 50% production of a form shows that the child 
'has it'24. Challenging that position, Crago and Gopnik stress that a child who does not 
have control of a grammatical rule can still produce forms that obey the rule, albeit in 
a haphazard manner. Gopnik (1994) writes, with the same caveat in mind: "when we 
refer to a form produced by an impaired speaker as being a 'past form' we mean that 
the item has the same surface form as the normal past form. We do not mean to imply 
that for the language-impaired subjects it is marked either for tense or for past." 
(Gopnik, 1994:111) While this caution is appealing - one must really know more of a 
child's linguistic system to conclude that it is deficient - it has some circularity to it. 
This issue was discussed before (2.6.4) but it needs revisiting. In Gopnik's (1990) case 
study of a language-impaired child she declares that his correct forms result from a 
faulty grammatical system, just like the errors. She locates the problems in the absence 
of 'semantico-syntactic features'. The child was thought to be blind to features like 
person, number, etc. Using a child's errors to demonstrate the dysfunction in his 
grammar invites the question of how much deviance one needs to be confident of this 
diagnosis. In other words, one wants a criterion. In Gopnik’s view, there is no conti-
nuum between normal language development and delay or deviance. The child with 

                                                 
24Crago and Gopnik wrongly attribute this observation to Miller, who was the editor of the volume in 
which Klee and Paul's chapter appeared.  
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SLI is qualitatively different from a typical child. A criterion, on the other hand, would 
have saved us from the anecdotal angle. 
Crago & Gopnik's attack on Klee and Paul's (1981) article does not do justice to the 
full rationale of their remarks. Klee and Paul write: "For those forms or constructions 
used in 50-90% of the obligatory contexts, we will hypothesise the existence of a 
grammatical rule that is applied variably because of unspecified performance 
constraints. The lower limit is arbitrary." (Klee & Paul, 1981:87; the italics are mine). 
Obviously, this rule of thumb lacks a motivated criterion as well. It does, however, 
address an important issue: the inconsistency of SLI children's linguistic behaviour (cf. 
Bishop, 1994) or, in Klee and Paul's terms, the application of a variable rule. 
Variability is a key attribute of SLI children’s performance.  
In this study an arbitrary 75% criterion is adopted. This cut-off point was chosen in 
full awareness that the criterion is merely descriptive, not explanatory. It is 
administered solely to create subgroups of children who behave in a similar fashion on 
a particular task (4.2.4, 4.3.4). As Lahey put it, "criterion-referenced descriptions are 
used when the purpose of the observation is to determine how well a certain behaviour 
is established in a child's repertoire" (Lahey, 1988:142). This is exactly the purpose 
that the criterion will serve here. 
  
4.1.2 Previous research on Dutch SLI: Bol and Kuiken (1988) 
   
The most important research on grammatical SLI in Dutch children so far has been 
done by Bol and Kuiken (1988, 1990). Their work described the morphosyntactic 
output of normal children between 1 and 4 years old, and compared it with the 
performance of three groups of language-impaired individuals: children with hearing 
impairment, children with SLI, and a group of Down’s syndrome subjects (children 
and teenagers). Bol and Kuiken’s descriptive model was the LARSP profile chart 
(Crystal, Fletcher & Garman, 1976), which they revised for their study of the 
acquisition of Dutch, based on an elaborate child language corpus. LARSP (or its 
counterpart in the Dutch study, GRAMAT) provides an inventory of clausal and 
phrasal constructions and morphological markers. Morphology is analysed in terms of 
the number of inflected forms that are present in the language sample. Within Bol and 
Kuiken's comparison between children with SLI and normals a significant difference 
was found for the marking of first person singular in the present tense. The SLI 
subjects surprisingly did not perform worse on third person singular. It is important to 
note, however, that an overt third person singular marker was not always necessary for 
the verb form to be counted as marked for third person. In particular the modals (that 
in Dutch can also be used without a verbal complement; cf. 7.2.2) do not show the 
regular present tense marker -t. Moreover, only correct verb forms (that is, forms that 
showed grammatical concord) were counted. It is fair to say, then, that if we want to 
know about errors made by children with SLI - for instance, to what extent the third 
person marker -t is supplied in obligatory contexts - it is by definition not possible to 
gather that knowledge from the profile charts. Because not all occurrences of third 
person singular (present tense) are overtly marked for person (-t), it is also hard to gain 
insight into the availability of the general paradigm. For past tense marking the same is 
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true, mutatis mutandis. Erroneous past tense forms are not separated from correct 
forms in the profile. And again, the chart does not take stock of omissions. 
Summarising, while Bol and Kuiken (1988) were able to pinpoint a number of 
differences between language-impaired children and children with normal language 
development25, an analysis of errors is needed to draw up the contours of grammatical 
SLI in Dutch children. It does not suffice to compare the number of realisations of any 
particular grammatical morpheme: errors must be counted and they must be related to 
the number of obligatory contexts that are available. Therefore, GRAMAT variables 
cannot act as the type of independent variable that we will need in chapter 7. 
 
4.1.3 Typology of Dutch 
 
Two things are important to point out when we deal with inflection in Dutch: the 
inflectional paradigm and the relation between verb position and inflectional status.  
Dutch is generally considered an SOV language. The basic word order is found in 
dependent clauses. The infinitival verb is base-generated in final position. The position 
of the finite verb is second in matrix clauses and after topicalised elements. It is first in 
yes-no questions. Verb second involves a movement of the verb from its base-
generated position to a functional head dominating V (C or I) (Haegeman, 1991; 
Wijnen & Verrips, 1998).  
In terms of the Minimalist framework (Chomsky, 1992), on the other hand, the finite 
verb is generated and its features are checked. For instance, Figure 4.1 shows that the 
verb is checked for tense (T; witness the trace i) and agreement (Agr) before ending up 
in second position26. Characteristic of Dutch is the correlation between verb position 
and form: the infinitival form typically occurs in final position, the finite verb in 
second or fronted position. 
 
  

                                                 
25Beyond morphology, significant differences were found in the number of subject predicate structures 
and pronouns. On both measures the children with SLI fell short of the frequencies found in the 
normals. They exceeded the normal group in their production of structures that lack a subject predicate 
structure. 
26This configuration conforms to Zwart (1993). Previously, a COMP position for the verb would be 
assumed for this type of sentence. Under the Minimalist Program, COMP requires justification (e.g. 
subject-verb inversion in topicalisation; see Figure 5.1). Only if ‘more structure’ must be built to account 
for the sentence structure, COMP is introduced.   
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Figure 4.1. Sentence structure for the matrix sentence in Dutch.  
 
The paradigms for present and past tense formation are contained in Table 4.1. Some 
items require explanation: 
- The plural marking -en, in present as well as past tense, is habitually reduced to -e 
(schwa). The infinitive is homonymous to the present tense plural form and also 
undergoes reduction: -e(n). 
- While number is represented as a ‘dimension’ (Pinker, 1984) in the Dutch past tense 
paradigm, person is not. In reality there is even more syncretism. After all, final -n in 
the plural forms is usually phonologically reduced (see above) so that the distinction 
between plural and singular affixes in the past tense is virtually neutralised.  
- The selection of the regular past tense affix is determined by the final segment of the 
verb stem. If the final consonant of the stem is unvoiced, the past tense marker is -
te(n). If the stem ends in a vowel or the final consonant is voiced, the marker is -de(n).  
- There are two types of irregular past tense; with stem vowel change only and (this is 
a rarer form) with vowel change plus consonant change or consonant addition. 
Irregular past tense has a plural marker -en following the singular form. If the singular 
form has a short vowel, the vowel is lengthened in an open syllable. 
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Table 4.1. Inflectional paradigms for present and past tense in Dutch. 
 

Present Tense Singular Plural 

First person -027 -en 

Second person -t (-0 in VS order) -en 

Third person -t -en 

Regular Past Tense Singular Plural 

All persons -de / -te -den / -ten 
 
 
4.2 Past tense marking 
 
 
The narrative task that was used to elicit functional categories was designed to 
enhance the production of regular past tense forms preferably (3.4.1.2).   
The production of past tense forms by children has drawn much attention throughout 
the history of language acquisition research. Past tense formation is a prototypical case 
of learning an abstract linguistic rule. Past tense is the subject of much debate on how 
rules are inferred by the child. The marking of tense on the verb stem involves the 
mapping of a semantic notion (time) to a grammatical notion (tense). Past tense 
learning also necessitates knowledge of an inflectional paradigm (cf. Table 4.1). 
Typically, in many languages, past tense is either marked by adding a morpheme to 
the stem (a regular past tense form) or by supplying a form outside the past tense 
regularity (an irregular past tense form). That a linguistic rule for tense marking is 
operational is evidenced by instances in which the regular marker is added to the stem 
of a verb that is not subject to the rule (overregularisation). The application of past 
tense rules is a useful diagnostic measure of verbal inflectional morphology. 
There are opposing views on how children learn to use the correct forms for past tense. 
One theory claims that past tense learning follows two distinct routes (the hybrid or 
dual route model; Pinker & Prince, 1988). According to this theory, an associative 
memory bank suffices for the (rote) learning of irregular forms. A  linguistic rule for 
past tense guides the learning of regular forms. The rule is not applied to a verb if a 
past tense form is already there: in that case, the current form blocks a novel item. This 
way, it should not interfere with an irregular past tense form that has already been 
memorised by the child, unless the form is not yet stable, that is: has not left enough 
memory traces to resist the new form. If a form is not yet available, overregularisations 
are possible. Overregularisations are unlearned by the (re)introduction of irregular 
forms that in turn block them28.  
                                                 
27’0’ indicates zero affix. 
28The availability of an irregular past tense form is not an absolute safeguard from overregularisation. 
This is shown by the occurrence of errors in which an irregular singular past tense form (rather than a 
stem) is followed by the past tense suffix. 
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Another point of view is that there is one common path that leads to the learning of 
both the regular and the irregular forms (single route model). Input frequency and 
sound-form correspondences should teach the child the correct forms. A single route 
model has been advocated by connectionists, who found no influence of rule learning 
when they simulated the acquisition of past tense. Probabilistic learning, they 
demonstrated, was sufficient to acquire the regularities and the irregular forms. In this 
view awareness of a linguistic rule is by definition not necessary (Rumelhart & 
McClelland, 1986).   
Whatever the need for a linguistic rule itself in teaching the child the correct past tense 
forms, application of a past tense rule (also marked by overregularisation) is a valid 
measure to determine the stage of morphological proficiency of the subjects in this 
study. To explore which of the two opposing points of view can be supported a 
longitudinal approach would be required. As this study is cross-sectional, the issue 
cannot be examined here. 
 
4.2.1 Past tense in SLI 
 
The past tense -ed marker is one of the vulnerable morphemes in English-speaking 
children with SLI (Fletcher & Ingham, 1995). In this section I will review the nature of 
this difficulty. It should be noted, however, that it is not yet clear how universal the 
problems with past tense formation are. For Hebrew, they have been shown to be non-
existent. Rom and Leonard (1990) found no difference whatsoever in past tense 
realisation between Hebrew-speaking children with SLI and their MLU matches. 
Leonard (1992) used this finding to support his sparse morphology hypothesis: 
children learning Hebrew would benefit from the rich morphology of their native 
language. Clahsen (1989; 1992) fails to mention past tense in his study on German 
SLI. Where he discusses overregularisation, his focus is on past participles. In their 
study on a group of Swedish SLI children, Hansson and Nettelbladt (1995) found no 
difference between their (five) SLI children and the MLU matches for omission of past 
tense markers in either regular or irregular verbs. 
A dual route for past tense learning (Pinker and Prince, 1988) is associated with an 
innate capacity to infer a linguistic rule from the input by positive evidence only. The 
availability of this capacity has been questioned with regard to English-speaking 
children with SLI. According to the Rule Deficit hypothesis (Rice & Oetting, 1993; 
Gopnik & Crago, 1991), only one of the two routes within the dual route model is 
accessible to children with SLI. As these children lack the symbolic rule for past tense 
marking, they must rely primarily on their associative memory to retrieve past tense 
forms.   
A study by Gopnik (1994) concerned the London family that had been introduced by 
Gopnik and Crago (1991). In a detailed study that focused on the family members' use 
of past tense, the language-impaired individuals were shown to perform poorly on 
many measures, like the use of past tense markers in obligatory grammatical contexts 
(in spoken language as well as in their written diaries) and their performance on a 
tense changing task. Gopnik claimed that the impaired family members lacked the rule 
for marking past tense. At the same time - the presence of adverbial markers testifies 
to this - they were able to express temporal reference.  
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Moore and Johnston (1993) explicitly compared temporal markers in lexicon and 
morphology, using a sentence completion task and WH-questions, by which they 
aimed to elicit past tense forms and past temporal adverbs. Their SLI group was 
around five years of age. The children performed like 4-year olds in adverbial 
marking, while their tense marking was not unlike that of 3-year old matches29.      
In a study by Leonard et al. (1992) (American) English-speaking children with SLI 
were found to omit the past tense marker -ed significantly more often than their MLU 
peers. No significant difference was found for the production of irregular past tense 
forms. Surprisingly, these authors found that several of the same language-impaired 
children who omitted -ed inflections sometimes used them in overregularised forms 
(Bishop, 1994, reported a similar finding for English children with SLI). Leonard 
(1994) tried to clarify this contradictory finding by proposing another perspective: it is 
not the occurrence of overgeneralisations that should attract our attention - the 
frequent omissions are the more important phenomenon. What is revealed, in his 
opinion, is that a general paradigm is under construction (witness the overregularisati-
ons) in which a number of cells are as yet filled by unmarked verb forms. One might 
imagine them as similar to the cells in the paradigm for ‘put’, where cells for past as 
well as for present are filled by an identical form, put. 
What is clear from these findings, whatever the explanation, is that there is a possible 
discrepancy between paradigmatic learning (as illustrated by the overregularisations) 
and learning to mark tense in a consistent way. While the paradigm is in the making, 
the marker itself remains vulnerable (Bishop, 1994).  
One assumption that remains controversial is that irregular past tense is preserved in 
SLI, whereas regular past tense is affected. Not all authors subscribe to this 
conclusion. Counterevidence was found by Bishop (1994), by Leonard et al. (1992) 
and by Ullman and Gopnik (1994); they found that the morphological impairment 
implicated irregular verbs as well.  
Bishop (1994) pointed at the inconsistency of morphological marking by SLI children. 
Forms that were produced in one context were substituted by bare stems in another. 
She found that this inconsistency affected irregular past tense marking as well. This is 
hard to explain under a rule-deficit hypothesis: irregular forms must be learnt by rote, 
item by item, and should be immune to a focal deficit that pertains to rules. Bishop 
concluded that the difficulties for language-impaired children do not reside in 
paradigmatic learning. This is supported by her finding that errors predominantly take 
the form of omission, not of commission (substitution). Of course, overgeneralisation 
is equally incompatible with a deficit in the learning of abstract morphological rules. 
After all, overgeneralised forms constitute pre-eminent evidence of a rule at work.   
 
One can infer the following prediction from the literature: SLI children will mark past 
tense in obligatory contexts less often than chronological age peers or younger 
children with a comparable language age. 
Next to past tense marking per se, the present analysis will also involve an exploration 
of the discrepancy between instances of regular and irregular past tense formation, 

                                                 
29This finding provides a snapshot of the pattern often found in SLI: lexical knowledge is below CA level, 
but above LA level.  
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although the literature does not allow for a straightforward prediction - the findings are 
ambiguous. Overregularisation - as a litmus test of rule learning - will also be 
analysed. 
 
4.2.2 Past tense: Analytical categories 
 
The coding categories that were employed for the analysis of past tense are: Regular 
past tense forms, Irregular past tense forms, Ging(en) + infinitive, Overgeneralisations, 
Omission of past tense markers in obligatory context. Some categories require 
clarification or an explanation of analytical decisions. 
Ging(en) + infinitive. The verb gaan (‘go’), of which ging and gingen are the singular 
and plural past tense forms, is an auxiliary. In its 'rich' version, gaan expresses an 
inchoative aspect. In referring to past tense, however, gaan is often used in a 'light' 
(pleonastic) way. It merely carries the tense marker; it has no semantic load that adds 
to the  main verb predicate. The use of gaan is often seen as an alternative strategy for 
expressing tense (the same is true of the 'light' version of present tense gaan). It is 
often regarded offhand as a way of avoiding inflection of the main verb. As the data 
will demonstrate, these occurrences take a substantial share in the total amount of past 
tense productions. While gaan is an irregular verb, the past tense forms of gaan were 
excluded from the category of irregular verb forms. 
Omission in obligatory context calls for a definition of the context. Criterial for the use 
of past tense might have been a narrative context that is situated in the past. The nature 
of the task however - the child narrates a story that it has just witnessed - enabled the 
children to switch narrative time ad libitum, or so it seemed. Therefore, only one valid 
obligatory context was available: the occurrence in the sentence of an adverbial phrase 
indicating pastness. This was, in all cases, the adverb toen. In English (then) and 
German (dann) the adverb is ambiguous: it can refer to past as well as to present and 
future. Dutch toen, if it is an adverb (it can also be a complementiser), can only refer to 
past events (present and future are referred to by dan). One other obligatory context 
could be found. If a main clause is in the past tense, the dependent clause should 
maintain this value for tense. There were only a few of these cases; numbers were 
negligible. 
To summarise, an omission of a past tense marker was counted if, in the context of a 
past adverbial (or in the dependent clause context I just described) the past tense 
marker was omitted or if the past tense form was substituted by a present tense form. It 
should be noted that the issue here was tense marking. Consequently, whether a verb 
was marked for subject-verb agreement was not relevant. A form that showed no 
concord with the subject was included if it was marked for past tense. On the other 
hand, if a form was neither marked for tense nor for agreement, the omission was 
included in the present analysis as well as the subject-verb agreement analysis (4.3). 
Overgeneralisations were counted separately, not under irregular or regular verb forms 
- the categories are mutually exclusive. Past tense suffixes on irregular forms (instead 
of on the stem of the irregular verb) were included, because they are also indicative of 
awareness of a general paradigm. 
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Finally, it should be noted that the marked preference that exists in Dutch (as in 
German) for perfect tense over past tense in the relating of past events concerns the 
report of a personal experience of the narrator rather than a 'borrowed' third person 
narrative. Consequently, this typological bias was not reflected in the children’s 
renderings of the Pingu narrative.  
  
4.2.3 Past tense: Results  
 
Three groups were included in the comparison. Besides the SLI group (n=35), a group 
of chronological age peers (n=35) was selected as well as a group of younger children 
(n=20). For a rationale with regard to this comparison, I refer to section 3.4.1.1. 
Before discussing the results, a few words must be said about the efficacy of the Pingu 
task (3.4.1.2) as a past tense elicitor. 
There were some factors that interfered with the results, artefactual and otherwise. The 
most important one was the inclination of some children to substitute dramatic present 
for past tense as a narrative mode. Also, there was a tendency among quite a few of the 
SLI children to omit the verb entirely in several utterances. As a consequence, many of 
their utterances did not enter the past tense analysis. 
By and large, the children understood the requirements of the task. For some children, 
especially among the youngest normals, it was hard to confine their responses to the 
fragment they had just watched. Instead, they volunteered flashforwards that covered 
the remaining part of the story or they restricted themselves to a general storyline that 
was repeated after successive episodes. This influenced the production of targeted 
forms only marginally. 
The absolute numbers of past tense forms produced by the children can only serve to 
indicate a general sense of productivity in each of the groups. A complicating factor in 
drawing the comparison, after all, is sample size difference. Ideally, samples are of 
similar length. The task, however, while it was administered in a similar way with 
each child, did not constrain the number of utterances the child would produce. If a 
fixed number of T-units for each child would be taken (necessarily the lowest number 
produced by an individual), too many records would have to be sacrificed. To 
compensate for this lack of genuine comparability it was necessary to find ways of 
rendering the data proportional instead of absolute. The following sections will tackle 
the problem of differential sample size by yielding proportional measures. 
Meanwhile I will briefly consider the absolute numbers (Table 4.2).  
Witness the statistical differences, the SLI children produced fewer regular past tense 
forms than either of the control groups. They also omitted past tense inflections more 
often, which confirms the prediction gathered from the SLI literature. If we take the 
numbers of T-units into consideration, the difference between the SLI group and the 
controls is even more remarkable: the children with SLI produced longer samples and 
yet expressed fewer past tense forms. 
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Table 4.2. Past tense categories; absolute number of occurrences; means (standard 
deviations between brackets) 
 
 Children with 

SLI (n=35) 
Younger ND chil-
dren (n=20) 

CA matches 
 (n=35) 

Age in months 93.4 (11.9) 59.6 (7.4) 91.4 (13.8) 

Number of T-units 66.1 (16.9) 49.6 (14.9) 59.3 (14.3) 

Regular past tense 
forms 

3.0 (5.3) 6.2 (1.0) 10.6 (6.0) 

Irregular past tense 
forms 

14.9 (12.2) 18.8 (9.3) 27.4 (10.9) 

'Ging(en)' (past 
tense of 'go') + infi-
nitive 

10.9 (10.3) 8.9 (7.1) 10.2 (7.8) 

Omission of past 
tense marker in 
obligatory context 

2.2 (3.6) 0.2 (0.8) 0.0 (0.1) 

Overgeneralisations 0.6 (1.1) 1.2 (1.6) 1.3 (1.6) 
 
Significant differences 
Regular past tense forms: 
SLI < Chronological age peers  (p=0.0000; Z=-5.4773) 
Younger children  < Chronological age peers (p=0.0000; Z=-4.2599) 
Irregular past tense forms: 
SLI < Chronological age peers  (p=0.0001; Z=-4.0500)) 
Younger children  < Chronological age peers (p=0.0003; Z=-3.6329)  
Omission of  past tense marker in obligatory context: 
SLI > Chronological age peers  (p=0.0000; Z=-5.4732) 
SLI > Younger children  (p=0.0013; Z=-3.2187) 
Younger children  > Chronological age peers (p=0.0323; Z=-2.1406) 
Overgeneralisations: 
SLI < Chronological age peers (p=0.0800; Z=-1.7506) 
 
4.2.3.1 Use of past tense morphemes in obligatory context  
 
The standard measure for productivity of a grammatical morpheme is its use in a 
grammatically obligatory context. Lahey (1988) cited a 90% criterion for achievement 
(or acquisition; Johnston & Schery, 1976). Numbers for use in obligatory context are 
available (Table 4.3) but by definition they represent only a subset of the past tense 
tokens. After all, under the strict criterion of an obligatory context within the utterance, 
occurrences of past tense that are not accompanied by a past adverbial are excluded 
from this analysis. It should be noted that it was not possible to include children in this 
analysis in whose output there was no obligatory context for a past tense form. This 
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was the case for six of the language-impaired children, so Table 4.3 contains the data 
of only 29 members of the SLI group30.  
It is clear that omission of past tense in an obligatory context is a variable that sets the 
SLI group apart from either of the control groups. While the absolute numbers already 
showed that this is a nearly exclusive trait of the SLI group, the numbers for obligatory 
use indicate that the marker is vulnerable, while not generally missing: the mean use is 
situated above a 75% level (but far below Brown’s 90% criterion for acquisition). The 
standard deviation indicates that many children with SLI failed to meet the criterion. 
All of the controls, on the other hand (including the younger children), showed full 
acquisition according to the 90% criterion. 
 
Table 4.3. Percentage of use of past tense marker in obligatory context; means 
(standard deviations) 
 

 Children with SLI 
 (n=29) 

Younger ND chil-
dren (n=20) 

CA matches 
 (n=35) 

Age in months 93.7 (11.4) 59.6 (7.4) 91.4 (13.8) 

Percentage of use 
of past tense form 
in obligatory con-
text  

0.77 (0.26) 0.98 (0.04) 0.99 (0.00) 

 
Significant differences  
Percentage of use of past tense form in obligatory context 
SLI < Chronological age peers  (p=0.0000; Z=-6.1823) 
SLI < Younger children  (p=0.0000; Z=-4.2563) 
 
4.2.3.2 Relative share of past tense categories  
 
Another way of avoiding the problem of unequal sample sizes is to watch the share 
that each of the categories takes in the children’s past tense morphology. With this aim 
in mind, the relative proportions of the past tense categories were computed for each 
child. Individual percentages were averaged per group (Table 4.4). This analysis 
served to show whether there are between-group differences in the share that the past 
tense classes constitute. 
Again a number of children were excluded from the SLI group. Some children hardly 
used past tense forms at all (that is, the number of tokens was under 5) or lacked 
contexts for them. They were excluded. That the number of subjects is different from 
that in the context analysis is due to the fact that a child who failed to fill past tense 
contexts with past tense forms was part of the previous analysis, but did not qualify for 
this analysis because there were no past tense forms in the output. 
As mentioned before, the use of ging(en) complemented by the infinitive of a lexical 
verb was a device that subtracted seriously from the inventory of past tense forms of 

                                                 
 30 Means for age were calculated accordingly. The same is true for Table 4.4. 
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lexical verbs. An interesting question is, to what extent each of the groups 
participating in the task relied on the use of pleonastic gaan. It is often said that 
children with SLI use the auxiliary verb strategically, to side-step inflection of the 
lexical verb. The data produced by this analysis were revealing in that respect. There 
was a significant difference between the children with SLI as well as the younger 
children when they were compared to the chronological age matches of the SLI group. 
The SLI group and the younger children more often resorted to past tense forms of 
gaan complemented by the infinitival form of a lexical verb. If a strategy is at work, it 
is just as much a part of the younger normals' repertoire31. The same goes for the share 
that regular forms take in the children's output; for this category the chronological age 
peers are ahead of either group. 
 
Table 4.4. Past tense forms; percentage that each category took in the total of past 
tense forms; means (standard deviations) 
 

 Children with SLI 
(n=28) 

Younger ND chil-
dren (n=20) 

CA matches 
 (n=35) 

Age in months 94.6 (11.6) 59.6 (7.4) 91.4 (13.8) 

Regular past tense 
forms 

0.10 (0.12) 0.10 (0.11) 0.22 (0.12) 

Irregular past tense 
forms 

0.49 (0.16) 0.52 (0.21) 0.55 (0.11) 

'Ging(en)' + infinitive 0.38 (0.23) 0.33 (0.20) 0.21 (0.14) 

Overregularisations 0.02 (0.03) 0.03 (0.06) 0.03 (0.04) 
 
Significant differences: 
Regular past tense forms: 
SLI < Chronological age peers  (p=0.0001; Z=-3.8669) 
Younger children < Chronological age peers (p=0.0006; Z=-3.4426) 
'Ging(en)' + infinitive:  
SLI > Chronological age peers (p=0.0023; Z=-3.0443) 
Younger children > Chronological age peers (p=0.0157; Z=-2.4158) 
 
4.2.3.3 Subtypes of past tense omission errors  
 
Omission of past tense markers on verbs, rare in even the younger members of the 
control groups, was not uncommon in the output of the children with SLI. Their errors 
merit discussion. For a further analysis of these errors I will abstract away from the 
group comparison and concentrate on the past tense errors by the SLI children. It is 
                                                 
    31The use of ging(en) did not correlate significantly with age, however. Because chronological age is 
a more valid measure for linear progress in typically developing children than in children with SLI, 
only the normals (both control groups, n=55) were included in the correlation analysis. Taking 
chronological age as a reference point, only one of the past tense categories - regular past tense - 
showed a significant correlation (p<.01) with age. 
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recognised that we are dealing with a modest corpus here. Nevertheless, the tendencies 
are interesting enough to deserve probing in a larger collection of data in the future. 
Again, remember that we are looking at a subset of the past tense data. Only the 
utterances that contained an obligatory context for a past tense form are considered. 
The total of obligatory contexts in the SLI children’s samples numbered 469. In 81 
instances tense was not or incorrectly marked. Table 4.5 presents a further 
categorisation by error type and verb category. In view of the numbers of irregular and 
regular forms in the data, regular verbs were affected more often proportionally. When 
counted by obligatory contexts, only 33% of the contexts were properly filled for 
regular verb contexts, 83% for irregular verbs, 98% for gaan as auxiliary. This 
suggests a discrepancy between regular and irregular verbs. It also suggests that gaan 
is a willing (and perhaps early) 'tense carrier'. 
The accepted truth is that tense errors will take the form of omission, not of 
substitution (‘commission’; Bishop, 1994; Leonard, 1998). This is contradicted in the 
present data set by the frequent occurrence of substitutions by a present tense form.  
Overgeneralisations were produced less often by the impaired children than by their 
chronological age peers (Table 4.2). However, there was no difference with the 
younger children and children with SLI did produce overgeneralised forms. This 
concurs with Leonard's (1994) findings. As in his results, some children produced 
overgeneralisations in one instance while omitting or substituting the past tense marker 
elsewhere in the sample. Leonard’s solution to the witnessed paradox that was quoted 
before - that unmarked verb forms would occupy the paradigm cells of marked forms - 
has a limited appeal for the present data. Under one third of past tense errors 
concerned omissions of past tense inflections. They were exceeded in number by 
commission errors.  
 
Table 4.5. Past tense omission types in the SLI data. Absolute numbers 
 
Total number of 
errors: 81 

Stem form  Infinitival form Present tense form 

Regular verbs 6 7 23 

Irregular verbs 15 2 2632 

Ging(en) + in-
finitive 

  2 

 
4.2.3.4 Conclusion 
 
If all measures are considered - the number of occurrences and the ratio of uses and 
contexts - it is possible to evaluate the differences between groups in a meaningful 
way.  

                                                 
32Out of these 26, 3 present tense forms occurred in dependent clauses in which a past tense form was 
required due to the tense value of the main clause.   
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In their control of regular past tense and in their use of ging(en) as a past tense filler 
the SLI children behaved much like the younger normals. This indicates that they were 
in an earlier stage of past tense proficiency and often adopted an immature strategy for 
(past) tense marking. There appears to be no reason to claim that the introduction of a 
pleonastic auxiliary is a device exclusive for SLI. As there were only two instances of 
an absent tense marker with gaan in an obligatory context in the SLI corpus it can be 
hypothesised that gaan carries tense more consistently than the lexical verb does. The 
present data are not adequate for testing the hypothesis that marking of gaan precedes 
marking of lexical verbs. That would require longitudinal research.  
The assumption that children with SLI have difficulty in creating a morphological 
paradigm for the tense dimension is supported by the substitutions of a past tense 
morpheme by a present tense morpheme, but it is contradicted by two findings. First of 
all, the occurrence of overgeneralisations is not compatible with such a deficit. While 
these forms are erroneous, they show the child in the process of construing a past tense 
paradigm. By definition they do not derive from the input and therefore must be the 
outcome of a rule created by the child. Secondly, although the children with SLI 
produce fewer regular past tense forms, errors in marking past tense are found with 
irregular verbs as well. Irregular verbs are outside the scope of a symbolic rule for past 
tense formation. The problem, then, seems to reside in the consistent (correct) marking 
for tense, rather than in the paradigmatic challenges of the target language. This issue 
will be revisited in section 4.3, when present tense is included. Present tense requires 
more overt agreement marking: the paradigm is more elaborate (see 4.1.3).  
Omissions and substitutions are a characteristic of the SLI group, but not all 
individuals are equally affected by problems with tense marking. Groupwise, the level 
of achievement is rather high. This highlights a key problem regarding the nature of 
SLI. It is clear that grammatical morphemes present SLI children with problems, but 
the children still manage to supply the marker in a majority of contexts (individual 
scores notwithstanding).   
 
4.2.4 Subgroup selection 
 
An additional aim of the past tense analysis was to discriminate, within the SLI group, 
between children who exhibit frank morphological errors and children who do not. 
Many children in the SLI group, though not the majority, were notable for their failure 
to mark past tense on the verb consistently. When past tense omission figures were 
related to obligatory context and an arbitrary criterion of 75% use was used, 12 out of 
35 children with SLI failed the criterion. In section 4.3.4 the complementary findings 
for agreement will be described. 
 
 
4.3 Subject-verb agreement 
 
 
One purpose of the past tense analysis was to distinguish between children with and 
without problems in verb morphology. However, the influence of narrative mode was 
a major influence. Many children preferred the dramatic present to reproduce the 
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Pingu story or switched to present in the middle of a story told in the past tense. Also, 
the errors often were not restricted to the expression of tense but involved subject-verb 
agreement features as well. Marking for number and person proved to be a major 
problem for the SLI children. In this section, marking for agreement is investigated. A 
description of the agreement errors that characterise Dutch children with SLI is 
supplied first. 
 
4.3.1 Three types of agreement errors 
 
From the data gathered in the present study, it can be inferred even at first glance that 
not all possible agreement errors occurred. Morphemes are not distributed at random, 
even when they are erroneous. Subject-verb agreement errors in the Dutch corpus take 
three general forms. The nature of each will be discussed in this section. Subsequently, 
the occurrence of these errors in the output of the children will be quantified. 
 
1. One inflectional error is the omission of the agreement marker, resulting in the 
production of a stem form (henceforth to be referred to as Error 1). Because first 
person singular is identical to the verb stem, an omission can be identified only in an 
obligatory context for second and third person singular or for plural inflection. Second 
person is the least frequent form. It is also not promoted by the task, which encouraged 
a third person narrative. Second person forms were nearly absent from the data. 
Examples of Error 1 follow33. 
 
dan ga mama nog zwaaien (boy, 6;5) 
'dan gaat mama nog zwaaien' 
then go (UVF) mother after+all wave (INF) 
 
die gooi 'm in de lucht (boy, 6;5) 
'die gooit 'm in de lucht' 
that+one throw (UVF) him in the air 
 
Omission of the third person marker results in a reduction to the stem of the verb. 
Superficially this form is also sometimes found with a plural subject: 
 
toen kom papa en mama aan (girl, 7;5) 
'toen komen papa en mama [er] aan' 
then come (UVF) father and mother34 

                                                 
33The first line contains the child utterance verbatim. It is followed by the correct version of the same 
sentence (in a minimal paraphrase). The third line is a literal translation of the child utterance. UVF = 
unmarked verb form; INF = infinitival. Due to the fact that the unmarked verb form (that is, the form 
without the agreement marker, the stem) is a homonym of the first person singular, present tense, I use 
the term with some reservation. Examples are from the utterances of language-impaired children 
involved in this study; chronological age is given in years and months (before and after the 
semicolon).  
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It is not obvious how Error 1 should be interpreted. Assuming it is the stem (infinitive 
minus -en) is one possibility, attributing the wrong values to the dimensions person 
and number another (due to the homonymy of the stem and the first person singular). 
One thing that has to be stressed is that there is a difference between English and 
Dutch here. While the infinitive in English has no affix, the infinitive in Dutch has an 
affix -en. Omission of third person -s in English results in an unmarked verb form 
(Fletcher & Peters, 1984). The stem in Dutch has to be extracted from the infinitive 
form which suggests that the child is capable of morphological analysis. The stem in 
Dutch child language seldom appears in final position, unlike the infinitive. Because 
of the close relationship between verb position and finiteness in the acquisition of 
Dutch, I propose that the stem occurrences in second position be considered finite.     
 
2. Another error points at a wrong value for the dimension number (Error 2). Third 
person plural subjects are often not followed by a verb that is marked for plural. 
Instead, the verb form is singular: 
 
dat doet altijd mijn vade [vader] en moeë [moeder] (boy, 6;11) 
'dat doen altijd mijn vader en moeder' 
that does (SING) always my father and mother 
 
en toen ging ze springen op bed (boy, 7;7) 
'en toen gingen ze springen op bed' 
and then went (auxiliary, SING) they jump (INF) on bed 
 
We find three ways in which children fail to respect agreement features with plural 
subjects: the third person singular marker -t is wrongly affixed to the stem (as in the 
first example), the singular past tense form is substituted for the plural past tense form 
(second example) or the stem is substituted for the inflected form (which makes it an 
instance of Error 1; after all, no overt singular marker takes the place of the plural 
marker).  
 
3. The last error type is difficult to interpret. Chronologically, there is a well-
documented stage in normal acquisition of Dutch (mainly up to the two-word or three-
word utterance stage) in which children predominantly produce infinitival verbs in 
utterance-final position (Wijnen & Verrips, 1998). Some Dutch children with SLI 
persist in this verbal position and form without justifying it by inserting an auxiliary in 
second position (Error 3). The SLI children, however, often produce more 
constituents than is typically the case in children who are in the 'infinitival stage'. The 
presence of one or more arguments between the subject and the verb lends these 
productions a 'deviant' flavour, in the sense that such utterances are not found in 
normal children at any stage (Bishop & Rosenbloom, 1987). Deviance may formally 

                                                                                                                                                         
34This utterance also contains a tense error. Toen is a past adverbial and creates an obligatory context 
for a past tense form. The proper verb form should be the irregular past tense form kwamen instead of 
komen. 
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be a misnomer, however. In SLI, delayed acquisition of verb morphology can coexist 
with elaboration of the constituent structure. This asynchrony potentially results in 
utterances like the ones quoted underneath. Apparent deviance may thus be secondary 
to a primary (and long-standing) delay in the marking of finiteness. 
In the first example below the form is in fact correct (the subject is plural and in Dutch 
the infinitival form and the plural form are homonyms) but - as indicated by the Dutch 
paraphrase - the verb has not been moved to the position where it should occur if 
marked for person, number and tense (i.e. there is no evidence of Verb Second). 
Maken is therefore interpreted as an infinitival form. 
 
hun allemaal rommel maken (boy, 6;11)35 
'hun maken allemaal rommel' 
they all+sort+of rubbish make 
 
en dan mama papa wakker maken (boy, 6;5)36 
'en dan maakt mama papa wakker' 
and then mother father awake make 
 
eerst 't kleine zusje in bed springen (boy, 6;5) 
'eerst springt 't kleine zusje in bed' 
first the little sister in bed jump  
 
de oudste pinguin alle kleren uit de kast halen (boy, 9;1) 
'de oudste pinguin haalde alle kleren uit de kast' 
the oldest penguin all clothes from the cupboard take 
 
With some caution, the three error types can be summarised in a matrix as follows: 
 

 Finiteness Tense Person Number 

Error 1 Marked Marked? Not marked  Not marked 

Error 2 Marked Marked Not appli-
cable 

Not marked 
correctly 

Error 3 Not marked Not marked Not marked Not marked 
 
While this matrix represents the most plausible reading, it is important to stress that it 
is an interpretation. Likewise, the categories themselves are not purely descriptive. The 
surface forms that are found as instances of these errors can often be considered to be 
formally ambiguous. This must be kept in mind as we search for a linguistic 
explanation for the errors. I will illustrate the ambiguity with two examples. 
 
                                                 
35In fact hun (‘them’) is a pronoun marked for dative case. This form is used habitually instead of 
nominative  ze/zij in colloquial Dutch. 
36In (b) and (c) there is a topicalised adverbial that should trigger movement of the finite verb. 
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The stem with zero affixation (Error 1), in the context of a third person singular 
subject, clearly lacks a third person marker. As it has been moved to second position, 
it could be considered finite, though not marked correctly for person. In fact, the stem 
+ 0 - form is correct for first person. To adopt an alternative explanation - that the verb 
shows an erroneous marking for person (first person instead of third) rather than an 
omission of a marker - is not a very plausible option (also considering the 
distributional characteristics: the form is found in plural contexts as well) but it cannot 
be discarded on formal grounds: stem and first person singular simply exhibit 
syncretism.  
Another example involves the Error 3 utterances. The homonymy of plural and 
infinitive was mentioned before. The exemplary utterances can also - and this will 
prove to be a valid interpretation to consider - be read as utterances in which an 
auxiliary is omitted. I will return to this reading in the chapter on linguistic theories 
(5.2.7). 
A difficult issue is the distinction between finiteness and tense. In the debate on the 
Optional Infinitive explanation (2.6.9) the two are almost synonymous. Finite equals 
tense-marked and, according to Rice et al. (1995), finiteness presupposes proper 
marking for agreement features. For Dutch, it is undesirable to accept the strict 
correlation of finiteness and agreement. The equivalence of finiteness and tense is at 
stake where children prefer the stem (Error 1) form with, say, a third person singular 
subject: while this form is not infinitival, it lacks agreement marking. This issue will 
be resumed in 5.2.6.  
There is one other ambiguity. If the verb is irregular, tense-changing would invite 
change in the stem vowel. When a child produces the stem form of an irregular verb in 
a past tense obligatory context, it could then be said that for lack of a vowel change the 
form is to be read as present tense. If the verb is regular and the subject is third person, 
it could be read as a lack of tense as well as agreement marking (neither -de nor -t is 
supplied). I will side-step this dilemma (for which feature, exactly, is the verb 
marked?) by categorising the same error under different headings: missing past tense 
marker and missing agreement marker, both according to linguistic context. That way, 
we will only have to decide on the absence, not the presence of a marker.    
 
4.3.2 Agreement: Analytical categories 
 
While the three error types have been introduced as if they are smooth recognisable 
categories, some decisions have to be made in advance to make them coherent. The 
reason is that categories occasionally overlap, either with a different kind of agreement 
error or with categories that have been used to classify past tense.  
The absence of a past tense marker can result in a finite form that is not marked for 
agreement, i.e., a stem. Such forms have been recorded in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 as 
omissions of past tense markers. The same instances are revisited here, because these 
forms are not marked for agreement features either. Consequently, they are coded as 
instances of Error 1 (examples (1) and (2) below).  
The same goes for Errors 2 and 3. A past adverbial may be accompanied by a present 
tense form that also exemplifies an incongruous marking for number (say, -t instead of 
-en) or by an infinitival form while there is a sentence subject that calls for proper 
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agreement features (Examples (3) to (5)). It is necessary to code these instances twice 
as well. The same forms may represent a difficulty with marking of tense as well as 
agreement. Formally, they show the hallmarks of both problems. 
Another problematic error type is the use of a stem with a plural subject (as in the 
example referred to in section 4.3.1: toen kom papa en mama aan). I propose that 
finiteness is marked (as the verb is not in the infinitive) but no requirement for 
agreement features has been fulfilled (that is, person nor number is marked). Hence, 
Error 1 (not 2). However, I will include these cases in the analysis of obligatory 
contexts for use of a plural form: they will be in the numerator of the ratio (just as the 
instances of Error 2 are) in which the number of obligatory contexts for a plural suffix 
is the denominator. After all, both -t forms and stems fail to oblige the number feature 
of the plural subject. 
Finally, a problem is created by the occurrence of -en forms in a non-final position, in 
a singular subject context. It can be argued that in these cases verb movement has 
taken place and the number feature is not satisfied. However, in most cases the 
intonation or the sentence structure relegates the postverbal elements to the status of an 
adjunct or apposition, so the subject predicate structure shows no movement of the 
verbal element. Such instances have been confidently added to the inventory of type 3 
errors. The erroneous -en forms that are genuinely 'second' (in that the direct argument 
is postverbal) have been singled out - one example is (6). 
 
(1) toen val alles d’r uit (boy, 6;5) 
      ‘toen viel alles d’r uit’  
      then37 fall (UVF) everything out 
(2) toen gooi die hoed op hem (boy, 8;9) 
      ‘toen gooide die [een] hoed op hem’ 
      then threw that+one [a] hat on him 
(3) en toen de moeder hem wakker maken (girl, 9;1) 
      ‘en toen maakte de moeder hem wakker’ 
      and then the mother him awake make (INF)     
(4) en toen komt z’n vader en z’n moeder (boy, 7;4) 
      ‘en toen kwamen z’n vader en z’n moeder’ 
      and then comes his father and his mother 
(5) toen zegt hun ik heb niet gedaan (boy, 7;4) 
      ‘toen zeiden hun ik heb [het] niet gedaan’ 
      then says they I have [it] not done 
(6) hem zijn ook verdrietig, die moeder (boy, 7;2) 
      ‘zij is ook verdrietig, die moeder’ 
      him38 (ACC) be (INF) also sad, that mother    
 
4.3.3 Agreement: Results 
 
While looking at the token quantities of each error type produced by the children with 
SLI and the controls, one should keep in mind that similar errors are evidenced quite 
                                                 
37Remember (4.2.2) that the Dutch adverb refers to a  past event. 
38Obviously, the child makes a case-marking error but he also selects a wrong (masculine) pronoun. 
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often by younger normally developing children. The fact that these errors hardly ever 
occurred in our control group probably reflects the age of the normal children.  
In an inventory made by De Haan (1996), a survey is given of the markings for 
number and person by normal children whose output has been recorded in detail in 
five Dutch corpora. The children were between 1;8 and 3;7 years old. Errors 1 and 2 
reached percentages of over 25%, and at the end of the observation period the 
percentage of errors was still increasing. Error 3 was not explored in De Haan's study, 
because only finite forms were analysed. 
Errors 1 and 2 should, I suggest, be considered immature rather than deviant, to 
borrow a dichotomy from Bishop and Rosenbloom (1987). They are immature in that 
they do occur in the output of younger normals and thus are not exclusive to language-
impaired children. With Error 3, the situation is slightly different. Non-finite forms in 
final position without premodification - we know this from many studies (see Wijnen 
& Verrips, 1998, for a review) - also appear frequently in the output of non-impaired 
Dutch children, but mainly in the two- and three-word stage. That they occur in more 
elaborate utterances in the present corpus, makes many of the Error 3 expressions so 
uncommon-looking. Some of these utterances are arguably not found in any stage of 
normal development and could in that sense be considered deviant (Crystal, Fletcher & 
Garman, 1976).     
In the comparison I present underneath (Table 4.6), it appears that the controls, who 
are all over 3;11, by and large have recovered from the stage during which they make 
these errors. They show very few errors in marking for number and person (the same 
was true for marking of past tense; 4.2.3). Due to methodological differences 
(foremost in sampling conditions), it is not possible to compare these findings directly 
to the corpora to which De Haan referred. Still, the sum of the tendencies in either set 
of data suggests that a resolution of the stage in which erroneous agreement marking is 
still endemic takes place roughly between 3;6 and 4;6 years of age.  
With regard to the SLI group, it can be established that the three types of errors are 
quite common among the children in this pool. If we take the younger control group to 
be a fair language age equivalent of the SLI group, it can be stated that the number of 
errors in the samples of the language-impaired children is disproportionately high: 
their error pattern does not resemble that of the younger controls quantitatively. In that 
sense, their performance confirms a telltale sign of language impairment that is 
highlighted in the mainstream of research: that the children's problems with 
morphology are beyond what one would expect based on their general language delay. 
To describe the pattern in more detail: most of the children may be beyond the (E)OI 
stage39 but some children persist in preferring infinitives. Even when finiteness 
appears to be available, proper agreement marking is often lacking. 
 
 
 

                                                 
39This is not to say that an extended stage in which children with SLI predominantly use infinitives 
does not exist. First of all, the evidence is equivocal. Moreover, it may well be that in a group of 
younger children with SLI this stage will be more evident. The make-up of a Dutch (E)OI stage will 
be discussed later. 
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Table 4.6.  Agreement errors.  Absolute numbers: means (standard deviations) 
 

 Children with SLI  
(n=35) 

Younger ND 
children (n=20) 

CA matches 
 (n=35) 

Age in months 93.4 (11.9) 59.6 (7.4) 91.4 (13.8) 

Number of T-units 66.1 (16.9) 49.6 (14.9) 59.3 (14.3) 

Agreement error 1 4.60 (6.45) 0.20 (0.69)  0.11 (0.40) 

Agreement error 2 2.68 (2.35) 0.40 (0.75) 0.37 (0.64) 

Agreement error 3 2.85 (5.36) 0.10 (0.31) 0.03 (0.17) 
 
Significant differences: 
Error 1 
SLI > Chronological age peers  (p=0.0000; Z=-6.1706) 
SLI > Younger children  (p=0.0000; Z=-4.8837) 
Error 2 
SLI > Chronological age peers  (p=0.0000; Z=-4.8582) 
SLI > Younger children  (p=0.0001; Z=-4.0072) 
Error 3 
SLI > Chronological age peers  (p=0.0000; Z=-5.2839) 
SLI > Younger children  (p=0.0001; Z=-3.8769) 
 
4.3.3.1 Use of agreement morphemes in obligatory context 
 
Like the past tense categories, the present error categories produce absolute figures 
that cannot be compared easily, due to the varying numbers of T-units elicited from 
the children. Therefore, the number of errors was divided by the number of obligatory 
contexts. This was only possible for Error 1 (Table 4.7) and Error 2 (Table 4.8). These 
error types can be analysed as the straightforward omission or substitution of a 
morpheme: either -t or -en. Error 3, in which the infinitival verb remains in situ, does 
not allow for an obligatory context analysis. The verb is not in a position in which it 
has to agree with the subject. 
As with the past tense marker, not all children provided contexts for the third person 
singular marker -t. This was true for the SLI group, but even more so for the CA 
matches. The absence of obligatory contexts for -t correlates with the presence of 
contexts for a past tense marker. If children did not produce contexts for present tense 
markers this was usually because they adopted the past tense in their narrative 
responses. For -en, on the other hand, obligatory (plural) contexts could be found in 
the samples of all children. 
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Table 4.7. Third person present marker -t; percentage of use in obligatory context; 
means (standard deviations)40 
  
 Children with SLI 

(n=31) 
Younger ND 
children 
 (n=15) 

CA matches 
(n=16) 

Age in months 93.0 (11.9) 59.1 (7.5) 92.3 (14.6) 

Percentage of use of -t mar-
ker for third person in obli-
gatory context 

0.61 (0.34) 

 

0.87 (0.28) 

 

0.89 (0.27) 

 
Significant differences: 
SLI < Chronological age peers  (p=0.0012; Z=-3.2397) 
SLI < Younger children  (p=0.0037; Z=-2.9040) 
 
Table 4.8. Plural marker -en; percentage of use in obligatory context; means 
(standard deviations) 
  
 Children with SLI 

(n=35) 
Younger ND 
children 
 (n=20) 

CA matches 
(n=35) 

Percentage of use of -en 
marker for third person in 
obligatory context 

0.69 (0.30) 

 

0.95 (0.13) 0.97 (0.05) 

 
Significant differences: 
SLI < Chronological age peers  (p=0.0000; Z=-4.8199) 
SLI < Younger children  (p=0.0001; Z=-3.8446) 
 
4.3.3.2 Subtypes of agreement errors 
 
Table 4.6 presented means and standard deviations for each of the three broad error 
types that were distinguished before. It is clear that the errors are nearly exclusive to 
the SLI population (the same was true for omission of past tense markers). I will now 
differentiate the total numbers of these categories into subtypes, for the children with 
SLI only. 
Error 1, in which the verb lacks an inflectional marker, totals 163 occurrences. Out of 
these, 18 utterances had no subject but appeared in a context where the subject could 
be inferred from the situation or the linguistic context. In the remaining 145 utterances 
that contained an overt subject, 110 grammatical subjects were singular and 35 were 
plural. 
Error 2, the substitution of a singular verb form after a plural subject, was found 94 
times. Six occurrences concerned irregular present tense forms and 65 were irregular 

                                                 
40In Table 4.7, ages were adjusted, due to the different composition of the groups.  
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past tense forms. On 23 occasions a regular present tense form with third person 
singular -t marker was substituted for the plural form. 
Error 3 requires some additional remarks. While in the majority of occurrences 
children produced clause-final verbs, this was not always the case. There were 82 type 
3 errors. Out of these, 4 were contained in dependent clauses (with singular subjects). 
Among the 78 clause-final verbs there were some utterances that contained a verb in 
non-final position. The reason these utterances were not excluded was that the verb did 
not immediately follow the subject, but followed an internal argument. The intonation 
that the child adopted relegated the remainder of the utterance to an appositive 
function.   
Eighteen utterances contained a verb in genuine second position with an -en affix 
(again with singular subjects) - these occurrences deserve a separate category. 
Obviously, this verb form can be considered an erroneous plural marking as well 
(Error 2 in reverse). 
 
4.3.3.3 Conclusion  
 
As with past tense, the children with SLI in this study did not consistently produce 
verb forms that are correctly marked. Agreement errors took three forms. The errors 
consisted of under-specified forms (infinitives or stems) or forms that were incorrectly 
marked. 
The error pattern raises an issue that I have hinted at a few times without discussing its 
implications in depth. There is a dichotomy in the studies on SLI. On the one hand, 
children with SLI are seen as being less than consistent in their marking of roots for 
grammatical subject features. On the other hand, it is claimed that these children fail to 
grasp the correct paradigm through which features are substantiated. A clear defence 
of the first position is formulated by Bishop (1994) who coined the term 'vulnerable 
markers'. The second position is, I think, represented by researchers that predict an 
asymmetry between irregular and regular forms to the extent that the linguistic rule 
that guides the general paradigm is deficient in children with SLI (e.g. the supporters 
of a Rule Deficit account; 2.6.4). 
Two types of evidence feed these contrasting positions. Omission of an obligatory 
morpheme is one. It is associated first of all with a 'vulnerable markers' position. The 
inconsistency (that has children oscillating between marking a feature and omitting the 
marker) makes morphemes look vulnerable. Problems with the target paradigm might 
more typically take the form of errors in which one marker (or: the occupant of one 
paradigm cell) is substituted by another. If a cell in the paradigm is filled by the wrong 
form, one expects the error pattern to be consistent: the substitutions should follow a 
predictable pattern.  
While a general pattern follows rather nicely from the two positions, it is not so easy to 
attribute the errors themselves to either source of morphological difficulties. Let me 
cite one example. The omission of a past tense marker (not substituted by a present 
tense marker!) will not primarily be read as a paradigmatic error. The functor here is 
the past adverbial. It is not obviously the case that a false choice is made within the 
paradigm. In the paradigm for the dimension tense, the other cell would contain the 
present tense form. Still, there is room for doubt: it could also be said that the child 
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had trouble filling the tense paradigm in the first place,  if we consider the fact that 
bare stems may fill either cell (as with put). It is clear that caution is called for when 
either kind of evidence is used to support or reject theories on grammatical 
impairment.      
 
4.3.4 Subgroup selection 
 
A secondary aim of this analysis was to explore how many language-impaired children 
failed to reach a criterion of 75% use of relevant inflectional morphemes, this time for 
agreement features, in obligatory contexts. Error 3 does not allow for such an analysis 
because it does not reflect a simple omission for which a context can be established. 
Judging by the group results, agreement is marked less often by SLI children than past 
tense (witness Tables 4.3, 4.7, 4.8). The mean for past tense marking was above the 
75% value, the means for both agreement morphemes are below this cut-off point.  
Nine children showed no significant evidence of morphosyntactic problems (and were 
labelled M-; see 3.4.3.1) when measured by use in obligatory contexts, whether for 
tense or agreement marking. Adding the results from the past tense analysis, 13 
children failed to pass the 75% criterion in at least two of the categories for which 
obligatory contexts were found. Two children produced a high number of Error 3 
patterns (and in addition failed the criterion for past tense marking) and were added to 
the M+ group as well. Consequently, 15 children were considered to exhibit marked 
difficulties in morphological marking of verbs. These (9 + 15) children will be entered 
in the comparison in chapter 7, where children who do or do not show inflectional 
difficulties will be compared with each other for their performance on the verb 
argument structure task (as announced in section 3.4.3.1, 11 children who passed the 
75% criterion but did show signs of weak morphological performance were excluded 
from the M- group, in order to create a distinct profile for the groups to be compared).     
 
 
4.4 Variability 
 
 
So far, the description of the tense and agreement results has concentrated on group 
comparisons. Obviously, group differences are validated by statistical tests. One 
influence that statistics protects us against is the individual differences in the subjects’ 
responses. Nevertheless, where specific language impairment is concerned, variability 
is a factor that should not merely be taken account of statistically. It also deserves 
attention in its own right. 
The standard deviations contained in the tables illustrated the extent to which 
individuals differed in the number of errors they made. An elegant and transparent 
way of visualising distribution in samples is provided by boxplots. The boxplot is a 
type of graph which is used to show the shape of the distribution, its central value, and 
variability. The boxplot picture consists of the most extreme values in the data set 
(maximum and minimum values), the lower and upper quartiles, and the median. 
To illustrate the variability in the SLI group, Figure 4.2 shows boxplots of the three 
agreement error types. Group 1 consists of the language-impaired children, Group 2 of 
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the younger normally developing children and group 3 of the chronological age 
matches. I will mark out some tendencies that are noticeable. The boxplots highlight 
the fact that the differences that we found do not concern high error figures, even 
among the impaired children. However, there are outliers and extreme outliers - in 
particular the figures for some children with SLI who produced a disproportionate 
number of Error 3 tokens are striking. For Error 2, an error type that is also found 
(though more rarely) among the controls, the results show a wider spread and no 
outliers. It would be interesting to trace these patterns over time. In particular, 
comparative data from younger children - children with SLI as well as typically 
developing children - could be revealing.   
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5. Tense and agreement in Dutch: the data compared with 
theories on grammatical SLI 
 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
 
In this chapter, the results that were presented in Chapter 4 will be compared with the 
predictions that follow from each of the linguistic theories outlined in section 2.6.  
In Chapter 2, I anticipated that it would be easy to show that no theory will reliably 
predict all language-specific error patterns. This is not a trivial consideration, as a 
genuine explanation of SLI should be able to abandon reference to any particular 
language. After all, the target of the explanation should be the impairment, not the 
symptoms (that is what makes it an explanation rather than a description). So far, 
however, many theories have proved to be more explanatory for SLI symptoms in one 
language than in another. There is even some scepticism about the possibility of 
identifying universal features of SLI. As Crago (1997) put it for the most obvious 
characteristic of grammatical impairment: vulnerability of morphology is language-
dependent. Or, in a more explicit statement by Leonard: "if there is a universal feature 
of SLI, apart from generally slow and poor language learning, it is well hidden" 
(Leonard, 1998:117). Still, the theories that have energised the research field of SLI 
have drawn attention to variables that are relevant to the nature of SLI. Thereby, 
current theories (the temporary truths we live by) are capable of illuminating what is 
wrong with language-impaired children, if only partially.    
In Chapter 4 it was demonstrated that errors in tense and agreement in the present data 
were nearly exclusive to the SLI group. In this chapter, I will abandon the SLI-ND 
comparison and concentrate on the errors made by the children with SLI. This is not to 
say that errors will not be found in normal children. Errors are made by normals, but 
not often in the age range of the control groups in this study. In that sense, the errors 
appear to be indicative of persistent SLI (Bishop & Edmundson, 1987) in Dutch. One 
caveat should be raised, however: while the SLI children typically make the errors, 
they also produce many correct forms. The percentages in Tables 4.3, 4.7 and 4.8 
testified to that.  
A point that has to be made here and that will recur from time to time concerns the age 
range of the SLI group. To ensure the feasibility of the argument structure task 
(3.4.2.2), subjects were needed whose chronological age was some years above that of 
the groups usually selected for research purposes. Most researchers into grammatical 
impairment recruit children that are at least two years younger than the children in the 
present pool. Admittedly, there is an added strength to the findings in Chapter 4 in that 
they show that these slightly older children still show some of the errors we would 
expect to find in data from younger children. However, what the data do not allow for 
is a direct quantitative comparison with the impaired children in the literature. 
Sometimes we will even have to wonder if a qualitative comparison is justified. 
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In section 5.2, some theories that were described in Chapter 2 will not return. The 
Differential Agreement Checking hypothesis and the Representational Deficit for 
Dependency Relations hypothesis are not included because their predictions about the 
present data set are identical to the predictions that follow from Clahsen’s Missing 
Agreement hypothesis. 
 
 
5.2 Comparison of the data with linguistic theories on SLI 
 
 
5.2.1 Surface hypothesis   
 
For the Dutch data, the Surface hypothesis predicts problems with non-syllabic (-t) and 
non-stressed syllabic (-en) elements. On the other hand, it is hard to explain within this 
account that children substitute an unstressed syllabic marker by a single consonant 
(i.e. Error 2, singular morpheme -t)41. Error 1 is what the surface hypothesis leads us 
to expect: the omission of a non-salient morpheme. We might attribute the erroneous 
plural markings to SLI children's difficulty in creating the right paradigm. The cell is 
filled, but not with the right affix - due to the weak surface characteristics that impede 
the build-up of a proper paradigm (Leonard, 1989). A similar benevolent reading may 
salvage the Surface account.  
Another explanation could be that there is a hierarchy according to which one non-
salient morpheme might be even more non-salient than another. However, I fail to see 
that a syllabic element will be less salient than a consonantal one: -en is substituted by 
-t, rather than the other way around (also, -en happens to be the affix of the base-
generated infinitival form and might as such be granted a default status).   
It is clear that the commission errors are at the heart of the problem that the Dutch data 
present for the Surface explanation. The substitution of past tense forms by present 
tense forms corroborates this objection. Quite often, a present tense form that requires 
a low substance morpheme is substituted for an irregular past tense form that by 
definition does not require morphological sophistication. This is not to say that the 
Surface hypothesis is irrelevant for SLI in Dutch. It merely demonstrates that for these 
children with SLI (this age group) the Surface hypothesis does not correctly predict 
the forms their difficulties generate. It is possible that in an earlier stage of acquisition 
omission errors predominate.  
 
5.2.2 Sparse Morphology hypothesis 
 
It is not clear that the Sparse Morphology hypothesis produces any intra-linguistic 
predictions. It is valid mainly as an explanation of why certain linguistic processes 
present children from one language background with more challenges than children 
who have a different native language. Overall, however, the Sparse Morphology 

                                                 
41Irregular past tense forms of Error 2 in which the non-salient -en marker is omitted and the remaining 
verb has the surface characteristics of  the singular form, are compatible with the predictions the Surface 
hypothesis makes. 
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hypothesis reiterates the importance of (in particular: verbal) morphology for the 
child's ability to grasp and replicate the structure of the ambient language. For Dutch it 
anticipates problems in the inflectional paradigm because the Dutch paradigm is not 
uniform: a finite form may or may not be affixed by a grammatical morpheme 
(although the paradigm is less 'bare' than for English).  
A specific prediction does not follow from the sparse morphology hypothesis. To be 
operational, predictions would have to include a reference to the actual form of the 
inflection. In that respect, the Sparse Morphology hypothesis only establishes gross 
cross-linguistic differences while the Surface hypothesis specifies the nature of these 
projected differences (but the Surface theory stresses processing demands rather than 
typology). Some cross-linguistic hypotheses could arguably be tested, for instance: 
that the percentages of use in obligatory context by Dutch children with SLI are closer 
to those found in research on English SLI than to those found with children who must 
acquire a morphologically richer target language (Leonard et al., 1988; Leonard, 1992; 
Leonard et al., 1992). That comparison, however, is only viable if we match 
chronological age across studies. For that reason alone, the percentages that Leonard et 
al. (1992)  presented are not comparable to the percentages in the present study. The 
normals in their study were not yet at the level of achievement that suggested they had 
acquired third person -s. In this study, the normals mark third person -t more 
consistently, while the SLI subjects are close to the mean percentage of Leonard et 
al.’s controls. It would be difficult to find matches in the literature for the impaired 
group with a similar chronological age. And even then we would face the problem of 
differences in methodology.   
 
5.2.3 Missing Feature hypothesis / Implicit Rule Deficit hypothesis 
 
The asymmetry between regular and irregular past tense morphology that the Implicit 
Rule Deficit account highlights is reflected by their production rates (Table 4.2). 
However, irregular verbs are not always marked for past tense (Table 4.5). This is not 
a trivial observation: if the dissociation between rule-based learning and rote learning 
holds, then the (correct) irregular forms must be derived from the input. It appears, 
however, that irregular verbs are not immune to tense errors and therefore the problem 
cannot be restricted to a deficiency in learning paradigmatic rules (obviously, a 
Missing Feature account can take care of that by pointing at the absent feature 
responsible for the discongruous form - in that respect, the Rule Deficit explanation 
narrows down the range of symptoms that are expected). One observation that is fully 
incompatible with a past tense Rule Deficit is the production of overgeneralisations, 
because they demonstrate that a rule is at work (cf. Bishop, 1994). Such evidence to 
the contrary was found by Leonard (1994) who tried to explain the simultaneous 
presence of morphological errors and overgeneralisations. The present study supports 
Leonard’s observation. No difference was found in the frequency of 
overgeneralisations between the SLI group and the younger controls (Table 4.2). Also, 
many children with SLI produced overregularisations that co-occurred with feature-
related morphological errors.  
Another prediction that does not hold is that the error patterns are arbitrary, as the 
Missing Feature hypothesis would have it. For instance, it is empirically less probable 
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that a child supplies an -en affix with a singular subject than a -t affix with a plural 
subject. Gopnik (1990a) predicted a haphazard pattern, by which an affix could end up 
with equal probability in a correct or an inadequate linguistic environment. Also, 
production of grammatical morphemes was not at chance level. 
According to Crago and Gopnik (1991; Gopnik, 1994) there are two explanations for 
correct forms in the output of children with SLI. One is that such forms are unanalysed 
lexical items that have been copied from the input. Another is that the rule as it is 
known to the child is not implicit but explicit, and is the result of a teaching drill. The 
latter explanation is relevant for the subjects in this study. The children that are 
included in these investigations have all spent some years in school and the explicit 
learning of linguistic regularities has been part of their curriculum. While the limited 
success of these lessons is apparent from their errors, there is no way of ruling out the 
influence of teaching routines on the children’s output. In short, teaching may have 
contaminated our data. This only goes for the correct forms: the errors cannot be 
traced back to the educational input.  
 
5.2.4 Missing Agreement hypothesis 
 
Before addressing the data that pertain to subject-verb agreement, I will briefly 
consider another type of agreement. The Missing Agreement account predicts that 
children with SLI will also show errors in Determiner-Noun (DetN) agreement and 
Adjective-Noun (AdjN) agreement.  
Within Dutch, DetN errors constitute a failure to make a correct choice between the 
singular article de and the neuter form het, or similar errors regarding demonstrative 
pronouns (deze, die vs. dit, dat). For Adjective-Noun agreement one must choose 
between a bare adjective or an additional -e affix, depending on the linguistic 
environment.  
In the present data set, DetN errors were analysed42 but they cannot simply be added to 
the data on subject-verb agreement as (equivalent) corroborative evidence. Due to the 
task that was used, the number of potential noun types was limited. Only a limited 
number of items could be labelled within the narrative frame that was used to elicit the 
data. Typologically speaking, DetN agreement in German involves case marking as 
well. This is not true for Dutch. It seems that Dutch children learn DetN combinations 
in a relatively arbitrary way, item by item. There are specific and detailed rules for 
membership of the classes of nouns that are accompanied by de and het respectively 
(see Geerts et al., 1984), but there is no evidence of a psychological reality of these 
distinctions in children. A notable exception is the rule that diminutives are 
accompanied by het. Clahsen (1992) assumes that correct combinations of determiner 
and noun are rote-learned.  
Errors cannot be explained by claiming they are memorised forms. They do not derive 
from the input. Table 5.1 shows that errors occurred. More DetN agreement errors 
were found among the children with SLI than among the controls. Unfortunately, the 
limited number of noun types involved in the Pingu narrative (the script in 3.4.1.2 
illustrates this) makes it hard to assess the children’s control of this agreement 
                                                 
42Contexts for AdjN agreement were few in number and are not included here. 
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relationship. The errors centred on a small set of recurring nouns. It appears that, even 
if the DetN combinations had been learned item by item, children with SLI faced more 
difficulties acquiring them43. 
Another prediction from the Missing Agreement hypothesis is that case marking is 
affected. Overt case marking is rare in Dutch. One relevant target is the case of 
pronominal subjects. Dutch pronouns are marked for the nominative/accusative 
distinction44. Among the group of SLI children investigated here, only one child 
showed a marked preference for accusative case for the preverbal subject. In his 
narrative hij ('he') was substituted by hem  ('him') twelve times.45 
 
Table 5.1. Percentage of correct marking of Determiner-noun agreement. Means 
(standard deviations). 
 
 Children with SLI 

(n=35): 
Younger ND children 
(n=20) 

CA matches 
(n=35) 

Percentage of 
correct marking 
of DetN 
agreement 

0.83 (0.12) 0.90 (0.15) 0.95 (0.06) 

 
Significant differences  
Percentage of use of past tense form in obligatory context 
SLI < Chronological age peers  (p=0.0000; Z=-4.2621) 
SLI < Younger children  (p=0.0133; Z=-2.4759) 
 
How does the Missing Agreement hypothesis clarify our findings on subject-verb 
agreement? A crucial claim within Clahsen's account is that children with SLI do not 
have a problem with verb movement, but with the verb marking that licenses the Verb 
Second position. One expects to find verbs in second position only if they are properly 
marked for agreement features. There is a lack of clarity on whether the operative 
word here is ’properly’ or ’marked’. In the present data set discongruous verb forms 
were found in second position.  
In second position, verb forms were found that are apparently finite but that do not 
show overt morphological marking (Error 1; see 4.3.1). Clahsen (1992; Clahsen & 
Hansen, 1993) is quite explicit in his claim that a verb cannot be moved if it does not 
possess an agreement marker (after all, the movement is triggered by the marker). The 

                                                 
43True rote-learning would be like the learning of vocabulary items. Judging by the literature on SLI, the 
impaired children would then be expected to perform better than the younger children and worse than the 
CA matches. This prediction was not upheld. 
44Genitive and dative involve a preposition plus a pronoun form that is identical to the accusative. If the 
dative does not contain a preposition - we will return to these forms when we discuss the dative alternation 
in Chapter 8 -  the form is also the same as for the accusative, the exception being the dative equivalent of 
‘them’ 
45The same child made nine errors in picking the right pronoun class. This would take the form, for 
instance, of substituting a personal pronoun hij for a possessive pronoun zijn (‘his’). 
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occurrence of Error 3 is fully compatible with the Missing Agreement account, since 
the infinitival verb remains in its base-generated position. 
One problem with the Missing Agreement theory is that it correctly predicts that 
children with SLI face difficulties with subject-verb agreement, but fails to predict 
adequately the form these difficulties take. Clahsen (1991) found zero-marking and 
infinitives instead of properly inflected forms. It is not clear how we should read Error 
2 utterances in the light of Clahsen’s account. After all, Error 2 shows a non-infinitival 
form that contains an agreement marker (whether or not overt: some forms are 
irregular), but the child has failed to retrieve the correct marker (or form) from the 
inflectional paradigm. This could indicate that finiteness rather than agreement triggers 
movement - an explanation that is not compatible with the Missing Agreement 
account.  
Clahsen (1992) insists on the importance of the agreement asymmetry. He does not 
allow for paradigmatic errors to be frequent in SLI: paradigmatic learning is 
unaffected. I interpret this as meaning that inflectional markings should be absent 
rather than mismatched. If that reading is correct, Error 2 should not occur. However, 
Clahsen cites Leonard et al.’s (1992) finding that Italian children with SLI showed 
substitution of singular third person for plural third person (Error 2 in my terms) as 
supporting evidence for the Missing Agreement account. Some confusion remains. It 
is not clear what constitutes paradigmatic learning in Clahsen’s book and how 
paradigmatic learning can be fully separated from learning agreement relations. After 
all, subject features create the very dimensions for verb paradigms (Pinker, 1984). 
Another problem with the Missing Agreement account concerns marking for past 
tense. While T(ense) is related to the I(NFL) category, the relationship is not 
asymmetrical. Therefore, Clahsen (1992) predicts that past tense marking will not be a 
major problem for children with SLI. Consequently, the inconsistent marking of past 
tense (whether expressed in omission or substitution errors) that was reported in 
section 4.2.3 is not explained by Clahsen’s account (Clahsen acknowledges the 
problems that children with SLI face in the marking of past tense, but considers them 
less serious than the agreement difficulties). The Spec, Head agreement explanation 
that Rice (1994) suggested for the children’s problems has been dealt with, in section 
2.6.6,  as a descriptive variant of Clahsen’s theory. Whether this is also true for tense is 
dubious. Leonard (1998) identifies a difference between the two, to the effect that 
Rice’s claim concerns the Spec, Head relation and Clahsen’s concerns Spec, Head 
agreement (the italics are mine).  If this interpretation is correct, Rice would correctly 
predict the tense errors in our data, whereas Clahsen would not.  
The occurrence of overregularisations, on the other hand, is fully compatible with the 
Missing Agreement explanation: these errors are reflective of paradigmatic learning 
per se and their form does not depend on an external functor.  
 
5.2.5 Delayed acquisition of functional categories 
 
The position that children with SLI face difficulties with functional projections (INFL, 
DET and COMP - or I, D and C) is widely shared. Leonard’s (1995) hypothesis that 
there is a general delay in the acquisition of functional categories is therefore bound to 
meet some supporting evidence. 
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In the present study, INFL-related phenomena were targeted, but there are casual 
indications that the functional projection D is vulnerable as well. There were 123 
omissions of determiners in the samples of the language-impaired children (the mean 
use of determiners in obligatory contexts was 88% in this group)46.  
Problems with subordination are described less often in the literature, but this is due to 
the fact that children are most often studied in the stage before they have acquired 
overt complementizers. In this study, the children were some years older than what is 
common in SLI studies. Even so, there were only a few overt complementizers in the 
data, although this was mainly due to the task, that did not encourage subordination. I 
will, however, return to the relevance of C as a landing site for topicalised elements. It 
will be shown that C as a target for movement is available to a number of children. 
The elicitation of data was not sufficiently constrained to specifically evoke WH-
movement.  
For the Determiner Phrase it cannot be said that the category itself is lacking. There 
are enough DetN combinations in the data to assume the availability of a phrasal 
category D.  
As for the verbal constituents, it cannot be maintained that a delay in appearance of 
functional categories (i.e. I, C) explains the pattern. If children would show only 
infinitival final verb forms, that call for V only, the assumption would be appealing. 
However, precisely among the Error 3 types that would support this idea substantial 
evidence is found, witnessing the frequent co-occurrence of Error 3 and a fronted 
element, of movement to C (I will return to this phenomenon in section 5.2.7). 
At the risk of being repetitive, this hypothesis is by definition one that is highly 
relevant for the early stages of grammatical development of SLI children. Therefore, 
the data in this study may not be suitable for testing this explanation. Acquisition of 
functional categories may be delayed beyond general development in younger SLI 
children, but the children in this study are past the stage in which delay takes the form 
of absence of functional categories. 
 
5.2.6 Extended Optional Infinitive Stage 
 
An Optional Infinitive (OI) stage in early language development was first proposed by 
Wexler (1994) in an attempt to explain the coexistence of infinitives and finite verb 
forms in early child language. The optionality of either form means that in a child's 
grammar at that stage, both forms are considered grammatical. There are, however, 
restrictions on the use of infinitival and finite forms. These become clear from the 
predictions the OI hypothesis makes. The inflections -s and -ed on lexical verbs 
(Dutch equivalents: substitute -t, -te/-de) may be replaced by bare stems (in Dutch, 
where stem and infinitive have different forms, by the infinitive). However, -s, if it is 
used, will be restricted to the correct third person singular context. Similarly,  -ed will 
only be used in a past tense context (Rice et al., 1995). The same goes for be and do: 
they may optionally be omitted, but if a finite form is produced, its form and context 

                                                 
46Table 5.1 showed that several errors in DetN agreement occurred in the data. Leonard's study 
concerns the development of DP, not phrase-internal dependency relations. DP has to develop first for 
DetN agreement to occur. 
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will be correct. Rice et al.'s (1995) adaptation of Wexler’s theory for language 
impairment predicts that children with SLI will need more time to escape from the OI 
stage. They persevere in an extension of this stage (the so-called Extended Optional 
Infinitive Stage).  
Wijnen and Bol (1993) claimed that Dutch children without language impairment find 
themselves in an OI stage until about 3;6 years of age. It is clear that infinitives 
(without premodification) are more frequent in the output of the Dutch SLI group than 
they should be in this age range. An extension of the optionality stage therefore seems 
to be a possible explanation, if only in view of the number of Error 3 utterances. On 
the other hand, the prediction by Rice et al. (1995) that finite forms, when they appear, 
are correctly marked for agreement with the subject falls through on account of the 
occurrence of the other two error types.  
Perhaps the requirement that finiteness equals marked for agreement is too 
demanding47. Wijnen and Bol (1993) did not follow this strict interpretation. In their 
calculations they ignored agreement: any non-infinitival form was considered finite 
(including forms like Error 1). Wijnen and Verrips explicitly remind us that "the term 
'finite' as applied to Dutch children's verb forms in the early stages (..) should not be 
taken to imply that tense and agreement have been mastered" (Wijnen & Verrips, 
1998:231). As I mentioned earlier, I prefer to consider the verb forms in second 
position finite. If taken that way, Errors 1 and 2 can coexist with Error 3 in showing 
optional finiteness: Error 3 would alternate with Errors 1 and 2 (as well as with 
congruous forms).  
An explanation for the form that agreement errors take is by definition not given by 
the Optional Infinitive account (after all, agreement errors are not acknowledged). 
Errors that concern the inflectional paradigm exceed the explanatory power of this 
theory.     
The EOI explanation is, it seems, a descriptive variant of 'language delay'. However, it 
qualifies the delay by pointing to the uninflected verb forms that are frequent in 
children with SLI. The OI account describes a specific stage in normal language 
acquisition that apparently lasts longer in SLI children. It is useful in that it highlights 
the importance of finiteness. With regard to our data, a more recognisable (E)OI-like 
picture might have been found with younger language-impaired children. The fact that 
there were several Error 3 utterances that showed considerable complexity falsifies the 
assumption that infinitives at that stage are simply a matter of poor memory by which 
only the last part of a verbal predicate would be produced (Ken Wexler, p.c.). It might 
even be claimed that those utterances appeal to short term memory to a considerable 
measure. After all, sometimes a child follows up a subject with two internal arguments 
before arriving at the label for the action that determined the thematic roles in the first 
place. 
 
                                                 
47A recent study by Rice et al. (1997) focused on German children with SLI. Although German is 
typologically close to Dutch, Rice et al. did not revise the predictions that follow from the EOI account. 
They predicted that, relative to the control group, their SLI subjects would “Show comparably high 
accuracy in the selection of verb forms to match number and person markings on the subject” (Rice et al., 
1997:266). Empirically, they were proven right: unlike the Dutch SLI children, the German children on 
average supplied agreement morphemes in 94% of obligatory contexts.  
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If there is an Extended OI stage in Dutch children with SLI, it is not certain that it will 
be similar to the EOI stage witnessed in English-speaking children. Recently, Wijnen 
(1999) specified the looks of the OI stage in normally developing Dutch children. 
According to his observations, this stage is preceded by an infinitival stage and a 
lexical-finite stage. In the infinitival stage children combine an infinitive with another 
constituent (these are the infinitives that are typically found in the two- or three-word 
stage). In the lexical-finite stage children produce inflected forms of only a limited 
number of verbs, mainly modal auxiliaries and some stative lexical verbs. In the 
subsequent optional infinitive stage children produce infinitives as part of a 
periphrastic predicate: tense-carrying modals accompany the uninflected lexical verb. 
At the same time, they also produce finite forms of lexical verbs; hence the optionality. 
The developmental order described by Wijnen (1999) raises a decisive question on the 
EOI account: if EOI is an explanation for SLI, and by implication for Dutch SLI, what 
predictions follow from what is known about Dutch normals? How can a comparison 
between English and Dutch be made (which is what happens when the Dutch data are 
compared to the predictions of the EOI theory)? It seems that there is a genuine risk of 
comparing data sets that have different contexts: an OI stage that precedes a (lexical-) 
finite stage for English, and an OI stage that follows a lexical-finite stage for Dutch. 
Rice and Wexler (1996a; 1996b) measured the percentage of use in obligatory 
contexts for, say, -s (third person singular present) by SLI children and compared the 
group mean to that of groups of normals. If Wijnen is right, such a comparison, when 
applied to Dutch data, should contain mean values for three variables - infinitives, 
finite forms and lexical verbs that are premodified by an auxiliary marked for tense. 
The relative share of these categories should decide in which stage the impaired group 
is (the same is true for individuals and even more so, considering the fact that OI is a 
longitudinal hypothesis). In addition, the degree of overlap should be informative: 
which verbs take which forms? Also, which stage is extended in the output of Dutch 
children with SLI?  
Take the hypothesis that Wijnen’s OI stage persists in Dutch children with SLI. Under 
that assumption, the extension involves the period in which the children do not 
consistently mark the lexical verb, but instead resort to tense-marked auxiliary verbs 
frequently. If Wijnen’s OI stage in normal acquisition can be extrapolated to an 
extended stage in SLI, it does not predict the ongoing presence of single infinitives but 
of combinations of auxiliaries with infinitival (lexical) verbs. This means that not 
primarily the Error 3 occurrences are reflective of an (extended) OI stage, but - in our 
data - the use of ging(en) + V (or present tense forms of gaan, for that matter) instead 
of an inflected lexical verb.  
Two findings are consistent with an extension of Wijnen’s third stage in children with 
SLI. First of all, the use of ging(en) decreases with age, indicating that this is a passing 
stage that will stay longer with the SLI children who are lagging behind (the younger 
normals have not yet outgrown it either). Secondly, there were only two utterances in 
which the auxiliary gaan was not marked for tense, suggesting that tense is marked 
correctly on gaan before it is marked consistently on lexical verbs.  
To return to the Error 3 forms, the next section will illustrate that quite often 
topicalised elements are seen in the infinitival contexts that represent this error type. 
While these instances are not reconcilable with Wexler and Rice’s brand of optional 
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infinitive, if we start from what Wijnen has found in typically developing Dutch 
children we can read the SLI children’s errors as auxiliary omissions. There remains a 
problem, however. The first and third stages - infinitival and optional-infinitival - 
cannot simply be operationalised in a way that makes it possible to identify the Error 3 
items in our corpus. An infinitive can point at either stage. It is not clear from their 
surface characteristics to what stage they belong descriptively. This ambiguity can 
only be solved by gathering longitudinal data from children with SLI. If these children 
exhibit a lexical-finite stage before returning to infinitivals in a more elaborate 
constituent structure, omission of auxiliaries is a more plausible interpretation than the 
sole availability of infinitival forms.  
 
So far, the appeal of an EOI explanation has been tested via individual symptoms: the 
(frequent) occurrence of infinitives that this account predicts. There is a phenomenon 
beyond Error 3 per se that subtracts from the validity of an EOI explanation: although 
three children produced Error 3 utterances in an almost exclusive way48, other children 
used them next to, say, Error 1 items. This takes us back to the issue of what 
constitutes an unmarked verb form (stem and/or infinitive?). If Error 1 forms are 
considered finite (which is the position taken here), these forms (as well as Error 2 and 
correct forms) would alternate with the infinitive forms. Whether the EOI account 
explains such a pattern of alternation, depends on the percentage of infinitives that 
defines the optional stage (Crago, 1997).  
 
5.2.7  Modal hypothesis 
 
Utterances with an infinitive in final position are clearly reminiscent of the word 
combinations that occur quite early in Dutch child language. For early German 
utterances, Ingram and Thompson (1996) have suggested that verb forms like these are 
not instances of a matrix verb that is neither morphologically marked nor moved, but 
of a modal being omitted. Take a German sentence like du das haben. In Ingram and 
Thompson's analysis, this utterance must be read with a modal meaning like: du muss 
das haben.  
In a similar way, utterances of the Error 3 type can be read as lacking an auxiliary. In 
fact, the majority of Error 3 occurrences can quite easily be paraphrased with an 
auxiliary preceding the main verb. I return to the examples cited in section 4.3.1. In the 
following paraphrases forms of the pleonastic auxiliary gaan are included. 
 
a. hun allemaal rommel maken 
'hun gingen allemaal rommel maken' 
they all+sort+of rubbish make 
 
b. en dan mama papa wakker maken 
'en dan gaat mama papa wakker maken' 
and then mother father wake 

                                                 
48These children typify the long-standing difficulties with finiteness that were predicted for (older) children 
with SLI by Rice et al. (1998). One child was aged 7;5. The other two were dizygotic twins aged 9;1. 
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c. eerst 't kleine zusje in bed springen 
'eerst gaat 't kleine zusje in bed springen' 
first the little sister in bed jump  
 
d. de oudste pinguin die alle kleren uit de kast halen 
'de oudste pinguin die ging alle kleren uit de kast halen' 
the oldest penguin that+one all clothes from the cupboard take 
 
This reading does not fully overlap with that by Ingram and Thompson, who assumed 
an omitted element that was semantically defined - by its modality (they called the 
Modal hypothesis a Lexical/Semantic hypothesis). As pointed out in section 4.2.2, 
gaan (or ging(en)) did not usually have a semantic load in the data. The paraphrases 
above, however, follow the spirit of rich interpretation that Ingram and Thompson 
propagate. Their proposal was offered in reaction to an earlier one by Poeppel and 
Wexler (1993). Poeppel and Wexler considered an alternative to their Grammatical 
Infinitive hypothesis (a precursor of the OI hypothesis): a reading in which early child 
utterances were seen as elliptic, that is, contained a covert modal. They predicted that 
this hypothesis would fall through if no auxiliary omission is found in the context of a 
topicalised element ("Modal drop should occur wherever the modal may appear in the 
underlying representation. In particular, it may be dropped in syntactic contexts in 
which a nonsubject has been raised to Spec,C, for example a syntactic object or an 
adverb"49, Poeppel & Wexler, 1993:16)50. After all, topicalisation is licensed by verb 
movement (cf. Figure 5.1, in which morgen is raised to Spec,C). If no movement of 
the verb is assumed, topicalisation cannot be explained. Because Poeppel and Wexler 
found no evidence of modal drop in the context of a raised topic, they discarded the 
hypothesis that a modal was dropped before infinitival verbs in final position.  
 
Interestingly, in the present set of data examples of presumed auxiliary omission after 
a topic were found frequently. Out of 78 utterances with clause-final verbs in the 
infinitival form, 22 had topicalised elements. On one occasion, the topicalised element 
was a direct object, in all others it concerned a temporal adverb. The (b) and (c) above 
examples illustrate this (dan and eerst are topicalised). 
There is also circumstantial evidence that children omit gaan. The same children who 
displayed this error type marked past tense on the auxiliary gaan elsewhere. This is an 
ambiguous finding. What it suggests is that these children have the verb second 
position available as a target for movement, while not always lexicalising it.  
It is important to note that Ingram and Thompson (1996) did not in any way refer to 
specific language impairment. Their proposal involves a way of accounting for early 
infinitive use by normally developing children. However, since it attempts to explain 
precisely the stage that is thought to be protracted in children with SLI (Rice et al., 

                                                 
49Some linguists argue that adverbials do not move to the CP, but are adjoined to AGR. If one takes that 
position, only topicalised objects necessitate a CP (Jeannette Schaeffer, p.c.). For this argument, I follow 
Poeppel and Wexler’s formulation and treat topicalised adverbs as evidence for movement to C.   
50David Poeppel drew my attention to this potential evidence against a modal drop reading. 
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1995), it is a valid candidate for describing this very stage in language-impaired 
children. As with the EOI, the implication is that there is a qualified delay in children 
with SLI. We have to add a caveat here: the importance that Ingram and Thompson 
attribute to modality cannot be used to fortify an elliptic reading of the infinitives in 
this study. I can only credit children with underlying grammatical knowledge, whereas 
Ingram and Thompson can do so for semantic knowledge (of modality).    
So far, this discussion was restricted to the difference between the analyses of Poeppel 
and Wexler (1993) on the one hand and Ingram and Thompson (1996) on the other. 
The difference can be bridged, however, by taking a typological-developmental angle. 
In the previous section I mentioned Wijnen’s (1999) proposal for an OI stage that is 
chronologically later than the infinitival stage in Dutch. The optionality concerns the 
marking of tense on the matrix verb versus the marking of tense on the auxiliary 
(while the lexical verb is in the infinitival form). The one thing that remains to be 
explained is what determines the omission - if omission it is - of the auxiliary, most 
crucially in the presence of a fronted element (the topic).      
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        CP 

        spec       C’ 

          C        AGRP 

         spec        AGR’ 

             AGR       TP 

           spec        T’ 

                T      VP 

                  spec             V’ 

                 DP             V 

      morgen gaat Saskia                      een boek        kopen 
                tomorrow goes Saskia                                                   a book            buy 
 
Figure 5.1. Syntactic configuration of a sentence with a topicalised adverb. 
 
5.2.8 Summary 
 
When an inventory is made of the symptoms of SLI for a particular language, some 
findings conform to what is said about other languages and some findings cannot be 
made to agree with the literature. In Table 5.2 a survey is given of linguistic theories 
of SLI (the most relevant theories from Table 2.1). Each account is complemented by 
the morphosyntactic data that support or contradict the predictions that the theory 
formulates. This exercise is basically a test of the generality of such predictions. As I 
have said before, a valid theory of SLI generates predictions that hold for impaired 
children from any language background. 
In Chapter 4 a set of data was explored that allowed for analysis of the marking of 
verbs for tense and agreement. While the corpus was small, the groupwise differences 
were sufficiently pronounced to grant us a representative snapshot of the error pattern 
of Dutch children with SLI in a particular age range. While the errors that we found 
appear to be typical of Dutch children with persistent SLI (the persistence is apparent 
from their chronological ages) we cannot pretend to know what development in 
language-impaired children looks like in Dutch. The data studied here were not 
elicited from children in the age range that is usually studied in SLI research. A 
description of the genesis of grammatical SLI in children with this particular language 
background is much needed.  

Whatever the shortcomings of the data gathered in this study, it is possible to evaluate 
the explanatory value of various accounts of SLI for our data, although it is clear that a 
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certain amount of  serendipity is around. Note that the presence itself of errors in the 
age range that was targeted is compatible with claims that symptoms of language 
impairment may persist well into later childhood. Rice et al. (1998) even wondered 
whether the use of unmarked verb forms will disappear at all in children with SLI. 
Their doubt highlights the fact that children of a slightly older age exhibit grammatical 
shortcomings after all.      
Table 5.2 summarises the comparison of the Dutch findings on past tense and 
agreement with the most relevant linguistic theories. The Sparse Morphology 
hypothesis is not included, as it fails to generate language-specific predictions. 
Delayed acquisition of functional categories is not an explanation that can differentiate 
between the errors contained in the table. The third column pinpoints the difficulties 
that theories encounter in explaining the Dutch error pattern. 
 
Table 5.2: A comparison of the findings on tense and agreement in the present study 
with the explanatory theories on grammatical SLI  
 
Error type Predicted by: Not predicted by: 
Error 1 Surface hypothesis 

Implicit Rule Deficit hypothesis 
Extended Optional Infinitive 
stage 
Missing Agreement 
hypothesis 

Error 2 Implicit Rule Deficit hypothesis Extended Optional Infinitive 
stage 
Missing Agreement 
Hypothesis 
Surface Hypothesis (if there 
is an overt marker -t) 

Error 3 Extended Optional Infinitive 
stage 
Surface Hypothesis 
Missing Agreement hypothesis 
Implicit Rule Deficit hypothesis 

 

Error 3 with 
topicalisation 

Missing auxiliary explanation 
(Ingram & Thompson: Missing 
Modal hypothesis)  

Extended Optional Infinitive 
stage 

Overgeneralisation Missing Agreement hypothesis Implicit Rule Deficit 
hypothesis 

Past tense marker 
omission 

Surface hypothesis 
Implicit Rule Deficit hypothesis 
Extended Optional Infinitive 
stage 

Missing Agreement 
hypothesis 
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5.3 Tense and agreement: discussion and conclusion 
 
 
5.3.1 A typological inventory of grammatical features  
 
Leonard has done pioneering research in disentangling the various factors that 
contribute to the complexity of grammatical morphology. His designs have often 
involved cross-linguistic comparisons in order to isolate the influences that contribute 
to the phenomenology of SLI (cf. Leonard, 1992). Our question should now be, to 
what extent these influences can be isolated in Dutch and, indeed, which factors are at 
work in this particular language. Intralinguistic research is prone to confound of 
simultaneously operating factors. It is difficult to extricate them and specify their roles 
(Leonard, 1992). To explore what Dutch has in common with an arbitrary set of 
different languages, a typological comparison is helpful. 
Many theories have started out as explanations of a constellation of symptoms that 
shows in a particular language. Other theories are inspired by cross-linguistic 
investigations and highlight grammatical weaknesses that affect some languages more 
than others. In discussing these theories, a picture is bound to arise in which the 
symptoms of SLI that occur in children with a specific native language (or a language 
from a specific language family) can illustrate one theory, while they remain immune 
to the implications of another, simply because the predictions that follow from that 
theory do not concern the language involved. It is helpful to list some languages and 
see to what extent they fall within the scope of the hypotheses. Table 5.3 illustrates 
some typological differences.  
I include this table to clarify how a theory can be expected to illuminate the 
grammatical symptoms of SLI in any given language. It reads as follows: every + 
marks a process or (sub)module that is potentially affected in SLI for the language 
concerned, because it occurs in the language and is deemed to be deficient in SLI 
according to one or more linguistic explanations of SLI. If the surface characteristics 
of a language or its degree of morphological diversity influences any of the cells, the 
module may be affected worse or less accordingly. A true typological survey of SLI 
should therefore be three-dimensional to host processing influences as well. However, 
I hesitate to invite such an added dimension because influences from the surface 
characteristics of a language are on a continuous scale, not binary, and the parameters 
of the continuum are not clear. Still, the metaphor of a three-dimensional field of 
vectors is helpful in that it marks the limitations of the matrix in Table 5.3. The 
categories in the table are restricted to the ones that are relevant for Dutch. 
The second column of Table 5.3 contains the characteristics of English. English is the 
language that is studied most often when research on SLI is concerned. Therefore, 
researchers from different language backgrounds tend to compare their investigations 
with the English format. In the case of Dutch, the most important differences have to 
do with word order: Dutch has a Verb Second rule and the positions of subject and 
verb are inverted when there is a topic in front. Only verb placement sets Dutch apart 
from English (plus the fact that the English inflectional paradigm is more rudimentary 
than the Dutch - but the ‘morphological richness variable’ is not included in the table). 
The combination of Verb Second and agreement marking is, in this set of languages, a 
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common feature of German and Dutch. It can be inferred from the table that agreement 
relations and verb placement are potentially at the core of the difficulties of Dutch 
children with SLI. Both areas have been mentioned as affected by SLI (2.5.1, 2.5.2). 
 
Table 5.3. A typological survey of the presence(+) or absence (-) of morphosyntactic 
processes across six languages. 
 

 English Swedish German Dutch Hungarian Italian 

verb mar-
king for 
person and 
number 

+ - + + + + 

verb mar-
king for 
tense 

+ + + + + + 

determiner 
noun agree-
ment 

- + + + - + 

adjective 
noun agree-
ment 

- + + + - + 

SV inversi-
on in topi-
calisations  

- + + + - - 

verb move-
ment (verb 
second) 

- + + + - - 

 
5.3.2 The appearance of grammatical SLI in Dutch 
 
There is a stage in which typically developing Dutch children fail to mark verbs for 
tense and agreement. As we saw, children with SLI may have an extended stage of 
infinitive use that is characterised by the predominance of forms that are not feature-
marked. The persistence of these forms in older language-impaired children is an 
illustration of this, but I have suggested before that this particular use of infinitives is 
more reminiscent of the stage during which children start to use periphrastic predicates 
(the Optional Infinitive stage in the Wijnen (1999) version). It is not clear what the 
fate of Rice et al.’s (1995) type of Optional Infinitive stage and its genesis is. Most 
SLI children in the age range included in this study have overcome the infinitival stage 
to the extent that they produce finite forms of lexical verbs. (Again, finiteness is taken 
here as non-infinitival, but finiteness does not guarantee marking for agreement).   
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It seems that agreement is learned stepwise. Substitution of the stem for a third person 
singular or plural form is plausible evidence of marking for tense but not agreement. 
Tense, it appears, could be learned before agreement. In the SLI data, tense correlates 
with verb second, as it does in normal children (Wijnen & Bol, 1993; Wijnen, 1998).  
The paradigms for the dimensions number and person are seldom flawless in the 
impaired group. The numerous errors in number marking (in particular substitution of 
singular for plural) may be interpreted as an effect of two dimensions (person and 
number) being levelled down to one dimension only (person). This is a premature 
inference, however, if only in view of the fact that several cells of the Dutch 
inflectional paradigm are filled by homonyms. There is a high degree of syncretism, 
which makes interpretation difficult. 
The surface characteristics of Dutch verb morphology may not benefit language-
impaired children either. The errors that are made can be read as illustrating that the 
filling of paradigmatic cells is a laborious enterprise. The straightforward prediction 
that non-salient affixes will be omitted is not borne out: low substance morphemes are 
produced, even in inappropriate contexts (-t for -en). 
AA  ssiimmppllee  sscceennaarriioo  ffoorr  tthhee  sseeqquueennccee  ooff  lleeaarrnniinngg  vveerrbb  mmoorrpphhoollooggyy  aanndd  vveerrbb  ppllaacceemmeenntt  
wwoouulldd  rreeaadd::  

11..  TThhee  iinnffiinniittiivvaall  vveerrbb  iiss  iinn  ffiinnaall  ppoossiittiioonn  
22..  VVeerrbb  sseeccoonndd  ooccccuurrss  ((mmaaiinnllyy  iinn  mmooddaall  aauuxxiilliiaarriieess  aanndd  aa  ssuubbsseett  ooff  lleexxiiccaall  vveerrbbss))  
33..  OOppttiioonnaall  uussee  iinn  sseeccoonndd  ppoossiittiioonn  ooff  eeiitthheerr  aa  lleexxiiccaall  vveerrbb  ffoorrmm  oorr  aa  mmooddaall  
aauuxxiilliiaarryy  ffoolllloowweedd  bbyy  aann  iinnffiinniittiivvaall  lleexxiiccaall  vveerrbb  iinn  ffiinnaall  ppoossiittiioonn  
44..  BBuuiilldd--uupp  ooff  aann  aaggrreeeemmeenntt  ppaarraaddiiggmm  ffoorr  tthhee  lleexxiiccaall  vveerrbb  
55..  SSpplliittttiinngg  ooff  tthhee  ppaarraaddiiggmm  ((ppeerrssoonn  ++  nnuummbbeerr))  ffoorr  tthhee  lleexxiiccaall  vveerrbb 

Steps 1 through 3 are accounted for by Wijnen (1998). He acknowledges that reaching 
the third step is no guarantee for correct agreement marking: again, finiteness precedes 
agreement (cf. De Haan, 1996). It is not clear whether person and number marking are 
learned simultaneously. If so, step 4 would be redundant. 
The transition from one stage to the next may well be a locus for SLI children's 
difficulties. Speculation aside, these are predictions that can only be tested by 
following a longitudinal design. This study, by definition, can only hint at hypotheses 
for future research where order of acquisition is at stake. Looking at it cross-
sectionally, it seems that, in the actual state of the grammar of children with SLI, a 
paradigm can be stable to a varying degree. Perhaps weak paradigm is a useful 
concept. This would signify that feature-marking is vulnerable (Bishop, 1994) but it 
also expresses the role that paradigmatic characteristics may play. After all, the 
vulnerability is not of an arbitrary kind, but correlates with specific paradigmatic 
distinctions (dimensions) that have not yet been established sufficiently (cf. Leonard, 
1989). 
Inconsistent marking could also be called optional (Rice et al., 1995) or it could be 
considered the output of a variable rule (Klee & Paul, 1981). However, under an 
assumption of optionality or variable use, the grammatical morpheme is more prone to 
omission than to commission errors. 
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5.3.3 Individual differences  
 
In the analysis of the data so far, children with SLI have been treated as if they all 
share the characteristics of the group (section 4.4 has corrected that picture somewhat). 
In dealing with theories that aim to explain their grammatical difficulties this serves as 
a proper answer to the generalising enterprise that most of the current accounts 
represent. Theories are seldom proposed to explain (away) the grammatical pattern in 
individual children (while individual differences are apparent in the supporting 
research from standard deviations and individual data).  
The three error types are typical of the SLI group in our corpus. At the same time, we 
find individual children with a selective pattern of errors. The distinction between 
error types 1 and 3 is pivotal. They are both ways of not marking grammatical 
features. In the SLI group, there are three children with a marked preference for 
utterance-final infinitives (Error 3) to the near exclusion of stem forms (Error 1). 
Similarly, four children strongly preferred Error 1 forms. This raises the question 
whether these two types of children show individual evidence of  lacking rules or of 
not being able to face saliency challenges (or both). Such ’pure’ error patterns are most 
compatible with the more extreme predictions resulting from linguistic explanations. 
They show no evidence of agreement, or of semantico-syntactic features, or they show 
that all non-salient morphemes are omitted. Importantly, most children show evidence 
of grammatical vulnerability rather than of sheer absence of (parts of) grammar.      
 
5.3.4 Adaptation versus disorder 
 
In her dissertation, Braam-Voeten (1997) compared two intervention routes for 
Grammatical SLI: a ’capacity’ therapy and an ’agreement’ therapy. The first therapy 
targeted the expansion of the sentence structure, the second aimed to improve 
children’s marking for agreement. The rationale for this dichotomy was derived from 
Kolk’s theory on adaptation in agrammatic aphasia (Kolk & Heeschen, 1990). 
Adaptation, in Braam-Voeten’s study, was considered to be expressed primarily as 
omission of inflectional markers, while an agreement problem (i.e. a problem with 
agreement per se, not an adaptation to the linguistic problem) would result in 
commission errors as well as word order deviancy. It is important to state that, while 
the interference of adaptive strategies is not a negligible matter, on the level of the 
symptoms (the errors) this interpretation is not a priori valid. If the child has 
difficulties with agreement, this could also result in omission of, for instance, the third 
person marker. Taking into consideration that a zero affix is another option within the 
paradigm (most notably, first person singular present), it can even be taken to 
represent a commission error. Levelt’s (1989) account of morphology that is referred 
to by Braam-Voeten (1997), is not very helpful here. It locates inflectional markers as 
(values of) diacritic parameters in the lemma of the verb. In doing so, inflection is not 
established as a morphosyntactic phenomenon - it remains within the realm of the 
lexicon. 
Though I do not accept an operationalisation that reads omission as adaptation and 
substitution as a deficit in linguistic competence, I recognise the influence of 
adaptation. It is not, however, a confound that can be solved by the present data set.     
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5.3.5 Differential performance on separate tasks  
 
There is an intriguing phenomenon that surfaces when the data from the Pingu 
elicitation task are compared with the data from the argument structure task that I will 
report on in Chapter 8. In those tasks, the children were asked to name an action they 
watched on video. The verb label was prompted. Surprisingly, some children who had 
failed on the verb marking in the Pingu task, performed well under the different 
conditions, that is: they did mark the verb, and rather consistently at that. This finding 
is a problem for any competence-based explanation of SLI. The only feasible ground 
for reconciliation is Goad and Gopnik’s (1994) explanation: that children with SLI 
resort to explicitly learned grammatical rules. I already mentioned that the influence of 
explicit learning is a potential artefact. The subjects were school-age children who are 
exhibited to teaching of grammatical rules. Under such an explanation it would still be 
hard to explain that the children who showed a discrepancy across tasks did not mark 
verbs in their (more) spontaneous speech. This inconsistent performance calls for 
some sort of processing account, if only to explain the comparative degree of 
penetration of grammatical rules in both tasks. What comes to mind is, for instance, 
Bishop's (1994) Vulnerable Markers hypothesis, that claims that task difficulty has a 
trade-off in verb morphology. Previous work on such trade-offs was reported on by 
Panagos & Prelock (1982), Chiat and Hirson (1987) and Prelock and Panagos (1991). 
In those sources, phonological complexity was identified as a major influence on 
sentence production.  
Bishop (1994) proposes a number of factors that can promote or discourage 
inflectional marking: the number of phrases in the T-unit, the position in the sentence 
of the element to be inflected, (once more:) the phonological complexity (measured in 
number of syllables) of the phrase in which the inflection should take place and the 
phonological complexity of the preceding phrase. These influential factors are all 
utterance-internal. The difference found here is between tasks. The differential way in 
which both tasks were designed does not allow us to simply compare both sets of data. 
Also, the measures Bishop proposes may be more valid for an SVO language. Part of 
the challenge in an SOV language is precisely the movement of an element from one 
position to another, thus confounding verb movement and morphological marking. 
Still, the fact that Bishop demonstrates that trade-offs can be measured is instructive. 
Perhaps the fact that the lexical verb is modelled by the experimenter is an alleviating 
factor for the child when marking agreement properties for the same verb. 
 
5.3.6 Conclusion: Do current theories explain symptoms of Grammatical SLI in 
Dutch children? 
 
Our data set allows only for analysis of symptoms. Development over time was not 
monitored. The claims that follow from the various accounts of Grammatical SLI 
could only be tested by observing the children’s performance at a single moment in 
time. 
It is clear that agreement is a weak spot in Dutch children with SLI. I have proposed 
that agreement is not so much missing as vulnerable (Bishop, 1994). The resilience of 
a verb paradigm that substitutes zero-marking for an overt morpheme seems to delay 
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the full acquisition of the target paradigm. In the output of some children stem forms 
prevail. Possibly surface characteristics hamper the expression of more adequate 
markers. 
The results do not pattern in a way that justifies the principled absence of grammatical 
rules (whether morphosyntactic or paradigmatic) or of features that underlie them. 
Table 5.2 illustrated this. A clear example is the occurrence of overgeneralisations, 
that is hard to reconcile with a Rule Deficit hypothesis. On the other hand, a 
processing-based explanation that appeals to the influence of weak surface 
characteristics also faces evidence to the contrary. It is clear that the elements that are 
omitted are non-salient. However, if salience were the key factor, the children’s output 
would not reveal exchange of non-salient morphemes. The most we can say is that the 
influence of abstract grammatical operations like agreement (the complexity of the 
task at hand) and the influence of the non-saliency in morphological markers conspire 
in slowing down the build-up of the target paradigm. 
Finally, another finding that defies explanation by a linguistic theory of SLI is the 
appearance of topics in the absence of an overt finite verb in second position. Instead, 
an explanation from normal acquisition was proposed (5.2.7). Together with the other 
items in Table 5.2 (witness the third column in the table) these topicalisations 
challenge current explanations of  Grammatical SLI.    
 
The symptoms of SLI are produced, it seems, by either or both of two factors: 
Processing difficulties, like the ones proposed by the Surface account. Elements that 
are difficult to process are prone to omission in SLI.  
Linguistic representation and its correlate in the target language. Elements that are 
grammatically complex are vulnerable in children with SLI. Not all elements are 
available in each language (see Table 5.3). 
I acknowledge the fact that processing factors accompany grammatical complexity: 
non-saliency may make complex morphemes even less transparent to the child. This 
effect was already anticipated for normal acquisition by Slobin (1973). The respective 
importance of processing and representation is as yet unclear. The fact that competing 
theories start from either position (there are processing theories and theories of 
representation) does not encourage an exploration of their trade-offs. 
An explanation based on typology and processing leaves unexplained certain 
idiosyncrasies51 - and that is not a problem to be discarded - but it can deal with most 
of the grammatical characteristics of SLI. It also shows why there is an intrinsic 
plausibility to theories like the Extended Optional Infinitive explanation: we do not 
expect SLI to be dissociated from normal development. This is exactly what makes 
any theory with the word ’missing’ in its name unattractive. There is an ambiguity in 
theories that claim a deficit in grammatical knowledge if we start out from the error 
pattern that we have described. One would have to predict that an error that represents 
                                                 
51The occurrence of pronominal errors in one of the subjects in the present study is a good example: a 
stage in which an accusative pronoun is accompanied by an infinitival verb (Loeb & Leonard, 1991) 
has not been described for Dutch and the finding in this particular child is an unexpected one (N.B.: in 
this child the pronoun was followed by a finite verb). Another example is the use of overt pronouns by 
an Inuktitut-speaking child described by Crago (1997). In Inuktitut, overt pronouns are only allowed 
for emphasis, but not with a verb.  
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an intermittent stage in normal development (one that will dissolve into a subsequent 
stage) represents an end state in SLI. This makes the error itself ambiguous: it can 
indicate progress as well as stagnation. 
I would argue that an explanation along the lines sketched above is not a ’default’ one 
but is a valid explanation in its own right, although it needs more detail. Children with 
SLI have well-described difficulties with processing and processing demands are 
inherently increased by grammatical challenges in the target language. The more 
convincing theories, I feel, are the ones that assume a continuity between normal and 
impaired language development and the ones that pay attention to the processing 
problems of children with SLI and to the way these problems interfere with 
grammatical complexity. 



 

 



 

 

6. Argument structure: background 
 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
 
This chapter  is a twofold introduction to the following chapters.    
First, the linguistic terminology concerning verb argument structure is clarified. Over 
the last decade, argument structure has been investigated in some depth in studies on 
normally developing children. Some insights that have resulted from studies in normal 
acquisition are summarised here as well. 
In the second half of the chapter, the literature on lexical verbs and verb argument 
structure in SLI will be reviewed. In section 2.5.3 I mentioned some recent 
publications that point at argument structure as an area that is affected by SLI. Since 
the following chapters deal with this topic, the relevant studies must be described in a 
more detailed way. In particular, the methodologies and results of these studies must 
be outlined, so that they can be compared with the results of the present study.          
 
 
6.2 Linguistic background; acquisition  
 
 
6.2.1 Thematic structure and subcategorisation: s-selection and c-selection 
 
In modern linguistics the relation between the lexical verb and the sentence parts that 
depend from it (the verb’s arguments) is clearly profiled.  
The verb (V) is the head of the verb phrase (VP). The subcategorisation of the verb 
specifies the sister phrase(s) of V. Due to the ability of the verb to select its 
complements, NP's in direct and indirect object relations, as well as oblique 
prepositional phrases (PP's) are derived from the subcategorisation frame of the lexical 
verb. Put in the terms of X-bar theory, the lexical head V maximally projects onto V'' 
(the VP).  

“Looked at from syntax, the VP(V'') (..) has a head V' which in turn has a head V 
that leads to a lexical entry for the particular Verb in question. Looked at from 
the lexicon, the lexical entry for a Verb affects first the V' and then the VP,” 
(Cook & Newson, 1996:159). 

Selecting an NP or PP complement is called c(category)-selection52.  
The verb can project up to the maximal projection, that is, within the VP. The filling of 
the subject position is not done through projection of V. In order to make sure that the 
subject position is filled, Chomsky formulated the Extended Projection Principle 
(Chomsky, 1981). This Principle demands that every sentence has a subject.  

                                                 
52Fletcher (1985) adopted Allerton’s (1982) valency analysis (a verb’s valency is the number of 
complements it will associate with). Just like the X-bar analysis, valency analysis "recognises the 
dependence of nominals (..) and other clause elements (..) on the verb" (Fletcher, 1985:49).  
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The structure that surrounds the verb can also be described in semantic terms. This is 
called the thematic structure. One of the thematic roles (or theta roles)53contained in it, 
canonically the agent (the instigator of the action), is not projected from the 
subcategorisation of the Verb. In this respect, the subcategorisation specifies 
grammatical categories for all thematic roles minus one. To quote an example from 
Cook and Newson (1996:163), the entry for 'cook' would be: 
      cook <Agent, Patient>[_NP]. 
The c-selection (indicated by [ ]) specifies the complement(s), the s(semantic) 
selection (indicated by < >) specifies all the thematic roles, including the argument 
that bears the theta-role that is to be linked to the subject position. The argument 
outside the VP (i.e. the subject) is called the external argument, arguments inside the 
VP are called internal arguments. The output of the verb’s subcategorisation coupled 
with the Extended Projection Principle results in a sentence barring the adjunct(s).   
 
6.2.2 Alternation  
 
In more recent lexical and conceptual semantics, syntax is the guide to semantic 
taxonomies of verbs: "subtle differences in word meaning correlate with (..) 
differences in the syntactic structures that the word can appear in" (Levin & Pinker, 
1991:1). These differences lead to the identification of semantic subclasses (Pinker, 
1989a; Levin, 1993). 
The reason such taxonomies were designed is the syntactic behaviour of verbs, in 
particular their participation in argument structure alternations. The same verb can 
occur in different syntactic frames. In Pinker’s terms: a verb lemma can contain 
different argument structures (Pinker, 1989a, b). This is called alternation. 
The subtle differences in syntactic behaviour that correlate with semantic distinctions 
inspired Pinker (1989a, b) to introduce an additional level of sophistication in verb 
taxonomy: he distinguished broad as well as narrow conflation classes. Conflation 
refers to the semantic components that are contained in the verb’s meaning (the term 
‘conflation’ derives from Talmy, 1985). In section 6.2.3.4 I will illustrate Pinker’s 
classification by detailing the verb classes that undergo causativisation. 
 
6.2.3 Semantic and syntactic bootstrapping 
 
It is useful to elaborate here on the nature of the semantics-syntax linking. Linking has 
implications for acquisition. It is assumed that the build-up of the sentence structure 
starts out with thematic roles. In order to map these roles onto syntactic categories, a 
verb predicate is expressed in an argument structure. Thematic roles such as 'agent' 
and 'patient' are mapped, canonically, onto subject and object. There is an ongoing 
debate in the literature on what the child makes of the relationship between theta-roles 
and arguments. The learning process that results in insight into this relationship is 
explained in two ways. The two rival positions are: 

                                                 
53In fact, the principle demands that a subject be present even if it is not semantically required (Chomsky, 
1981; Cook & Newson, 1996). 
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- that the child takes the semantic roles as cues for learning syntactic categories 
('semantic bootstrapping') (e.g. Pinker, 1989a, and passim) 
- that the child uses the syntactic categories as a framework for interpreting 
thematic roles ('syntactic bootstrapping') (Landau & Gleitman, 1985; Gleitman, 
1990). 

While experiments have produced evidence for both strategies, the deployment of both 
types of bootstrapping is required in the acquisition of verbs. The processes are 
generally not seen as mutually exclusive54. The child has both resources at his 
disposition. 
Both levels of representation - thematic structure and argument structure - require 
specification. The assumption that they are relevant (and have ‘psychological reality’) 
does not predict the direction of the mapping (syntactic-semantic or semantic-
syntactic) in psycholinguistic terms (in real time). 
 
6.2.3.1 Canonical mapping and non-canonical mapping 
 
The lexical specification of each verb contains the thematic roles that are involved in 
the action labelled by the verb.  In a mapping process the thematic role player receives 
a syntactic function. The relationship between a semantic role like agent and a 
syntactic functor like subject, is defined by linking rules. Pinker (1984) assumes two 
interrelated hierarchies of thematic roles and syntactic functions, respectively:  

Thematic roles: Agent, Theme/Patient, Location/Goal/Source;  
Syntactic (grammatical) functions: Subject, Object, Oblique object. 

(There is some disagreement on the particular order within these hierarchies past the 
first item: Pinker, 1989a). According to Pinker (1984) the child first identifies the 
agent argument of the predicate. The agent, first in the line-up of thematic roles, is 
linked by the child to the first in the hierarchy of grammatical functions: the subject. 
After this, the linking of another thematic role to a grammatical function obeys the 
same hierarchy. Following the hierarchies in the selection of linking rules is called 
canonical or default mapping because it occurs in the absence of information to the 
contrary (this may be compared to what in different contexts is named ‘unmarked’). 
Sometimes, however, predicates assign thematic roles to syntactic functions in a non-
canonical fashion. A more complex match between semantic structure and syntactic 
configuration is exemplified by the Dative shift55. With the Dative alternation, not 
only the order of the grammatical functions is at stake, but also their phrasal realisation 
(NP versus PP): 

Ik gaf een boek aan Mary 
‘I gave a book to Mary’ 
Ik gaf Mary een boek 
‘I gave Mary a book’ 

                                                 
54The Lingua issue edited by Gleitman and Landau (1994) contains remarks by proponents of both 
positions that attempt to reconcile both types of bootstrapping. The differences that remain concern the 
relative importance of syntactic and semantic bootstrapping.  
55Pinker (1989a) also includes passivisation in the line-up of alternations. The passive, however, can be 
considered the result of canonical linking plus movement: the s-structure is different from the d-structure 
by virtue of this movement.   
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(Two configurations that depart from the same thematic role structure but are mapped 
differently are, of course, alternants. It is a matter of dispute whether the two alternants 
are derived from separate argument structures (as is the central thought in Pinker, 
1989a, as opposed to Pinker, 1984; see Pinker, 1989a:63) or from a single argument 
structure.) 
 
6.2.3.2 Acquisition of argument structure  
 
How can the child discover the rules that are immanent in the input data? Pinker 
(1989a, 1989b) has analysed the learnability problem that the child is confronted with 
when he or she tries to figure out which verbs undergo a particular alternation and 
which verbs do not. 
Pinker sees the child's task as an induction problem. The child must generalise from 
the sentences in the input "to an infinite set of sentences that includes the input sample 
but goes beyond it" (Pinker, 1989a:15). In doing so, the child has a number of options 
available that are all consistent with the input. How does the child deal with that? An 
answer to this question should identify the basis for distinguishing alternating from 
non-alternating verbs. It should determine what children's learning strategies are, how 
they find out what the distinction is. 
Pinker (1989b:19) identifies three paradoxical aspects to the problem: 
- lack of negative evidence. 

Pinker assumes that children can do without negative evidence (i.e. correction56) 
and invokes Brown and Hanlon's classic (1970) study to argue that parents do not 
consistently provide distinct negative evidence. He goes on to claim that, even if 
there was negative evidence, it must still be shown to be useful, to be used and it 
must be a sine qua non. Pinker denies all these presuppositions, and therefore 
suggests we have to look elsewhere for explanations. 

- productivity. 
If children are conservative learners, they will not produce ungrammatical 
alternate frames. In fact they do. Errors documented in diary studies (Bowerman, 
1982) as well as responses garnered in experiments reflect evidence of children's 
productivity. 

-arbitrariness. 
A simple semantic guideline will not work: near-synonyms do not behave in the 
same way syntactically. These differences in behaviour are arbitrary at first 
glance. 

 
Pinker's solution starts by rejecting the claim that differential behaviour of verbs is 
arbitrary: for the acquisition of argument structure alternations he postulates narrow 
semantic guidelines instead of broad ones. These guidelines make ‘near-synonyms’ 
semantically different after all. If Pinker is right, children end up respecting the 
differential syntactic behaviour of narrow semantic categories. Productive use 

                                                 
56Outlining Pinker’s way of thinking here, I ignore an important point, one that has been advanced by 
Pinker’s opponents: it is disputable whether correction is the sole form of negative evidence available. The 
assumption that negative input is of no use is equally controversial (Saxton, 1996). 
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(erroneous use of novel frames that cannot have been gleaned from the input) offers a 
window to the acquisition of these subclasses. However, these errors are rare and this 
in itself weakens the claim that children are in the process of formulating hypotheses 
about subclasses - there are not many superficial reflexes of the hypothesis testing 
process. 
 
Then there is the other way of looking at children's acquisition of argument structure. 
Landau and Gleitman (1985) found evidence for 'syntactic bootstrapping'. Their 
evidence derives from a study on blind children. Landau and Gleitman found out that 
these children, for whom semantic bootstrapping is a priori limited (they lack visual 
input and that is the most crucial input for identifying the participants in an action 
scene), benefited from the syntax of a sentence and thereby were able to create a 
blueprint for the structure of the action. So it seems that syntactic patterns can help 
structure the world semantically. Whereas Pinker assumes that semantic information is 
used to get a grip on syntax, Landau and Gleitman show that children use syntactic 
information to predict the meaning of a verb (the thematic structure). 
 
In the tasks that are part of this study, syntactic bootstrapping was not targeted. 
Syntactic complementation is the dependent variable. The children were shown video 
clips and were asked to describe the action that is depicted (3.4.2.2.3). This allowed 
for inspecting the scene and mapping its (thematic) structure onto a syntactic frame. 
The task called for semantic bootstrapping only. The controversy regarding semantic 
versus syntactic bootstrapping is not a topic of the present study.  
 
6.2.3.3 Cross-linguistic differences; devices for alternation 
 
In order to explain the fact that alternation privileges differ across languages, Pinker 
distinguishes between two levels: the conceptual level and the semantic level. The 
conceptual level is universal, the semantic level is language-specific. So children have 
similar cognitive categories available, but have to learn which semantic distinctions 
are lexicalised in their language, and what alternation devices their language deploys. 
Pinker (1989a) takes alternations as a guideline for the identification of the semantic 
differences that are syntactically encoded. The occurrence of alternating frames with 
one verb cannot simply be explained by appealing to conceptual distinctions. After all, 
languages differ in the extent to which they allow for alternation. Each language has 
its own repertoire of semantic distinctions that are lexicalised and of alternations that 
occur in the absence of alternate lexical items.  
Also, the form that the alternation takes may be different. In English, the locative 
alternation is realised by conversion of arguments: 
 (1) He sprayed the wall with paint. 
 (2) He sprayed paint on the wall. 
In Dutch, the same verb is either subject to prefixation (by be-) or to complementation 
by a small clause complement (resultative particle vol, ‘full’) (Mulder, 1992). 
 (3) Hij sproeide verf op de muur (equals (2)). 
 (4) Hij besproeide de muur met verf (equals (1)). 
 (5) Hij sproeide de muur vol met verf (equals (1)). 
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The alternation makes for a change of meaning in both languages. Sentence (1) is 
equivalent to (4) and (5) in that it implies that the action results in 'total affectedness' 
of the goal (in this case, the wall)57. Mulder argues that the semantic notions that are 
lexicalised by the prefixed verb and the particle vol are "quite similar" (Mulder, 
1992:180) but the particle, it seems, lays additional stress on the fact that all of the 
goal is affected. On the other hand, (2) and (3) invite an interpretation by which the 
wall may be only partially covered with paint as a result of the action. 
Not every alternation requires different devices for each language. The 
causative/inchoative alternation calls for conversion only, in English as well as Dutch. 
The theme role is realised either as a subject or as an object in the presence of an 
agent-linked subject: 
 
 (6) The ball rolls 
 (7) De bal rolt 
 (8) He rolls the ball 
 (9) Hij rolt de bal. 
 
Apart from the types of alternation, languages differ in the extent to which they 
employ alternation devices at all. For English an exhaustive inventory was compiled 
by Levin (1993). There is no similar manual for Dutch, so a direct comparison is not 
possible. A good introduction to the types of alternation that are found in Dutch is 
given by Van Hout (1996). It should be noted that an alternant that is present in one 
language can be absent from another simply because both (potential) alternants are 
lexicalised. In that case, the contrast is there (with a similar semantic correlate) while 
the alternation is not. With or without a complete list of alternations, we lack a solid 
measure for determining in what language alternation per se is a more productive 
process58.     
 
6.2.3.4 An illustration of cross-linguistic differences in alternation: causativisation 
 
I return briefly to Pinker’s view that the conceptual level is universal while the 
semantic level is language-specific. When we apply Pinker’s (1989a) narrow classes to 
Dutch we run into difficulties. Without exploring this issue in depth - it is not part of 
the research questions - I want to present one illustration. 
The causative-inchoative alternation represents the ability of some verbs to alternate 
between transitive and intransitive sentence frames. I will list the alternating classes 
and items that Pinker refers to in his book (Pinker, 1989a:130-134). To highlight 
different behaviour by specific Dutch and English verbs, the verbs that allow 
alternation in Dutch are in bold type. Verbs that have no Dutch synonym are marked 
                                                 
57Van Hout (1996) refers to Anderson (1971) with regard to this example. According to Anderson, the 
direct object is interpreted in a holistic way. So in (3) ‘all of the paint’  gets sprayed and in (4) and (5) ‘all 
of the wall’ ends up covered (with paint). A holistic interpretation of (3), however, seems to depend on the 
presence of a definite article before the object noun (de verf). 
58One relevant observation is that alternation was a moderately productive process in the data collected 
within the Dutch part of the experiment (Chapter 8 will show that).  In the English sister project 
alternations were found more frequently (cf. Fletcher et al., submitted). 
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with an asterisk. Verbs of which the alternants are lexicalised separately in Dutch are 
between brackets. Note that the alternation has the same structure in English and 
Dutch: the device is conversion only (as will become apparent in Chapter 8, Dutch 
does have the alternative of using a prepositional phrase for the theme role; this does 
not affect the current example). 
 

1. Verbs of extrinsic change of physical state 
(open) / (close) / melt / shrink / shatter 

 
2. Verbs that involve contained motion taking place in a particular manner 
slide / skid / float / roll / bounce 

 
3a. Verbs that involve "manner of locomotion, and in its transitive version the 
sense is one of coercing or encouraging the locomotion" 
walk / gallop / trot / race / run / jump 
 
3b. Verbs that signify "an instrument of transportation, and in the transitive form 
(the verb) signifies enabling and accompanying the transportation" 
drive / fly / cycle / ferry* / boat* / sail / motor* 

 
How must the differences be read? Comparing the Dutch and the English alternation 
classes, we see that the items in class 3a do not undergo alternation in Dutch. All the 
other classes contain items that alternate, but the alternation is not classwise. The items 
categorised under 3b that have no parallel in Dutch are simply not lexicalised as verbs 
(denominals) within the language. The other non-alternating items have periphrastic 
causatives59. 
The problem is how to deal with exceptions. Within a conflation class, it is assumed 
that every member of the class is a candidate for alternation. The basis for identifying 
(broad and narrow) semantic classes is the syntactic behaviour of the class members. 
The implications for cross-linguistic differences are challenging. One might assume 
that different lexicalisation patterns occur classwise. The examples above do not 
confirm this assumption. This means that within Pinker’s framework classes 1 and 2, 
while described in ‘features’ that are conceptually available to speakers of Dutch, 
necessitate a language-specific supplement for Dutch. Psycholinguistically, Dutch 
children would have to grasp a semantic distinction, yet to be identified, that explains 
the differential behaviour of individual verbs in classes 1 and 2. Class 3 must simply 
be excluded from the alternating set. Even so, it is not clear how this rule of exception 
should be accounted for in the child’s grammar.  
It is fair to say that Pinker’s theory does not satisfactorily explain what happens in the 
developing grammar and why. There are cross-linguistic differences to be accounted 
for - distinguishing between a universal and a language-specific level only answers 
that issue on a theoretical level. 

                                                 
59In periphrastic causatives, the causative aspect is expressed by an auxiliary. In Dutch, the auxiliary is 
usually laten (‘let’); in English it is make, as in: she makes the bear fall. Comrie (1985) calls the 
periphrastic forms 'analytical causatives', as opposed to 'lexical (morphological) causatives'. 
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6.2.3.5 The role of language-specific devices for alternation 
 
What are the consequences of cross-linguistic differences for the child learning a 
language? Or rather, for the linguist studying the child learning a language?  
If the semantic classes direct the syntactic (alternation) behaviour of verbs, the Dutch 
(English, etc.) child should learn what the limitations are of the membership list for 
each class. If syntactic devices (conversion, prefix, small clause particle60) are cues for 
alternation, the child must read these devices, interpret them and learn their limitations 
in use. (It is clear that semantic and syntactic bootstrapping surface here.)  
The concept of a cue, a key one within the framework of Bates and MacWhinney’s 
(1982) competition model, is important here. In their view, cues relate to competing 
surface representations: lexical items, word order, morphological markers, intonation 
contours. A parallel can be drawn with Leonard’s account of the acquisition of verb 
morphology (Leonard, 1989; Leonard et al., 1988). He hypothesises that a child who 
learns a language that has a rich morphology is guided by the morphological marker, 
the word ending. In the same vein, an English child is guided by word order. 
Returning to argument structure, one possible hypothesis is that a Dutch child is 
guided by overt marking devices (surface reflexes of alternation) rather than by 
semantic class membership. Learning an alternation that has no explicit surface marker 
but is expressed in the word order (i.e. conversion) will, under this hypothesis, be 
more difficult than learning an alternation that is marked by a surface marker like the 
particle vol. An operationalisation of this hypothesis would run like this: the 
causative/inchoative alternation will fare worse than the locative alternation in 
Dutch61.   
The hypothesis is crippled, however, by other factors: the particle or prefix is not 
obligatory and word order is involved as well. It is even possible to take an opposite 
view. If there is a range of devices that have lexical constraints themselves (that is, 
they do not occur with each verb that is conceptually open to alternation) there is 
additional opportunity for making errors (Ingham et al., 1993).  
Although the predictions that follow from the existence of overt marking of alternation 
are not unidirectional, the issue itself remains intriguing: how will cross-linguistic 
(surface) differences affect the learning of alternation? While the present study does 
not directly attack this issue (prompting the verb and eliciting its argument structure 
does not determine the form the alternation takes), the occurrence of devices for 
alternation will be monitored in Chapter 8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
60Or, in another language, case, for example. 
61If children with SLI (Rice, 1990) are conservative learners, this means they will learn verbs and their 
complements one by one without inferring a rule. If surface cues are infrequent, this will mean that these 
children lack one ersatz way of finding out about alternation. 
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6.3 Verbs and verb argument structure in SLI: empirical evidence 
 
 
6.3.1 Verb learning in SLI 
 
In her review of work on lexical development in language-impaired children, Menyuk 
(1993) summarised a central tendency in the literature: on vocabulary measures, 
children with SLI do not perform as well as their chronological age peers, but they 
perform better than their language age peers.  
Research in normal acquisition has suggested a discrepancy between the learning of 
nouns and verbs. Verbs are thought to be more difficult to learn than nouns. Many 
lexical verbs surface relatively late and the growth of the lexicon is not as fast for verbs 
as it is for nouns in typically developing children (Gentner, 1978, 1982). Several 
explanations have been invoked to explain the dissociation between nouns and verbs in 
normal acquisition (‘nouns before verbs’). Verbs present additional obstacles in the 
mapping of ‘world to word’: 

- Verbs' referents are transient. While an object can be inspected carefully to 
identify its relevant properties, actions are of a passing nature and only their 
repetition can add to the child’s knowledge. This is even more significant if we 
consider the fact that children's early word representations are based on perceptual 
information (Barrett, 1985).  
- Verbs’ referents are complex. How is one to determine which particular aspects 
of meaning that are inherent in a complex action scene are covered by the verb 
label? 
- Nouns refer to only one referent in a state or action, verbs involve the 
participation of more than one referent in a semantic scenario - the full thematic 
structure associated with the verbal predicate. 
- Verbs can package different meaning elements (Gentner, 1982) - for instance 
manner as well as direction of motion - and many of these 'conflation patterns' are 
not universal but language-specific (Talmy, 1985), so the meaning of verbs is apt 
to be more complex. Verbs are also more polysemous (Fellbaum, 1993)62. 

Assumptions about the noun-verb discrepancy in typical development have influenced 
research in SLI. Investigations have been carried out to test the prediction that 
acquisition of verbs was differentially affected by SLI. 
Confirming evidence was found in studies on fast mapping of verbs by language-
impaired children. Fast mapping or, to take a near-synonym, quick incidental learning 
(QUIL) is a research paradigm that was adopted in a number of studies by Rice and 
her colleagues (Rice et al., 1990; Rice et al., 1992). Children were presented with 
lexical items that were not familiar to them. In a video presentation an object or an 
action was consistently labelled by the novel word. It turned out that children with SLI 
were less likely to pick up the label than typically developing children. This was 

                                                 
62Fellbaum cites a study by Gentner and France (1988) that illustrated the ‘mutability’ of verbs: adult 
subjects were presented with sentences in which verbs were combined with nouns that did not obey the 
selectional restrictions of the verb. When they were asked for a paraphrase, they would give a different 
interpretation of the verb, but maintained the meaning of the noun.  
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especially true for action words. The studies by Rice et al. show a discrepancy 
between lexical acquisition in general and acquisition of verbs in particular. 
An early investigation by Leonard et al. (1982) found that SLI children performed like 
normal children in the learning of new labels for objects and actions. Unlike the 
children in the QUIL studies, these SLI children produced more action terms. It should 
be noted, however, that these children (language-impaired children and controls alike) 
were in the one-word stage, so it is not clear that they had acquired the entire verb 
lemmas, including the complements. The observation does agree with the concept of a 
manipulative action scene as being the first type of scene to be expressed. 
Johnston (1988) suggests that there are two broad sources for lexical acquisition. On 
the one hand there are conceptual factors (these are intact in SLI children, by 
definition), on the other hand there are non-conceptual factors: word frequency, 
perceptual characteristics of words and the syntactic properties of words. Johnston 
predicts that the conceptual share in the process will have children with SLI keep pace 
with normally developing children, but non-conceptual factors will put them at a 
disadvantage. This means, in the case of verbs, that argument structure, among other 
factors, can have a detrimental influence on lexical acquisition. At the same time, it 
follows that lexical shortcomings can be symptomatic of problems with argument 
structure. 
 
6.3.2 Verb diversity in SLI; General All-Purpose verbs 
 
Fletcher & Peters (1984) found fewer verb types in the output of SLI children than in 
that of their chronological age peers. Their study aimed to find variables that reliably 
distinguished SLI children from normally developing children and Verb Type was one 
of the two measures that did so (the other was unmarked verb form; see section 4.1). 
This finding was replicated when, in a number of studies, Rice and her co-authors 
investigated the verb lexicon of language-impaired children (Rice, 1991; Rice & Bode, 
1993; Watkins et al., 1993). In unison, these studies claimed:  

- that verb diversity, as measured by Verb Type Token Ratio (TTR), is low in 
SLI children; 
- that abundant use of a small set of verbs - the so-called ‘general all purpose’ 
(GAP) or ‘light’ verbs - is largely to blame for this low diversity. 

Children may, the rationale goes, restrict their acquisition of argument structures by 
learning a subset of the verb lexicon. It is possible that members of the subset are 
substituted for other verbs, provided that the subset contains applicable ‘GAP verbs’. 
In this way, low diversity could signify an underrealisation of the argument potential. 
Because this line of research has been very influential, it is useful to trace its course. 
The importance of verbs and verb argument structure as a target area for diagnostics 
and intervention was stressed by Rice (1991). Her article in fact served as a program 
for research to be undertaken. In it she described the way in which already notable 
difficulties in the lexicon could be more significant where verbs are concerned. Due to 
the key role that verbs play in syntax - their thematic roles are mapped onto argument 
constituents - children’s syntactic deficits could well be linked to limitations in the 
verb lexicon that is available to them. By prediction, the TTR for verbs would lag 
behind the general TTR value. The findings of Fletcher and Peters (1984), although 
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resulting from a comparison with chronological age peers, indicated as much. In a 
study on three language-impaired children, Rice and Bode (1993) found extremely low 
(lexical) Verb TTR’s, between 0.10 and 0.15. However, as the authors are quick to 
point out, this proportional value in itself should not be taken too seriously. It is a well 
known fact (Richards, 1987, is a key reference here) that TTR decreases rigorously 
with sample size, and the samples in this investigation were quite large.  
An additional calculation was made by Rice and Bode (1993): the number of tokens 
was divided by the number of types. This resulted in a set of verbs that were produced 
above average (average being the outcome of this division). In the words of Rice and 
Bode these verbs constituted a set of  ‘general all-purpose (GAP) verbs’ (the term was 
coined originally by Bloom et al., 1980). GAP verbs were defined as characterised by 
“frequent input, simple phonetic form and syntactic/semantic non-specificity” (Rice & 
Bode, 1993:127). This definition, it must be remembered, is post hoc - the verb set was 
first established by establishing their high frequency. 
Because the Rice and Bode study did not employ a control group, it is useful to 
compare these  findings with a complementary study (published in the same journal 
issue) by Watkins et al. (1993). They performed a group comparison that involved 14 
children with SLI and equally sized groups of chronological age matches and language 
age matches. If we restrict ourselves to the same topic that was extracted from the Rice 
and Bode study, the SLI children in the second study differed significantly from both 
control groups in Verb TTR. Importantly, there was no difference in general TTR. If 
we follow the rationale for language-matched comparison, the conclusion should be 
that children with SLI have a problem with the acquisition of the verb lexicon that 
goes beyond their general shortcomings in lexical development. 
Differences in Verb TTR were not found by Grela and Leonard (1997). They used 
samples that were somewhat larger (185 utterances) than the ones Watkins et al. 
(1993) used, but even when they downsized their data to 100-utterance samples (the 
size in the Watkins et al. study) no difference was visible between a group of children 
with SLI and a matched group of MLU controls. In that respect, Grela and Leonard 
(1997) seconded the results of a previous study by Fletcher and Garman (1988). These 
authors found no difference in number of verb types between a group of children with 
SLI and any of the normal age groups in their study (3-, 5- and 7-year olds). 
Another element from the Rice and Bode (1993) study that was put to the test by 
Watkins et al. (1993) was the use of the so-called GAP verbs. The SLI group did not 
distinguish itself from either control group in its use of these high-frequency verbs. 
This is worth mentioning because in the subsequent literature both studies are often 
summarised to the effect that they jointly show that children with SLI rely on a limited 
set of recurrent verbs - the discrepancy is ignored. While groupwise no difference for 
reliance on GAP verbs was found, the difference in Verb TTR remains an important 
and intriguing fact.   
 
I will take a closer look at the set of GAP verbs that is singled out by Rice and her co-
authors. The verbs that they identify (like go, do, make, get) overlap with a set that 
was described by Bloom et al. (1980; reprinted in Bloom, 1991). Bloom et al. called 
them ‘pro-verbs’ because of the pioneering role they seemed to play in the typical 
acquisition of verb morphology. Inflections were used with these verbs before they 
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were affixed to others (more or less like pronouns may precede nouns, hence the label 
‘pro-verb’). They also appear in Pinker’s work (Pinker, 1989a) under the name ‘light 
verbs’, though in a more restricted manner. Pinker refers to the sort of verbs that are 
used in fixed expressions (‘take a bath’, ‘make love’). These verbs may also be used 
with object nouns that are later incorporated in a lexical verb (Hale & Keyser, 1993; 
Hollebrandse & Van Hout, 1995; Van Hout, 1995). As Bloom put it: “Such pro-verbs 
seemed to ‘stand in’ for more descriptive verbs in that they named events with 
different aspectual contours” (Bloom, 1991:226). Disregarding aspect, the essence of 
pro-verbs would be that they take the place of more specific verbs (the word 
‘placeholder’ is a common expression in this context). By extrapolation, pro-verbs’ 
argument structures would stand in for the argument structures of semantically more 
specific verbs. 
There is a confound to the label ‘GAP verbs’ that is apparent in the two publications 
that were discussed before (Rice & Bode, 1993; Watkins et al., 1993). The same set of 
verbs that is highly frequent is also identified as ‘general all-purpose’. This is not an 
operational term. For its definition it is dependent on frequency, not on intrinsic 
characteristics. Starting from the frequency requirement, a subset appears in which not 
all members are equally versatile (all-purpose) in their use (work, for instance, has 
fewer verbs that it can stand in for than go). I will return to this misnomer in Chapter 
9. 
Rice and Bode (1993), unlike Watkins et al. (1993), performed an error analysis. One 
type of error that was conspicuous (though not exceeding 1% of the verb tokens) was 
overuse of GAP verbs. In these cases specific verbs were substituted by more general 
verbs. This is not an uncommon phenomenon, for typically developing and language-
impaired children alike. What set the examples apart was that the children did so in a 
context that was not compatible with the substitute verb, resulting in genuine errors, as 
in ‘I’m doing two balloons’ (where the action is juggling). In such cases, a GAP verb 
is really ‘general’ and, importantly, too much so. In the examples that Rice and Bode 
(1993) quote, the argument structure is similar to that of the target verb. This adds 
credibility to Rice’s (1991) hypothesis that children use these verbs as pro-verbs, not 
just to experiment with inflection, but also to experiment with argument structure. 
 
Another study that is relevant here was done by Kelly and Rice (Kelly, 1992; Kelly & 
Rice, 1994; Kelly, 1997). Fifteen children with SLI were compared to similar groups 
of typically developing children, matched by chronological age and language age, 
respectively. The study involved two tasks. The stimuli, in an animation film, involved 
activity scenes performed by abstract figures. The scenes were brief (8 seconds) and 
they pictured either motion events or change-of-state events. The first task had the 
child watching a television screen on which four activity scenes were shown 
simultaneously. The child was asked to point to the matching screen quadrant in 
response to the stimulus sentence. In the second task activity scenes were shown one-
by-one and the child had to label the action. The figures that performed or underwent 
the actions were the same ones that acted in the initial video task. 
The results from the first task showed that the children with SLI more often gave a 
change-of-state interpretation to a motion scene (a cross-domain semantic error) and 
showed more errors in selecting the correct change-of-state verb (a within-domain 
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semantic error). These errors were significantly more frequent among the SLI children 
than in either of the control groups. The preference (between domains as well as 
within a domain) that the errors demonstrated also differed from the pattern among the 
controls.  
The second task is more pertinent to the issue that will be addressed in Chapter 9. 
After all, it can illustrate which strategy children with SLI follow in labelling a newly 
witnessed action. In Kelly’s (1992; 1997) account of this experiment, one of the 
response categories was ‘GAP verb’. This category was defined not in frequency terms 
but as “a verb which allowed for syntactic/semantic nonspecificity” (Kelly, 1997:206). 
Surprisingly, the children with SLI produced fewer GAP verbs than either of the 
control groups: 58%, against 74% for the chronological age peers and 77% for the 
younger children.  
The conclusion on GAP verbs so far, then, should be that their status is unclear. If SLI 
children ‘rely on’ GAP verbs at all, normal children seem to do so as well (or even 
more). The impression deriving from the Rice and Bode (1993) study that 
predominant use of GAP verbs is a characteristic of SLI is flatly contradicted by 
Watkins et al. (1993), Kelly (1997) and also by Conti-Ramsden and Jones (1997). The 
method used by Kelly (1997) has the benefit of making the concept of a GAP verb 
more operational, independent as it is on an external measure like frequency. The way 
she elicited verbs is not unlike the verb specificity experiment to be reported in 
Chapter 9. An interesting question is whether the use of GAP verbs is perhaps 
influenced by the elicitation method (spontaneous data versus experimentally gathered 
data) - after all, a different strategy may be at work when the child must retrieve verbs 
in free conversation instead of in response to task demands, where the options are 
more limited63. At first glance, this does not seem to be the case. So far, we have data 
for two settings that contradict the hypothesis that SLI children adopt a GAP verb 
strategy: in free conversation (Watkins et al., 1993; Conti-Ramsden & Jones, 1997) 
and in action naming (Kelly, 1997). The Rice and Bode (1993) findings are not 
relevant here, because they are not contrasted with a control group and therefore 
cannot be used to verify claims that a GAP verb strategy is exclusive to language-
impaired children. 
 
It is useful to reiterate that the GAP verbs issue has been presented as interconnected 
with argument structure. Verb diversity, Rice (1991) proposed, can be a predictor of 
the productivity of verb argument structures. Low diversity could reflect the 
availability of a mere limited set of argument structures. Although this prediction has 
a tautological ring to it - fewer verbs equals fewer verb-specific argument structures - 
there is at least reason to take the nature of the children’s verb lexicon into account. 
Also, the argument structure of GAP verbs would be more solid than that of more 
specific verbs, leaving the children with an 'easy way out' that involves learning the 

                                                 
63In Chapter 4, I mentioned the finding in some children that inflection in the Pingu narrative task differed 
from that in the verb video task. Such differential performance has implications for whether we consider 
deficits in SLI representational or processing-related (it favours a processing account). The same rationale 
applies here, if we would be able to credit the child with a different naming strategy as circumstances 
require. 
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argument structures of more specific verbs by resorting to multifunctional (GAP) verb 
frames. 
One prediction that can be tested is that argument structures of GAP verbs are more 
intact than those of more specific verbs. Specifically, this would entail that more 
arguments are realised with GAP verbs than with their hyponyms. This question will 
be explored in section 9.3. 
 
6.3.3 Verb argument structure in SLI 
 
6.3.3.1 Introduction 
 
Besides research that focused on the differential learning of nouns and verbs, a 
different research trend has contributed to the increased interest in verbs. The literature 
on typical acquisition has devoted much attention to the interface of semantics and 
syntax, the thematic structure and the argument structure. The respective contributions 
of  syntactic and semantic bootstrapping to the acquisition process has been an area of 
interest: it is relevant for the acquisition of verbs, not for the acquisition of nouns - at 
least not in a similar fashion. 
 
It is well-known that children with SLI produce shorter utterances than their normally 
developing peers. By definition, the practice of MLU matching has obscured this 
phenomenon. Yet, if the measure is the number of clause constituents in the output, 
Dutch children with SLI do produce fewer tokens of the more complex combinations 
within a LARSP-type taxonomy than younger controls do (Bol & Kuiken, 1988). 
There are two measures of mean utterance length. MLU-W measures utterance length 
in words, MLU-M measures length in morphemes. The extent to which grammatical 
morphemes contribute to utterance complexity has been discussed in section 3.3.2.1. If 
length is measured in words (but the same is true for MLU-M) realisation of 
arguments exerts a direct influence on the MLU value (of course, grammatical 
morphemes do not influence MLU-W, unless the morphemes are free-standing). 
One characteristic that Rice and Bode (1993) mention for SLI is: “a delay in the ability 
to expand sentence constituents, as indicated by a shorter mean length of utterance 
than that of their age peers” (Rice & Bode, 1993:114). This statement is valid for 
MLU-M as well as MLU-W. However, is low phrase expansion really underlying 
depressed utterance length64? The contribution that the realisation of arguments makes 
to utterance length has not often been studied in depth. In fact, in doing so, we revisit 
an old issue: the ‘length versus structure’ dilemma (Menyuk & Looney, 1976). In this 
context, the relevant question to ask is: does the fact that children with SLI produce 
fewer words/morphemes (length) at least partly derive from an insufficient control of 
the lexical verb’s arguments (structure)?  
Menyuk and Looney themselves mentioned an exemplary item for which children had 
to differentiate between two competing argument structures (as Pinker, 1989, would 
have it; Menyuk and Looney described the alternants as linked by a transformation), 
the so-called ‘dative shift’. In their imitation task, the authors introduced the sentences 
                                                 
64This is, to be sure,  not a question that Rice and Bode (1993) ignore. 
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‘Paul gave Tom the rope’ and ‘Paul gave the rope to Tom’. Unfortunately, the item did 
not work well as an elicitor: “these were just the types of sentences that elicited only 
last word or last phrase responses from children with a language problem” (Menyuk & 
Looney, 1976:261; the reported finding is from Menyuk, 1969). Nevertheless, the item 
illustrates the correlation between argument structure and MLU, with the prepositional 
dative resulting in an extra morpheme (or word).  
In recent investigations, argument structure in children with SLI has been confronted 
head-on. In this section, I will summarise the evidence. 
 
6.3.3.2 Realisation of verb complements 
 
In two different studies an inventory was given of SLI children’s realisation of verb 
complements. In both instances the taxonomy makes reference to arguments or phrasal 
constituents, but not to thematic roles. This leads to analytical categories like Object (1 
or 2) or NP versus NPPP.  
King (1994) counted the production of phrasal categories and combinations of phrases 
in a comparison between a group of SLI children (n=11) and LA controls. For a 
subgroup of five children, she found differences in the use of NPPP complements 
only. They were used less frequently by the language-impaired children than by their 
(individual) matches. 
Leonard et al. (1988) performed a cross-linguistic comparison - their aim was to find 
differences between the performance of English and Italian children. The external 
SUBJ was realised more often by the English children; not surprisingly, because 
Italian is a prodrop language in which the subject argument is optional. The children 
from both language backgrounds exhibited the same repertoire of  predicate-argument 
structures (in Leonard et al.’s analysis, adjuncts were counted as well; for structures 
that included adjuncts the same pattern of similarity was found).  
Johnston (1988) in her survey discussed lexical and relational semantics and 
concluded that children with SLI reveal deficits in these areas. Where relational 
semantics is concerned, children with SLI, according to her review, fell short on 
expressing ‘experiencer + verb’ relations and preferred ‘agent + verb’ and ‘object + 
verb’65. While these categories are semantic, the findings imply patterns of verb 
complementation. 
 
 
 

                                                 
65The concept of relational semantics as applied in the study of early child language, introduced by Brown 
(1973) and followed by many child language researchers in the seventies, is not often used anymore. 
Nowadays, the same relations are studied as projections of the verb: thematic roles mapped onto 
arguments.  Semantic relations remain relevant for the stage in which syntax is not yet visible in the child’s 
output.  The original impetus for the concept was doubt about the availability of syntactic knowledge as a 
resource for children in the early stages of word combination. The same term finds a new context in the 
Wordnet literature. As Fellbaum (1993) points out, relational semantic analysis is contrasted with semantic 
decomposition as a different way of looking at word meaning. While semantic decomposition analyses 
meaning into the smallest atoms of meaning, relational analysis starts from lexical items. Word meanings 
are defined in relation to other lexical items.     
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6.3.3.3 Errors in argument structure  
 
In a number of studies errors in argument structure during free conversation were 
reported. Alternatively, experiments were designed that aimed to examine children’s 
knowledge of grammaticality restrictions in verb complementation.  
The Fletcher (1992) and King & Fletcher (1993) studies contain examples of errors in 
argument structure realisation but, as the authors point out, the identification of errors 
is riddled with problems of definition. Identification of an error presupposes that 
obligatory contexts can be recognised. Discourse, however, allows omission of various 
elements, provided that discourse constraints are complied with (Rispoli, 1992). 
Constraints also vary between languages. Dutch, for instance, allows direct object 
omission in topicalised, initial position (De Haan & Tuijnman, 1988); English does 
not. Such differences between languages make cross-linguistic comparison of 
omissions difficult. 
While King and Fletcher (1993) found errors in SLI children’s omission of obligatory 
direct objects, the number of errors was small, and the omission rate among the SLI 
children was not significantly different from the normally developing children. 
However, in the case of the SLI children, more verbs (types) were affected. Also, the 
normally developing children’s errors occurred mainly in the younger controls’ output.  
In Fletcher’s (1992) single-case study the subject was an eight-year old boy whose 
language, when analysed in a LARSP profile chart, had the morphosyntactic level of a 
three-year old normal. In the language output of this child, there were some indications 
of failure to control argument structure. First of all, most direct objects were expressed 
as a pronoun. Second, when using the verb cut - to quote the most vulnerable item - 
the boy showed no control of the verb’s arguments. This is illustrated by utterances 
like ‘cut the knife’, ‘daddy - cuts the knife’. The theme that is required by the verb cut 
is not expressed here. Subsequent testing of comprehension and production showed a 
dissociation: the child understood verbs’ argument structures, but failed to produce 
them appropriately. 
Errors were also found by Rice and Bode (1993). In their triple case study they found 
a small number (15) of ‘transitivity errors’. In all instances, an obligatory object was 
omitted. Most errors concerned GAP verbs. Because the same verbs were frequently 
used correctly, Rice and Bode suggested that the errors were performance-related. 
There were also 5 omissions of particles in an obligatory context, resulting in 
argument structure errors.  
In this study, I will concentrate on VP-internal arguments and ignore external 
arguments, i.e. subjects. Subject omission, after all, is influenced by factors that are 
independent of argument structure, like improper parameter setting (pro-drop setting; 
Loeb & Leonard, 1988) and the unstressed position of the subject (McGregor & 
Leonard, 1994). Moreover, the presence of the subject is more a requirement of the 
sentence (as specified in the Extended Projection Principle, which holds that “there 
must be a subject even if one is not needed semantically”, Cook & Newson, 1996:180) 
than a requirement of the verb, although the canonical agent role for the subject is one 
of the thematic roles that are intrinsic to the verb’s semantics. Grela and Leonard 
(1997) were among the authors who demonstrated that language-impaired children 
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omit subjects more frequently. They found no between-groups differences for 
omission of internal arguments (their control group consisted of MLU matches).  
Smith (1989) contributed a case study of a language-impaired boy, Clive, whose 
phonology he had explored in the boy’s teenage years. He saw the boy again when he 
was a 26-year-old man. At that time he took him through a number of tests. One test 
had him judge violations of subcategorisation restrictions.  

“Clive failed to react directly to ungrammatical sentences designed to illustrate 
such restrictions, but his responses indicated that he did at least have as part of 
his lexical knowledge the fact that ‘put’ and ‘find’ do require objects. For 
instance, his reaction to ‘she put in the garage’ was ‘the car’; to ‘the boy came 
the fish’ was ‘he eat it’; to ‘John found the’ was ‘found something on the 
ground’, and so on.” (Smith, 1989:172-173).  

Later on, Smith characterises ‘thematic theory’ as one of the modules that are ‘lacking 
or incomplete’. The examples he refers to, however, are ambiguous. It seems that the 
child fails to recognise the metalinguistic nature of the task (the need to call an 
ungrammatical utterance ‘wrong’) but he does return a fully grammatical utterance in 
which the ungrammatical aspects of the stimulus utterance are corrected (although, 
lexically, in a rather non-specific way).   
Counterevidence comes from Gopnik (1990) and Gopnik and Crago (1991). In their 
case and group studies they took their subjects through some tasks devised to measure 
control of argument structure. They found that the performance by their subjects 
reflected no difficulty in this particular area. It is worth mentioning, however, that 
performance was less than perfect, and in some of the tasks some of the subjects from 
the Gopnik and Crago (1991) study produced less than 60% correct responses. 
 
6.3.3.4 Argument structure alternation    
 
Apart from omission or substitution errors in verb complementation, there is another 
potential symptom of argument structure difficulties: violation of verbs’ alternation 
constraints. However, such errors are not always reflective of language learning 
difficulties, they can also illustrate awareness of a rule (as overgeneralisations of the 
past tense paradigm do). Bowerman (1982) described, for instance, novel causatives in 
the output of her daughters, as seen in utterances like ‘I’m just gonna fall this on her’ 
(Christy, 2;9) and ‘Daddy go me around’ (Christy, 2;8) (see Pinker, 1989a:23). Her 
examples show that these children are aware of causativisability as a semantic feature 
but lexicalise it in verbs that disallow lexicalisation of the cause feature. It is hard to 
hypothesise whether the Bowerman type of error will occur in SLI children: 

(i) less often, because the errors indicate ‘progressive learning’ and SLI children 
are sometimes claimed to be more conservative learners (Rice, 1991) or 

(ii) more often, because SLI children might find it difficult to determine the 
constraints on the application of alternation rules. 

In short, the dilemma involves the question whether these errors are considered 
progressive. Are they reflective of rule learning - after all, these instances cannot have 
been taken up from the input - or are they indicative of a lack of awareness of 
constraints? 
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Two research groups have recently investigated argument structure alternation in 
children with SLI. Their aim was not solely to elicit violation errors from the children, 
but also to find out to what extent the children were aware of the alternation potential 
of verbs - an awareness the children had to demonstrate by producing both alternants.  
Fletcher et al. (submitted) adopted a research paradigm that was designed in 
collaboration with the present author (it is identical to the design described in section 
3.4.2.2.3 of this book). The alternations they addressed were the causative/inchoative 
alternation and the locative contact alternation. In their English subjects they did not 
find a significant difference between the SLI group and a vocabulary-matched control 
group in the number of alternation pairs produced by the children. However, they 
found a close connection between deficient verb morphology and depressed verb 
alternation in individual children with SLI (that is: the same children that exhibited 
morphological difficulties also failed to realise the alternation potential of the target 
verbs; cf. 8.7) - a difference that is obscured by the group results. Also, when an adult 
control group was included in the comparison, that group differed significantly from 
the SLI group, but not from the younger controls.  
Loeb et al. (1998) took a different approach in their investigation of the causative 
alternation. Apart from alternating (causativising) verbs, they also included verbs that 
necessitate a periphrastic construction to allow for a transitive sentence frame and 
verbs that can only appear in an intransitive context if passivised. After exposing a 
child to an action, two different questions were asked, agent-questions and patient-
questions (Braine et al., 1990). Whereas King et al. (1995) left the choice of a sentence 
frame to the child, and promoted either alternant semantically by drawing visual 
attention to agent or patient, Loeb et al. presented the child with a question that 
prompted either agent or patient. In Loeb et al.’s study, SLI children did not perform 
differently on the causativisable verbs, but they had difficulty with the other two verb 
types.   
Errors of the kind described by Bowerman (1982) were extremely rare in these studies, 
as in other studies. In normal acquisition, most examples that we know of are from 
diary reports and that reflects their low frequency: apparently they are not easily 
elicited in an experiment nor do they occur naturally in free conversation often enough 
to fall within the limits of a recorded sample. In cross-sectional work, percentages of 
these progressive errors in argument structure hardly ever reach one percent. Rice 
(1991) predicted that, whereas overgeneralisations of past tense rules (i.e. progressive 
errors) do occur in children with SLI, these children may be conservative in their 
acquisition of verb argument structure “by using the verbs in linguistic contexts highly 
similar to the ones they encounter in linguistic input” (Rice, 1991:473). In short, if 
children with SLI would produce these errors, they would show more awareness of the 
linguistic rules involved than Rice gives them credit for.   
 
6.3.3.5 Semantic and syntactic bootstrapping 
 
The border region of thematic structure and argument structure, of semantics and 
syntax, has been investigated in depth by Van der Lely (1993, 1994). In particular, she 
drew attention to the limited availability of linking rules. Such rules connect thematic 
roles (e.g. agent, theme) to arguments (subject, direct object). Pinker (1984) proposed 
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that children adhere to a canonical order that links, say, agent to subject and theme to 
object. In some instances - notably passivisation or topicalisation - a canonical linking 
‘strategy’ leads to misinterpretation because the linking is of a non-canonical nature. 
Children with SLI tend to interpret non-canonical (in English: non-SVO) sequences 
according to a canonical mapping routine. This leads to an erroneous interpretation: 
e.g. the subject of a passive sentence is identified with the agent role instead of with 
the theme. Because Van der Lely found such errors when she presented children with a 
non-canonical sequence, she inferred that the locus of the SLI children’s problems was 
in syntactic bootstrapping: in the identification of thematic roles as derived from 
syntactic arguments (called ‘reverse linking’ by Van der Lely, 1994).  
O’Hara and Johnston (1997) replicated Van der Lely’s finding that children with SLI 
face difficulties in deducing meaning from a syntactic frame. However, whereas Van 
der Lely locates the problem in syntactic dependency, in other words in linguistic 
representation, O’Hara and Johnston (al least partially) blame SLI children’s 
processing deficit for their inability to take advantage of syntactic bootstrapping. The 
children in their study were asked to act out sentences in which the predicate contained 
a novel verb. Six children with SLI were matched by sentence comprehension score to 
six typically developing children. The SLI children performed worse than the controls: 
they made more errors. Still, their performance was well above chance level. Some 
factors were found to correlate with the appearance of errors. Recency effects were 
witnessed, pointing at immediate short term memory: selection errors occurred three 
times as often on initial and medial NPs than on sentence-final NPs. Also, errors 
occurred more often with three-argument sentences than with two-argument verbs. 
Finally, ‘lexical’ errors (in which the wrong object is matched with an NP) were 
typically ‘lower-level’: in selecting a ‘doctor’ for a ‘man’ the child preserved the 
higher-level feature ‘human’.    
Whereas the evidence summarised so far suggests that the children’s shortcomings in 
linking thematic structure and argument structure are of a syntactic nature, Rice (1991) 
also mentioned these children’s limited ability to fast-map meanings of verb items. In 
her view children with SLI face a difficulty in world-to-word mapping (learning new 
items) and in semantics-to-syntax mapping, i.e. in semantic bootstrapping (or forward 
linking). Recognising these children’s syntactic problems as well, Rice (1991) 
suggested children with SLI are in a ‘Catch 22’ situation: neither path - whether 
semantics to syntax or syntax to semantics - facilitates the learning of verbs and their 
argument structures for these children. There would be no type of  ‘bootstrapping’ that 
a language-impaired child can consistently benefit from. 
 
 
6.4 Conclusion 
 
 
This chapter served as an introduction to the research topics that are under review in 
this study. Some of the topics are resumed in the experiments that will be reported in 
the following chapters.  
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In Chapter 7, an analysis of the verb complements in a spontaneous language corpus is 
reported. This analysis is reminiscent of the studies summarised in section 6.3.3.2. For 
the same data, Type/Token Ratios will be established (cf. 6.3.2).  
In Chapter 8, argument structure and argument structure alternation are targeted (cf. 
6.3.3.4). The tasks were designed to elicit verb complements by showing the action 
labelled by the verb. Consequently, the task entails semantic bootstrapping and has no 
relevance for research on syntactic bootstrapping. It has become clear that alternation 
of verb argument structures is often seen as a measure of children’s awareness of the 
lexical semantics of verbs (Pinker, 1989a, Levin, 1993). However, performance on 
verb argument structure tasks is also influenced by the formal characteristics of 
alternation. These characteristics are language-specific. Both aspects - lexical-semantic 
classes (6.2.2) and alternation devices (6.2.3.3) - are at work in the experiments and 
must be watched. Finally, the literature on verb diversity and general all-purpose verbs 
proved to be inconclusive. In this study, an approach is taken that resembles that of 
Kelly (1997) - although the manner of presentation is different. The objections that 
were raised against the GAP verb literature (6.3.2) are countered  in Chapter 9 by 
defining non-specific verbs in a principled way. 



 

 

7. Argument structure: Spontaneous language analysis 
 
 
 
7.1 Introduction 
 
 
Before reporting on the experimental part of this study, I will present an analysis of 
verb complements in a corpus of spontaneous language that was gathered by Bol and 
Kuiken (1988). These data allow for an exploration of the issue raised in section 
6.3.3.1: are SLI children’s utterances merely shorter or do they contain fewer verb 
arguments? The aims of the analysis are:  
- to make an inventory of verb complements produced in free conversation; 
- to make available data that can be compared to the experimental data. 
Finally, because the data from the experimental tasks do not allow for measuring 
Type/Token ratio, I will take the opportunity of comparing the ratios for the Bol and 
Kuiken samples to the figures found by Fletcher & Peters (1984) and Watkins et 
al.(1993). 
In section 3.4.2.1, the data and the subjects were described. It must be noted that the 
subjects are on average two years younger than the children included in the 
experiments that are reported in Chapters 4, 8 and 9.  
 
 
7.2 An analysis of the Bol and Kuiken (1988) data 
 
 
7.2.1 Argument realisation: Analytical categories 
 
If SLI children have problems with argument structure, this will by definition affect 
their complementation of verbs. The lexicalist view holds that verbs project their 
arguments as sentence constituents. Children may preferably use verbs with fewer 
arguments or they may omit the optional argument of a verb more often. More 
complex realisations may be underrealised.  
The hypothesis for the analysis in this chapter is that SLI children realise fewer 
postverbal arguments - this is an operationalisation of the length-versus-structure 
question in section 6.3.3.1. This hypothesis can be supported in two ways. The 
occurrence of omission errors is one. We will see that omission of obligatory internal 
arguments is rare (7.2.3). It is also possible that SLI children favour verbs with fewer 
complements. In addition, optional arguments may not be realised. The direct object 
with read or eat may be omitted66- this is legitimate under discourse conditions that 
license omission (Rispoli, 1987). Issues of grammaticality notwithstanding, the 
prediction that follows from the ‘fewer arguments’ hypothesis is that such a verb will 
often be produced without a direct object by SLI children. Another source for shorter 
                                                 
66According to Pinker (1989a) omission would be a misnomer on theoretical grounds. He claims that these 
verbs have two argument structures, expressed in an intransitive and a transitive frame, respectively.  
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utterances may be preference for a shorter alternant. Take the causative/inchoative 
alternation, for instance with the verb bewegen (‘move’). In ‘de auto beweegt’ (‘the 
car moves’) there is no postverbal argument, whereas in ‘hij beweegt de auto’ (‘he 
moves the car’) there is a transitive frame with one postverbal argument. Selecting the 
first alternant results in the absence of an overt argument.  
While there are various sources that contribute to a diminished realisation of argument 
potential, the sources themselves are not explored in the following analysis. The 
reflexes of all these factors are collapsed into surface realisation categories. This 
approach is compatible with the nature of the (naturalistic) data that are used here, 
since the influential variables are by definition (due to the elicitation form) not under 
control. 
A limited set of argument realisation categories was included. They were defined by 
c(ategory)-selection (subcategorisation) rather than by s(emantic role)-selection 
features, to allow for a set of broad categories (in that respect, the categories are 
comparable to those used by Byng and Black, 1989). This means, for instance, that 
unaccusative and unergative verbs were treated alike. Of course, knowing what c-
selection types are used can (under experimental conditions) be a first step to 
exploring s-selection. The example just quoted (bewegen) illustrates the use of 
referring to thematic roles.  
   
The taxonomy is shown in Table 7.1. To illustrate the difference between argument 
potential and argument realisation (realisation is measured here), I will describe the 
implication of this distinction for the categorisation. 
Firstly, the taxonomy does not distinguish between optional and obligatory arguments. 
The broad categories side-step this distinction. To be specific: eat can, under this 
categorisation, be coded either as Intransitive (INTR) or as Transitive (TRNS), 
depending on whether the internal argument is realised.  
Another analytical decision concerns the distinction between arguments and adjuncts. 
Verbs like staan (‘stand’) are intransitive. However, unless the verb is accompanied by 
an auxiliary, intransitive use is rare. Compare: 
(1) Ik kan staan (‘I can stand’) 
(2) Ik sta (‘I stand’) 
(3) Ik sta op het trottoir (‘I am standing on the sidewalk’) 
The odds are against utterances like (2). I decided to count the PP in (3) as an 
(oblique) argument (OBL), rather than as an adjunct. Adjuncts were excluded from the 
analysis: if the argument structure was ‘complete’, an additional PP or adverb was not 
a verb complement in the taxonomy. 
 
Dutch has a considerable number of particle verbs that have characteristics in common 
with single lexical verbs as well as with verbs that are complemented by small clauses. 
A case has been made by some linguists for analysing Dutch particles as small clauses 
(cf. Mulder, 1992) - I do not know of a similar interpretation for, say, English 
particles. Diagnostics for determining which is which is not unanimous. A verb like 
schoonmaken (‘clean’) can be taken to be one lexical verb with a separable particle as 
well as maken (‘make’) with a resultative complement (‘make clean’, NPXP). For the 
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present analysis, if the particle was not a preposition in particle position, it was 
counted as XP. 
 
 Table 7.1: A taxonomy of verb complementation categories67 
 
INTR - Intransitive; zero complementation  
de auto beweegt  
(‘the car moves’) 
de babies huilen  
(‘the babies cry’) 
 
TRNS - Monotransitive; direct object 
de meneer snij de koek  
(‘the man cut [stem] the cake’) 
die meneer die ging brood maken  
(‘that man went [pleonastic auxiliary ‘gaan’] make bread’) 
 
NPNP - Ditransitive; double object    
die meneer geeft hem een cadeautje  
(‘that man gives him a present’) 
die ene meisje geefde die andere meisje de bloem  
(‘that one girl gave [OVERREG] that other girl the flower’) 
 
NPXP - Small clause complement 
hij gooide de emmer leeg  
(‘he threw the bucket empty’) 
ik snij dat krentebrood in plakjes  
(‘ I cut that currant loaf to slices’) 
 
CLCMP - Clausal complement  
ze doet alsof ze een piraat is  
(‘she acts as if she is a pirate’) 
ik denk dat dit de voorkant is  
(‘I think that this is the front’) 
 
OBL - Oblique argument; PP or adverb 
toen gingen ze gauw in bed  
(‘then they went into bed quickly’) 
de kinderen liggen in bed  
(‘the children lie in bed’) 
 
NPPP - Direct object NP + PP 
en dan moet je ook cake aan iemand geven  
(‘and then you also have to give cake to somebody’) 
de meisje schopte de bal onder de auto  
(‘the girl kicked the ball under the car’) 

                                                 
67Examples are not from the data used in this chapter; they are responses from the experiments that are 
reported in Chapter 8. They were selected to illustrate the categories, rather than to typify the data set. 
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7.2.2 Argument realisation: Results 
 
I will now inspect the results of the argument realisation count (Table 7.2)68. In view 
of the unequal number of tokens, I used (individual) proportions for the statistical 
analysis (the proportions were computed by dividing a child’s number of tokens in a 
complement category by the individual total of lexical verb tokens).   
Statistical tests were performed on all categories, ranking normal and SLI subjects. For 
the single Oblique argument category only, the difference was significant (p=.0310), 
for the Intransitives, the difference was near significance (p=.0541). Both complement 
types were produced more frequently by the impaired children. The SLI children were 
compared with individual matches and only for a subset of five children there was a 
systematic distinction between the members of the pair. In this subset, the children 
with SLI used more verbs with zero complementation and fewer verbs with NPPP 
complements than the normally developing child. 

Table 7.2: Number of tokens per group in each complement category, for specifically 
language-impaired children and MLU matches 

Category Children with SLI MLU matches 
INTR 324 263 
TRNS 215 249 
NPNP 1 2 
NPXP 3 14 
CLCMP 1869 7 
OBL 173 102 
NPPP 8 22 
Total 742 659 

 
One typological characteristic requires explanation. The number of lexical verb tokens 
in the data is diminished by the large number of modals. Modals in Dutch are often 
realised without a lexical verb complement and can be accompanied by various 
phrasal complements. Such instances are hard to analyse. They also differ in the extent 
to which the absent lexical verb exerts influence on the complements that are supplied. 
Examples are (with moeten, ‘must’): 

Ik moet melk (‘I must <V> milk’) 
Dat moet daarin (‘That must <V> in there’) 

A native speaker of Dutch would judge both of these sentences grammatical. In that 
respect, the modal is accepted as a ‘stand-in’ for the lexical verb (or for the Aux+V 
combination, where V is the targeted lexical verb), while some linguistic 
representations would assume an empty verb node to go with the modal (though it is 
not always possible to specify the lexical verb that should be inserted). For the 
researcher, it means that many tokens are ‘nibbled away’ from the lexical verb 

                                                 
68For an exploratory comparison of these results with a similar set of English data, see De Jong (1997a). 
69The high number of clausal complements seems surprising.  However, the majority of CLCMP's 
within the SLI group were direct speech clauses.  
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inventory70 (modal verbs were not counted under the verbs listed in Table 7.2). Table 
7.3 - which lists absolute numbers as Table 7.2 did - shows that the frequency of these 
‘lexical modals’ is considerable, even more so for the normally developing children. 
The connection to transitivity would then be that the modal verbs fill slots of transitive 
lexical verbs. 
 
Table 7.3: Complementation of modals without a non-finite predicate, by specifically 
language impaired children and MLU matches 
 

kunnen (‘can’) Children with 
SLI 

MLU matches 

Oblique 8 25 
Intransitive 17 28 
Transitive 
 

2 4 

moeten (‘must’)   
Oblique 21 26 
Intransitive 19 36 
Transitive 
 

5 8 

mogen (‘be allowed to’)   
Oblique 15 5 
Intransitive 14 9 
Transitive 
 

2 3 

willen (‘want to’)   
Oblique 1 3 
Intransitive 5 8 
Transitive 3 9 

 
7.2.3 Errors 
 
In the Dutch data drawn from the Bol and Kuiken (1988) corpus, no difference was 
found between the numbers of errors produced by the language-impaired children and 
the normally developing children. The number of verb tokens, however, was much 
lower in this corpus than in the English data King and Fletcher (1993) gathered. 
Taking into account the rules of Dutch discourse (cf. De Haan & Tuijnman, 1988)71, 
omissions of internal arguments were only counted if they were omissions in non-
initial position. As in the English study, errors were found with a wider range of verb 
types in the SLI group than in the control group. Table 7.4 lists examples of errors 
found in the SLI children’s utterances. 
                                                 
70Still, the number of tokens for the modal verbs themselves was not sufficient to say anything meaningful 
about differential use between normal and language-impaired children. 
71In Dutch, a topic can be dropped in initial position, provided its referent can be recovered from the 
preceding utterance.  
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Table 7.4: Examples of argument structure errors. (Examples produced by SLI 
children, taken from the Bol and Kuiken (1988) corpus) 
 
Omission of obligatorily c-selected NP’s 
single internal argument verbs 
L., 5;3 ik kan niet openmaken 
 (‘I cannot open’) 
P., 7;0 ik moet nog afmaken 
 (‘I must yet finish’) 
verbs with more than one internal argument 
Y, 6;1 ik aan die kip vragen 
 (‘I ask that chicken’ 
 
Overt c-selection error 
PP instead of NP 
S., 7;1 mette boom omhakken 
 (‘cut down with tree’) 
 
Omitted semantic argument after preposition 
J., 6;1 lijk wel op 
 (‘(it) looks like’) 
 
7.2.4 Verb diversity 
 
In order to compare the diversity in the data set to the findings by Watkins et al. 
(1993) and Fletcher and Peters (1984), Verb Type Token Ratios (Verb TTR) were 
computed (Table 7.5). The Dutch SLI children did not differ from the normally 
developing children - in fact, their verb lexicons were somewhat more diverse. The 
same was true for their general TTR’s, so the discrepancy observed in the literature is 
not confirmed. It must be stressed that the comparison is incomplete. Because there 
were no chronological age (CA) matches for the impaired children, a comparison to 
the Fletcher and Peters (1984) study is not possible. Also, sample sizes differed. The 
samples analysed here numbered 100 utterances, just like the ones used by Watkins et 
al. (1993). Fletcher and Peters used smaller samples (as mentioned before, TTR suffers 
from sample size effects; Richards, 1987). Fletcher and Peters’ figures are introduced 
here merely for illustrative purposes.   
Since the Verb TTRs were similar for the children with SLI and the matches, there 
was no reason to further explore the share of GAP verbs per se. It is, however, 
interesting to check which particular verbs are frequent in the data. Such verbs were 
found among both groups, children with SLI and LA matches. I adopted the method 
Watkins et al. (1993) used for selecting high frequency verbs. They computed 
token/type ratios to determine what verbs were produced with greater-than-average 
frequency within each sample. Verbs that were on the list for at least two of the sixteen 
children in the group are listed in Table 7.6. For each verb type, the number of 
children who used the verb frequently is specified in the table.  
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Table 7.5: Measures of verb diversity (group means), for specifically language 
impaired children and normally developing children, matched for chronological age 
(CA) or language age, measured by MLU-M 
 

Verb TTR Children 
with SLI 

CA 
matches  

MLU 
matches  

Watkins et al. 
De Jong (Bol & Kuiken) 
 

0.42 
0.43 

0.48 
- 

0.50 
0.40 

Number of Verb Types    
Fletcher & Peters 
Watkins et al. 
De Jong (Bol & Kuiken) 
 

16.61 
23 
24.62 

21.69 
37 
- 

- 
24 
21.46 
 

Number of Verb tokens    
Fletcher & Peters 
Watkins et al. 
De Jong (Bol & Kuiken) 
 

36.97 
55 
57.06 
 

41.65 
78 
- 

- 
48 
54.40 

TTR      
Watkins et al. 
De Jong (Bol & Kuiken) 

0.44 
0.59 

0.45 
- 

0.46 
0.52 

 
Because high frequency verbs are too easily equalled with ‘general all purpose verbs’, 
that is: they are taken to stand in for more specific verbs, the degree of ‘hypernymy’ 
was checked as well. In order to do so, I consulted the Wordnet software (Miller, 
1990; Fellbaum, 1993) for translation equivalents. Wordnet is a lexicographic 
inventory that defines each lexical item by its relation to other items. Hypernyms are 
characterised by a hierarchical position in the lexicon in which they dominate various 
hyponyms. In the case of verbs, Miller and Fellbaum (1991) propose the term 
‘troponym’ for ‘verb hyponym’, because verbs are qualified for the manner -‘tropos’- 
they specify. Wordnet allows for checking the troponym status of a verb item (as it 
does for hyponyms of nouns). Obviously, Wordnet has a limited use for inspection of 
Dutch lemmas, as one has to consider in addition whether a Dutch troponym or 
hypernym holds the same hierarchical position that the English equivalent does. 
For only a few of the frequent verbs in Table 7.6 a hypernym status can be claimed. 
Quite often, either the verb was not in the top of the hierarchy or it had no troponyms. 
‘General all-purpose verb’, therefore, seems a misnomer for most of the frequent 
verbs. The verbs listed by Rice and her colleagues (Rice & Bode, 1993; Watkins et al., 
1993) revealed the same descriptive problem: verbs like ‘need’ and ‘want’ and ‘look’ 
may be frequent, but they lack an obviously more specific label they ‘stand in’ for. 
Typical Dutch ‘GAP verbs’ are gaan and doen if the criterion is the availability of 
troponyms. Troponyms can also be found for kijken and zeggen. However, with these 
verbs (more so than with doen and gaan) there has to be a need to communicate more 
semantic information in order to necessitate a troponym - there are manners of looking 
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and seeing, but the ‘hypernyms’ kijken and zeggen in the data encode precisely what 
the speaker wants to express. Even with doen and gaan, the preference for a hypernym 
hardly ever leads to an overly general use of the verb (what Rice and Bode (1993) call 
‘GAP verb overuse’). So there are GAP verbs and there is GAP use of a verb. A GAP 
item may well be the best candidate for the lexical verb in a particular context.  
One verb that was also frequent but is not contained in the list is maken (‘make’). With 
maken, we touch at a problem that was announced earlier: the differential readings of 
its use as a compound or particle verb (if we allow for a particle interpretation) or with 
a small clause (if we give a small clause reading to the particle). It was felt that the 
different uses of maken in the transcript could not easily be added up. Maken as an 
independent item has different meanings: ‘repair’, ‘create’, ‘cause’. It is also used with 
a meaning like ‘render’: schoonmaken (‘make clean’) means ‘clean’; kapotmaken 
(‘make broken’) means ‘break’ or ‘destroy’. The latter uses of maken will return in 
Chapter 9, when children’s awareness of troponyms for schoonmaken and kapotmaken 
is probed. This use of maken has its own hypernym status. The use of maken as an 
independent verb did not reach frequency criteria. 
 
Table 7.6: High frequency verbs, for specifically language impaired children and 
MLU matches 
 
Children with SLI   MLU matches  
Verb types Number of 

subjects  
Verb types Number of 

subjects 
gaan (‘go’) 8 hebben (‘have’)72 9 
weten                          
(‘know’) 

6 kijken (‘look’) 8 

doen (‘do’) 5 gaan (‘go’) 7 
zitten (‘sit’) 5 zitten (‘sit’) 3 
komen                        
(‘come’) 

4 weten (‘know’) 3 

kijken (‘look’) 4 lezen (‘read’) 3 
slapen                         
(‘sleep’) 

3 komen                          
(‘come’) 

2 

hebben                        
(‘have’) 

2 zeggen (‘say’) 2 

zeggen (‘say’) 2 vallen (‘fall’) 2 
(op)eten                      
(‘eat’) 

2   

zien (‘see’)  2   
 
I already mentioned the high frequency of modals as singular verbal predicates in the 
Dutch samples. Their significance in early syntactic and morphological development is 
well documented (Wijnen, 1999; Wijnen & Verrips, 1998). The extent to which they 

                                                 
72Hebben refers to the lexical verb, not to the auxiliary.  
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suppress lexical verb supply and perhaps serve as GAP verbs calls for further analysis 
(because of the experimental design - the lexical verbs were prompted - the ‘lexical’ 
modals will have no significant role in the following chapters). An analytical difficulty 
is that quite often it is not possible to identify the lexical verb that the modal stands in 
for. Still, they can also often be read as translations of English verbs on the Watkins et 
al. (1993) GAP list: ‘want’ (willen), ‘need’ (moeten).  
 
 
7.3 Conclusion 
 
 
The results that were reviewed in section 7.2.2 suggest a lower production of verb 
arguments by SLI children than by normally developing children. They used more 
intransitive verbs or rather - remember that this is a realisation count - used more verbs 
intransitively. Verbs with more than one internal argument were produced less 
frequently by SLI children than by controls (witness the low frequency of NPPP 
complements). However, only the OBL complement showed a significant group 
difference and some differences could only be validated for a subset of matched pairs. 
Because of sample and corpus size, claims with respect to a possible deficit cannot be 
substantiated. In Chapter 8, the verb arguments will be elicited directly. In Bol and 
Kuiken’s (1988) comparison, SLI children used fewer complex verb 
complementations - categories such as SVAO (utterances consisting of a subject, a 
verb, an adverbial phrase, and a direct object), or 4+ (utterances including over 4 
constituents) - than their language age peers. This chapter included some indications 
that the low frequency of certain complex clausal categories is influenced by argument 
realisation. By eliciting complement types for which the target is known, it will be 
possible to qualify this observation (cf. Fletcher, 1985). 
 
No group differences were found on the verb diversity measures. In section 7.2.4, the 
terminology from Wordnet (Fellbaum, 1993) was introduced and applied to the GAP 
verbs issue. Some reservations were expressed on the feasibility of the GAP concept. 
In Chapter 9, this topic will be resumed and elaborated. One way of probing verb 
diversity is to establish the level of specificity of the verb items in spontaneous 
language - as this chapter illustrated. Another method is to present children with 
specific actions and analyse the level of specificity they adopt when they label these 
actions. This approach is taken in Chapter 9.    
 
The results in this chapter must not simply be generalised to the age range of the 
children in the experiments. In particular, the use of modal verbs without a verbal 
complement may be characteristic of the age range (or, in the case of the impaired 
children, the LA range) of the children in the Bol and Kuiken (1988) study (cf. Wijnen 
& Verrips, 1998; Wijnen, 1999).  
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8. Argument structure: Experimental tasks 
 
 
 
8.1 Introduction 
 
 
In this chapter I will review the verb argument structure task. The selection of subjects 
and the task design were outlined in section 3.4.2.2. To recapitulate, the research 
questions that are answered in this chapter are: 

- Do Dutch-speaking children with SLI differ from normals in their control of 
argument structure alternations and in their complementation of lexical verbs in 
general? 
- Do verb-morphological problems correlate with verb argument structure 
problems in the output of children with SLI? 

The first question regards sections 8.2 to 8.5. The second question is the topic of  8.7. 
First, I will discuss the alternations that are found in the children’s responses (8.2). It 
will turn out that the items that were prepared for eliciting alternation failed to work in 
several instances. For that reason, some items that worked relatively well will be 
separated from the set that did not. By highlighting some items that were successful 
elicitors, it will be possible to look in more detail at the different mappings from 
thematic roles to direct object noun phrases and oblique prepositional phrases. 
The results from the adult controls indicate that the realisation of alternations did not 
mirror the potential for alternation that was intended in the construction of the scenes. 
However, the children produced many of the verbs with accompanying complements. 
These complements in themselves can clarify the children’s awareness of 
subcategorisation and of the thematic roles that must be expressed in the sentence 
structure. The analysis will take the form of an inventory of verb complements (8.3). It 
will appear that a pattern develops that distinguishes the groups of language-impaired 
and normal children. This pattern is consistent with the one found for alternation. 
A separate task aimed at resultative predicates (8.4). In the section devoted to that task, 
the order of discussion I followed for alternation will be maintained: first linking 
(although of a different kind), then complementation. First I will monitor children’s 
willingness to select a direct object that is not directly affected by the action (shake the 
ball out of the tree, when the action involves shaking the tree, not the ball), and as 
such reflects linking of non-canonical theme and direct object. This ‘non-canonical 
linking’ will be contrasted with the children’s ability to link a theme that itself 
undergoes the action to object position. I will observe children’s awareness of 
limitations in the selection of verbs that do and do not admit secondary 
complementation. Subsequently, these verbs (including the control items) will be 
given the same treatment as the verbs in the alternation task: their complements will be 
categorised and counted in their own right in order to measure the children’s verb 
complementation skills (8.4.2.4). 
A final type of verb complementation that was explored is clausal complementation 
(8.5). With these verbs alternation is not at stake. They are included because they offer 
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an extra possibility of exploring children’s ability to complement verbs in complex 
ways. 
Finally, the second research question mentioned above will be answered (8.7). Within 
the group of language-impaired children a comparison will be drawn between children 
who exhibit obvious verb-morphological shortcomings and children whose language 
disorder does not show overtly in that area. The aim is to probe the correlation 
between symptoms in either area: the functional category complex described in 
Chapter 4 and the symptoms of difficulty with argument structure that are discussed in 
the present chapter. 
 
8.1.1 Analytical categories 
 
Because each alternation type recruits its own set of complements and because some 
distinctions are made in order to differentiate alternants that are exclusive for a verb or 
a verb class, a range of complement type categories will be required for the analysis. 
Throughout this chapter, full category labels will be given in the tables. In the text I 
will refer to codes that can be read as shorthand for the full category names. The codes 
are hybrid expressions that incorporate thematic roles and syntactic constituents. For 
example: DOT should be read as the expression of the theme role (T) by a direct 
object (DO); SADOG means that the subject (S) represents the agent role (A) and the 
direct object (DO) derives from the goal (G). In this way both ends of the semantic-
syntactic linking relationship are represented in a single category. I will include 
illustrative examples of representatives of these categories in each section. 
 
 
8.2 Verb argument structure alternation 
 
 
In Chapter 3, the design of the verb alternation task was described. The contrastive 
elicitation of alternants was illustrated as well (3.4.2.2.3). 
The elicitation procedure did not produce the desired number of alternations - for 
either language-impaired children or controls (see Table 8.1). Even so, it became clear 
that language-impaired children produced both alternants of the same verb less often 
than the control group. In total, 31 alternations were produced by the children in the 
SLI group and 61 by the vocabulary age matches. Since the number of potential 
alternations was 8, and the number of subjects for each group was 35, the potential for 
each group was 280 (though this number is flattered, as not all items have a similar 
propensity to produce alternating argument structures).  
Some items did not elicit many alternations. I suspect that alternation is a less common 
phenomenon in Dutch than in, say, English - this is supported by the outcomes of the 
group of adult subjects. Still, that does not sufficiently explain the children’s 
reluctance to use certain verbs in alternating frames. It certainly does not explain the 
lesser degree to which children with SLI produce verbs in alternating frames. 
 
An explanation for the low number of alternations among the children with SLI could 
be the conservative learning pattern on the part of these children that was suggested by 
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Rice (1991). A conservative learning pattern would result in a reluctance to generalise 
a verb frame beyond what is taken up from the input. I do not refer here to 
overgeneralisation in the sense of Bowerman (1982; 1989). Instead, such conservatism 
would show as the expression by the child of one alternant only. 
In concentrating on the scenes that were successful elicitors, I will seize the 
opportunity of taking a closer look at the items that were taken up in a more consistent 
way and that thereby provide a more valid way of assessing children’s insight into 
alternation. Comparing the groups for the alternation types they produce, the  most 
marked group difference was found for the locative alternation. Differences were 
significant for the total of alternations (p=0.0011; Z=-3.2708), for the causative-
inchoative alternation (p=0.0147; Z=-2.4393), and for the locative alternation 
(p=0.0094; Z=-2.5590). The dative item produced very few alternations in either 
group. The difference between the causative and locative alternations can be further 
illustrated by computing the share that each alternation type takes in the number of 
alternations (see Table 8.1) - this is a useful exercise, considering the different number 
of tokens. 
What makes the two alternation types distinct from each other? (I will ignore the 
single dative item for now). The causative/inchoative alternation allows one to express 
the theme either as the sentential subject or as the direct object. In the latter case, the 
agent is introduced in subject position, in the former there is no postverbal 
complement. So the alternation is between a sentence frame with one internal 
argument and a frame with none. The locative alternation, on the other hand, involves 
two internal arguments in each alternant. The alternation concerns the linking to direct 
object (or, in Dutch, prepositional phrase, henceforth PP) position of either theme or 
goal. So there are always two postverbal argument complements (I will return later to 
the additional option of substituting a particle for one of the arguments).  
The empirical difference between the two alternation types becomes more meaningful 
if this contrast is considered. While the issue of what precisely causes this dissociation 
has not been resolved, at least a correlation can be established between the frequency 
of the children’s productions and the complexity of the verbs’ argument structure, if 
we can interpret the requirement of an additional internal argument as a measure of 
increasing complexity.  
It may also be that the elicitation procedure for the locative alternation drew the focus 
of the children’s attention less successfully to the target (goal or theme) than the 
visualisation of the causative/inchoative items did for the theta-roles concerned. 
Although the focused role was visualised before the action and the child was asked to 
name the relevant object, both theme and goal were visible in the subsequent action 
picture. While this is inevitable - after all, both roles are intrinsic to the action - the full 
action itself may have obliterated the effect of the ‘preview’ of theme or goal. 
Nevertheless, the SLI group and the control group faced virtually identical task 
challenges: all children were offered an equal number of opportunities to produce 
either alternant under genuinely similar experimental conditions. This means that the 
group difference cannot be an artefact of the elicitation procedure. 
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Table 8.1: Number of alternations produced by each group: Total number of 
alternations and mean proportion of alternations total, for each alternation type.  
 
 Children with 

SLI 
Vocabulary Age (VA) 
matches 

Causative/inchoative 
alternation 

25 41 

Locative alternation 4 17 
Dative alternation 2 3 
Total 31 61 

 
 Children with 

SLI 
VA matches 

Causative/inchoative 
alternation 

0.81 0.68 

Locative alternation 0.13 0.28 
Dative alternation 0.06 0.04 

 
 
8.3 Verb complementation in the alternation tasks 
 
 
8.3.1 The causative-inchoative alternation 
 
8.3.1.1 Alternation 
 
Table 8.2: Causative/ inchoative alternation: some illustrative examples 
 
SA0  Subject = Agent, no internal argument. 
  De man zwaaide 
  ‘The man waved’ 
ST0  Subject = Theme, no internal argument. 
  De bal stuiterde 
  ‘The ball bounced’ 
SADOT Subject = Agent + Direct object = theme 
  Ze bewoog de auto 
  ‘She moved the car’ 
SAPPT Subject = Agent + PP = Theme 
  Hij stuiterde met de bal 
  ‘He bounced with the ball’ 
 
Of the items selected for the causative-inchoative alternation, one was dropped 
because of its differential treatment in Dutch: the item openen (‘open’), that works 
well for English, has a periphrastic counterpart for each alternant in Dutch. The item 
zwaaien (‘wave’) was problematic as well. This is clear from the responses of the adult 
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controls. While they accepted zwaaien as a label for the inchoative item73, they 
incorporated the verb in a passive frame instead of in a causative frame when 
presented with the agentive presentation. Some of the children did alternate this verb, 
but the item was considered less useful because the adult responses did not set a clear-
cut target criterion for its alternation potential. The rationale goes like this: if adults 
produce alternations reliably, the verb can be taken to be a solidly alternating verb in 
the native language and the children’s performance can be compared to a target state. 
This leaves us with two verbs to analyse: stuiteren (‘bounce’) and bewegen (‘move’). 
Inspection of the adult data shows 84% realisation of both alternants for these verbs: 
all but three of the 19 adults produced both items in an intransitive as well as in a 
transitive frame. When the adults did not use both alternants, this was due to a more 
sophisticated reading of the item, in which they introduced the invisible agent as 
taking part in the action even though the item was presented in an inchoative way. 
Taking the adult performance as a target score for the children, 7 children with SLI 
and 11 controls also used both stuiteren and bewegen in alternating subcategorisation 
frames. Remember, though, that the groups were larger than the adult control group. 
Each group numbered 35 children and there were 19 adults, so a better way of putting 
it is to state that 84% of the adults expressed both verbs in alternating frames, 
compared to 32% of the normally developing children and 20% of the language-
impaired children.     
 
Guided by the results in Table 8.3, I will now focus on the categories that are 
highlighted in this alternation. The canonical forms that the alternants take are:  

- for the inchoative alternant: ST0 (subject = theme; zero complementation). The 
theme is expressed as the external argument; there is no postverbal (internal) 
argument. 
- for the causative alternant: either SADOT (subject = agent; direct object = 
theme) is selected or SAPPT (subject = agent; PP = theme).  

The PP rendition of the causative frame requires clarification. It represents a structure 
that is allowed in Dutch and is even frequently used (whereas it is not admissible in 
English). This should be pointed out because it means that alternation must be 
operationalised in a different fashion. The causative alternant in Dutch may involve 
the linking of a theme to an object as well as to a PP. In English, on the other hand, the 
alternation is straightforward: the theme is linked to either subject or object. An 
example is:  
zij beweegt (met) de auto 
‘she moves (with) the car’. 
The brackets indicate optionality: both structures are well-formed in Dutch. There is, I 
feel (as a native speaker), a subtle difference in meaning between the DO- and PP-
linked expressions of the theme: the PP alternant expresses a marginally conative 
aspect. However, with respect to this alternation, I consider them equivalent. The 

                                                 
73The inchoative item shows a flag being waved; this results in a waving movement, that makes the 
bunting flutter. These two movements, of the flag - flagpole and all - and of the fabric, are conflated 
visually in the presentation. A subject would be encouraged by the inchoative presentation to use the verb 
wapperen (‘flap’, ‘flutter’) as indeed some of the adults did.  
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essence of alternation is the availability of different syntactic frames for the same 
thematic structure and this requirement is satisfied: next to the inchoative syntactic 
frame, both SADOT and SAPPT are causative alternants - each expresses the same 
thematic role, i.e. the theme, postverbally. So I have credited a child with an 
alternation if he demonstrated an inchoative production as well as either a DO or a PP 
in a postverbal position for the same ergative verb. 
 
The group difference that was tested statistically pertains to these two alternants (the 
categories included in the test are italicised in Table 8.3). I already established that 
children with SLI produce fewer alternations of this type. I now want to check whether 
either of the alternating frames is in favour among this group. Once more, the analysis 
is restricted to the two verbs that are alternated rather consistently by the adults. 
Two group differences are significant: first of all: the number of occurrences of 
SADOT and SAPPT. These complementation types (that were collapsed for the 
statistical test) were produced significantly less often by children with SLI74 
(p=0.0182; Z=-2.3624)). On the other hand, no group difference was found for ST075. 
Consequently, a hypothesis that children with SLI show a preference for low 
complementation cannot be rejected.  
A second significant difference was found for the category ‘bare verb’ (p=0.0000; Z=  
-4.1794). Of course, a verb - in view of the inchoative reading - does not require a 
postverbal complement in this particular task. Therefore, for the present alternation 
this category showed either as a mere repetition of the verbal infinitive or as the 
selection of the agent for the subject role in the absence of a postverbal direct object or 
a theme-linked PP. Children with SLI provided more instances of such zero 
complementation than children in the control group. Note that when these instances 
take the form of a single infinitival verb, they can be read as a failure to live up to the 
task: the child did not produce any sentence frame to go with the verb. 
If performance is judged from the pattern that arises so far, one feasible interpretation 
is that the SLI children are simply influenced by the number of complements that a 
particular structure requires. After all, the language-impaired children prefer the less 
complex frame (involving fewer complements). Some caution in drawing this 
conclusion is due. What constitutes complexity, after all, is ambiguous here. A DO or 
PP verb complement may be thought to be more complex because a postverbal 
argument must be expressed in addition to the preverbal subject. Zero-
complementation may also be considered more complex because the theme is 
relegated to the non-canonical subject position. Non-canonical linking may in itself 
add to the complexity of the task at hand (Van der Lely, 1994).  
 
 
                                                 
74The difference was also significant when the responses to the zwaaien item were added to the totals for 
this task (p=0.0245; Z=-2.2487). While the item falls short of demonstrating the causative alternation, the 
general pattern is corroborated by the children’s responses : again, more zero-complementation and fewer 
causatives.  
75Rare occurrences of ST plus a particle (de bal stuiterde weg, ‘the ball bounced away’) were coded ST0 
because they represent the inchoative frame with regard to this alternation: they lacked a postverbal 
argument. 
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Table 8.3: Complementation in the causative task; absolute figures - group totals 
 
 Children with 

SLI 
VA76  
matches 

Target verb not used 16 21 
Target verb; no complementation 26 3 
Subject = theme; no complement 49 53 
Subject = agent; direct object = 
theme 

21 30 

Subject = agent; PP = theme 19 26 
Periphrastic causative77 1 1 
Ambiguous 6 4 

 
8.3.1.2 An example: Bewegen (‘move’) 
 
I will now illustrate the causative alternation by showing the results for one of the 
items concerned. The item is bewegen (‘move’) (Table 8.4).  
The table illustrates the fact that the presentation was reasonably successful - the 
inchoative-causative contrast that was visualised was mirrored by the children’s 
responses (showing a preferential pattern that was already announced by the relatively 
high number of alternations of this particular type). When only the action (the theme) 
was depicted, and the agent was obliterated from the picture, ST0 dominated. When 
both agent and theme were shown, on the other hand, the causative alternant was 
preferred. 
For the group performance on this item, there is a tendency towards the difference that 
proved statistically solid when both (or all) items were added up (8.3.1.1). 
Summarising, children with SLI faithfully follow the elicitation where the inchoative 
item is concerned, but they produce fewer tokens of the prototypical SADOT structure 
promoted by the causative presentation of the item.   
 
Table 8.4: Bewegen (‘move’); Results 
 
inchoative presentation: car moves across floor 
Complement type Children with 

SLI 
VA matches 

Target verb not used 6 7 
Target verb, no complement 1 1 
Subject=theme; no complement 22 19 
Subject = agent; direct object = 2 6 

                                                 
76VA = Vocabulary Age (see 3.4.2.2.1).  
77The auxiliary that allows for a periphrastic causative in colloquial Dutch is laten (‘let’). 
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theme 
Subject = agent; PP = theme 3 1 
ambiguous78 1 1 

causative presentation: girl picks up car and moves it 
Complement type Children with 

SLI 
VA matches 

Target verb not used 8 10 
Target verb, no complement 2 0 
Subject=theme; no complement 7 7 
Subject = agent; direct object = 
theme 

10 15 

Subject = agent; PP = theme 3 1 
Periphrastic causative 1 0 
Subject = agent; no complement 1 0 
Ambiguous 3 2 

 
8.3.1.3 Errors 
 
Quantitatively, it is easy to play down the occurrence of argument structure errors in 
the data. The video sequences for some items that were included in the causative task 
deliberately depicted an action that would make a verb conceptually a candidate for 
alternation, although in fact the verb was not an alternating verb. The verbs were: 
snijden (‘cut’), gooien (‘throw’), vallen (‘vallen’). The actions depicted were 
causative, and the children were encouraged to interpret the verbs as alternating by a 
change of visual perspective of the action similar to the one that was adopted with the 
alternating verbs (3.4.2.2.3.1). Or the action gave an inchoative angle to an action that 
represented a verb that can only be accompanied by a transitive frame. For instance, 
complementation of the verb gooien was elicited in two ways: once by showing an 
action sequence in which someone throws a bunch of flowers in a garbage bin and 
once by showing a sequence in which the same bunch of flowers landed in the same 
bin in the absence of a visible agent. Or the verb vallen would be prompted when in 
the video segment a girl made a teddy bear fall from a table. Overall, the children did 
not fall for these seductive scenarios. They respected the alternation constraints that 
prevent these particular verbs from alternating.  
While errors were rare and some instances were ambiguous, I will discuss them in 
some detail nevertheless. The justification for this extensive treatment is that errors 
may be indicative, perhaps not of a failure to grasp argument structure, but of an 
occasional uncertainty about the rules involved. I feel that this is the role that errors in 
SLI children’s output are often allowed to play. There is a tradition in SLI research of 
paying attention to infrequent errors, because they may be interesting for qualitative 
reasons. The examples I will refer to are of the kind that Bowerman has described in 
various publications (cf. Bowerman, 1982) - instances in which children 

                                                 
78Ambiguity occurred when the pronominal form of a constituent could have either agent or theme as its 
referent and it was not possible to decide between these referents. 
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overgeneralise an alternation to include non-alternating verbs79. Because I feel the 
errors in the present data set are not per se conclusive, I will add information about the 
stress pattern. After all, identification of a constituent is often dependent on stress: 
stress may disambiguate two interpretations of a single response or, conversely, cast 
doubt on a hasty reading of the transcribed response. 
 
Table 8.5: Errors and repairs in argument linking 
 
girl, 7;3 een béer vallen 
  ‘a bear fall’ (INF) 
girl, 7;5 de blóem gòoit80 
  ‘the flower throws’ 
  de kóek ga snìjden 
  ‘the cake go (stem) cut’ 
  de kíndje valt de bèer 
  ‘the child (DIM) falls the bear’ 
 
boy, 8;8 (de meisje valt de doet) de beer valt 
  ‘the girl falls the does the bear falls 
boy, 8;9 bloemen goo.. de man ging gooien in de bak 
  ‘flowers thr.. the man went throw in the bin’ 
girl, 9;1 de meneer valt nee de beer valt zo op de grond 
  ‘the gentlemen falls no the bear falls thus on the ground’  
 
The first set of utterances represents errors. A theme is ungrammatically moved to 
subject position (de koek, de bloem) or a transitive frame is selected when the theme 
can only occur in subject position (de beer). However, these utterances face alternative 
readings. For example: ga is a stem form and is not connected to de koek by means of 
subject-verb agreement. In the preceding sentence, gooit can be a rudimentary form of 
the passive participle gegooid (which would argue for a reading like de bloem wordt 
gegooid, ‘the flower is thrown’).  
If we follow the stress pattern, on the other hand, the interpretation points at 
overgeneralisation. For instance, the utterance een beer vallen has the intonation of an 
elliptical sentence in which the first constituent is the direct object. The three 
utterances elicited from the 7;5 year old girl exhibit an intonation pattern that attributes 
subject status to the first constituent (more precisely, there is no stress pattern that 
justifies a topicalised reading in which theta-roles are linked non-canonically). I would 
argue that the stress pattern of the spoken sentences belies the ambiguity that we face 
when we read the utterance. Again, these errors are extremely rare - still, remember 
that such errors reflect the type of innovative representation that is inconsistent with 
conservative learning in the sense that Rice (1991) hypothesises it in SLI.  
                                                 
79As I mentioned before, errors of this kind (unlike, for instance, overregularised past tense forms) are 
almost always taken from diary reports by parents. This reflects their rare occurrence, the considerable 
amount of time one needs to spend with a child to encounter such errors. 
80Notation here goes as follows: in ‘de blóem gòoit’ bloem and gooit receive primary and secondary 
stress, respectively. 
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The examples in the lower part of table 8.5 illustrate the fact that children are 
sometimes misled by the visual presentation of the item and consequently appear to 
initiate an overgeneralised frame before correcting themselves. Again, these utterances 
may reflect uncertainty about the rules that are involved in the linking process. 
While reiterating the fact that these occurrences are rare, and in that sense necessarily 
non-consequential, it must be said that none of these errors or hesitations were found 
among the controls. 
  
8.3.2 Locative alternation 
 
8.3.2.1 Alternation 
 
The locative alternation takes place within the verb phrase (Levin, 1993). The items 
used in the task were: botsen (‘bump’), schrapen (‘scrape’), laden (‘load’) and wrijven 
(‘rub’). It is not right to say that these verbs undergo the same alternation, even when 
we abstract away from the specifics of Dutch. ‘Load’ and ‘rub’ take part in what Levin 
(1993) calls the spray/load-alternation, a subtype of the locative alternation. Either the 
location (goal) or the locatum (theme) is linked to the direct object. This is true for 
Dutch as well, but both verbs can substitute a particle for one argument or they can 
(for the sake of grammaticality) require the presence of a particle after the direct 
object. ‘Bump’ and ‘scrape’ are of a different type. ‘Bump’ is mentioned by Levin as 
undergoing the ‘with/against alternation’, as in: 
 she bumped the trolley against the door 
 she bumped the door with the trolley. 
In Dutch, where these items are concerned, the alternation involves alternating 
argument order rather than differential linking between theta-role and argument. 
 zij botste (met) het karretje tegen de deur (DOTPPG (PPTPPG)) 
 ‘she bumped (with) the trolley against the door’ 
 zij botste tegen de deur aan met het karretje (PPGPPT) 
 ‘she bumped against the door with the trolley’ 
So the alternation is between PPTPPG or DOTPPG on the one hand (the preposition is 
optional in the same way it was with the causitivising items) and PPGPPT on the 
other: when both constituents are PPs, there is only a differential ordering of 
arguments. One might question if this is alternation at all, in the sense of Levin (1993) 
and Pinker (1989). After all, the linking is similar (that is, does not alternate) if both 
thematic roles are linked to PPs. In any case, both constituents represent full phrasal 
arguments, and allow us to probe their realisation as verb complements, but it is clear 
that the ‘load’ and ‘rub’ items are more rewarding for exploring genuine alternation in 
Dutch. There were no clear examples of alternation with the ‘with/against’ items.  
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Table 8.6: Locative alternation: some illustrative examples 
 
SADOT Subject (agent) + Direct object (theme). 
  Hij botste de kar 
   ‘he bumped the car’ 
  Ze wreef de zalf 
  ‘she rubbed the ointment’ 
SADOG Subject (agent) + Direct object (goal). 
  ze wreef de schoen 
  ‘she rubbed the shoe81’ 
STPPG Subject (theme) + PP (goal) 
  De auto botste tegen de tafel 
  ‘the car bumped against the table’ 
SAPPG Subject (agent) + PP (goal) 
  Ze botste tegen de deur 
  ‘She bumped against the table’ 
DOGPPT Direct object (goal) + PP (theme) 
  Ze laadt de auto met stenen 
  ‘She loads the car with blocks’ 
PPGPPT PP (goal) + PP (theme). 
  Ze botst tegen de deur met de kar 
  ‘She bumps against the door with the car’ 
DOTP  Direct object (theme) + particle 
  Ze laadt de dozen in 
  ‘She loads the boxes in’ 
DOGP  Direct object (goal) + particle 
  Ze laadt de kar in 
  ‘She loads the trolley in’ 
DOGPvol Direct object (goal) + particle vol (‘full’) 
  Ze laadt de kar vol 
  ‘She loads the trolley full’ 
 
What can be said of the locative alternation results? First of all, remember that 
children with SLI performed poorly on this alternation (the difference with the normal 
controls was more significant than with the causative alternation; 8.2). Moreover, in 
the original comparison (Table 8.1), the criterion was adopted that if there was 
differential linking of theme and goal to direct object and PP between the items for the 
target verb, an alternation was scored. However, this allowed for the possibility of 
complementing the verb with one constituent only (of course, this is only true for 
laden and wrijven, where the alternation concerns the linking itself). If we add the 
requirement that both arguments must be produced (which means that we observe 
alternation not only as differential linking but also as differential ordering), there are 
even fewer alternations.  
 
                                                 
81For this item, the shoe polish was the theme. 
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The alternations that were found can be subdivided as follows82: 
 
 Children with 

SLI (n=35)  
VA matches 
(n=35) 

Adults controls 
(n=19) 

Laden - Two arguments 1 4 4 
Wrijven - One 
argument 

2 8 0 

Wrijven - Two 
arguments 

1 3 7 

 
This subclassification indicates, first of all, a lack of a consistency in performance by 
the adult subjects. The modest number of alternations they produced (although the 
proportion was higher than in the non-adult groups, if we remind ourselves of the size 
of the adult control group) makes it clear that one cannot set a criterion for a targeted 
performance (we might even say: an adult grammar) that must be reached ultimately 
by the children. There was a strong tendency among the adults to adopt a passive 
frame instead of an active one, a frame in which one of the two relevant theta roles 
was linked to the subject position. This obscured their awareness of alternation 
potential. Going by the selection of thematic roles linked to subjects in their (passive) 
sentences, it appears that the differential focus in the item presentation did not work 
with them either - the argument that was selected as the subject was not consistently 
related to the item that was highlighted visually in the task. (This indiscriminate 
pattern was also found among the children, whether for postverbal or - in the passives 
- preverbal expressions of the goal and theme roles).   
 
8.3.2.2 Verb complementation 
 
In sum, the production rate for locative alternations was low. Having taken stock of 
the alternations in the data, I will now concentrate on verb complementation. Because 
all of these verbs have two internal arguments, there is more opportunity for the 
children to exhibit varying verb complementation patterns than with the causative-
inchoative verbs. In short, analysis of the composition of the VP with these verbs 
proves to be more rewarding than the alternation figures are. First of all, the data on 
alternation should not lead us to think that arguments are often omitted. Instead, 
children quite often selected one particular (complex) sentence frame for both items. 
In the locative alternation - regardless of alternation subtype, this is true for both pairs 
of verbs - there are always two internal arguments involved, mapped from the thematic 

                                                 
82’One argument’ involves differential linking while at least one of the alternants consists of one 
argument only, so a full alternation that involves both arguments is not found. ‘Two arguments’ 
involves an alternation in which both arguments are involved. 
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roles theme and goal respectively. An analysis of these verb complements is necessary 
in order to draw conclusions on the availability of the verbs’ argument structure 
among our subjects. Table 8.7 contains the collapsed totals for all (four) items. One 
finding that should make us cautious concerns the take-up of the items. The target verb 
was not always used by the child. In the control group this response was found mainly 
with the youngest children. The latter finding is probably best explained by the 
children’s unfamiliarity with the verb item - some of these verbs are required rather 
late. Among the SLI children, unfamiliarity could be a corollary of potentially weaker 
lexical skills. 
 
The first question is, whether the groups are different in terms of the number of 
arguments they expressed in full83. In the Dutch data, there is a phenomenon that is 
intermediate between expression of one argument and expression of two arguments: 
sometimes one of the items is replaced by a particle. This adds up to three degrees of 
complexity in verb complementation: either one or two full-phrasal arguments, or a 
particle juxtaposed to a full argument. In order to enable a group comparison that 
reflects these different levels of complexity, the (numerous) categories that are lined 
up in Table 8.7 were collapsed. The complementation categories were abstracted away 
from and only their phrasal or particle status was considered. In a group comparison of 
the three categories, the following results were found: 

- for number of single phrasal argument expressions (either theme or goal): SLI 
= VA; 
- for number of double phrasal argument expressions (theme and goal): SLI < 
VA (p=.0000; Z=-4.5209); 
- for number of expressions in which one argument is substituted by a particle: 
SLI > VA (p=.0191; Z=-2.3437) 

These results add up to a picture that is not unlike the pattern found for the causative-
inchoative items. Again, the more complex (in this case: two argument) complements 
are produced less often by the language-impaired children. In addition, a more 
elliptical frame in which a particle complements a single phrasal argument is produced 
more often by these children.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
83I will not include adult data here: we are not looking at (normative) targets in language behaviour now, 
but at groupwise differences in verb complementation performance between the language-impaired and the 
normal children. 
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Table 8.7: Complementation in the locative task; absolute figures - group totals 
 
Complementation category Children with 

SLI 
VA Matches 

Target verb not used 75 53 
Bare verb: no complement 46 4 
Direct object = goal 35 19 
PP = goal 11 17 
Direct object = theme 1 8 
Direct object = theme; PP = goal 10 48 
PP = theme 5 4 
PP = theme; PP =goal 14 35 
Direct object = goal; particle 9 5 
Direct object = theme; particle 6 4 
Direct object = goal; PP = theme 1 4 
Direct object = goal; PP = theme; particle 0 3 
Direct object = goal; particle vol; PP = 
theme 

0 3 

Subject = theme; passive 1 2 
Direct object = goal; particle vol 8 0 
Subject = theme 8 1 
Subject = agent 4 1 
Subject = theme; PP = goal 19 38 
Subject = agent; PP = goal 20 22 
Subject = theme; Direct object = goal 1 0 
ambiguous 6 9 

 
8.3.2.3 A few words on particles 
 
The linguistic status of particles in Dutch is disputed. A number of linguists (e.g. 
Mulder, 1992) analyse them as small clauses. For other linguists, they are part of a 
verb, a so-called particle verb (Hoeksema, 1992). The discussion, as it does in these 
cases, revolves around linguistic analyses of sentences with particles and constituency 
tests. A  review of this discussion is not necessary for our purposes. There are benefits 
to the more conservative particle verb position: an important psycholinguistic 
implication of the particle verb reading is that particles are retrieved from the lexicon 
together with the verb root. I will return to this issue later and ask whether each 
particle can be attributed to a specific verb so that it can be expected to accompany the 
verb thanks to lexical knowledge on the part of the child.  
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Watkins and Rice (1991; Watkins, 1994) have added particles to the shortlist of 
linguistic elements that are vulnerable in SLI. Their study involved a comparison 
between prepositions and particles (the design of the present study does not allow for a 
similar comparison). Children with SLI performed worse on realisation of particles 
than on realisation of prepositions. Watkins and Rice employ this comparison to test 
Leonard’s Surface hypothesis. They point out that an identical element, under equal 
surface characteristics, can be used as a particle or a preposition and the Surface 
hypothesis by definition fails to distinguish between the two. Watkins and Rice did 
have a test case. They found that the results contradicted Leonard’s theory: there was a 
dissociation, in that the particles proved more difficult for the children with SLI than 
their prepositional counterparts. Watkins and Rice offer a possible explanation for the 
dissociation they found: “Because particle constructions involve multiword verb plus 
particle combinations, a limited verb lexicon may impede particle use and accuracy” 
(Watkins, 1994:57). It is true that children with SLI are known to have limited lexical 
resources - several investigations attest to that. However, the pattern - according to the 
literature - is unlike that of grammatical performance. While grammatical morphology 
traditionally falls short even of the behaviour of language (MLU) matches, the 
children’s lexical skills are often found to be equal to those of language matches, 
although they are poorer than those of chronological age matches. Abstracting away 
from the target language for a moment, Watkins’ rationale might be turned around and 
the prediction would then be that particles are a relative stronghold, precisely because 
they are retrieved from the lexicon together with the verb. But then again, I face 
another comparison than Watkins and Rice: I have to explain that SLI children have 
more difficulty in supplying the PP that is stored in the verb’s subcategorisation (or 
mapped from the action’s thematic structure) than they have in recruiting a verb, 
particle and all, from their lexicons84. 
Some characteristics of Dutch particles have been ignored here so far. Particles in 
Dutch exist as prefixes of (particle) verbs, but the prefixed form is exclusive to the 
infinitival verb. If the verb appears in second position, in finite form, the particle 
remains in the original (final) verb position and is thus separated from its verb head 
(Haegeman, 1991). This is unlike the typology of English, where the particle is never a 
prefix of the verb and a preposition-like prefix cannot be separated from the 
subsequent morpheme. The separation of particle and verb has been highlighted as an 
area of difficulty in research by Grimm and Weinert (1990): they found that German 
children with SLI sometimes put the finite verb including the prefix in second 
position. No such evidence was found in the present set of data. 
 
8.3.2.4 Theta role versus argument 
 
In the task under discussion here, the particle stands in for a full PP. For the analysis of 
verb complements this is important. This characteristic reveals, perhaps, what makes 
the particle appealing for children with SLI: they prefer a less complex expression of 

                                                 
84Some evidence was found in this study that language-impaired children had problems selecting the right 
preposition for a slot. This finding is not relevant for the comparison that Watkins and Rice made: they 
were not concerned with lexical decision but with the filling of obligatory contexts. 
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argument structure. I realise that this is a simple hypothesis. After all, is a particle less 
complex than a PP in a linguistic sense?  
An explanation that puts number of arguments on a par with degree of complexity 
could, in fact, read as predicting that children with SLI strive for a trivial kind of 
economy, in that their economy does not warrant an explanation along linguistic lines. 
Length, not structure, could be the decisive factor, to paraphrase the title of Menyuk 
and Looney’s seminal (1976) article.  
One testable hypothesis is that children with SLI put linguistic economy before 
economy in length. How they would do so is ambiguous, but one plausible prediction 
is that they will omit the oblique argument and sometimes substitute it with a particle 
(note that substitution of a particle leaves grammaticality unaffected). Canonically, this 
would imply a preference for the expression of theme over the expression of goal 
(6.2.3.1).  
Children with SLI have been shown here to fall short in the production of double 
argument complements. Because they produce single arguments as well, this does not 
inform us on whether they produce fewer themes as well as goals or, alternatively, 
whether one thematic role is underrepresented. One way of finding out about a 
thematic bias is by comparing the groups in their expression of thematic roles. For this 
to be done, all expressions of theme and goal were added up, not only the ones 
incorporated in a ditransitive frame (but the particle expressions are excluded). When 
results for the expression of either theta role are compared, the following group 
differences are found: 

- for number of expressions of theme: SLI<VA (p=.0000; Z=-4.8393) 
- for number of expressions of goal: SLI<VA (p=.0015; Z=-3.1768) 

Both thematic roles are produced less often by the language-impaired children (Both 
groups produced fewer themes than goals). Only if one role had revealed a difference 
while the other did not, we could have inferred a discrepancy that points at a semantic 
bias. Table 8.8 contains the absolute figures. 
 
Table 8.8. Number of expressions of theme and goal. Means (standard deviations) 
 
Thematic role Children with SLI VA matches 
Theme 0.94 (0.99) 3.05 (1.86) 
Goal 3.62 (2.36) 5.48 (2.30) 

 
8.3.2.5 An example: Laden (‘load’) 
 
Again, let us look at an exemplary item. The item laden will serve to illustrate some of 
the relevant issues (Table 8.9). First of all, this is one of the items that were not 
familiar to all of the children (including the youngest children in the control group; 
some were explicitly confused by a homonymous noun that means ‘drawers’), witness 
the cases in which the target verb was not used. The item illustrates the trend found for 
this type of alternation: there is a groupwise dissociation between DOTPPG and 
particle constructions. Particles are used marginally more often by children with SLI 
than by controls, PP’s are found much more frequently among the normals.  
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With laden, as with the other locative items, the alternation was not elicited 
successfully. Whatever the focus in the visual stimulus was, the children linked theme 
to direct object preferentially. This explains the similar results for both presentations. 
The item was meant to encourage the children to link theme to direct object in the 
theme-focused item and choose goal as a direct object when the visual focus was on 
the goal. In reality children (just like the adults) were not sensitive to this contrast or 
the elicitation procedure was not effective enough.  
It must be noted that one particle, vol (‘full’) - a particle that appears with this verb 
type, was used mainly by the SLI children. This particle “introduces a specification of 
how the container is affected” (Pinker, 1989:80) and follows only DOG, since the 
‘container’ is the goal of the action. It is remarkable that the SLI children more often 
show awareness of this aspect of the action. The other particle that is found here is in, 
which renders the action telic in the way the full prepositional phrase does. A 
preposition in would head the full phrase if it followed DOT85. 
 
Table 8.9: Results for laden ('load')  
 
Presentation: Focus on theme (A loads bricks into truck)  
Complementation category Children with SLI VA matches 
Target verb not used  16 13 
Target verb, no complement 2 0 
Direct object = goal 5 5 
Direct object = theme 2 1 
Direct object = theme, PP = goal  2 13 
Direct object = theme / particle 1 0 
Direct object = goal / particle 2 1 
Direct object = goal / vol (‘full’) / PP 
=theme 

0 1 

Direct object = goal / vol (‘full’) 4 0 
Subject = theme; passive voice 0 1 
PP = goal 1 0 

 
Presentation: Focus on goal (A loads boxes onto trolley) 
Complementation category Children with SLI VA matches  
Target verb not used 14 8 
Target verb, no complement  5 0 
Direct object = goal 4 5 
Direct object = theme 1 2 
Direct object = theme + particle 3 4 
Direct object = goal + particle 1 1 
Subject  = theme; passive voice 0 1 

                                                 
85Following up on the idea that the particle is retrieved with the verb:  inladen is a dictionary lemma, 
volladen is not (Geerts & Heestermans, 1992). While a dictionary is not a guide to language processing, it 
is clear that there is another reading besides in as the head of a PP. 
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Direct object = goal + vol (‘full’) 4 0 
Direct object = theme + PP = goal 3 13 
Direct object = goal + PP =theme 0 1 

 
8.3.3 Dative alternation 
 
Table 8.10: Dative alternation: some illustrative examples  
 
DOTPPG Direct object (theme) + PP (goal). 
  Hij gaf een cadeau aan de jongen en het meisje 
  ‘He gave a present to the boy and the girl’ 
DOGDOT Indirect object (goal) + Direct object (theme) 
  Hij gaf ze een cadeau 
  ‘He gave them a present’ 
 
Geven (‘give’) was the sole item by which the dative shift was elicited. Almost no 
instances of alternation surfaced in the responses. The prepositional dative was 
preferred over the double object construction whenever both arguments were 
expressed, by both groups of children. As with the locatives, realisations in which both 
arguments are expressed occurred less frequently with the language-impaired children. 
Also, they supplied an incomplete argument structure more often: some children 
omitted the goal role. Because there is only one item for the dative shift, the 
independence of group membership and expression of two arguments was probed by 
administering a chi-square test. The two variables (group membership and production 
of a ditransitive frame) were not independent (for the theme-focused item: x2=19.66, 
p=0.0000, for the goal-focused item: x2=5.04, p=0.0248). The ditransitive frame was 
associated with the control group.  
Bruyn et al. (1995) searched the Dutch share of the CHILDES database and checked it 
for first appearances of datives. The earliest instances they found took the form of 
double object datives. They concluded from their early appearance (as well as from 
data from Creole languages) that the double object dative is the unmarked form of the 
dative. However, there are issues of interpretation to be dealt with here. One of the 
examples supporting the claim is the utterance Pepijn stukje geven (‘Pepijn piece 
give’). This example is ambiguous in two ways86. First, the utterance is elliptical and 
thereby the Indirect Object - Direct Object - Verb word order is justified. Second, the 
child appears to be in a stage in which determiners are often omitted; the preposition 
might also be optional in that stage. In short, there is no way of verifying that a double 
object dative is not a rudimentary (immature) prepositional dative.  
I can only infer from the present data that the double object dative is rare - the 
prepositional dative seems to be the default form in use87. This is also manifested by 

                                                 
86The other examples the authors give are ambiguous for the very same reasons. 
87 Tapping my intuitions as a native speaker, my hunch is that double object datives are used regularly with 
a  pronominal form for the indirect object. In the present task, in which a scene is shown with actors and 
objects that are new, rather than part of given information, a pronoun is not the obvious word class to 
select for the referents. Subjects tended to use nouns in their responses.  
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the low frequency of alternating datives in the adult data (6 out of 19 subjects 
produced an alternation - the other subjects used only prepositional datives).   
The dative results (the results for the item geven) match those for the causative and 
locative alternation. Again, the more complex complements are used less often by the 
language-impaired children, witness their low frequencies for DOTPPG. Unlike with 
the alternations discussed previously, there is a substantial amount of argument 
omissions. Complements like DOT and PPG are incomplete. The DOT form is 
borderline grammatical: it must be justified by assuming ellipsis in co-ordination. 
PPG, on the other hand is plainly ungrammatical.   
 
Table 8.11: Results for geven (‘give’) 
 
Presentation: Focus on theme: A gives flowers to B 
Complementation category Children with 

SLI 
VA matches 

Target verb not used 0 0 
Target verb, no complement 4 0 
PP = goal 3 1 
Direct object = theme 11 4 
Direct object= goal; Direct object = 
theme88 

3 1 

Direct object = theme, PP = goal 13 29 
Ambiguous 1 0 

 
Presentation: Focus on goal: A gives present to boy and girl 
Complementation category Children with SLI VA matches 
Target verb not used 1 0 
Target verb, no complement 5 0 
PP = goal 2 0 
Direct object = theme 9 8 
Direct object= goal; Direct object = 
theme 

4 4 

Direct object = theme, PP = goal 14 23 
 
8.3.4 Conclusion 
 
The alternation results revealed that the SLI children were less versatile in their 
selection of a verb frame than the normally developing children. However, the number 
of alternations was low for both groups.  
For the verbs reviewed so far, a consistent complementation pattern is visible. If 
complexity is measured by the number of arguments that accompany the verb, 

                                                 
88Strictly speaking, calling the dative constituent a direct (rather than an indirect) object may be a 
misnomer. However, the category DOGDOT is useful in drawing attention to the occurrence of two 
constituents not headed by a preposition. 
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language-impaired children produce less complex verb complements. For most 
ditransitive categories, they perform worse than the vocabulary matches. Causative-
inchoative verbs allow for only one postverbal argument; with these verbs, the 
children with SLI prefer the inchoative variant, that has no postverbal argument. A 
final observation concerns the substitution of particles for phrasal arguments. These 
substitutions occurred more often in the responses of the SLI children. 
 
8.4 Resultative secondary predication 
 
 
8.4.1 Introduction 
 
A specific type of complex verb complementation involves resultative secondary 
predication. Here, the resultative phrase is not part of the argument structure of the 
verb. In the task devoted to these predicates (3.4.2.2.3.5), not only the use of 
resultative complements per se was addressed. In an attempt to monitor yet another 
type of linking (this time ‘world-to-word’ rather than theta-role to argument) a specific 
type of resultative was focused on. The targeted items were more complex in that they 
involved actions that pictured indirect action on an object. Take, for instance:  
‘she shakes the ball from the tree’.  
In this situation, the ball is not directly moved, but is manipulated only indirectly by 
way of shaking the tree. Therefore, one could argue that the theme that must be linked 
to the direct object position is not canonical: it is not the entity that undergoes the 
action itself. Instead, it is affected by the consequences of the action. ‘The tree’ could 
be called the canonical theme and ‘the ball’ the non-canonical theme. After all, the 
difference in canonicity is not in the matching of thematic role and constituent, but in 
the identification of the role-player that is seen as primarily undergoing the action. For 
practical purposes only, I will refer to ‘the ball’ as the non-canonical object (NCO). In 
Table 8.12, DOT2 is used for a direct object that is linked to a theme that is not 
directly manipulated; in the present example, ‘the ball’ is DOT2. 
 
Some of the items in this task allow us to explore whether the inferences that  children 
draw from the thematic structure can override the actual linking to non-canonical 
object that is proper for these items. 
There are grammatical restrictions to this construction type. Resultative secondary 
predication puts constraints on possible interpretations and, more importantly, on 
grammaticality. While in the example above ‘the ball’ is the object of this precise type 
of action, it can only be so in the presence of a ‘source’-related PP. The sentence  
‘she shakes the ball’,  
while being a grammatical rendition of a different (monotransitive) type of action, 
cannot be used to express what is involved in the action pictured in the video 
presentation - the problem here is with interpretation, not grammaticality. In short, not 
all linkings to the direct object position can, given the action presented to the children, 
be taken to mean the same thing. On the other hand, in the same sentence, omission of 
the theme (‘she shakes from the tree’) results in an ungrammatical sentence. The 
resultative construction involves two arguments that are both needed to justify the 
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structure as a grammatical one and to convey the meaning of the ‘resultative action’89. 
The latter requirement - that a source or goal argument must be accompanied by a 
direct object (a theme) is true for the non-canonical items as well. 
 
Table 8.12: Resultative task; some illustrative examples 
 
DOTPP  Direct object (theme) + PP90 
  Ze nieste de kaarten van de tafel 
  ‘She sneezed the postcards from the table’ 
  Hij snijdt het brood in vier stukken 
  ‘He cuts the bread in four pieces’ 
DOTP  Direct object (theme) + P (particle) 
  Hij gooide de emmer leeg 
  ‘He threw the bucket empty’ 
  Zij nieste de kaarten weg 
  ‘She sneezed the postcards away’ 
DOT2P Direct object 2 (non-canonical) + preposition/particle 
  ze knipte het konijntje af 
  ‘She cut the rabbit off’ 
DOT2PP Direct object 2 (non-canonical) + PP 
  ze knipte het konijntje van de tas 
  ‘she cut the rabbit from the bag’ 
DOT2  Direct object 2 (non-canonical)  
  hij gooide het water 
  ‘he threw the water’ 
VCL  bare target verb + resultative clause (co-ordination) 
  hij lachte en de beker viel van zijn buik 
  ‘he laughed and the mug fell from his belly’ 
DOTCL Direct object (theme) + resultative clause (co-ordination) 
  hij schudde de boom en de bal viel omlaag 
  ‘he shook the tree and the ball fell down’ 
 
Three verbs contained in the task (knippen, ‘cut with scissors’, stoten, ‘knock’, and 
schudden, ‘shake’) allow for the selection of a non-canonical theme as the direct 
object. Because the canonical theme is also available in the visual of the action 
sequence, children may be tempted to link that to the direct object position instead of 
putting the non-canonical theme there. A viable way of implicating the non-canonical 
theme is by selecting a DOTCL complement in which the canonical theme is 
expressed as the single postverbal argument and the consequence of the action (its 

                                                 
89The fact that this construction is positioned in between syntax and verb semantics (the information 
contained in the verb lemma) is illustrated by its absence from the Wordnet verb inventory (Fellbaum., 
1993). Typically, when checking for these verbs in the Wordnet Browser, one finds a transitive 
subcategorisation frame - that is apparently intrinsic to the verb information - but not a resultative one. The 
only specimen of a resultative frame is given for ‘knock’: “He knocked the glass clear across the room”. 
However, the sentence frame that heads this example is “somebody __ s something”. 
90Note that in the resultative VPs,  the PP is not always a PPG; for instance, in the first example the PP 
expresses the source of the action (“the start point of motion”: Trask, 1993).   
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effect on the non-canonical theme) is relegated to a separate main clause (see the 
example in Table 8.12). 
Other verbs that can have a resultative complement are not elicited by action 
sequences in which an alternative theme is available for linking to the direct object 
position (schoppen, ‘kick’, blazen, ‘blow’ and vegen, ‘sweep’) - for these items, only 
one theme can be linked to direct object. Here we are faced with a double argument 
expression that similarly describes an action of ‘caused motion’ (Tomasello, 1998; 
Goldberg, 1995) but that lacks the ambiguity in linking that is characteristic of the 
‘non-canonical verbs’. Some other verbs were prompted that did not allow for 
differential action-theme linking (although the possibility of an non-canonical theme 
might be cognitively available!): niesen (‘sneeze’), trekken (‘pull’), lachen (‘laugh’), 
opsluiten (‘shut’), huilen (‘cry’) and gooien (‘throw’). In all of these instances we were 
interested in the sort of  complements the children would select with the verbs. Some 
items stretched the complementation potential somewhat by visualising verbs in a 
‘transitive’ context while the verb was intransitive: ‘sneeze’, ‘laugh’. In Dutch it is 
possible to render these verbs transitive by adding a resultative complement (the 
niesen item in Table 8.12 is an illustrative example91). English seems less tolerant of 
this rather innovative argument structure.92 
 
The questions I will now raise are: 
- How do SLI children compare to normally developing children in their ability to link 
a non-canonical theme to the direct object position? Errors that derive from a difficulty 
with this linking process would show as follows: the canonical theme would be linked 
to the direct object position in the absence of a resultative clause (CL) (sections 8.4.2.1 
to 8.4.2.3). 
- How do SLI children compare to normally developing children in their expression of 
the postverbal arguments that are part of the resultative construction (8.4.2.4)? 
  
8.4.2 A look at the non-canonical items 
 
A close look at the items that require non-canonical mapping (in the sense described 
before) will precede a quantitative group comparison that involves all resultative 
items. This allows us to take a look at the particular forms that the complements take 
before collapsing them into more generic categories. 
 

                                                 
91This verb will not be discussed in detail. To illustrate the viability of the DOTPP(source) option with 
niesen in Dutch, I should mention that this complement was used with the verb by 2 children with SLI and 
8 VA matches.  
92Interestingly Tomasello (1998), in a recent review article on Goldberg (1995) highlights the sentence 
‘She sneezed the napkin off the table’ - a near carbon copy of the action pictured in the present task - as an 
example of how an intransitive verb might find itself in a sentence frame that apparently violates the verb’s 
subcategorisation, provided there is a ‘transitive’ context that appeals to native speakers’ knowledge of 
constructions that prevail in their native language. Goldberg relies on the notion of ‘construction’, as an 
abstraction away from the verb lexicon, in order to justify such innovations and, more importantly, she 
claims that speakers rely on constructions as well. 
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8.4.2.1 Knippen (‘cut with scissors’) 
 
In this video segment a person is shown who wears a rucksack with a toy rabbit 
attached to it by a string. A girl walks over to her and she cuts the string with a pair of 
scissors so that the rabbit falls off. The target response is something like the Dutch 
equivalent of ‘She cuts the rabbit off the rucksack’ (see Table 8.12). In this case we 
cannot say that the canonical theme is the bag. More specifically, it is the string that 
connects the bag and the rabbit that undergoes the action directly.  
Table 8.13 shows the behaviour of both groups on this item. The response pattern 
reveals a sharp difference between the performance of the language-impaired children 
and the normally developing children. The children with SLI quite often omit any verb 
complement (a response labelled ‘bare verb’), and only one third of them produce the 
prototypical DOTPP response (see Table 8.12; as Table 8.13 shows, the PP with this 
item typically expresses the source of the action). The normals, on the other hand, 
predominantly express both arguments in a DOTPP constellation. Any confusion 
arising from the non-canonicity of the DO-linked theme is hardly influential: only a 
few of the children select the canonical theme together with a resultative particle (as 
in: de meisje knipt de touw doormidden - ‘the girl cuts the string in two’; doormidden 
is a particle, the utterance is from a language-impaired boy, aged 9;1). Two of the 
controls select a canonical theme as DO and transfer the result of the action to a co-
ordinate clause. Another finding is that while the SLI group do use fewer DOTPPs, 
there is no difference in the production of DOTPs. 
  
The DOTPP numbers require some explanation. A PP in Dutch can also (instead of 
Preposition + Determiner + Noun) take the form of a prepositional predicate like eraf 
(the best approximation in English would be ‘off it’, but the form resembles archaic 
English forms like ‘therein’). Out of 12 DOTPP responses from the SLI children, 6 
took this form. Within the control group, this was true for 6 out of 26 occurrences. 
This leaves us with 6 and 20 genuine PPs (PPs that include an NP), respectively. In 
addition, three of the children with SLI produced a PP with a preposition af (af de tas, 
‘off the bag’). Af, however, is not a preposition but an adverb. In the source PP in this 
example it should occur after the NP, not before the NP (the correct sequence would 
run: van de tas af, ‘from the bag off’). Finally, the two occurrences of a single PP 
(source) complement represent a violation of the argument structure of this verb.   
 
Table 8.13. Item: Knippen, results 
 
 Children 

with SLI 
VA 
matches 

Target verb not used 3 0 
Bare verb 10 0 
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PP = source 2 0 
Direct object = theme (NCO93), PP = 
source 

12 26 

Direct object = theme (CO), particle 2 1 
Direct object = theme (NCO), particle 6 5 
Direct object = theme (CO), resultative 
clause 

0 2 

Ambiguous 0 1 
8.4.2.2 Stoten (‘knock’) 
 
This item was illustrated by showing an agent inadvertently brushing against a table as 
a consequence of which a cardboard box falls from the table. It seems that the image 
was misleading: the two events (‘brushing’ and ‘falling’, say) were never expressed in 
a single resultative frame94 by the children. Among the adult controls, 5 responses out 
of 19 did contain a full DOTPP complement. While, again, this did not warrant a 
criterion for the children, it did at least show that NCO-linking was a viable option in 
the view of native speakers. In the absence of a conflated label for the entire action, 
this results in the expression of a single argument (with or without an additional 
resultative particle) or of  a clause. The theme was linked most often to a PP, usually 
headed by the preposition tegen (‘against’). The result of the action, if it was expressed 
at all, was transferred to a resultative clause starting with ‘and then...’ (either en dan or 
en toen - the two meanings of ‘then’ being lexicalised as individual adverbs in Dutch: 
4.2.2). It should be noted that the DOT productions (3 with the language-impaired 
children, 1 with a normal child) are not grammatical. An example is de meneer stoot 
de tafel, ‘the gentleman knocks the table’ (boy, 8;5, SLI).   
Unlike with the previous item, the responses - at least among the children - did not 
contain two (phrasal) arguments, for reasons I just mentioned: the action was not 
labelled in full, but analysed into its component parts. The most obvious part of the 
action was the part where the agent knocks against the table. This calls for a theme-
linked PP, that was found more often in the output of the control group than in the 
responses of the language-impaired children. The same was true for the co-ordinate 
clause (DOTCL).  
 
Table 8.14:  Item: Stoten, results 
 Children with SLI VA matches 
Target verb not used 2 1 
Bare verb 11 2 
Direct object = theme (CO) 3 1 
PP = theme (Canonical)  9 14 

                                                 
93NCO non-canonical object (shorthand for: direct object linked to non-canonical theme; 8.4.1). CO = 
direct object linked to canonical theme. 
94While the item would have elicited a more complex response if the cardboard box had been knocked off 
the table by direct manipulation, under such a presentation the item would have been irrelevant for the 
non-canonical linking rationale.  
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PP = theme (Non-canonical) 3 1 
PP = source 195 0 
Direct object = theme (CO), particle 2 2 
Direct object = theme (NCO), particle 0 1 
Direct object = theme (CO), resultative clause 0 4 
Direct object = theme (NCO), particle, resultative 
clause 

0 1 

PP = theme (Canonical), resultative clause 3 7 
Ambiguous 1 1 

8.4.2.3 Schudden (‘shake’) 
 
Here, a sequence was shown in which a boy shakes a ball from a tree. This means that 
the thematic role linked to the PP is the source of the action. Like with the knippen 
item, we expected a DOTPP response from the child and, again, the DO was to be 
linked to a theme that is only indirectly manipulated (NCO). The ball is not touched, 
whereas the tree is. It appears from the responses to this item, that sometimes the 
canonical theme is selected and linked to either DO or PP. The DOT (NCO) responses 
(in which the ball is shaken) represent errors, although they do not result in 
ungrammatical sentences. As I mentioned before, a monotransitive complement of this 
kind involves an erroneous interpretation of the event pictured in the action segment.  
The performance on this item by the children with SLI can be said to be different from 
that of the controls on three measures: children with SLI once again use more verbs 
with zero complementation, they produce fewer (source) PPs and also add fewer co-
ordinate clauses that contain the result of the action. 
 
Table 8.15: Item: Schudden, results 
 
 Children with 

SLI 
VA matches 

Target verb not used 4 0 
Bare verb 7 2 
Direct object = theme (CO) 3 2 
Direct object = theme (NCO) 2 0 
Direct object = theme (NCO), PP = source 9 16 
Direct object = theme (NCO), particle 1 1 
Direct object = theme (CO), resultative 
clause 

1 5 

Bare verb, resultative clause 3 2 
PP = theme (Canonical) 2 3 
PP = theme (Canonical), resultative clause 0 4 
Ambiguous 3 0 

 
                                                 
95This occurrence contained a lexical error similar to the one we found with knippen : the adverb af was 
used in a preposed position. 
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8.4.2.4 Group comparison across items 
There is a pattern in the results for the SLI group for the three individual items I just 
discussed and the pattern does not concern the canonicity issue. Canonicity is only 
marginally involved in the performance of the children. The distinctive behaviour of 
the children with SLI consists mainly of their reluctance to supplement the verb with 
more than one phrasal argument. A reduction ‘strategy’ sometimes harms the full 
expression of a single (PP) argument as well. 
In the other items used in this task, that were selected to be contrasted with the 
characteristics of the previous three, the children also had the opportunity of supplying 
two arguments (usually theme and goal) with the target verb. This makes it possible to 
extend the comparison across groups for complexity of argument structures to include 
more items. In order to make such a comparison viable, the non-canonical and 
canonical categories will be collapsed96 so that the resulting categories can be defined 
by the complexity of the arguments, regardless of the linking rules they represent. A 
benefit of this expanded comparison is that the take-up of these items was much better 
than with the locative items (Table 8.7) - this adds to the value of this comparison. 
Apparently the items were more familiar to the children than some of the verbs in the 
previous tasks.   
Table 8.16 shows the results. A clear-cut conclusion from the complementation 
patterns seen so far is that language-impaired children produced fewer double-
argument complements and resorted more often to particles that could stand in for full 
PPs. With the resultative verbs, the children had two ways of expressing the goal (or 
the source) inherent in the action: as PPs or, once more, as particles. Because the take-
up of these items was more consistent than of the verbs undergoing the locative 
alternation, there are more tokens here of complements that contain a theme as well as 
a goal. The picture that arises from these results is a blown-up version of the one for 
the locative verbs. Children with SLI clearly fell short on DOTPP production as 
compared to the controls (p=.0000; Z=-4.8067), but equalled the normals in particle 
production. (As before, the SLI children also produced more verbs with zero 
complementation (p=.0216; Z=-2.2968)). I should stress that in general for the 
PP/particle dissociation we are not talking about differences in grammaticality, but 
about differences in complexity. This data set summarises the pattern that was found 
for the alternating items (8.3): there is a dissociation in the language-impaired 
children’s output, the contours of which are more clearly profiled here, between the 
occurrence of prepositional phrases and particles.  
 
Table 8.16: Complementation in the resultative task; absolute figures - group totals 
  
 Children with SLI VA matches 
Target verb not used 168 95 
Bare verb: no complement 137 77 
Direct object = theme 25 22 
PP = theme 13 16 
PP = goal 29 2 

                                                 
96This entails the DOT2 categories in Table 8.12 - elsewhere named NCO and CO, respectively.  
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Direct object = theme; PP = goal 38 96 
Direct object = theme; PP = other 23 50 
Direct object = theme; particle 79 85 
Verb + resultative clause 30 18 
Direct object = theme; resultative 
clause 

0 14 

 
 
 
 
 
8.5 Clausal complementation 
 
 
Table 8.17: Clausal complement - example 
 
CLDO  Small-clausal direct object (clausal complement)  
  ze probeert de vuilnisbak op te tillen 
  ‘she tries to lift the bin’ 
 
In a separate task, children were prompted to produce verbs that needed a clausal 
complement, either a small clause starting with the formative (om) te (‘to’) + infinitive 
or a dependent clause beginning with alsof (‘as if’). The three verbs that were probed 
were the catenative verbs helpen (‘help’) and proberen (‘try’) as well as the verb doen 
alsof (‘pretend’ or, literally, ‘act as if’). 
Before discussing the results on these items, I mention the extent to which the adults 
7added clausal complements to the verbs. Among 19 subjects, 11 used a clausal 
complement for helpen, all 19 did so for proberen, and 18 out of 19 complemented 
doen alsof with a clause. With helpen, there is an alternative response, DOTPPG, that 
lacks the small-clausal verb. An example is Hij helpt haar de boom in97 (‘he helps her 
the tree in’, a grammatical rendering for Dutch, that means: ‘he helps her (to get) into 
the tree’). This construction was often selected by the adults, so clausal 
complementation for helpen does not offer an adult level of achievement that can be 
used as a norm to refer back to. The highly frequent production of clausal objects with 
doen alsof by the adult speakers suggests that this construction type is the adult norm, 
yet to be achieved by the children.   
The language-impaired children as a group performed in a way that replicates their 
behaviour on the previous items: more bare verbs than the controls (p=0.0585; Z=             
-1.8916), again raising doubts about their ability to complement a verb, and lower 
frequencies on the more complex verb complementations. The group difference for 
CLDO was significant (p=0.0012; Z=-3.2463). I should add here that both with helpen 
and with proberen, three of the CLDO occurrences in the impaired group lacked the 
particle te.  
                                                 
 97For this discussion, I ignore the fact that de boom in is an NP followed by a directional adverb, rather 
than a PP.  
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Table 8.18: Clausal complementation: results 
 
helpen (‘help’) Children with SLI VA matches 
Target verb not used 3 0 
Bare verb 11 3 
Direct object = theme 9 8 
Direct object = theme, PP = 
goal 

4 8 

Clausal object 8 15 
ambiguous 0 1 

 
proberen (‘try’) Children with SLI VA matches 
Target verb not used 7 1 
Bare verb 9 2 
Direct object = theme 0 2 
Clausal object 18 30 
ambiguous 1 0 

 
doen alsof (‘pretend’) Children with SLI VA matches 
Target verb not used 12 4 
Bare verb 12 12 
Clausal object 11 19 

 
 
8.6 Conclusion 
 
 
If the results from the past sections are added up, a summary would read as follows. 
Children with language impairment prefer to express the verbs’ thematic structure in a 
simple argument structure. They produce many instances of bare verbs, even when 
verbs are transitive. It is not clear whether this is caused by a superficial economy in 
the output (in the sense that they are economical with their words) or by uncertainty 
about the requirements of transitivity (not knowing how to subcategorise the verb). 
Monotransitivity is preferred over ditransitivity. This occasionally leads to violations 
of subcategorisation constraints; the violations are nearly exclusive to the SLI group. 
When a less complex alternative is available, in that a particle can be substituted for a 
full PP, SLI children produce the particle more often. 
Unlike the locative verbs, the resultative verbs are accompanied by complements that 
are not fully accounted for in their subcategorisation. In particular, the resultative 
predicate is not a part of it. If children produce less complex complements with these 
verbs, it is not necessarily a reflex of an incomplete argument structure.    
Finally, in the resultative task, a complicating factor was introduced: the linking to 
direct object of a theme that is not directly affected. The consequent non-canonicity 
influenced the results only marginally. 
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In the data pertaining to the tasks under review so far, occasional errors were found. 
These errors were few in number, but they occurred mainly in the language-impaired 
group. Without intending to inflate the value of these findings, I will quote some 
examples. These errors represent incorrect argument structures like the ones that were 
occasionally witnessed in the Bol and Kuiken (1988) corpus (7.2.3). For example, four 
children produced erroneous argument structures with the verb geven (‘give’) - I will 
only cite examples performed on this item, as they were the most unambiguous: 
 
M (7;5) de papa geeft naar die meisje en naar die jongen 
  ‘the daddy gives to that girl and to that boy’ 
A (7;7) dat meisje ging aan die vrouw geven 
  ‘that girl go (PAST) to that woman give’98 
 
In these utterances, only the goal is linked to an argument; the theme is omitted. While 
omission of the goal PP (or NP) is permitted, omission of the theme NP is not. One 
might object that, if the child is prompted the verb, a response such as the ones we see 
here point at a failure to fulfil the obligations of the task rather than a violation of 
argument structure that derives from an incomplete representation of the argument 
structure of geven. In that sense, these responses may be interpreted in the same way a 
DOT complement is (although the DOT option is more admissible if seen in 
potentially elliptical contexts).   
 
I would like to add a few incidental observations. While the coding of the children’s 
responses was done in a consistent way, the categories do not reflect all characteristics 
of the SLI children’s output. Even if it was possible to identify thematic roles and 
arguments in a reliable way, the utterances were different from the output of the 
controls. The responses were riddled with non-fluency: mazes occurred quite often and 
indicated hesitations in the production of the argument structures. Lexical errors were 
more frequent than among the normally developing children. In particular, incorrect 
prepositions were selected99. Also, actions were occasionally labelled by the wrong 
verb item - this is an area that will be addressed directly in Chapter 9, when the focus 
will be on specificity in action naming. 
The agreement errors reported in Chapter 4 occurred in the responses to this task as 
well, including errors in determiner selection. (Also, though this is an observation that 
is not relevant here, kinship relations were often hypothesised in an unexpected way).  
The output, in short, was different from that of the normals in a number of aspects that 
lie beyond our research scope. While these variables were not included in our research 
                                                 
98In the first example the preposition naar is substituted for aan. Aan is the proper item to precede an NP 
in a dative role. Naar is a directional preposition not fit for this slot. Ging is the past tense form of the 
pleonastic auxiliary verb gaan that we have encountered before. 
99Examples are: gooien aan (‘throw’) instead of gooien naar, geven tegen (‘give’) instead of geven aan, 
duwen aan (‘push’) instead of duwen naar. Gooien and duwen were control items included to elicit an 
innovative dative alternation. While alternation did not occur, in just these few instances the children did 
select the preposition that is proper within the prepositional dative - aan - instead of a directional 
preposition. Tegen (‘against’) is an error in the sense that the example quoted above (naar) is.  
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questions, their impact made the labelling by category of the language-impaired 
children’s responses more difficult than with the controls. It is important to at least 
consider this context - it exists even while we manage to salvage codable responses 
from the corpus. This general impression also contributes to a picture of SLI that 
involves a broader range of symptoms than certain theoretical points of view may lead 
us to think.  
 
 
 
 
8.7 Is there a correlation between agreement and argument structure in 
SLI? 
 
 
The second research question in this chapter is: 

- Do verb-morphological problems correlate with verb argument structure 
problems in the output of children with SLI? 

The rationale for this question was outlined in section 3.2. In the same chapter 
(3.4.3.1) the composition of the groups involved in the present comparison was 
described. The selection of the children was reported in Chapter 4 (4.2.4, 4.3.4).  
To recapitulate, a criterion was chosen to distinguish children with a marked 
morphological error rate from children whose output showed only marginal 
vulnerability of grammatical morphology. In the present section I return to these two 
groups, in order to establish whether the two linguistic symptom areas - tense and 
agreement on the one hand, alternation and verb complementation on the other - 
interrelate empirically. 
On a number of measures a comparison will be made between a group of children who 
under the criteria set in Chapter 4 showed significant morphological shortcomings 
(called the M+ group in section 3.4.3.1; n=15) and a group of children who did not 
(labelled M-, n=9). Unfortunately, the groups are unequal in size - statistics will have 
to deal with this difference. In the formation of the groups, priority was given to the 
selection of children who belonged in the group without a reasonable doubt. 
 
In a relative sense, these groups represent children in whom functional category 
problems are absent or present, respectively. They were compared on measures of verb 
complementation. 
In order to address correlation between morphology and verb argument structure, I 
have included the most informative categories from each of the tasks discussed in this 
chapter. Most of them revealed significant differences between the language-impaired 
children and the normals. Taking these variables as a measure of the extent to which 
verb argument structure is affected, the same difference will now be probed for an SLI 
group-internal comparison. 
In addition to categories that showed a significant difference between the impaired 
children and the controls, other categories that involved a particle were added. After 
all, they might stand in for the PPs that children with SLI performed poorly on. The 
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aim now is to determine whether the between-group difference on various measures is 
mirrored by a within-group discrepancy that divides children with SLI.  
A viable hypothesis is, that the SLI/VA difference will be mirrored by a M+/M- 
difference. The M+ children are predicted to perform more poorly on complex 
complements than the M- children. If this prediction is confirmed, the position that the 
symptoms of grammatical SLI (after all, the M+ children can be argued to exhibit the 
symptoms of grammatical SLI more clearly than the M- children) are confined to 
functional categories must be rejected.    
A Mann-Whitney U test was performed for the categories in Table 8.19. The causative 
items were not included because they represent monotransitive or intransitive verb 
frames and by definition did not allow for the double argument complementation. 
Apart from the individual categories (the resultative, locative and dative items) 
collapsed scores were entered for: bare verbs, single arguments, double arguments and 
single arguments plus particle combinations. The only category that revealed a 
significant difference between the M+ and M- groups was the ditransitive use of 
geven. The M- outperformed the M+ group on that measure (p=0.0796; Z=-1.7691). 
This finding is in line with the prediction. 
Another way of probing the relationship between the two areas that are investigated in 
this study is by measuring correlation. Using the same collapsed categories as in the 
M+/M- comparison (single arguments, double arguments etc.), none correlated with 
group membership.   
Let me add one element to this line of reasoning. Language-impaired children, as a 
group, do not perform as well as normals on measures of argument structure. Within 
the language impaired group the M+ and M- group differ on one measure only. The 
fact that M- children also have difficulties in verb complementation, argues for a 
different dissociation pattern: it reveals that a problem with verb complementation can 
exist in the relative absence of  morphological failure. 
 
Table 8.19: Comparison of verb complementation results between a group of children 
with (M+) and a group of children without (M-) significant morphological errors; the 
figures are group means 
 
 M+ 

(n=15) 
M- 
(n=9) 

Number of alternations 1.00 0.78 
Causative task:   
Bare verb 0.40 0.33 
ST0 1.93 1.88 
SAPPT / SADOT 2.20 2.88 
Locative task:   
Bare verb 1.46 1.11 
Single postverbal argument 2.73 2.44 
Double postverbal argument 0.46 1.11 
Single postverbal argument + 
particle 

0.73 0.66 
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Resultative task:   
Bare verb 4.46 2.77 
Single postverbal argument 1.93 1.66 
DOTPP 1.26 2.44 
DOTP 2.20 3.11 
VCL 0.60 1.11 
Clausal complementation task   
Bare verb 1.20 0.78 
Clausal complements 0.93 1.33 
Geven: DOTPPG + DOGDOT 0.53 1.11 

 
The results of the comparison within the language-impaired group could be taken to be 
self-explanatory. After all, they could be read as indicating that the diagnosis ‘specific 
language impairment’ predicts the children’s performance on all tasks, be they 
morphological or not. However, the findings are not trivial if put in the context of the 
course that SLI research has taken. In recent years the attention has concentrated ever 
more on the morphological components of the grammar. Gopnik (1990) has paved the 
way for a conception of specific language disorder according to which this focal point 
is more than heuristic. She has argued that this is the key area affected in SLI. 
Theoretically, she has proposed grammatical modules (first labelled semantico-
syntactic features, later implicit morphological rules) that are uniquely implicated in 
the disorder. Finding morphological problems to be associated with limitations in verb 
complementation is therefore intriguing100. Other theories that narrowly focus on 
grammatical morphology as the ‘clinical marker’ of SLI are also contradicted by these 
findings.  
Argument structure might have been unaffected. However, it was not. A different type 
of SLI could have been found that is characterised only (or mainly) by difficulties in 
verb complementation. This was not the case. What was found was a close association 
of shortcomings in morphology and verb argument structure. The significance of this 
finding is that we must broaden our concept of language impairment so that it includes 
aspects of language that lie beyond functional categories. 
In the conclusion of this book (Chapter 10) this issue will be revisited. The 
implications of the co-occurrence of symptoms in two areas - verb morphology and 
verb complementation - in one type of disorder will be discussed there.  
 

                                                 
100I do not refer here to the correlation analysis in which verb complementation was related to membership 
of the M+ or M- group. No correlation was found. Instead, I take the poor performance on verb 
complementation among the SLI group as a whole to indicate that both areas are symptomatic of SLI. 



 

 

9. Verb specificity 
 
 
 
9.1 Introduction 
 
 
In this chapter, the final research question is answered: 

Do children with SLI differ from normals in the specificity with which they 
name actions, as expressed in specific versus non-specific verb labels? 

 
In Chapter 6, a survey was given of research on the verb lexicon of children with SLI. 
In particular, the studies on diversity by Rice and her colleagues were discussed in 
some depth (6.3.2). The main claims that were made in these studies are that lexical 
verb diversity is low in children with SLI and that a small set of general all-purpose 
(GAP) verbs constitutes a disproportionate part of their lexicon (Rice, 1991; Rice & 
Bode, 1993; Watkins et al., 1993). In Chapter 7, some of these claims were put to the 
test. For the data gathered by Bol and Kuiken (1988) Verb Type Token Ratios were 
computed. In addition, a set of high frequency verbs was established, following the 
method of Watkins et al. (1993). Verb diversity was found not to differ between SLI 
children and their MLU matches. As for the GAP verbs, I argued that circularity easily 
enters the analysis of GAP verb use if there is no criterion by which to determine the 
hypernym status of the verb (7.2.4). As an alternative, I proposed the Wordnet lexical 
database as a way of measuring the degree of specificity of a lexical item.  
In this chapter an experiment will be described that contains action items for which the 
labels were located in the Wordnet hierarchy beforehand. The items call for specific 
verbs for which a non-specific alternative is available. In the next section I will 
elaborate on the rationale that underlies the Wordnet program. The experiment (that 
was described in section 3.4.4.2) requires the children to name actions watched on 
video. The actions depicted represent manners of performing an action. This makes the 
task a measure of children’s propensity either to select a specific verb or to resort to a 
less specific verb label. The four sets of verbs that were investigated referred to: 
manners of going, manners of putting, manners of cutting and manners of cleaning. 
‘Go’, ‘put’, etc. are the hypernymic verbs that could stand in for the specific label. 
 
Verb specificity has a relationship to argument structure, Rice (1991) proposed. Low 
diversity equals a small number of verb items (types). Low diversity also, by 
implication, involves a small number of argument structures. In Rice’s view, children 
with SLI face difficulties learning verbs. That verbs have argument structures is one of 
the factors that contribute to their complexity. The claim that the argument structures 
of GAP verbs are stand-ins for the argument structures of more specific verbs entails 
that argument structures of specific verbs are more vulnerable than those of GAP 
verbs. A prediction that follows from this is that the argument structures of 
semantically non-specific verbs are more robust than the argument structures of verbs 
that are specified for manner. This prediction will be tested in section 9.3.         
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9.1.1 Verbs in the lexicon 
 
Before the past decade, most of traditional lexical semantics was devoted to other 
categories than verbs. Nouns drew substantially more attention. Older books on 
semantics more or less ignore verbs in their description of semantic features and 
relations (Kempson, 1977; Lyons, 1977). The shift in focus from nouns to verbs was 
accompanied by a boom in studies that targeted verb argument structure. The 
consequence was that lexicography changed.  
Levin and Pinker’s (1991) volume (entitled, after all, Lexical and conceptual 
semantics) is a showcase for the changing approach to lexicography. In it, all but one 
of the chapters are about verb argument structure and event structure. Pinker’s (1989a) 
book as well as Levin’s (1993) monograph are outspoken illustrations of this new 
school of semantics. The syntactic behaviour of verbs is taken as the reference point 
for fine-grained taxonomies that classify verbs by how they behave differently when a 
single component of meaning sets them apart. This specificity is required for the 
investigator to be able to explain which verb frames the verbs allow or disallow. It is 
not primarily provoked by differences in the actions that the verbs label. After all, the 
issue that requires explanation is precisely that verbs that have apparently identical 
meanings do not have the same (set of) subcategorisation frames (take Pinker’s 
example of how ‘give’ allows for a double object dative, while ‘donate’ does not). So 
we find books that have the word ‘semantics’ in their titles and at the same time tap a 
lot of syntactic sources between their covers. Perhaps the intricate correlation of 
syntax and semantics that verbs demonstrate is what made lexicographers wary of 
verbs in the first place.  
 
In this chapter,  I concentrate first of all on lexicon-internal relations. The issue here is 
world-to-word linking. 
  
The problems that confront a lexicographer when the meaning of a verb must be 
determined are sketched by Miller and Fellbaum (1991). When lexical items are 
described in a hierarchical way, verbs lack some of the basic 'building blocks' that 
permit decomposition of meaning in nouns. For instance, part-whole relationships are 
not a valid tool for decomposing verbs. It cannot be truly said that whispering is 'a part 
of talking'. A more correct formula would be: 'whispering is a way of talking'. This is 
how Miller and Fellbaum (1991) want to account for lexical relations between verbs: 
verbs are related to their hypernyms by a troponymical relationship - 'tropos' meaning 
'a way of, a manner or fashion’101. In their lexical model - that is operationalised in 
Wordnet, a computerised lexicon - verbs are connected by troponymy and entailment 
relations. The Wordnet ‘Browser’ can be consulted on various relations. Taking the 
verb pour, the Browser can specify what synonyms are available, what hypernyms 

                                                 
101The manners in which a troponym may specify its hypernym are manifold: “Since the aim is to study 
relations between verbs, rather than between the building blocks that make them up, the many different 
kinds of elaboration that distinguish a ‘verb hyponym’ from its superordinate have been merged into a 
manner relation [...] dubbed troponymy” (Fellbaum, 1993:47).  
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there are (pour is one way of...), what troponyms it has (particular ways to pour) and 
what pouring entails. (At the same time, for any noun X, the Browser will show that X 
is ‘a kind of’ Y, or ‘a part of’ Z.)   
The term ‘relational semantics’ finds a new context in the Wordnet literature. As 
Fellbaum (1993) points out, relational semantic analysis can be contrasted with 
semantic decomposition as a different way of looking at word meaning. While 
semantic decomposition analyses meaning into the smallest atoms of meaning, 
relational analysis starts from lexical items. Word meanings are marked off in relation 
to the meanings of adjoining lexical items. This is done by making the relation 
between lexical items explicit in formulas like the ones cited in the previous paragraph 
(decomposition, on the other hand, would involve specifying all semantic features 
involved). 
Decomposition is always at stake when word meaning is analysed. Descriptively, verbs 
may be decomposed into classes on the basis of common aspects of semantic structure. 
Miller (1990) specifies non-core information by referring to troponymic relations: a verb 
may have the meaning of doing X (core; e.g. GO, PUT) in a certain way. These concepts 
can be translated into a measure of semantic complexity: add more core information to 
conceptual structure, or more information specified in a troponymic relation, and a 
predicate is bound to be more complex than one that calls for fewer of these elements. 
This concept of meaning as consisting of several layers is relevant for verb acquisition: 
Gentner (1978) suggested that verb learning is itself a compositional process, in which 
the lexical item is learned component-by-component. 
 
 
9.2 The experiment 
 
 
The children in the current investigation were presented videotaped actions and faced 
the task of labelling them. Ideally, they would do so by producing a full sentence but 
the request to tell the researcher ‘what happened’ could also be met by an answer that 
contained a single infinitival action label. A full sentence would make it possible to 
check whether the verb was accompanied by arguments (most children did, and I will 
analyse their sentences in section 9.3). However, the primary goal of this confrontation 
naming task was to test the children’s sensitivity to (troponymic) layers of meaning in 
cases where a more general verb (a hypernym or, in terms of functionality, a GAP 
verb) was ready for use. Verbs were included that reflected ways of cleaning (Dutch: 
schoonmaken, ‘make clean’), of going (gaan, ‘go’), of putting (doen, ‘do’) and of 
cutting (kapotmaken, ‘make broken’). The bracketed literal translations indicate a 
certain amount of difference in lexicalisation across languages: some hypernyms in 
Dutch are arguably particle verbs; their first part can be separated from the (finite) 
verb. 
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9.2.1  Analytical categories 
 
Table 9.1. Categories for troponym analysis: examples 
 
T:  de meneer hangt de fototoestel aan de deur102 (girl, SLI, 8;4) 
  ‘the gentleman hangs the camera on the door’ 
H:  fototoestel oppe deur doen (boy, SLI,  6;11) 
  ‘camera on door put’ 
M:  een vader legge zo fototoestel op de deur (boy, SLI, 7;7) 
  ‘a father lay such camera on the door’ 
I:  de fotoestel was even op de deur (boy, SLI, 7;5) 
  ‘the camera was for a moment on the door’ 
-V  melk in de koffie (girl, SLI, 6;2) 
  ‘milk in the coffee’ (target verb: schenken or gieten (‘pour’) 
 
The descriptive categories that were used to code the children’s responses were as 
follows (for examples, see Table 9.1):   
Troponym (T): a semantically specific verb that reflects the manner of the action as 

well as the core meaning; 
Hypernym (H): a general verb, not specified for manner. This verb is hierarchically 

higher than the troponym.  
Mismatch (M): a verb that is semantically related to the target, but has different 

manner features - the manner is misinterpreted by the child. A mismatch is not a 
hypernym; it has a troponymical relationship to the same hypernym the target 
verb is related to. 

Irrelevant (I): a verb that reflects an aspect of the action that was not targeted and that 
is not covered by the target verb (unlike a mismatch, this verb has no troponymic 
relationship to the target’s hypernym). A response was also coded Irrelevant 
when no analysable utterance was recorded (these were rare instances). 

Responses without a verbal predicate (-V): the child produces one or more 
constituents (arguments) but omits the verbal predicate that plausibly projects 
them. 

 
9.2.2 Results 
 
Tables 9.2 to 9.4 show the collapsed figures for all items - In the following sections, I 
will break down these figures in order to qualify response patterns for semantic 
subclasses.  
 
The group differences make up a clear profile of the SLI children’s performance. 
Significant differences were found for every category (Table 9.4). 

                                                 
102In the T, H, M, I examples the target verb is the same: hangen (‘hang’); -V was not found with this verb. 
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Children with SLI used fewer troponyms than their vocabulary age matches. The 
hypernyms that were contained in the task (the alternate candidates for the 
semantically specific verbs) were used more often by the children with SLI.  
Mismatches were also produced more often by the impaired children than by the 
controls. Mismatches are strongly dependent on the composition of the verb’s 
meaning. The relevant components will be discussed in the following sections.  
Another way in which the children with SLI sometimes failed the task was by omitting 
the verbal predicate and producing ‘postverbal’ constituents only, whether consistent 
with the target verb’s argument structure or not. This sort of error (-V), that may be a 
corollary of the children’s syntactic difficulties, was exclusive to the SLI group. The 
children in this group also produced more irrelevant responses, which may be 
indicative of a problem in taking stock of an action scene in order to select the most 
adequate label for the action. 
These differences are important in view of the matching tool that was applied. 
Children with a similar expressive vocabulary as measured by a standardised test 
perform differently on a genuine lexical measure. One would expect the results to 
mirror the similarity in general lexical skills.   
Two explanations are viable. One leads us to question the validity of the vocabulary 
test. It is true that vocabulary measures are noun-biased. Even so, this would illustrate 
that performance on verbs does not follow measures of overall lexical ability.  
The other explanation is compatible with the first. The results may show - and here we 
follow the metaphors of MLU matching - that there is a dip in the profile of the 
children’s lexicon where the verbs are. So, while the independent variable (vocabulary 
age) represents a global measure, performance on the dependent variable shows there 
are irregularities in the SLI group’s profile when a particular lexical class is singled 
out for observation. 
 
Table 9.2. Verb specificity task. Responses by category; group totals across items 
 
 Troponyms Hypernyms Mismatches Responses 

without a 
verbal 
predicate 

Irrelevant 
responses 

Children 
with SLI 

496 152 125 30 70 

VA matches 650 107 74 0 39 
 
Table 9.3. Verb specificity task. Responses by category; means (and standard 
deviations) across items 
 
 Troponyms Hypernyms Mismatches Responses 

without a 
verbal 
predicate 

Irrelevant 
responses 

Children 14.17 4.34 3.57 0.86 2.05 
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with SLI (2.92) (1.92) (1.86) (1.46) (0.90) 
VA matches 18.60 

(2.12) 
3.05 
(1.68) 

2.14 
(1.16) 

0.00 1.20 
(1.02) 

Table 9.4. Verb specificity task.  Group differences 
 
Troponyms SLI<VA p=.0000; Z=-5.6070 
Hypernyms SLI>VA p=.0044; Z=-2.8466 
Mismatches SLI>VA p=.0006; Z=-3.4492 
Responses without a verbal 
predicate 

SLI>VA p=.0001; Z=-3.9423 

Irrelevant responses SLI>VA p=.0004; Z=-3.5300 
 
In the following sections categories and individual items will be monitored. Because 
the behaviour of a single item may influence the number of members of a category 
crucially, in this discussion I will refrain from statistical probing. The primary aim is 
to focus on the errors that were found and to illustrate some of the semantic features 
children have difficulty with. As some items fail to gather many correct responses 
from either group, I will sometimes refer to the responses of the adult controls, in 
order to guard us against target verbs that are faulty. 
 
9.2.2.1 Manners of going 
 
rollen (‘roll’) 
klimmen (‘climb’) 
kruipen (‘crawl’)103 
dansen (‘dance’) 
hinkelen (‘hop’) 
huppelen (‘skip’) 
touwtjespringen (‘skip rope’) 
 
With each class of verbs, I will refer to the semantic relations that are specified in the 
Wordnet database for the translation equivalents of the items and, if necessary, point 
out intralinguistic contrasts that are not accounted for by Wordnet, due to its language 
of choice. The present set of verbs represents manners of going or moving (in these 
verbs, motion and manner are conflated in the meaning of a single verb: Talmy, 1985; 
the Levin, 1993, label is ‘manner of motion verbs’104). In Dutch, the hypernym would 
be gaan (‘go’). Mismatches substitute a different manner of going, for example lopen 
(‘walk’) for kruipen.   
One item, the action for which the targeted verb was rollen, may have suffered from 
artefact. Although no agent was visible in the scene, children took an agent rather than 
the theme as subject. This resulted in their selection of the verb schoppen (‘kick’) as a 

                                                 
103The verb kruipen was elicited twice, in different scenes. 
104The verb classes that Levin (1993) lists have a different purpose. They serve to classify verbs by 
syntactic behaviour. These classes constitute the ‘narrow conflation classes’ that Pinker (1989) appeals to 
for explaining how verbs groupwise undergo argument structure alternations. 
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substitute for the target verb. Following the definitions above, this was coded as I. This 
accounted for most I-responses (Only 3 out of 19 adults made a similar mistake). 
Another item that was sometimes misinterpreted was huppelen. The skipping 
movement was made by a girl who went across an empty road; oversteken (‘cross’) 
was scored as I, although in fact crossing was what happened as well - this conflation 
was an artefact of the picture presented to the child (this confusion was reflected by 
the responses from the adults: 12 selected huppelen, 7 preferred oversteken).  
Table 9.5 lists the results for the motion verbs. All occurrences of hypernyms 
contained a finite form of gaan, apart from three responses in which the main verb was 
the accomplishment verb (Vendler, 1957) komen (‘come’). Hypernyms for this class of 
verbs did not result in errors; mismatches did.  
 
Table 9.5. Response group totals for ‘manner of going’ verbs across items 
 
 Troponyms Hypernyms Mismatches Responses 

without a 
verbal 
predicate 

Irrelevant 
responses 

Children 
with SLI 

176 17 45 11 31 

VA matches 226 13 18 0 23 
 
Table 9.6 contains the most frequent substitutions. One thing that is revealing is the 
substitution of lopen (‘walk’) for manner of going verbs. Sure enough, lopen is a 
troponym of gaan. In that sense it exists on an intermediate level between the 
troponyms contained in the task and the generic label gaan. Still, it is not compatible 
with the movements that were pictured in the elicitor and its use reflects clear errors: 
there is no way in which acts of climbing or crawling can be labelled as (manners of) 
walking .  
One item that produced almost all tokens of the most frequent error type was an item 
that pictured the act of crawling. In it, a girl crawled over a tree trunk. The picture did 
not show the child climbing onto the tree trunk. When the action picture started, she 
was already on top of the trunk. This means that the erroneous label can either have 
resulted from an action that the child assumed preceded the one in the picture, or 
reflects a genuine mismatch that misrepresents the action.  
Finally, in four responses language-impaired children separated the manner from the 
verb, by complementing the verb springen with a PP (with/over the rope105) or by 
using the word huppelen and adding ‘on one leg’ - in fact resulting in a dictionary-like 
description of hinkelen (both responses occurred twice). That children exchanged 
huppelen and hinkelen showed a confusion, mainly on the part of children with SLI,  
between two verbs that are subtly different in meaning. These examples can be said to 
illustrate the compositional learning process proposed for verbs by Gentner (1978). 
 
                                                 
105Unlike in English, the Dutch item is labelled by a compound verb. If the child only mentioned the verb 
root springen or put touw(tje) in a PP, this was counted as a mismatch.  
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Table 9.6. Number of substitution errors per group for’ manner of going’  verbs 
 
 Children with SLI VA matches 
kruipen > klimmen 9 6 
klimmen > lopen 7 3 
hinkelen > huppelen 5 1 
touwtjespringen > springen 
(‘jump’) 

5 0 

huppelen > hinkelen 4 0 
huppelen > lopen 4 0 
kruipen > lopen 4 0 

 
9.2.2.2 Manners of putting 
 
naaien (‘sew’) 
ophangen (‘hang’)106 
schenken / gieten (‘pour’) 
(op)plakken / lijmen107 (‘stick’ / ‘glue’) 
opprikken (‘pin’) 
zetten (‘stand’) 
stoppen (‘stuff’) 
leggen (‘lay’) 
 
In this set of verbs, two subclasses of verbs are collapsed. Half of the verbs express 
specific ways to ‘attach’ or ‘connect, link, tie’ in Wordnet terms (naaien, ophangen, 
plakken, opprikken). The remaining items (schenken, zetten, stoppen, leggen) are ways 
to ‘put, set, place’ or (higher up in the hierarchy) ‘move, displace’. It seems that both 
sets are prone to substitution of the troponym by doen (‘do’), that is best translated 
here as ‘put’. Mismatches here include misinterpretations of the orientation of the 
action: leggen (horizontal) instead of zetten (vertical) or vice versa (Levin, 1993, calls 
them ‘verbs of putting in a spatial configuration’). 
 
The item ‘stuff’ elicited a lot of hypernyms (Table 9.7). Doen was substituted for 
stoppen. The additional semantic feature that is accounted for by the troponym points 
at a container (goal) that fits tightly around the object (theme). Because the troponym 
was so unpopular with the children, the adult behaviour was checked. The troponym 
was used by 12 out of 19 subjects (4 used the hypernym, 3 focused on a different part 
of the action (I)). 
An item that was often answered with a substitution was opprikken (Table 9.8). A man 
was seen pinning a picture on a notice board with a thumbtack. Children quite often 

                                                 
106The prefix op- is a particle. In line with what was said on particles before, the particle can be substituted 
for a PP - the only difference being that the goal (NP) is not expressed. 
107These verbs are equivalent troponyms. 
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labelled this action using the Dutch equivalent of ‘hang’, omitting the instrument 
feature that distinguishes the two verbs. This label is not wrong (after all, the action 
entails hanging the picture on the board) but it fails to reflect one specific element of 
the action. The performance of the adult controls showed that opprikken is the most 
common label for the action pictured: 15 out of 19 used the correct troponym. 
Substitution by opplakken, on the other hand, is a straightforward error: plakken 
involves glue, not tacks, which means that the action does not entail the substituted 
one; instead, a different and incorrect manner (‘tropos’) is expressed.  
 
Table 9.7. Response group totals for ‘manner of putting’ verbs across items 
 
 Troponyms Hypernyms Mismatches Responses 

without a 
verbal 
predicate 

Irrelevant 
responses 

Children 
with SLI 

137 61 53 11 18 

VA matches 196 46 34 0 4 
 
The action associated with zetten showed a man standing an umbrella against the wall. 
The agent performed the action with visible care. This might have confused the 
children and led to an erroneous label. However, virtually all adult controls used the 
proper troponym, suggesting that there was no decisive artefactual influence of the 
item presentation. The inverse substitution occurred as well, so we might infer that the 
spatial orientations that these verbs express constitute a particular challenge for 
children, especially the children with SLI. 
 
Let me return briefly to the hypernym doen. As I implicated, doen is a correct stand-in 
for stoppen. For the sake of uniformity it was analysed as a hypernym when it was 
used. There is, however, a contrast. Take these two examples: 
girl, SLI (9;1) het meisje doet wat in een envelop 
   the girl does something in an envelope 
   the girl puts something in an envelope 
boy, SLI (9;1) de meneer doet de paraplu tegen de muur aan 
   the gentleman does the umbrella against the wall on 
   ‘the gentleman puts the umbrella against the wall’ 
The first example is beyond reproach, while the second one is questionable, in the 
sense that the label is crucially underspecified, resulting in an error. This use is similar 
to what Rice and Bode (1993) called GAPverb overuse (meaning that “a subject used a 
frequently occurring verb inappropriately”, Rice & Bode, 1993:121). Substitution 
occurred most often in an ‘appropriate’ context. I mention this contrast because, by 
adhering to a strict criterion for the choice between hypernym and mismatch, there is a 
risk of errors being covered up: some hypernyms can rightfully be called mismatches. 
As Fellbaum (1993) mentions, the greater polysemy of verbs when compared to nouns 
is prominent in GAPverbs: these verbs are the most polysemous. It is possible that this 
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polysemy is confusing to children and results in extending the range of such a verb to 
senses for which it is not an appropriate label. 
 
Table 9.8. Number of substitution errors per group for ‘manner of putting’ verbs 
 
 Children with SLI VA matches 
opprikken > ophangen 19 19 
zetten > leggen 9 4 
leggen > zetten 7 1 
opprikken > opplakken 4 2 
gieten/schenken > gooien 
(‘throw’) 

3 2 

naaien > breien (‘knit’) 2 1 
naaien > vastmaken  (‘fix’) 1  2 

 
9.2.2.3 Manners of cutting 
 
knippen (‘cut with scissors’) 
buigen (‘bend’) 
scheuren (‘rip’) 
breken (‘break’) 
snijden (‘cut with a knife’) 
grasmaaien (‘lawn mowing’) 
 
The verbs that are gathered here have a cover meaning that Wordnet describes as 
‘separate, disunite, divide, part’. The one item that stands apart is buigen. When this 
action is performed on an object, it remains a whole, although its integrity is affected 
(the video showed a girl trying in vain to open a tin with a spoon, thereby deforming 
the spoon). The Dutch hypernymic particle verb kapotmaken (or its synonym 
stukmaken) allows for both: after bending a spoon, the spoon is not intact anymore, it 
is kapot. Perhaps a different description like ‘change integrity; change in physical 
make up; damage’ is more fit to cover all items. 
Table 9.9 shows that, for this item set, hypernym substitution was proportionately less 
frequent than with the two previous sets. This could signify that the two-part 
hypernym verb does not have the natural stand-in status that gaan and doen have. 
What Table 9.10 shows first of all, is the children’s tendency to use a periphrastic 
alternative to the verb buigen. This is true for both groups of children. Several other 
paraphrases of buigen besides the ones cited were produced (7 more among the 
language-impaired children, 3 with the normals). Four responses in the SLI group 
exchanged buigen for breken or vice versa, demonstrating frank errors rather than 
paraphrases of the actual action (none of the normal children produced a similar error). 
Among the normals, 16 out of 19 subjects labelled the action buigen. 
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Table 9.9. Response group totals for ‘manner of cutting’ verbs across items 
 
 Troponyms Hypernyms Mismatches Responses 

without a 
verbal 
predicate 

Irrelevant 
responses 

Children 
with SLI 

140 21 20 9 20 

VA matches 173 6 19 0 12 
 
Table 9.10. Number of substitution errors per group for ‘manner of cutting’ verbs 
 
 Children with SLI VA matches 
buigen > krom gaan (‘go 
bent’) 

72 7 

buigen > krom maken 
(‘make bent’) 

3 4 

snijden > scheuren met een 
mes (tear with a knife’) 

5 3 

 
9.2.2.4 Manners of cleaning 
 
boenen/dweilen (‘scrub’/’mop’) 
stofzuigen (‘hoover’) 
afwassen / afspoelen108 (‘rinse’) 
 
The Wordnet hypernym here is ‘clean, make clean’ and its translation is the particle 
verb schoonmaken. It must be said that the numbers of hypernyms should be watched 
critically: for the verb boenen the hypernym was almost always selected (including by 
all but two of the adult controls) so the item does not discriminate. It was maintained 
because, even when adult behaviour does not set a criterion, children’s response 
pattern is still prone to the patterns they adopt throughout (the few troponyms that 
were produced occurred in the VA responses).  Because only a few isolated examples 
of mismatches were found, there is no error pattern to be described for this set of 
verbs.   
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
108These verbs are equivalent troponyms. 
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Table 9.11. Response group totals for ‘manner of cleaning’ verbs across items 
 
 Troponyms Hypernyms Mismatches Responses 

without a 
verbal 
predicate 

Irrelevant 
responses 

Children 
with SLI 

46 53 5 0 1 

VA matches 60 43 2 0 0 
 
9.2.3 Conclusion 
 
Summarising, the response pattern shows that children with SLI rely on a broad range 
of non-troponymic and mismatched labels. A failure to fully equip a verb with specific 
lexical features is apparent from their frequent use of hypernyms and mismatches. 
Closer inspection of the mismatches points at individual features that children have 
trouble grasping, like the orientation in a ‘putting’ movement or the way in which an 
object is attached. While these differences are modest, they are indicative of problems 
in dealing with specific verbs; lexical underspecification is clearly a device that is 
adopted by children with SLI, though not by all of them. The method in this study is 
different from the Rice and Bode (1993) and Watkins et al. (1993) studies but the 
results illuminate the role of underspecified verbs in a different way. While these 
researchers investigated the role of GAPverbs as a strategy inherent in spontaneous 
language, in the present research, the children were faced with  the task of selecting 
the right label to describe a specific action. The advantage over spontaneous data is 
that the target is fixed and it is possible to analyse any deviance from the target in 
terms of features (not) accounted for. I have mentioned some discrepancies within the 
studies by Rice and her colleagues (including the Kelly, 1997, experimental study). A 
variable that has gone unmentioned so far is age: there is a difference in age between 
the children in the present study and Rice and Kelly’s subjects (they recruited pre-
schoolers). The evidence from the present study supports a role for hypernyms in the 
lexicon of school-age children but the use of hypernyms is complemented by 
mismatches that often show the child departing from the hypernym level but not 
getting the ‘tropos’ right. Of course, it is not possible to identify a strategy on the part 
of the children based on a naming task. Instead of stating that children ‘rely on’ 
hypernyms (a phrasing that has the connotation of a strategic choice to it), it  seems 
safer to just establish that children with SLI have a difficulty in matching an action 
with the proper verb.  
 
 
9.3 Verb specificity and argument structure 
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As I mentioned earlier, in the investigations by Rice and her colleagues a connection is 
drawn between a frequent use of hypernyms (GAPverbs) and a limited use of 
argument structures. Just like GAP verbs are used as stand-ins for specific verbs 
(troponyms), the argument structures of this limited set of verbs could take the place of 
the argument structures of more specific verbs. If we take this rationale a step further, 
we might predict that the complements of hypernyms are more consistently in place 
than the complements of troponyms. Rice (1991) refers to ‘pro-verb’ use as described 
by Bloom et al. (1980; Bloom, 1991). Bloom et al. singled out a set of verbs that 
consisted of the first items inflected by (normal) children. Rice’s suggestion is that 
GAPverbs have a similar role in the learning of argument structures. If the prediction 
is true, we should find that GAPverbs are accompanied by a more complete argument 
structure than troponyms are.  The vulnerability that was observed in the production of 
troponyms could extend to their complementation once they are produced. One way of 
exploring this prediction is by analysing verb complements separately for hypernyms 
and troponyms and draw a comparison between the two sets (because the mismatches 
are defined as competing troponyms under the same hypernym, mismatches are open 
for analysis as well). The most obvious candidate for such a comparison is the group 
of verbs that express a manner of putting. While the other three classes are made up of 
intransitive or monotransitive verbs, the ditransitive put-verbs require a direct object 
noun phrase as well as an oblique prepositional phrase. In addition (and this 
complicates things somewhat) the troponyms, not the hypernym, allow for the 
substitution of the prepositional phrase by a particle. 
Table 9.12 takes every relevant response class (T, H and M) and for each class shows 
the percentage of each complementation type (zero complements were not included: 
such a response could also reflect the fact that the child recognised only the request for 
an action name instead of intending an intransitive frame).  
What the results reveal is that the children with SLI (just like the children in the 
control group) added more complex complements to GAPverbs than to troponymic 
verbs. This supports the hypothesis that these children  perform more consistently 
where the argument structure of hypernyms is concerned. Hypernyms could act as pro-
verbs. While that particular hypothesis requires longitudinal methods (are pro-verbs 
complemented before troponyms?) it seems that NPPP complements are a solid part of 
the argument structure of the hypernym doen, but are not yet consistently used after 
troponyms. With troponyms, the language-impaired children more often resort to 
sentences with a particle as the stand-in for the full prepositional phrase. The SLI 
children exhibit a consistent pattern groupwise, whether the verb is prompted (as in the 
experiments described in Chapter 8) or not. 
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Table 9.12. Complementation type by specificity category, for ‘manner of putting’ 
verbs 
 
Children 
with SLI 

NP PP NP P NP P PP 

T 56% 32% 7% 3% 2% 
H 93% 5%   2% 
M 50% 39% 9% 2%  

 
VA matches NP PP NP P NP P PP 
T 71% 21% 6% 1% 1% 
H 98%   2%  
M 47% 35% 9% 3% 6% 

  
Returning to the rationale that Rice (1991) has adopted to manufacture a bridge 
between lexical acquisition and argument structure, it is at least clear that there is a 
strong association: the verbs that are used less frequently by children with SLI (the 
troponyms) also receive a less complex complement. Still, it seems hard to separate 
the influence of lexicon from the influence of argument structure. If troponyms are 
more of a challenge in the acquisition of lexical items, the contents of the lemmas of 
these verbs - this has been advocated by Leonard et al. (1982) - may be incomplete. 
Troponyms, verbs that are also not as frequent as hypernyms, may have left fewer 
‘traces’ in the child’s lexicon. By hypothesising that GAP verbs prefigure the 
argument structures of more specific verbs, we run the risk of accepting a metaphor 
that underrepresents the importance of verb lemma information. It is precisely the verb 
lemma that carries subcategorisation information. Although the child, in learning 
‘general’ verbs can become acquainted with the range of verb complements in the 
target language, the argument structure of individual verbs is still to be learned.  



 

 

10. Conclusion 
 
 
 
In this chapter I will return to the research questions that guided this study. Two issues 
are central in this discussion:  
- the repercussions of the Dutch findings on tense and agreement for linguistic theories 
- the clinical picture of SLI that we are faced with if lexical categories are affected by 
the disorder as well. I will discuss each of the research questions in turn.  
 
 
10.1 Tense and agreement in Dutch SLI 
 
 
Because the symptoms of SLI in Dutch had not been described in much detail before, 
a main aim of this study was to draw up a profile of the reflexes of grammatical SLI in 
this language. In Chapter 4, data from a narrative task were analysed for tense and 
agreement features.  
Tense marking was more inconsistent among the subjects with SLI than among the 
controls. In a past tense context they often omitted the tense marker or used a present 
tense form instead. Although the impaired children produced more past tense forms of 
irregular verbs than of regular verbs, the inconsistency of their marking of past tense 
extended to irregular verbs. On two measures they differed from chronological age 
matches but resembled the group of younger children without language difficulties: 
they produced fewer regular past tense forms and they showed a marked preference for 
past tense forms of the pleonastic auxiliary gaan (‘go’) complemented by a lexical 
verb infinitive. In sum, their inventory of past tense forms was immature (that is, 
resembled that of younger children). When it came to marking for the tense feature, 
they differed from both control groups. 
This inconsistent marking of features was also apparent from an analysis of subject-
verb agreement. The children’s deficit expressed itself in three error types. The 
agreement morpheme was either omitted (resulting in a stemlike verb form) or 
substituted (a singular form was used instead of a plural form or vice versa; see section 
4.3.2) or the infinitive form was maintained. In the age ranges that were compared 
here, the errors typified the SLI group; they were infrequent among the normals.  
A main finding is that the Dutch data include omission as well as substitution errors. 
Linguistic theories on grammatical SLI in English have often stressed the 
predominance of omission errors. The fact that the Dutch SLI children produce 
substitution errors (for tense as well as agreement) shows that the inflectional 
paradigms are also vulnerable.  
Substitution errors constitute only one of the findings that contradict current 
explanations of SLI (Chapter 5). Theories that highlight weak surface characteristics 
of grammatical morphemes cannot explain the fact that the substitute of a grammatical 
morpheme was found to be equally non-salient. A different complicating phenomenon 
was the occurrence of topicalisations in the absence of a finite verb form - this 
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symptom is not compatible with the claim that the infinitive in the sentences 
concerned is a grammatical alternative to the finite verb. In Table 5.2 the discrepancies 
with linguistic theories of grammatical SLI were summarised. 
Discussing the theories that attempt to explain the grammatical symptoms of SLI, I 
find evidence that is incompatible with accounts that locate the deficit in the linguistic 
representation. It is true that children’s representation of either feature-marking or 
inflectional paradigm was found to be unstable. However, the symptoms did not 
pattern in a way that justified claims of a modular deficit. The very inconsistency of 
the children’s performance argues against that. A processing-based explanation is 
better equipped to explain the behaviour of grammatical morphemes in SLI. So far, 
theories of representation and processing have been considered to reflect rival 
positions. However, in an era in which variability is recognised in SLI and theories of 
representation show an increasing interest in empirical evidence, I feel that the tide is 
turning. It will not be long before linguistic explanations will be embedded in theories 
that account for variability.  
The first research question was: what are the characteristics of tense and agreement 
marking in Dutch children with SLI? In short, it appears that the omission and 
substitution errors are most characteristic of SLI in Dutch school-age children. The age 
of the children is an important factor. On the one hand, because the children were 
older than the subjects in most studies of SLI, it was hard to compare the data to the 
findings in the literature. Research into the initial stages of SLI in Dutch is much 
needed. On the other hand, the grammatical performance of school-age children has 
been underexposed in the literature (Fletcher, 1990). Because this is a cross-sectional 
study, it was not possible to trace the course of these children’s development. The 
finding that tense and agreement errors are still frequent at their age is significant (cf. 
Rice et al., 1998). Some children showed a preference for one particular error type: 
they consistently omitted the inflection marker or they produced only infinitives. This 
apparent ‘fossilisation’ has not been described often. Whether it represents a stage that 
some children cannot escape from deserves further investigation.     
  
 
10.2 Verb argument structure as a symptom area in SLI 
 
 
The second question to be answered is: do Dutch-speaking children with SLI differ 
from normals in their control of argument structure alternations and in their 
complementation of lexical verbs? Elsewhere, I have reformulated this question as 
follows: does the fact that children with SLI produce fewer words/morphemes (length) 
at least partly derive from an insufficient control of the lexical verb’s arguments 
(structure)? The latter question was inspired by the length versus complexity issue 
addressed by Menyuk and Looney (1976). 
These questions were approached in two ways: a sample of spontaneous language was 
analysed for complexity of verb complements and an elicitation task was employed to 
probe children’s awareness of the alternation potential of verbs and of their 
complements in general. 
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The spontaneous data from the Bol and Kuiken (1988) study showed a relative 
preference for non-complex verb complements on the part of the language-impaired 
children (Chapter 7 of this book). The analytical categories were broad 
subcategorisation classes. SLI children favoured intransitive sentence frames and used 
fewer complex frames. Statistically, however, the latter difference was only justified 
for a subgroup of five individually matched pairs.  
In the alternation task, children with SLI fell short of the vocabulary age (VA) control 
group. They produced fewer alternations.  
Verb complementation was investigated for different types of verbs: the verbs 
contained in the alternation task (selected from the causative, locative and dative 
alternation classes), verbs with a resultative complement and verbs with a clausal 
complement. In unison, the results demonstrate a pattern of low complexity. 
Intransitive and monotransitive frames were selected more frequently by the impaired 
children. Almost all types of ditransitive frames were produced less frequently by the 
children with SLI. There was also a difference in phrasal complexity: particles were 
used relatively often by the SLI group, in contrast to the more complex PPs.  
The conclusion from these findings is, first of all, that verb argument structure is an 
area that is affected by language impairment. The evidence from this study primarily 
supports the literature on verb complementation (see 6.3.3.2). Some errors were found, 
but they were scarce. Unlike the tense and agreement difficulties, problems with verb 
argument structure are best described in terms of complexity. Grammaticality is 
sometimes, but not often violated. Low complexity is not a well-described symptom of 
SLI. An exception is Gavin et al.’s (1993) observation on complexity in noun phrases. 
I suggest that empirical evidence of argument structure difficulties not only broadens 
the description of grammatical SLI. It also requires new measures, that address 
complexity. Complexity and grammaticality are both affected by SLI.   
To return to the question I began with: poor control of verb argument structure does 
contribute to the sparse output of language-impaired children. For example, Bol and 
Kuiken’s (1988) finding that complex clause structures like subject followed by verb, 
object and adverbial phrase are used less often by SLI children can now be clarified. In 
the experiment that I reported in Chapter 8, the adverbial phrase proved vulnerable, 
once the argument structure of (e.g.) a locative verb was elicited. 
 
 
10.3 Correlation of symptom areas 
 
 
In section 8.7, an attempt was made to explore the third research question: Do verb-
morphological problems correlate with verb argument structure problems in the output 
of children with SLI? 
The errors that were found to be representative of grammatical SLI in Dutch (Chapter 
4) supplied a criterion for selecting a group of children who failed to provide 
grammatical morphemes in at least 25% of the obligatory contexts. They were 
compared with a group of children who showed few feature-related errors. The 
comparison concerned patterns of verb complementation. The groups performed much 
alike. This means, first of all, that the (low complexity) complementation pattern was 
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widespread among the SLI children. It also means that difficulties in argument 
structure and functional categories co-occur, so the research question can be answered 
in the affirmative. This finding argues strongly against a narrow modular conception 
of grammatical SLI. The two symptom areas are affected in the same children. Perhaps 
the fallacy in much of the literature is that argument structure (or, in a broader sense, 
impairment) can only be measured by grammaticality, not complexity (although 
grammaticality in argument structure is occasionally affected).   
 
 
10.4 Verb specificity in SLI 
 
 
In section 6.3.2 I presented a critical review of the literature on verb diversity in SLI. 
The concept of GAP (general all-purpose) verbs that was introduced by Rice (1991) 
seemed tautological, I argued. Therefore, the task in Chapter 9 was designed to avoid 
such circularity by eliciting verb labels that were semantically specific in a well-
described way. The response pattern of the SLI children supports the findings by Rice 
and her colleagues. No group difference for verb diversity (as measured by Verb Type 
Token Ratio) was found in the spontaneous data (Chapter 7). However, in the 
elicitation task, the children with SLI differed on all measures from the VA matches. 
They produced fewer troponyms (semantically specific verbs) than the controls. They 
produced more hypernyms (‘GAP verbs’), mismatches and other error types.  
It has been proposed that low diversity could reflect the availability of a limited set of 
argument structures (Rice, 1991). Consequently, the argument structures of the verbs 
that the children produced in the verb specificity task were analysed as well. The low 
complexity that was found in Chapter 8 was also found with the troponyms in this 
task. The hypernym verbs, on the other hand, had a more complex complement. 
 
 
10.5 Conclusion 
 
 
This study has provided evidence that supports the inclusion of verb argument 
structure difficulties in the definition of grammatical SLI. These difficulties have been 
proven to coexist with problems that involve functional categories. The symptoms of 
problems with tense and agreement in Dutch have been described here in more detail 
than before.  
For diagnosis, this study supports a broader description of grammatical SLI as a 
diagnostic label. The findings in Chapters 4 and 8 encourage a deliberate focus on 
verbs in diagnosis and therapy. The correlation of verb form and verb position 
suggests that verbs should be learned in ways that clarify this relation.  Also, 
arguments are stored with verbs and consequently they should accompany the label 
itself in intervention. Verb labels should not be learned in isolation. The relations 
between verb form and verb position and between the verb and its arguments have 
been shown to be weaker in language-impaired children than in children without 
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language delay. Ways should be found to strengthen these relations in children with 
SLI. 
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Nederlandse samenvatting 
 
 
In dit proefschrift wordt verslag gedaan van een onderzoek naar de grammaticale 
problemen van Nederlandse kinderen met een specifieke taalstoornis (Specific 
Language Impairment - SLI). 
 
In het inleidende hoofdstuk worden de onderzoeksvragen gesteld. Die hebben 
betrekking op twee terreinen waarop kinderen met een grammaticaal type SLI 
problemen ondervinden of zouden kunnen ondervinden, te weten 
werkwoordsvervoeging en argumentstructuur. Argumentstructuur is de constellatie 
van zinsdelen die bij een werkwoord behoort.  
De problemen met werkwoordsvervoeging zijn dikwijls beschreven, maar nog niet 
voor het Nederlands. In deze studie worden de symptomen geprofileerd zoals ze in 
deze taal voorkomen. Dat kinderen met SLI ook moeite hebben met het leren van de 
zinsdelen die het werkwoord vergezellen, wordt niet unaniem aangenomen. Deze 
problemen worden eveneens verkend in dit boek. De twee hoofdkwesties in het 
onderzoek worden ook met elkaar in verband gebracht. In dat verband wordt de vraag 
gesteld of beide symptomen samengaan dan wel apart voorkomen.  
 
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de geschiedenis van het onderzoek naar SLI in vogelvlucht 
beschreven. Deze taalstoornis heeft aandacht gekregen vanuit diverse disciplines. Ze 
hebben elk hun eigen invalshoek en zoeken de verklaring voor het ontstaan van SLI op 
verschillende niveaus. Vanuit een medisch model is gezocht naar organische oorzaken 
voor de stoornis. Die zijn lastig te vinden bij een stoornis die globaal gedefinieerd 
wordt als een taalachterstand waarvoor geen oorzaak kan worden vastgesteld. 
Niettemin is er voortgang in de zoektocht: genetische studies en onderzoek naar 
hersenanatomie en -fysiologie leveren steeds duidelijker aanwijzingen op voor een 
organische basis van SLI. Een tweede benadering gaat ervan uit dat taal afhangt van 
onderliggende functies die kunnen dysfunctioneren en zo de taalstoornis 
bewerkstelligen - functies als auditieve-prikkelverwerking en korte-termijngeheugen. 
Ook dit onderzoek werpt steeds meer vruchten af. Tenslotte is er de 
onderzoekshypothese dat het taalsysteem zelf niet intact is. Deze taalkundige aanname 
heeft vooral het laatste decennium school gemaakt. SLI heeft diverse vormen - in dit 
hoofdstuk wordt ook ingegaan op de classificatie van subtypen - maar het 
grammaticale subtype, waarbij kinderen  met name de syntaxis en morfologie slecht 
beheersen (en daarnaast vaak ook fonologische problemen hebben) staat het meest in 
de aandacht. De taalkundige theorievorming concentreert zich op deze groep. In de 
taalkundige theorieën over SLI die in dit hoofdstuk worden aangehaald staat één 
overheersende vraag centraal: hoe hangen de morfosyntactische symptomen van 
(grammaticale) SLI samen en hoe zijn ze taalkundig te verklaren? 
 
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt de onderzoeksmethode uiteengezet. Er wordt ook uitgelegd hoe 
de overlap tussen de symptomen in argumentstructuur en werkwoordsvorming 
daadwerkelijk wordt onderzocht.  
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Er participeerden 35 taalgestoorde kinderen in het onderzoek. Bij onderzoek naar SLI 
is een belangrijke kwestie,  met wat voor kinderen de taalgestoorde kinderen het best 
vergeleken kunnen worden. Veelal wordt gekozen voor een jongere controlegroep 
omdat die meer het niveau van de taalgestoorde kinderen benadert. Voor de 
vervoegingstaak in deze studie is gekozen voor twee vergelijkingsgroepen: 
leeftijdgenoten en een willekeurige groep kinderen van gemiddeld twee jaar jonger. 
Voor het onderdeel argumentstructuur was produktieve woordenschat het 
matchingscriterium. 
De data binnen dit onderzoek werden uitgelokt op twee manieren. Flectiegegevens 
werden verzameld door middel van een korte animatiefilm. De kinderen bekeken de 
film en moesten vervolgens het verhaal navertellen. Daartoe werd het filmverhaal 
opgedeeld in 16 korte fragmenten. De data die de argumentstructuur betroffen, werden 
uitgelokt door aan de kinderen gefilmde handelingen te laten zien die ze moesten 
benoemen. Het werkwoord zelf werd voorgezegd, zodat het kind er de complementen 
slechts aan toe hoefde te voegen.    
 
Hoofdstuk 4 bevat de resultaten van het eerste hoofdonderdeel van het onderzoek: de 
werkwoordsvervoeging. De werkwoordsvormen in de navertelde verhaaltjes werden 
geanalyseerd op markering van de werkwoordstijd en de congruentie met het 
onderwerp van de zin. Het bleek dat de taalgestoorde kinderen een aantal kernfouten 
maakten: 
- het vervoegingsmorfeem wordt weggelaten (de stamvorm resteert), maar het 
werkwoord staat wel op de (correcte) tweede plaats in de zin; 
- een enkelvoudige werkwoordsvorm wordt gerealiseerd terwijl het onderwerp van de 
zin meervoudig is; 
- het werkwoord blijft onvervoegd aan het eind van de uiting staan; 
- terwijl een tijdsbepaling de handeling in het verleden situeert wordt geen verleden-
tijdsmorfeem aan het werkwoord gehecht of er wordt een tegenwoordige-tijdsvorm 
gebruikt. 
Deze fouten blijken de produktie van Nederlandse kinderen met SLI te karakteriseren. 
Hoewel de taalgestoorde kinderen veel fouten maken, produceren ze ook correcte 
vormen en er bestaan grote verschillen tussen kinderen onderling. Inconsistente 
produktie en variabiliteit zijn vertrouwde gegevens binnen het onderzoek naar SLI. 
 
In hoofdstuk 5 worden de taalkundige theorieën uit het tweede hoofdstuk toegepast op 
de resultaten uit hoofdstuk 4.  
Sommige van de bevindingen vallen goed te rijmen met de theorieën, andere vormen 
tegenbewijs voor een of meer verklaringen. Zo is een van de verklaringen dat kinderen 
gemakkelijk elementen weglaten die in hun oppervlakkige kenmerken weinig 
opvallend zijn. In strijd daarmee is het feit dat Nederlandse kinderen een morfeem ter 
grootte van een lettergreep (-en) vervangen door een enkele medeklinker (-t). Dit is 
vaak het geval als een enkelvoudsvorm in de plaats komt van een meervoudsvorm. 
Een andere theorie houdt in dat taalgestoorde kinderen geen regels voor de 
woordvorming kunnen leren. Deze hypothese wordt weersproken doordat de kinderen 
soms overgeneralisaties gebruiken (loopte) die er juist op wijzen dat ze voor zichzelf 
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een regel hebben gevormd (zo’n vorm kan immers niet afgeleid zijn uit het 
taalaanbod). 
De conclusie van het hoofdstuk is dat de verklaring voor de grammaticale problemen 
tweeërlei is. De complexiteit van de congruentierelatie (voor persoon, getal) met het 
zinsonderwerp vraagt veel van het taallerende kind. Dat geldt ook voor andere finesses 
van de morfosyntaxis. Daarnaast stellen de grammaticale morfemen hoge eisen aan de 
taalverwerking: een morfeem als -t is lastig waar te nemen en in de klankproduktie valt 
het dikwijls weg door een fonologisch vereenvoudigingsproces. In een valide 
verklaring van morfosyntactische problemen moeten dan ook taalverwerking en 
grammaticale kennis  beide betrokken worden. 
 
Hoofdstuk 6 presenteert een inleiding op het tweede hoofdthema van deze studie: de 
argumentstructuur van het werkwoord. Dit onderwerp staat de laatste jaren sterk in de 
belangstelling. Het werkwoord zelf krijgt een steeds prominenter plaats binnen de 
linguïstiek. De zinsdelen rond het werkwoord zijn een projectie van de handeling die 
het werkwoord uitdrukt. Daardoor hangt de zinsstructuur sterk af van het werkwoord. 
De handeling ‘geven’ vraagt om een ontvanger en om een object dat de handeling 
ondergaat (het gegevene). In de zinsbouw vinden we deze rollen terug als, bij 
voorbeeld, een meewerkend voorwerp en een lijdend voorwerp. Als we dezelfde 
handeling verwoorden in een passieve zin (met ‘worden’) blijft de handelingsstructuur 
ongewijzigd, maar verandert de syntactische structuur. Daarnaast vinden andersoortige 
wisselingen plaats in de structuur rond het werkwoord, de zogenaamde alternanties. 
Naast de bal rolt bestaat voor dezelfde handeling het alternatief  zij rolt de bal. Naast 
hij laadt de blokken in de auto bestaat hij laadt de auto vol met blokken.  
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt het taalverwervingsonderzoek naar argumentstructuur - inclusief 
de alternanties - geïntroduceerd. Een belangrijke vraag is hoe het kind bij het leren van 
de taal uitvindt welke werkwoorden een alternantie toelaten en welke niet. Er zijn 
immers werkwoorden die een zelfde handeling uitdrukken maar toch verschillen in 
syntactische privileges. Zo laat het werkwoord ‘vallen’ niet een structuur toe als zij 
valt de beer, terwijl de structuur van de handeling niet anders is dan bij het voorbeeld 
met ‘rollen’. Uit het taalaanbod kan het kind slechts afleiden wat toegestaan is in de 
taal. Fouten kan het slechts op grond van die ‘positieve’ evidentie afleren. 
Op het gebied van SLI is ook enig onderzoek gedaan naar argumentstructuur. Dat 
betreft de alternanties en ook de produktie van verplichte complementen van het 
werkwoord. Daarnaast is er een onderzoekstraditie die de nadruk legt op de voorkeur 
van taalgestoorde kinderen voor een beperkte set werkwoorden die vaak voorkomen 
en naar betekenis weinig specifiek zijn (doen, gaan). Een dergelijke voorkeur zou ook 
een beperking inhouden van de set argumentstructuren die een kind verwerft. Deze 
onderzoeksstromingen worden alle in dit hoofdstuk besproken.  
 
In hoofdstuk 7 vindt een eerste verkenning plaats van de wijze waarop taalgestoorde 
kinderen werkwoorden complementeren. Een bestaande verzameling spontane-taaldata 
werd gebruikt (ontleend aan onderzoek van Bol en Kuiken uit 1988). Het bleek dat de 
taalgestoorde kinderen groepsgewijs eenvoudiger argumentstructuren bij het 
werkwoord produceerden dan kinderen zonder taalprobleem. Ze drukten minder vaak 
twee argumenten uit na het werkwoord en produceerden meer werkwoorden die geen 
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enkel argument bij zich hadden. Ook de variatie in het werkwoordgebruik werd 
gepeild, met behulp van een type-tokenratio. De set werkwoorden die de taalgestoorde 
kinderen produceerden bleek, bij die maat, even divers als die van de normale 
kinderen.  
 
Hoofdstuk 8 bevat de resultaten van het experiment waarin argumentstructuur werd 
onderzocht. Bij de vertoning op videofilm van de handeling werd het werkwoord 
voorgezegd. De taak bestond in het toevoegen van de argumenten aan het werkwoord. 
De eerder genoemde alternanties werden nadrukkelijk uitgelokt door twee versies in 
beeld te brengen. Zo werden de constructies de auto beweegt en hij beweegt de auto in 
beeld gebracht door de handelende persoon niet te tonen (voor de eerste zin) of juist in 
beeld te brengen (om de tweede zin uit te lokken). Bij enkele werkwoorden die geen 
alternantie toelaten, werden eveneens twee versies vertoond, om na te gaan of het kind 
zou kiezen voor een overgeneralisatie van de alternantie (zij valt de beer). Een ander 
constructietype dat werd uitgelokt betreft een zin als hij schudt de bal uit de boom. Het 
resultaat van de hier uitgedrukte handeling is dat de bal uit de boom valt. Niettemin 
wordt de bal niet aangeraakt. De handeling is daarmee indirect en de keuze van het 
lijdend voorwerp is daardoor ongebruikelijk: meestal drukt het lijdend voorwerp juist 
datgene uit dat direct de handeling ondergaat.  
De alternanties werden slechts in geringe mate uitgelokt - de aantallen waren, ook bij 
de controlegroep, laag. De taalgestoorde kinderen produceerden minder alternanties 
dan de controlegroep. Overgeneralisaties kwamen bijna niet voor.  
Bij nadere inspectie van de werkwoordscomplementen viel op, evenals in hoofdstuk 7, 
dat de taalgestoorde kinderen een eenvoudiger argumentstructuur uitdrukten. In hun 
uitingen werden minder zinsdelen gevonden: de verschillen met de controlegroep 
waren het opvallendst voor de structuren met twee argumenten na het werkwoord. 
Bovendien was de structuur van de zinsdelen zelf ook eenvoudiger. In het eerder 
genoemde voorbeeld met ‘schudden’ gaf de taalgestoorde groep de voorkeur aan een 
voornaamwoordelijk bijwoord (eruit) of een partikel (weg) boven een voorzetselgroep 
(uit de boom).    
In dit hoofdstuk wordt ook de vraag gesteld of problemen met argumentstructuur bij 
taalgestoorde kinderen samengaan met vervoegingsproblemen. Deze vraag kan 
bevestigend worden beantwoord: beide symptomen kwamen voor bij dezelfde 
kinderen. Daarmee blijken voor grammaticale SLI op twee terreinen symptomen te 
bestaan. Dat draagt bij aan de overtuiging dat argumentstructuur toegevoegd moet 
worden aan de beschrijving van grammaticale stoornissen bij kinderen. 
 
Tenslotte wordt in hoofdstuk 9 de kwestie van de diversiteit opgepakt. Met behulp van 
een meer doelgerichte methode werd onderzocht of taalgestoorde kinderen inderdaad 
een voorkeur hebben voor werkwoorden die semantisch weinig informatief zijn en die 
breed ingezet kunnen worden. Opnieuw werden videofragmenten vertoond. Nu werd 
het werkwoord echter niet voorgezegd. Het kind werd immers gevraagd de handeling 
zelf te benoemen. De handelingen konden meer en minder zorgvuldig worden 
benoemd. Voor elk specifiek werkwoord was een niet-specifiek alternatief 
voorhanden. Zo werden diverse wijzen van ‘gaan’ bevraagd, zoals ‘huppelen’. De 
taalgestoorde kinderen weken in drie aspecten af van de controlegroep. Ze gebruikten 
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meer niet-specifieke werkwoorden en kozen minder vaak voor een specifiek 
werkwoordslabel. Daarnaast kozen ze vaker een foutief werkwoord (een werkwoord 
dat ook specifiek was maar niet paste bij de handeling). Er bleek ook een verband te 
bestaan met de argumentstructuur van het werkwoord. Wanneer taalgestoorde 
kinderen wél kozen voor een specifiek werkwoord, was verhoudingsgewijs de 
argumentstructuur minder complex (ze gebruikten vaker twee zinsdelen bij een niet-
specifiek werkwoord dan bij een specifiek werkwoord).   
 
Concluderend wordt vastgesteld dat de symptomen van SLI in het Nederlands op een 
aantal punten niet verklaard worden door de bestaande theorieën. Op die punten 
vragen de theorieën om herziening. Een theorie over SLI moet immers ruimte bieden 
aan de gevolgen die de stoornis heeft binnen iedere willekeurige taal. Andersom wordt 
de dikwijls gehoorde gedachte dat SLI geen ‘universeel kenmerk’ heeft door deze 
studie ondersteund.  
Voor de omschrijving van grammaticale SLI geldt dat argumentstructuur een plaats 
moet krijgen in het profiel van de stoornis, naast de morfosyntactische problemen. 
Voor diagnostiek en therapie geldt dat twee relaties uitermate belangrijk blijken voor 
SLI bij Nederlandse kinderen. De werkwoordsvorm hangt nauw samen met de plaats 
in de zin en de eigenschappen van het onderwerp. Het werkwoord zelf bepaalt via zijn 
argumenten een belangrijk deel van de zinsstructuur. Didactisch betekent dit, dat het 
werkwoord bij voorkeur in de zinscontext moet worden aangeboden.    
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